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GWAS reported genes and CHi-C genes
Drugs identified for RA
Drugs identified for PSA
Drugs identified for JIA
Fisher's exact (p<0.05) pathway drug targets
Benjamini–Hochberg FDR controlled (p<0.05) pathway drug targets. Green shading indicates which cell-type is more significant
CHi-C identified enhancers, target genes, drugs and overlap with GWAS catalogue SNPs
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Benjamini–Hochberg FDR controlled (p<0.05) pathway drug targets. Green shading indicates which cell-type is more significant
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Disease Associated SNP Closest gene(s) Reported gene(s)

rs187786174, rs2843401 MMEL1 MMEL1, TNFRSF14

rs227163 TNFRSF9 TNFRSF9

rs2240336, rs2301888 PADI4 PADI4

rs28411352 MTF1 MTF1, INPP5B

rs12140275, rs883220 LINC01343, RP5-884C9.2 LOC339442, POU3F1

rs2476601 PTPN22 PTPN22

rs624988, rs798000 GAPDHP64, NEFHP1 CD2

rs2228145 IL6R IL6R

rs2317230 RP11-367J7.4 FCRL3

rs4656942 CD244 LY9, CD244

rs72717009 RP11-122G18.10 FCGR2A

rs10494360 FCGR2A FCGR2A

rs75409195 RP11-25K21.1 FCGR2B

rs2105325 RP11-296O14.2 LOC100506023

rs17668708 PTPRC PTPRC

rs2014863 MIR181A1HG PTPRC

rs10795791, rs706778 IL2RA IL2RA

rs947474 RP11-563J2.3 PRKCQ

rs2275806, rs3824660 GATA3, GATA3-AS1 GATA3

rs12413578 RP11-428L9.2 10p14

rs793108 RP11-192P3.4 ZNF438

rs2671692 RP11-523O18.7 WDFY4

rs12764378, rs71508903 ARID5B ARID5B

rs6479800 RTKN2 RTKN2

rs726288 SFTPD SFTPD

rs331463, rs570676 PRR5L, TRAF6 RAG1, RAG2, TRAF6

rs508970, rs595158 VPS37C CD5

rs968567 FADS2 FADS1, FADS2, FADS3

RA
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rs11605042 ARAP1-AS2 ARAP1

rs4409785 RP11-338H14.1 CEP57

rs138193887 CUL5 ATM

rs10790268, rs4938573 CXCR5, Y_RNA CXCR5, DDX6

rs73013527 RP11-744N12.3 ETS1

rs773125 SUOX CDK2

rs10683701, rs1633360 OS9, RP11-571M6.7 CDK4, KIF5A

rs10774624 RP3-473L9.4 SH2B3, PTPN11

rs9603616 COG6 COG6

rs3783782 PRKCH PRKCH

rs1950897 RAD51B RAD51B

rs2582532 PLD4 PLD4, AHNAK2

rs8032939, rs8043085 RASGRP1 RASGRP1

rs8026898 PCAT29 LOC145837, TLE3

rs4780401 RP11-490O6.2 TXNDC11

rs13330176 RP11-542M13.2 IRF8

rs72634030 RP11-420A6.2 C1QBP

rs1877030 RP11-390P24.1 MED1

rs12936409, rs59716545 ZPBP2 CSF3, IKZF3

rs8083786 PTPN2 PTPN2

rs2469434 CD226 CD226

rs34536443 TYK2 TYK2

rs147622113 ILF3 ILF3

rs10175798 LBH LBH

rs34695944 REL REL

rs13385025 B3GNT2 B3GNT2
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rs1858037, rs6546146 SPRED2 SPRED2

rs10209110 AFF3 AFF3

rs9653442 LINC01104 AFF3

rs6732565 ACOXL ACOXL

rs11889341, rs13426947 STAT4 STAT4

rs6715284 ALS2CR12 CFLAR, CASP8

rs1980422 CD28 CD28

rs11571302, rs3087243 CTLA4 CTLA4

rs4239702, rs6032662 CD40, RPL13P2 CD40

rs73194058 IFNGR2 IFNGR2

rs147868091, rs2834512 RCAN1 RCAN1

rs8133843, rs9979383 RUNX1 LOC100506403, RUNX1

rs1893592 UBASH3A UBASH3A

rs2236668 ICOSLG ICOSLG, AIRE

rs11089637 UBE2L3 UBE2L3, YDJC

rs3218251 IL2RB IL2RB

rs909685 SYNGR1 SYNGR1

rs4452313 PLCL2 PLCL2

rs3806624 EOMES EOMES

rs35677470, rs73081554 DNASE1L3, RPP14 ABHD6, DNASE1L3, PXK

rs9826828 STAG1 IL20RB

rs13142500 RP11-61G19.2 CLNK

rs11933540, rs932036 RP11-263J14.1, RP11-324H7.1 C4orf52, RBPJ

rs2664035 TEC TEC

rs10028001 ANXA3 ANXA3

rs78560100 KIAA1109 IL2, IL21

rs71624119 ANKRD55 ANKRD55

rs7731626 ANKRD55 ANKRD55

rs2561477, rs39984 C5orf30 C5orf30, GIN1

rs657075 snoZ6 IL3, CSF2

rs9378815 IRF4 IRF4

rs74984480 CD83 CD83

rs9268839 HLA-DRB9 HLA, DRB1
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rs2234067 RP1-50J22.4 ETV7

rs2233424 NFKBIE NFKBIE

rs6911690 ATG5 PRDM1

rs9372120 AL022067.1 ATG5

rs17264332, rs6920220 RP11-95M15.1 TNFAIP3

rs7752903 TNFAIP3 TNFAIP3

rs9373594 PPIL4 PPIL4

rs2451258, rs629326 RP1-111C20.3 TAGAP

rs1571878, rs59466457 CCR6 CCR6

rs67250450 JAZF1 JAZF1

rs4272 CDK6 CDK6

rs3778753, rs3807306 IRF5 IRF5

rs2736337, rs4840565 BLK BLK

rs998731 TPD52 TPD52

rs678347 KB-1930G5.4 GRHL2

rs1516971 LINC00824 PVT1

rs11574914, rs2812378 CCL21 CCL19, CCL21

rs10739580, rs10985070 PHF19, TRAF1 C5, TRAF1

rs201408742 CTHRC1P1 P2RY10

rs5987194 MECP2 IRAK1

rs11121129 RP11-431K24.3 ERRFI1, SLC45A1

rs111825814 RP11-420C9.1

rs1133071 DDX58 DDX58

rs11652075 RP11-334C17.5 CARD14

rs12030867 C1orf141 IL23R

rs12044149 C1orf141 IL23R

rs12188300 AC008697.1 IL12B

rs12928822 RMI2 PRM1, C16orf75

PSA
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rs1306395 LINC01185 RAPOLG, REL

rs1972346 ZMIZ1 ZMIZ1 

rs2020854 STAT2 STAT2 

rs2111485 FAP KCNH7, IFIH1

rs2188958 CHSY3

rs2298428 YDJC LOC150223

rs2392581 AMPH AMPH

rs2476601 PTPN22 PTPN22

rs2477077 DENND1B DENND1B

rs33980500 TRAF3IP2 TRAF3IP2

rs34725611 TYK2 TYK2

rs35667974 IFIH1 KCNH7, IFIH1

rs4561177 ZC3H12C LOC260340, ZC3H12C 

rs4795067 NOS2 NOS2

rs4921482 AC008697.1 IL12B, ADRA1B

rs4936059 RP11-744N12.3 ETS1, FLI

rs4957300 RP11-386E5.1

rs602422 POLI POLI 

rs6063454 RNU6-147P ZNF313, SNAI1

rs610604 TNFAIP3 TNFAIP3 

rs62376445 CTD-2260A17.2 ERAP1, ERAP2

rs645078 RPS6KA4 RPS6KA4 

rs6693105 LCE3B LCE3B, LCE3A

rs6713082 RN7SL51P B3GNT2, TMEM17

rs715285 AC063976.1 CSF2, P4HA2

rs72793373 SRCAP PRSS53, FBXL19

rs730086 KAT2A PTRF, STAT3, STAT5A, STAT5

rs73112675 ELMO1 ELMO1 
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rs7523412 RP11-84D1.2 RUNX3, SYF2

rs75402062 C6orf99 TAGAP

rs7552167 IFNLR1 IL28RA, GRHL3

rs76956521 TNIP1 TNIP1 , ANXA6

rs7703009 P4HA2

rs7761186 EXOC2 EXOC2, LOC727827

rs7895120 DOCK1 DOCK1

rs796754 RP11-417L14.1 KLF4

rs8016947 RP11-561B11.3 PSMA6, LOC122589

rs8072199 NOS2 NOS2

rs8103241 NFIX NFIX

rs848 IL13 IL13 

rs892085 QTRT1 ILF3

rs9988642 IL23R IL23R

rs10174238 STAT4 STAT4

rs11265608 RP11-350G8.5 ATP8B2, IL6R

rs2284033 IL2RB IL2RB

rs2847293 PTPN2 PTPN2

rs34536443 TYK2 TYK2

rs4705862 C5orf56 C5orf56, IRF1

rs4755450 PRR5L PRR5L

rs6679677 RSBN1 PTPN22

rs6740838 LINC01104 AFF3, LONRF2

rs71624119 ANKRD55 ANKRD55

rs7993214 COG6 COG6

rs9979383 RUNX1 RUNX1

JIA
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CHi-C gene(s) CHi-C gene(s) contain 

reported gene(s)

FAM213B, MMEL1, MORN1, PANK4, PEX10, PRKCZ, RER1, SKI Y
N
N

C1orf109, C1orf122, CDCA8, FHL3, MEAF6, MTF1, RRAGC, YRDC Y

N
HIPK1, RHOC, RP11-426L16.10, RSBN1 N
CD101, CD58, TTF2 N
C1orf43, IL6R, UBAP2L Y
AIM2, FCRL5 N

N
N

ATF6, DUSP12, FCGR2A, FCRLA, FCRLB Y
ATF6, B4GALT3, DUSP12, FCGR2A, FCRLA, FCRLB, HSPA6, 

MPZL1, PPOX, SDHC, USF1

N

CENPL, TNFSF4 N
NEK7, PTPRC Y

N
FAM208B, GDI2, IL2RA Y

N
GATA3 Y

N
N
N

ARID5B, RTKN2 Y
N
N

COMMD9, FJX1, PRR5L, TRAF6 Y
CCDC86, CD6, PRPF19, SLC15A3, TMEM109, TMEM132A N
BEST1, CYB561A3, DDB1, FADS1, FADS2, FADS3, FEN1, FTH1, 

INCENP, MYRF, TMEM138, TMEM216, TMEM258

Y
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N
N

ATM, DDX10 Y
BCL9L, CXCR5, DDX6 Y

N
CD63, CS, DGKA, GDF11, ORMDL2, RDH5, SARNP, SUOX N
AGAP2, ARHGAP9, ARHGEF25, DCTN2, DDIT3, DTX3, ESYT1, 

GLI1, KIF5A, MARS, MBD6, PA2G4, PDE1B, PIP4K2C, PRKAG1, 

TSPAN31

Y

ACAD10, ALDH2, ATXN2, BRAP, MYL2, SH2B3 Y
FOXO1 N
FANCM, FKBP3, GPR65, HIF1A, PRKCH, SNAPC1, TMEM30B Y
RAD51B, ZFP36L1 Y

N
FAM98B N
TLE3 Y
CLEC16A, RMI2, TXNDC11, USP7, ZC3H7A Y
C16orf74 N
C1QBP, CAMTA2, DERL2, DHX33, ENO3, FAM64A, KIF1C, MIS12, 

NUP88, PFN1, RABEP1, RNF167, RPAIN, SLC25A11, SPAG7, ZFP3, 

ZNF232, ZNF594

Y

CDK12, ERBB2, PGAP3 N
CACNB1, CDK12, ERBB2, GSDMB, IKZF3, MED24, MIEN1, MSL1, 

NR1D1, ORMDL3, PGAP3, PPP1R1B, PSMD3, RAPGEFL1, RPL19, 

STARD3, THRA

Y

AFG3L2, CEP76, FAM210A, KIAA0319L, LDLRAD4, NDUFV2, 

PTPN2, RNMT, SEH1L

Y

N
ANGPTL6, C19orf66, CDC37, CTD-2369P2.12, DNMT1, EIF3G, 

ICAM1, ICAM3, ICAM4, ICAM5, ILF3, MRPL4, P2RY11, PPAN, PPAN-

P2RY11, RAVER1, S1PR2, TYK2, ZGLP1

Y

N
N

C2orf74, PAPOLG, REL, VRK2 Y
COMMD1 N
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APLF, CEP68, FBXO48, SPRED2 Y
N
N

BCL2L11 N
MYO1B, NABP1, STAT4 Y

N
N

CTLA4 Y
CD40, ELMO2, SLC35C2 Y

N
N

RUNX1 Y
N
N

LZTR1, SDF2L1, THAP7, YDJC Y
IFT27 N

N
DPH3, OXNAD1 N
AZI2, CMC1, EOMES Y
ABHD6, DNASE1L3, FLNB, KCTD6, PDHB, RPP14 Y
ARMC8, IL20RB, MSL2, NCK1, PCCB, SLC35G2, STAG1 Y

N
RBPJ Y

N
N

ANXA5, CCNA2, NUDT6, SPATA5 N
IL6ST N

N
N

C5orf56, CDC42SE2, CTC-432M15.3, FNIP1, RAPGEF6 N
N

ATXN1, CD83, JARID2, NFKBIE, SLC35B2 Y
N
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ETV7, MAPK13 Y
AARS2, MRPL14, NFKBIE, SLC29A1, SLC35B2, TMEM63B Y

N
ATG5, PRDM1, PREP Y
TNFAIP3 Y
IFNGR1, TNFAIP3 Y
GINM1, KATNA1, LATS1, PPIL4, TAB2, UST, ZC3H12D Y
RSPH3 N
CCR6, FGFR1OP, RNASET2, RP11-514O12.4, RPS6KA2, SFT2D1, 

UST, ZBTB2

Y

JAZF1 Y
N

IRF5 Y
BLK, FAM167A, FDFT1, MCPH1, MTMR9, NEIL2, XKR6 Y

N
N
N
N

AKNA, CNTRL, FBXW2, GSN, MEGF9, PHF19, PSMD5, RAB14, 

RGS3, STOM, TMEM245, TRAF1

Y

N
ABCD1, ARHGAP4, ATP6AP1, AVPR2, BCAP31, DNASE1L1, EMD, 

FAM3A, FAM50A, FAM58A, FLNA, G6PD, GDI1, HCFC1, IDH3G, 

IKBKG, IRAK1, LAGE3, MECP2, NAA10, PDZD4, PLXNA3, PLXNB3, 

RENBP, RPL10, SLC10A3, SSR4, TAZ, TKTL1, TMEM187, UBL4A, 

ZNF185

Y

N
ACTR2, CEP68, SPRED2 N

N
N
N
N
N

CIITA, CLEC16A, DEXI, GSPT1, LITAF, RMI2, RSL1D1, SOCS1, 

TXNDC11, ZC3H7A

N
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REL Y
N

ANKRD52, ARHGAP9, BAZ2A, BLOC1S1, CD63, CDK2, COQ10A, 

CS, DGKA, DNAJC14, ERBB3, ESYT1, GDF11, GLS2, IKZF4, ITGA7, 

MARS, MYL6, MYL6B, NABP2, NACA, ORMDL2, PA2G4, PAN2, 

PMEL, RAB5B, RBMS2, RDH5, RNF41, RP11-603J24.9, RP11-

644F5.10, RP11-762I7.5, RP11-977G19.10, RPL41, RPS26, SARNP, 

SHMT2, SMARCC2, STAT2, TIMELESS, ZC3H10

N

N
N

LZTR1, SDF2L1, THAP7, YDJC N
N

HIPK1, RHOC, RP11-426L16.10, RSBN1 N
N
N
N
N

ZC3H12C N
N
N
N
N

C18orf54, MBD2, MBP, MEX3C, POLI, TCF4 N
RNF114, SPATA2, TMEM189, TMEM189-UBE2V1, UBE2V1 N
IFNGR1, TNFAIP3 N
ERAP1, ERAP2, LNPEP, RGMB, RIOK2 Y
BAD, CCDC88B, GPR137, SF1 N

N
N

C5orf56 N
N

AT5B N
ELMO1 N
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N
N

IFNLR1, NIPAL3, RCAN3, STPG1 N
ANXA6, CCDC69, DCTN4, GM2A, GPX3, RBM22, SMIM3, SYNPO, 

TNIP1

Y

C5orf56 N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

C19orf38, DNM2, ICAM1, ICAM4, KEAP1, PDE4A, QTRT1, TMED1 N

N
N

ATP8B2, C1orf43, HAX1, TPM3, UBAP2L, UBE2Q1 Y
N

PTPN2, SEH1L Y
ANGPTL6, C19orf66, CDC37, CTD-2369P2.12, DNMT1, EIF3G, 

ICAM1, ICAM3, ICAM4, ICAM5, ILF3, MRPL4, P2RY11, PPAN, PPAN-

P2RY11, RAVER1, S1PR2, TYK2, ZGLP1

Y

C5orf56, IRF1 Y
TRAF6 N
HIPK1, RHOC, RP11-426L16.10, RSBN1 N

N
IL6ST N
FOXO1 N
RUNX1 Y
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Drug Name

Abciximab

Acetylsalicylic acid

Adalimumab

Afatinib
Aldesleukin

Alefacept

Alemtuzumab

Alpha-Linolenic Acid
Amiodarone

Amlodipine

Azacitidine

Basiliximab

Bepridil

Bevacizumab

Biotin

Brigatinib

Caffeine

Carvedilol
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Cetuximab

Conivaptan

Copper

Daclizumab

Decitabine

Denileukin diftitox

Desmopressin

Dextrothyroxine

Disulfiram

Dronedarone

Efalizumab

Etanercept

Ethanol

Felodipine

Flucytosine
Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

Guanidine
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Hyaluronic acid

Ibritumomab tiuxetan

Ibutilide
Icosapent

Immune Globulin 
Human

Interferon gamma-1b

Ipilimumab

Iron

Iron Dextran

L-Alanine

Lapatinib

Levothyroxine

Liothyronine

Liotrix

L-Valine

Magnesium Sulfate

Manganese

Manidipine

Muromonab

N-Acetylglucosamine
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NADH

Nafamostat

Natalizumab

Nicardipine

Nimodipine

Palivizumab

Pazopanib

Pertuzumab

Procainamide
Pseudoephedrine

Pyruvic acid

Rituximab

Sarilumab

Spironolactone

Succinic acid

Tamoxifen

Terlipressin

Tocilizumab
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Tofacitinib

Tolvaptan

Tositumomab

Trapidil

Trastuzumab

Trastuzumab 
emtansine

Trimebutine

Vasopressin

Verapamil
Vitamin A

Vitamin E
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Drug Description

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 7E3. Abciximab binds to the 
glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the 
binding of fibrinogen, von Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
The prototypical analgesic used in the treatment of mild to moderate pain. It has anti-inflammatory and 
antipyretic properties and acts as an inhibitor of cyclooxygenase which results in the inhibition of the 
biosynthesis of prostaglandins. Acetylsalicylic acid also inhibits platelet aggregation and is used in the 
Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by recombinant DNA 
technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular 
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared has the dimaleate salt. FDA 
approved on July 12, 2013.Aldesleukin, a lymphokine, is produced by recombinant DNA technology using a genetically engineered E. coli 
strain containing an analog of the human interleukin-2 gene. Genetic engineering techniques were used to 
modify the human IL-2 gene, and the resulting expression clone encodes a modified human interleukin-2. This 
recombinant form differs from native interleukin-2 in the following ways: a) Aldesleukin is not glycosylated 
because it is derived from E. coli; b) the molecule has no N-terminal alanine; the codon for this amino acid 
Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-binding portion of the human 
leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc (hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. 
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant DNA-derived humanized 
monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The 
Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and 
complementarity-determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). Campath is 
Alpha-linolenic acid (ALA) is a polyunsaturated omega-3 fatty acid. It is a component of many common 
vegetable oils and is important to human nutrition.An antianginal and antiarrhythmic drug. It increases the duration of ventricular and atrial muscle action by 
inhibiting Na,K-activated myocardial adenosine triphosphatase. There is a resulting decrease in heart rate and 
Amlodipine is a long-acting 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. It acts primarily on vascular smooth 
muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium channels in their inactive conformation. By inhibiting 
the influx of calcium in smooth muscle cells, amlodipine prevents calcium-dependent myocyte contraction and 
vasoconstriction. A second proposed mechanism for the drug’s vasodilatory effects involves pH-dependent 
inhibition of calcium influx via inhibition of smooth muscle carbonic anhydrase. Some studies have shown that 
amlodipine also exerts inhibitory effects on voltage-gated N-type calcium channels. N-type calcium channels 
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing DNA methylation. It is also 
an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic 
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions as an 
immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, 
also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained 
from fermentation of an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
A long-acting, non selective, calcium channel blocker with significant anti-anginal activity. The drug produces 
significant coronary vasodilation and modest peripheral effects. It has antihypertensive and selective anti-
arrhythmia activities and acts as a calmodulin antagonist. [PubChem] It is no longer marketed in the United 
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the biologic activity of human 
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab contains human framework regions and the 
complementarity-determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a 
Chinese Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic 
A water-soluble, enzyme co-factor present in minute amounts in every living cell. It occurs mainly bound to 
proteins or polypeptides and is abundant in liver, kidney, pancreas, yeast, and milk. [PubChem]
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) and 
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared 
to the wild-type.[A31311] It also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung parenchyma.[A31313] 
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a pharmacological agent. 
Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness 
and producing agitation. It also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular actions of caffeine have 
been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most 
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to moderate congestive heart 
failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
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Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is composed of the Fv (variable; 
antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of 
human EGFr with human IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
Conivaptan is a non-peptide inhibitor of antidiuretic hormone (vasopressin). It was approved in 2004 for 
hyponatremia (low blood sodium levels) caused by syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone (SIADH). 
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the function of many enzymes 
including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is 
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-CD25). Daclizumab is a 
composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody sequences. The human sequences were derived from 
the constant domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS). It is a chemical 
analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it 
into DNA during replication and RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA 
inhibits methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely affects the way that 
A recombinant DNA-derived cytotoxic protein composed of the amino acid sequences for diphtheria toxin 
fragments A and B (Met 1-Thr 387)-His followed by the sequences for interleukin-2 (IL-2; Ala 1-Thr 133). It is 
Desmopressin is a chemical that is similar to Antidiuretic Hormone (ADH) which is found naturally in the body. 
It increases urine concentration and decreases urine production. Desmopressin is used to prevent and control 
excessive thirst, urination, and dehydration caused by injury, surgery, and certain medical conditions, allowing 
you to sleep through the night without awakening to urinate. It is also used to treat specific types of diabetes 
The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the iodination of tyrosines 
(monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines (diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is 
released from thyroglobulin by proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to 
A carbamate derivative used as an alcohol deterrent. It is a relatively nontoxic substance when administered 
alone, but markedly alters the intermediary metabolism of alcohol. When alcohol is ingested after 
administration of disulfiram, blood acetaldehyde concentrations are increased, followed by flushing, systemic 
Dronedarone is a sinus rhythm controller for management of paroxysmal or persistent atrial fibrillation. 
Classified as a Class III antiarrhythmic but displays properties of all four Vaughan-Williams classes, 
dronedarone blocks a multitude of channels (sodium, potassium, calcium), and demonstrates antiadrenergic 
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. Efalizumab has a molecular 
weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell 
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the human 75 kilodalton (p75) 
tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of 
etanercept contains the CH2 domain, the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. 
A clear, colorless liquid rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and distributed throughout the body. It 
has bactericidal activity and is used often as a topical disinfectant. It is widely used as a solvent and 
Felodipine is a long-acting 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker (CCB)b. It acts primarily on vascular 
smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium channels in their inactive conformation. By 
inhibiting the influx of calcium in smooth muscle cells, felodipine prevents calcium-dependent myocyte 
contraction and vasoconstriction. Felodipine is the most potent CCB in use and is unique in that it exhibits 
fluorescent activity. In addition to binding to L-type calcium channels, felodipine binds to a number of calcium-
binding proteins, exhibits competitive antagonism of the mineralcorticoid receptor, inhibits the activity of 
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is conjugated with 
calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated from fermentation of Micromonospora 
echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-
6 moles calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed against the 
CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By 
binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes 
cell death. Marketing approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of age or older and who are 
not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy [A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the 
market in 2010 due to safety concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit 
A strong organic base existing primarily as guanidium ions at physiological pH. It is found in the urine as a 
normal product of protein metabolism. It is also used in laboratory research as a protein denaturant. (From 
Martindale, the Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed and Merck Index, 12th ed) It is also used in the treatment of 
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Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely throughout connective, 
epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the 
plasma membrane instead of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid contributes significantly to 
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed against the CD20 antigen, 
which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese 
hamster ovary cells and is composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
Ibutilide is a Class III antiarrhythmic agent that is indicated for acute cardioconversion of atrial fibrillation and 
atrial flutter of a recent onset to sinus rhythm.Important polyunsaturated fatty acid found in fish oils. It serves as the precursor for the prostaglandin-3 and 
thromboxane-3 families. A diet rich in eicosapentaenoic acid lowers serum lipid concentration, reduces 
incidence of cardiovascular disorders, prevents platelet aggregation, and inhibits arachidonic acid conversion 
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived from healthy human 
plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol 
precipitation, and ion exchange chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody 
subclasses as is found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the following 
Human Interferon gamma-1b (140 residues), produced from E. coli. Production of Actimmune is achieved by 
fermentation of a genetically engineered Escherichia coli bacterium containing the DNA which encodes for the 
human protein. Purification of the product is achieved by conventional column chromatography. The 
Ipilimumab, a recombinant human monoclonal antibody (IgG1 kappa immunoglobin), is an antineoplastic 
agent developed by Bristol-Myers Squibb and Medarex for the treatment of unresectable or metastatic 
melanoma in adults. Ipilimumab received FDA approved on March 25, 2011. In October 2015, the FDA 
A metallic element found in certain minerals, in nearly all soils, and in mineral waters. It is an essential 
constituent of hemoglobin, cytochrome, and other components of respiratory enzyme systems. Its chief 
functions are in the transport of oxygen to tissue (hemoglobin) and in cellular oxidation mechanisms. 
Iron dextran is a dark brown, slightly viscous liquid complex of ferric hydroxide and dextran for intravenous or 
intramuscular use. Iron Dextran is used for the treatment of patients with documented iron deficiency in which 
A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is produced from pyruvate 
by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for 
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment for solid tumours such 
as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced 
metastatic breast cancer in conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human 
epidermal growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the iodination of tyrosines 
(monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines (diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is 
released from thyroglobulin by proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to 
The L-triiodothyronine (T3, liothyronine) thyroid hormone is normally synthesized and secreted by the thyroid 
gland in much smaller quantities than L-tetraiodothyronine (T4, levothyroxine, L-thyroxine). Most T3 is derived 
from peripheral monodeiodination of T4 at the 5 position of the outer ring of the iodothyronine nucleus. The 
Liotrix is a synthetically derived thyroid hormone replacement preparation. It consists of levothyroxine sodium 
(thyroxine, T4) and liothyronine sodium (triiodothyronine, T3) in a 4 to 1 ratio by weight. Liotrix was developed 
when it was believed that serum levels of both T4 and T3 were maintained by direct thyroidal secretion. It is 
now known that the thyroid gland secretes approximately ten times more T4 than T3 and that 80% of serum 
T3 is derived from deiodination of T4 in peripheral tissues. Administration of levothyroxine alone is sufficient 
A branched-chain essential amino acid that has stimulant activity. It promotes muscle growth and tissue 
repair. It is a precursor in the penicillin biosynthetic pathway. [PubChem]
A small colorless crystal used as an anticonvulsant, a cathartic, and an electrolyte replenisher in the treatment 
of pre-eclampsia and eclampsia. It causes direct inhibition of action potentials in myometrial muscle cells. 
Excitation and contraction are uncoupled, which decreases the frequency and force of contractions. (From 
Manganese is a transition metal with a molar mass of 54.94g/mol. Manganese is considered critical for human 
health, and plays important roles in development, metabolism, and the antioxidant system. That said, 
excessive manganese intake is associated with manganism, a neurodegenerative disorder that causes 
Manidipine (INN) is a calcium channel blocker (dihydropyridine type) that is used clinically as an 
antihypertensive. It is selective for vasculature and does not produce effects on the heart at clinically relevant 
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More specifically it is a purified 
murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells 
(T-lymphocytes) cultured using the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin 
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a coenzyme composed of 
ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found 
widely in nature and is involved in numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by 
being alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of a phosphate group 
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with hydrochloric acid due to 
its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the prevention of Liver Transplantation and 
Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy 
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. Natalizumab contains human 
framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-
integrin. Natalizumab was voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
A potent calcium channel blockader with marked vasodilator action. It has antihypertensive properties and is 
effective in the treatment of angina and coronary spasms without showing cardiodepressant effects. It has 
also been used in the treatment of asthma and enhances the action of specific antineoplastic agents. 
Nimodipine is a 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. It acts primarily on vascular smooth muscle cells 
by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium channels in their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of 
calcium in smooth muscle cells, nimodipine prevents calcium-dependent smooth muscle contraction and 
subsequent vasoconstriction. Compared to other calcium channel blocking agents, nimodipine exhibits greater 
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, directed to an epitope in 
the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human 
(95%) and murine (5%) antibody sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the 
constant domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) and Cess (2). 
The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain of Ck and the variable framework 
regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell 
Pazopanib is a small molecule inhibitor of multiple protein tyrosine kinases with potential antineoplastic 
activity. It is developed by GlaxoSmithKline and was FDA approved on October 19, 2009.
Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the extracellular dimerization 
domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two 
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of norepinephrine. It has been used in 
the treatment of several disorders including asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its 
central nervous system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has become less 
An intermediate compound in the metabolism of carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. In thiamine deficiency, its 
oxidation is retarded and it accumulates in the tissues, especially in nervous structures. (From Stedman, 26th 
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody directed against the CD20 
antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa 
immunoglobulin containing murine light- and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant 
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both membrane bound and 
soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of 
IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of moderate to severe 
Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate [A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease 
A potassium sparing diuretic that acts by antagonism of aldosterone in the distal renal tubules. It is used 
mainly in the treatment of refractory edema in patients with congestive heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, or 
hepatic cirrhosis. Its effects on the endocrine system are utilized in the treatments of hirsutism and acne but 
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical intermediate, in medicine, the 
manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a 
neutralizing agent. (Hawley&#39;s Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary 
One of the selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERM) with tissue-specific activities for the treatment and 
prevention of estrogen receptor positive breast cancer. Tamoxifen acts as an anti-estrogen (inhibiting agent) 
in the mammary tissue, but as an estrogen (stimulating agent) in cholesterol metabolism, bone density, and 
Terlipressin is an analogue of vasopressin used as a vasoactive drug in the management of hypotension. It 
has been found to be effective when norepinephrine does not help. [Wikipedia]
Tocilizumab is a recombinant, humanized, anti-human interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor monoclonal antibody that 
achieves a significant therapeutic response rate. The light chain is made up of 214 amino acids. The heavy 
chain is made up of 448 amino acids. The four polypeptide chains are linked intra- and inter-molecularly by 
disulfide bonds. FDA approved on January 8, 2010. Tocilizumab (injection) was further approved by the FDA 
for the treatment of adults with giant cell arteritis, an inflammation of the blood vessels (vasculitis) in May, 
2017. In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study, the patients achieved sustained remission from Week 12 
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Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved in signalling pathways 
that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to 
severe rheumatoid arthritis that responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in clinical trials for the prevention 
of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known 
Tolvaptan is used to treat low blood sodium levels (hyponatremia) associated with various conditions like 
congestive heart failure, cirrhosis, and syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormones (SIADH). FDA 
Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 451 residues, 2 lambda 
chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently 
Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a vasodilator and anti-platelet 
agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds with high affinity in a cell-
based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. 
Produced in CHO cell culture. In December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic stomach cancer (gastric or 
gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays 
Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class HER2 antibody drug 
conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, 
DM1. T-DM1 combines two strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Trastuzumab 
emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic 
breast cancer patients who have already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their 
Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and relieves abdominal pain 
with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel 
syndrome (IBS) and lower gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is commonly present in 
Antidiuretic hormone, also known as vasopressin, is a nine amino acid peptide secreted from the posterior 
pituitary. Antidiuretic hormone binds to receptors in the distal or collecting tubules of the kidney and promotes 
A calcium channel blocker that is a class IV anti-arrhythmia agent.
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning of the retina, the growth of 
and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary 
vitamin A is derived from a variety of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the 
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol activity. By virtue of the 
phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, these compounds exhibit varying degree of 
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Drug Targets In Use

FCGR2A

PRKAG1 yes

FCGR2A yes

ERBB2

IL2RA

FCGR2A

FCGR2A

FADS1,FADS2

THRA

CACNB1

DNMT1

FCGR2A,IL2RA

PDE1B

FCGR2A

PCCB

ERBB2

ATM,PDE1B

HIF1A
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FCGR2A

AVPR2

ANXA5,C1QBP,GSN,NEIL2

FCGR2A,IL2RA

DNMT1

IL2RA

AVPR2

THRA

ALDH2

CACNB1

FCGR2A

FCGR2A yes

CACNB1,SLC29A1

PDE1B

DNMT1

FCGR2A

ALDH2
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C1QBP,ICAM1

FCGR2A

CACNB1

FADS1

FCGR2A yes

IFNGR1

CTLA4

FEN1,FTH1,NEIL2

FTH1

AARS2

ERBB2

THRA

THRA

THRA

PCCB

CACNB1

IDH3G

CACNB1

FCGR2A

B4GALT3,RENBP
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ALDH2,IDH3G,NDUFV2,PDHB,RD

H5

ICAM1

FCGR2A,ICAM1

PDE1B

CACNB1

FCGR2A

SH2B3

ERBB2

DNMT1

ATF6

PDHB

FCGR2A yes

FCGR2A,IL6R yes

CACNB1,CACNB1

SDHC

PRKCZ

AVPR2

IL6R yes
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TYK2 yes

AVPR2

FCGR2A

PDE1B

ERBB2,FCGR2A

ERBB2

CACNB1

AVPR2

CACNB1

RDH5

DGKA yes
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Drug Name
Apremilast

Bosutinib

Caffeine

Crisaborole

Dimethyl fumarate

Dipyridamole

Drotaverine

Dyphylline
Enprofylline

Glutamic Acid
Glutathione

Glycine
Hyaluronic acid

Ibudilast

Iloprost

Interferon gamma-1b

NADH

Nafamostat

Natalizumab
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Oxtriphylline

Pentoxifylline

Pyridoxal Phosphate

Roflumilast

Theophylline

Tofisopam

Trapidil

Vitamin A

Vitamin E
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Drug Description
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase 
(PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 
2014) and moderate to severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly located in inflammatory 
cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the 
production of multiple proinflammatory mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-
Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-positive (Ph+) chronic 
myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable 
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a pharmacological agent. 
Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness 
and producing agitation. It also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular actions of caffeine have 
been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most 
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as Eucrisa, a topical treatment of 
for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, 
reducing the risk of infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the disease with a good safety 
Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis patients with relapsing forms 
and is also being investigated for the treatment of psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in 
multiple sclerosis is not well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 
A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by erythrocytes and vascular 
endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug 
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally related to papaverine. 
Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has 
been shown to possess dose-dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the treatment of asthma, 
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. Enprofylline is used in 
asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, 
sickle cell disease, and diabetic neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with 
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.
A tripeptide with many roles in cells. It conjugates to drugs to make them more soluble for excretion, is a 
cofactor for some enzymes, is involved in protein disulfide bond rearrangement and reduces peroxides.
A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used therapeutically as a 
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely throughout connective, 
epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the 
plasma membrane instead of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid contributes significantly to 
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an excellent safety profile at 60 
mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in 
patients with relapsing-remitting (RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is 
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and pulmonary arterial vascular 
beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH).
Human Interferon gamma-1b (140 residues), produced from E. coli. Production of Actimmune is achieved by 
fermentation of a genetically engineered Escherichia coli bacterium containing the DNA which encodes for the 
human protein. Purification of the product is achieved by conventional column chromatography. The 
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a coenzyme composed of 
ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found 
widely in nature and is involved in numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by 
being alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of a phosphate group 
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with hydrochloric acid due to 
its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the prevention of Liver Transplantation and 
Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy 
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. Natalizumab contains human 
framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-
integrin. Natalizumab was voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
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Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is released and acts as a 
phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and histone deacetylase activator. Its main 
physiological reponse is to dilate the bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed under the 
A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood rheology. It improves blood flow 
by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline 
This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino acids, neurotransmitters 
(serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic acid. During transamination of amino acids, 
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition of the PDE4 isoenzyme 
in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) 
exacerbations. Treatment with Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, 
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial dilation, cardiac and 
central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase 
inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under 
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-benzodiazepine drug which is a 
benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the 
benzodiazepine binding site of the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile 
differs from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North America, it is approved 
Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a vasodilator and anti-platelet 
agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning of the retina, the growth of 
and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary 
vitamin A is derived from a variety of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the 
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol activity. By virtue of the 
phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, these compounds exhibit varying degree of 
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Drug Targets In Use
PDE4A

CDK2

PDE4A

PDE4A

KEAP1

PDE4A

PDE4A

PDE4A

PDE4A

GLS2

GPX3

SHMT2

ICAM1

PDE4A

PDE4A

IFNGR1

RDH5

ICAM1

ICAM1
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PDE4A

PDE4A

SHMT2

PDE4A

PDE4A

PDE4A

PDE4A

RDH5

DGKA yes
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Drug Name

Azacitidine

Decitabine
Flucytosine

Hyaluronic acid

Nafamostat

Natalizumab
Procainamide
Tofacitinib
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Drug Description
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing DNA methylation. It is also 
an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic 
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS). It is a chemical 
analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it 
into DNA during replication and RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA 
inhibits methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely affects the way that 
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely throughout connective, 
epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the 
plasma membrane instead of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid contributes significantly to 
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with hydrochloric acid due to 
its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the prevention of Liver Transplantation and 
Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy 
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. Natalizumab contains human 
framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-
integrin. Natalizumab was voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved in signalling pathways that
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Drug Targets In Use

DNMT1

DNMT1

DNMT1

ICAM1

ICAM1

ICAM1

DNMT1

TYK2 yes
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3-phosphoinositide Biosynthesis 202 35

4-1BB Signalling in T Lymphocytes 32 14

Actin Nucleation by ARP-WASP Complex 62 8

Activation of IRF by Cytosolic Pattern 
Recognition Receptors

63 13

Pathway Number of 

molecules in 

pathway

Number of 

drug targets 

in pathway
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Acute Phase Response Signalling 176 81

Angiopoietin Signalling 86 25

Apelin Cardiomyocyte Signalling Pathway 115 36
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Apelin Endothelial Signalling Pathway 127 50

April Mediated Signalling 39 12

Axonal Guidance Signalling 498 101

B Cell Activating Factor Signalling 41 13
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B Cell Receptor Signalling 194 57

CCR5 Signalling in Macrophages 94 41

CD28 Signalling in T Helper Cells 134 53
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CD40 Signalling 81 34

CNTF Signalling 71 25

CXCR4 Signalling 172 44

Caveolar-mediated Endocytosis Signalling 71 24
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Cdc42 Signalling 167 28

Cell Cycle: G1/S Checkpoint Regulation 67 23

Cellular Effects of Sildenafil (Viagra) 131 37

Citrulline Biosynthesis 9 8
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Colorectal Cancer Metastasis Signalling 255 90
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Corticotropin Releasing Hormone Signalling 143 65

D-myo-inositol-5-phosphate Metabolism 162 7
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Dendritic Cell Maturation 196 69

Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress Pathway 21 6

Epithelial Adherens Junction Signalling 149 24

Epoxysqualene Biosynthesis 2 1
ErbB Signalling 106 39
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ErbB2-ErbB3 Signalling 77 29

Erythropoietin Signalling 88 39

FLT3 Signalling in Hematopoietic Progenitor 
Cells

92 29

Fcγ Receptor-mediated Phagocytosis in 
Macrophages and Monocytes

92 32

Folate Polyglutamylation 5 4
Folate Transformations I 9 6

Glioblastoma Multiforme Signalling 340 47
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Glioma Signalling 122 47

Glutamine Degradation I 2 2
Glycine Betaine Degradation 10 8

Glycine Biosynthesis I 2 2
Growth Hormone Signalling 86 34
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Gαq Signalling 162 68

HER-2 Signalling in Breast Cancer 96 36
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HMGB1 Signalling 141 51

Hepatic Cholestasis 160 57
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Hepatic Fibrosis / Hepatic Stellate Cell Activation 186 60

Human Embryonic Stem Cell Pluripotency 145 34

IL-1 Signalling 91 18
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IL-10 Signalling 69 29

IL-12 Signalling and Production in Macrophages 148 65

IL-15 Production 28 14

IL-17A Signalling in Airway Cells 80 34
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IL-17A Signalling in Fibroblasts 35 17

IL-22 Signalling 24 8

IL-3 Signalling 90 39

IL-6 Signalling 136 47

IL-7 Signalling Pathway 93 38
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IL-8 Signalling 204 73
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ILK Signalling 197 52

Inflammasome pathway 20 6

Interferon Signalling 36 11

Iron homeostasis Signalling pathway 137 33
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LPS-stimulated MAPK Signalling 95 42

Leukocyte Extravasation Signalling 213 78

Lymphotoxin β Receptor Signalling 69 28

Molecular Mechanisms of Cancer 789 77
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Mouse Embryonic Stem Cell Pluripotency 114 35

NF-κB Activation by Viruses 95 42

NF-κB Signalling 187 62

NGF Signalling 125 42
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Natural Killer Cell Signalling 130 36

Neuregulin Signalling 93 34

Neuroinflammation Signalling Pathway 313 135
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Nitric Oxide Signalling in the Cardiovascular 
System

115 63

Oleate Biosynthesis II (Animals) 13 3

Oncostatin M Signalling 40 15
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Opioid Signalling Pathway 246 92
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Osteoarthritis Pathway 211 66

PEDF Signalling 95 36
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PI3K Signalling in B Lymphocytes 135 51

PI3K/AKT Signalling 129 41
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Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma Signalling 122 51

Pentose Phosphate Pathway 11 3

Phagosome Formation 132 46

Primary Immunodeficiency Signalling 50 12
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Production of Nitric Oxide and Reactive Oxygen 
Species in Macrophages

196 80

Prostate Cancer Signalling 103 46
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Protein Kinase A Signalling 399 87

Pyridoxal 5'-phosphate Salvage Pathway 65 17

RANK Signalling in Osteoclasts 104 40
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RAR Activation 190 68

Regulation of Actin-based Motility by Rho 89 10

Remodeling of Epithelial Adherens Junctions 69 15

Renin-Angiotensin Signalling 130 53

RhoA Signalling 123 9
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RhoGDI Signalling 175 17

Role of JAK family kinases in IL-6-type Cytokine 
Signalling

25 10

Role of JAK1; JAK2 and TYK2 in Interferon 
Signalling

24 12

Role of Macrophages; Fibroblasts and 
Endothelial Cells in Rheumatoid Arthritis

323 97
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Role of NANOG in Mammalian Embryonic Stem 
Cell Pluripotency

130 29

Role of NFAT in Cardiac Hypertrophy 226 80

Role of PKR in Interferon Induction and Antiviral 
Response

41 15

Role of RIG1-like Receptors in Antiviral Innate 
Immunity

44 6
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STAT3 Pathway 132 52

Signalling by Rho Family GTPases 503 44
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Small Cell Lung Cancer Signalling 87 38

Sphingosine-1-phosphate Signalling 126 33

Superpathway of Inositol Phosphate Compounds 473 35

Superpathway of Serine and Glycine Biosynthesis 
I

7 4
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T Cell Exhaustion Signalling Pathway 182 47

T Helper Cell Differentiation 73 23

TCA Cycle II (Eukaryotic) 24 14

TNFR1 Signalling 50 12

TNFR2 Signalling 30 12
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TREM1 Signalling 75 25

TWEAK Signalling 35 9

Tec Kinase Signalling 171 53

Th1 Pathway 137 47
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Th1 and Th2 Activation Pathway 187 60

Th17 Activation Pathway 91 24

Th2 Pathway 152 51
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Thrombin Signalling 211 52

Toll-like Receptor Signalling 76 24

Tumoricidal Function of Hepatic Natural Killer 
Cells

24 7

Type I Diabetes Mellitus Signalling 111 40
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Type II Diabetes Mellitus Signalling 155 72

UVB-Induced MAPK Signalling 68 34

UVC-Induced MAPK Signalling 49 24
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Unfolded protein response 56 12

Virus Entry via Endocytic Pathways 118 41

dTMP De Novo Biosynthesis 5 4

eNOS Signalling 174 77
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iCOS-iCOSL Signalling in T Helper Cells 125 51

iNOS Signalling 45 23

mTOR Signalling 208 50

p38 MAPK Signalling 118 24

γ-linolenate Biosynthesis II (Animals) 17 6
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ACP1, ATM, ATP1A1, CA3, CD19, CD80, 

CD86, EGFR, ERBB2, ERBB4, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FYN, GRB2, 

KIT, LCK, MET, PDCD1, PDGFRA, PDGFRB, 

PDXP, PHOSPHO1, PI4K2B, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PTPN1, SRC, TLR9

79

ATF2, CHUK, IKBKB, JUN, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA

23

GRB2, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGB1, RAC1, RHOB, 

ROCK1, ROCK2

11

ATF2, CHUK, IFNAR1, IKBKB, IL6, JUN, LTA, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, PPIB, RELA, TNF

38

Number of 

drugs in 

pathway

Drug targets in pathway
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A2M, AGT, AHSG, AKT1, ALB, AMBP, APCS, 

APOA1, APOA2, APOH, C1R, C1S, C3, C4B, 

C4BPA, C5, C9, CHUK, CP, F2, F8, FGA, 

FGB, FGG, FN1, FOS, FTL, GRB2, HMOX1, 

HMOX2, IKBKB, IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL1RN, 

IL6, IL6R, ITIH2, JAK2, JUN, KLKB1, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, MTOR, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

NOLC1, NR3C1, ORM1, ORM2, PDPK1, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, PLG, RAF1, RBP1, RBP3, RBP4, 

RELA, SAA1, SERPINA1, SERPIND1, 

SERPINE1, SERPINF1, SERPINF2, 

SERPING1, TAB1, TF, TNF, TNFRSF1B, 

TTR, VWF

184

AKT1, ATM, BIRC5, CHUK, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, IKBKB, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, NOS3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, RELA, 

STAT5B, TEK, TLR9

39

AKT1, ATM, CAT, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, HIF1A, ITPR1, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NOS3, PDIA3, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, PLCL1, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, 

PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, 

SLC8A1, SLC9A1, TGFB1, TLR9

42
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ADCY1, AKT1, ATM, CALM3, CCL2, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, 

HDAC4, HDAC5, HIF1A, ICAM1, JUN, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, MTOR, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, NOS3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKAA1, 

PRKAA2, PRKAB1, PRKAB2, PRKAG1, 

PRKAG2, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAF1, 

RELA, TEK, TLR9, VCAM1

65

CHUK, FOS, IKBKB, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

RELA

20

ABL1, ACE, AKT1, ATM, BDNF, BMP4, CFL1, 

CHP1, CXCL12, CXCR4, EGF, ENPEP, 

EPHA2, EPHA5, EPHB4, ERBB2, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FYN, GNG2, 

GRB2, GSK3B, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGB1, 

KCNJ12, L1CAM, LIMK1, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, MET, MME, MMP1, MMP10, 

MMP11, MMP12, MMP13, MMP14, MMP15, 

MMP16, MMP17, MMP2, MMP20, MMP21, 

MMP24, MMP25, MMP26, MMP27, MMP28, 

MMP3, MMP7, MMP8, MMP9, NFATC1, NGF, 

NRP1, NTRK1, NTRK2, PDIA3, PGF, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PLCL1, PPP3R2, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, RAC2, 

RAF1, ROCK1, ROCK2, SDC2, SMO, TLR9, 

TUBA1A, TUBA3C, TUBA4A, TUBB, TUBB1, 

TUBB3, TUBB4B, TUBG1, VEGFA, VEGFB

115

CHUK, FOS, IKBKB, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

RELA, TNFSF13B

21
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ABL1, AKT1, ATF2, ATF4, ATM, BTK, 

CALM3, CAMK2G, CD19, CD22, CFL1, 

CHUK, CREB1, CSK, FCGR2A, FCGR2B, 

FCGR2C, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, GRB2, GSK3B, IGHG1, IGHG4, IKBKB, 

JUN, LYN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAP3K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, MTOR, 

NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, PDPK1, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, PPP3R2, PRKCB, PRKCQ, PTK2B, 

RAC1, RAC2, RAF1, RELA, TLR9

87

CACNA1A, CACNA1B, CACNA1C, CACNA1D, 

CACNA1F, CACNA1G, CACNA1H, CACNA1I, 

CACNA1S, CACNA2D1, CACNA2D2, 

CACNA2D3, CACNB1, CACNB2, CACNB3, 

CACNB4, CACNG1, CACNG2, CALM3, CCR5, 

CD247, CD3D, CD3E, CD3G, CD4, FCER1G, 

FOS, GNG2, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PTK2B

63

AKT1, ATM, CALM3, CD247, CD3D, CD3E, 

CD3G, CD4, CD80, CD86, CHP1, CHUK, 

CSK, CTLA4, FCER1G, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, FYN, GRB2, 

HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DRB1, 

IKBKB, IL2, ITK, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, JUN, 

LCK, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, NFATC1, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PPP3R2, 

PRKCQ, RAC1, RELA, TLR9

60
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ATF1, ATM, CHUK, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, ICAM1, IKBKB, 

JAK3, JUN, LTA, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PTGS1, PTGS2, RELA, 

TLR9

95

AKT1, ATM, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, GRB2, JAK1, JAK2, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, MTOR, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, RAF1, 

RPS6KA3, TLR9, TYK2

34

ADCY1, AKT1, ATM, CD4, CXCL12, CXCR4, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, 

GNG2, GRB2, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, JUN, 

LYN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, 

RAF1, RHOB, ROCK1, ROCK2, SRC, TLR9

47

ABL1, ACTG1, ALB, B2M, CD55, EGF, EGFR, 

FYN, HLA-A, HLA-B, INSR, ITGA2B, ITGA4, 

ITGA5, ITGAL, ITGAV, ITGB1, ITGB2, ITGB3, 

ITGB7, MAP3K2, PRKCA, PTPN1, SRC

64
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ATF2, B2M, CD247, CD3D, CD3E, CD3G, 

CFL1, FCER1G, FOS, GSK3B, HLA-A, HLA-B, 

HLA-DQA2, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DRB1, ITGA4, 

ITGA5, ITGB1, ITK, JUN, LIMK1, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, PRKCI, PRKCZ, RAF1, 

SRC

31

ABL1, ATM, CCND1, CDK2, CDK4, CDK6, 

CDKN1A, GSK3B, HDAC1, HDAC10, 

HDAC11, HDAC2, HDAC3, HDAC4, HDAC5, 

HDAC6, HDAC7, HDAC8, HDAC9, MYC, RB1, 

TGFB1, TP53

31

ACTG1, ADCY1, CACNA1A, CACNA1C, 

CACNA1D, CACNA1S, CACNG1, CACNG2, 

CALM3, GUCY1A2, GUCY2C, ITPR1, ITPR2, 

ITPR3, KCNH2, KCNN1, KCNN2, KCNN3, 

KCNN4, KCNQ2, KCNQ3, NOS3, PDE1A, 

PDE1B, PDE1C, PDE2A, PDE3A, PDE3B, 

PDE4A, PDE4B, PDE4C, PDE4D, PDE5A, 

PDIA3, PLCL1, PRKAG1, PRKAG2

116

ALDH18A1, ARG1, ARG2, GLS, GLS2, OAT, 

OTC, PRODH

8
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ADCY1, AKT1, ATM, BIRC5, BRAF, CASP3, 

CCND1, CTNNB1, EGF, EGFR, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GNG2, 

GRB2, GSK3B, IFNG, IFNGR1, IL6, IL6R, 

JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, JUN, LEF1, LRP1, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, MMP1, 

MMP10, MMP11, MMP12, MMP13, MMP14, 

MMP15, MMP16, MMP17, MMP19, MMP2, 

MMP20, MMP21, MMP24, MMP25, MMP26, 

MMP27, MMP28, MMP3, MMP7, MMP8, 

MMP9, MYC, NFKB1, NFKB2, NOS2, PGF, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, PTGER1, 

PTGER2, PTGER3, PTGER4, PTGS2, RAC1, 

RELA, RHOB, SMO, SRC, TGFB1, TGFBR2, 

TLR2, TLR4, TLR7, TLR8, TLR9, TNF, TP53, 

TYK2, VEGFA, VEGFB

169
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ADCY1, ATF2, ATF4, BDNF, BRAF, 

CACNA1A, CACNA1B, CACNA1C, CACNA1D, 

CACNA1F, CACNA1G, CACNA1H, CACNA1I, 

CACNA1S, CACNA2D1, CACNA2D2, 

CACNA2D3, CACNB1, CACNB2, CACNB3, 

CACNB4, CACNG1, CACNG2, CALM3, CNR1, 

CREB1, CRH, CRHR1, CTH, FOS, GAD1, 

GUCY1A2, GUCY2C, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, 

JUN, KRT1, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NOS1, NOS2, 

NOS3, NPR1, NPR2, NPR3, POMC, PRKAG1, 

PRKAG2, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PTGS2, 

RAF1, SMO, VEGFA

162

ACP1, ATP1A1, CA3, PDCD1, PDXP, 

PHOSPHO1, PTPN1

29
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AKT1, ATF2, ATF4, ATM, B2M, CD1A, CD80, 

CD86, CHUK, COL1A1, COL1A2, COL2A1, 

COL3A1, CREB1, DDR2, FCER1G, FCGR1A, 

FCGR1B, FCGR2A, FCGR2B, FCGR2C, 

FCGR3B, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, GRB2, HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-DQB1, HLA-

DRB1, ICAM1, IFNAR1, IGHG1, IGHG4, 

IKBKB, IL12B, IL15, IL1A, IL1B, IL1RN, IL23A, 

IL6, JAK2, LEPR, LTA, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

PDIA3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLCL1, RELA, TAB1, TLR2, 

TLR4, TLR9, TNF, TNFRSF1B

106

ATF4, ATF6, CALR, CASP3, HSP90B1, 

HSPA5

10

ACTG1, ACTN1, AKT1, CTNNB1, EGF, 

EGFR, FGF1, FGFR1, HGF, KEAP1, LEF1, 

MET, RAC1, SRC, TGFBR2, TUBA1A, 

TUBA3C, TUBA4A, TUBB, TUBB1, TUBB3, 

TUBB4B, TUBG1, YES1

52

SQLE 3
AKT1, ATM, EGF, EGFR, ERBB2, ERBB4, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, 

GRB2, GSK3B, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, MTOR, 

PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, 

PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, 

RAF1, TLR9

58
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AKT1, ATM, CCND1, ERBB2, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

GSK3B, JAK3, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, MYC, PDPK1, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

RAF1, STAT5B, TLR9, TYK2

40

AKT1, ATM, EPOR, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, JAK2, JUN, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAF1, RELA, SRC, 

STAT5B, TLR9

48

AKT1, ATF2, ATF4, ATM, CREB1, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, MTOR, PDPK1, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

RAF1, RPS6KA3, STAT5B, TLR9

36

ACTG1, AKT1, FCGR1A, FCGR2A, FCGR3B, 

FGR, FYN, HCK, HMOX1, LYN, MAPK1, 

MAPK3, NCF1, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PLA2G6, PLD1, PLD2, PRKCA, PRKCB, 

PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, 

PRKCZ, PTK2B, RAC1, RAC2, SRC, YES1

44

FPGS, MTHFD1, SHMT1, SHMT2 5
MTHFD1, MTHFD2, MTHFR, MTR, SHMT1, 

SHMT2

6

AKT1, ATM, CCND1, CDK2, CDK4, CDK6, 

CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGF, EGFR, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

GSK3B, IGF1R, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, LEF1, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, MTOR, 

MYC, PDGFRA, PDGFRB, PDIA3, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PLCL1, PRKCD, RAC1, RAF1, RB1, RHOB, 

SMO, SRC, TLR9, TP53

74
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ABL1, AKT1, ATM, CALM3, CAMK2G, 

CCND1, CDK4, CDK6, CDKN1A, EGF, EGFR, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, 

GRB2, IDH2, IDH3B, IDH3G, IGF1R, IGF2R, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, MTOR, 

PDGFRA, PDGFRB, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAF1, RB1, TLR9, TP53

69

GLS, GLS2 1
BHMT, BHMT2, PIPOX, SDS, SDSL, SHMT1, 

SHMT2, SRR

4

SHMT1, SHMT2 2
A2M, ATM, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, FOS, GHR, GRB2, IGF1R, IGFALS, 

IGFBP3, JAK2, MAPK1, MAPK3, PDPK1, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RPS6KA3, 

STAT5B, TLR9

46
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ADRA1A, ADRA1B, ADRA1D, AGTR1, AKT1, 

ATM, AVPR1A, AVPR1B, BTK, CALCR, 

CALM3, CHP1, CHRM1, CHRM3, CHRM5, 

CHUK, CSK, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, GNG2, GRB2, GRM1, GRM5, 

GSK3B, HMOX1, HRH1, HTR2A, HTR2B, 

HTR2C, IKBKB, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, 

NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PLD1, PLD2, PPP3R2, PRKCA, PRKCB, 

PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, 

PRKCZ, PTK2B, RAF1, RELA, RHOB, 

ROCK1, ROCK2, TLR9

319

AKT1, ATM, CCND1, CDK6, CDKN1A, EGF, 

EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, GSK3B, ITGB1, ITGB2, 

ITGB3, ITGB7, MMP2, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, TLR9, TP53

54
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AKT1, ATM, CCL2, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, ICAM1, IFNG, 

IFNGR1, IFNGR2, IL12B, IL17A, IL1A, IL1B, 

IL1R1, IL2, IL3, IL5, IL6, JUN, LTA, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLAT, 

RAC1, RELA, RHOB, SELE, SERPINE1, 

TGFB1, TLR4, TLR9, TNF, TNFRSF1B, 

VCAM1

85

ABCB1, ABCB11, ABCC1, ABCC2, ADCY1, 

CHUK, ESR1, FABP6, FGF19, FGFR4, 

GCGR, IFNG, IKBKB, IL12B, IL17A, IL1A, 

IL1B, IL1R1, IL1RN, IL2, IL3, IL5, IL6, INSR, 

JUN, LTA, LY96, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

NR1H3, NR1H4, NR1I2, PPARA, PRKAG1, 

PRKAG2, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RARA, 

RELA, RXRA, SLC22A6, SLC22A7, SLCO1A2, 

SLCO1B1, SLCO1B3, SREBF1, TGFB1, 

TLR4, TNF, TNFRSF1B

186
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A2M, AGT, AGTR1, BCL2, CCL2, CCR5, 

COL1A1, COL1A2, COL2A1, COL3A1, 

CYP2E1, EDNRA, EDNRB, EGF, EGFR, 

FGF1, FGF2, FGFR1, FGFR2, FLT1, FLT4, 

FN1, HGF, ICAM1, IFNAR1, IFNAR2, IFNG, 

IFNGR1, IFNGR2, IGF1R, IGFBP3, IL1A, 

IL1B, IL1R1, IL4R, IL6, IL6R, KDR, LEPR, 

LY96, MET, MMP1, MMP13, MMP2, MMP9, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, PDGFRA, PDGFRB, PGF, 

RELA, SERPINE1, TGFB1, TGFBR2, TLR4, 

TNF, TNFRSF1B, VCAM1, VEGFA, VEGFB

140

AKT1, ATM, BDNF, BMP4, CTNNB1, FGF2, 

FGF4, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, GRB2, GSK3B, KLK3, LEF1, NGF, 

NTRK1, NTRK2, PDGFRA, PDGFRB, PDPK1, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, S1PR1, S1PR5, SMO, TGFB1, 

TGFBR2, TLR9

47

ADCY1, CHUK, FOS, GNG2, IKBKB, IL1A, 

IL1R1, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, 

RELA, TAB1

25
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ARG2, BLVRA, BLVRB, CCR5, CHUK, 

FCGR2A, FCGR2B, FCGR2C, FOS, HMOX1, 

IKBKB, IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL1RN, IL4R, IL6, 

JAK1, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA, TAB1, TNF, 

TYK2

66

AKT1, ALB, ALOX15, APOA1, APOA2, 

APOA4, APOC2, APOC3, APOD, APOE, 

ATM, CHUK, CLU, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, IFNG, IFNGR1, 

IKBKB, IL12B, IL23A, JUN, LPA, LYZ, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, NOS2, 

ORM1, ORM2, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PON1, PPARG, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RBP4, RELA, 

RXRA, S100A8, SERPINA1, TGFB1, TLR2, 

TLR4, TLR9, TNF

119

FRK, IL15, IL6, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, PRKCI, PRKCZ, PTK2B, PTK6, 

RELA, TYK2

16

AKT1, ATM, CHUK, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, GSK3B, IKBKB, IL17A, 

IL6, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, RELA, TLR9, TYK2

43
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CCL2, CHUK, FOS, GSK3B, IKBKB, IL17A, 

IL6, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, MMP1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

RELA

28

AKT1, JAK1, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, STAT5B, TYK2

10

AKT1, ATM, CHP1, CSF2RB, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, IL3, 

IL3RA, JAK1, JAK2, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PPP3R2, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, RAF1, STAT5B, 

TLR9

45

A2M, ABCB1, AKT1, ATM, CHUK, COL1A1, 

CSNK2A1, CYP19A1, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, IKBKB, 

IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL1RN, IL6, IL6R, JAK2, 

JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, RAF1, RELA, TAB1, TLR9, TNF, 

TNFAIP6, TNFRSF1B, VEGFA

89

AKT1, ATM, BCL2, CCND1, CDK2, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FYN, GRB2, 

GSK3B, HGF, IFNG, IGHG1, IL2RG, JAK1, 

JAK3, JUN, LYN, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, MET, MYC, NFATC1, PDPK1, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, SLC2A1, STAT5B, TLR9

49
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AKT1, ATM, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CHUK, 

CSTB, CXCR1, CYBB, EGF, EGFR, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT1, FLT3, FLT4, 

FOS, GNG2, GRB2, HMOX1, ICAM1, IKBKB, 

ITGAV, ITGB2, ITGB3, JUN, KDR, LIMK1, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, MMP2, 

MMP9, MPO, MTOR, NCF2, NFKB1, NOX1, 

PGF, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLD1, PLD2, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PTGS2, PTK2B, RAC1, 

RAC2, RAF1, RELA, RHOB, ROCK1, ROCK2, 

SRC, TEK, TLR9, VCAM1, VEGFA, VEGFB

158
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ACTG1, ACTN1, AKT1, ATF2, ATF4, ATM, 

CASP3, CCND1, CFL1, CREB1, CTNNB1, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FN1, 

FOS, GRB2, GSK3B, HIF1A, ITGB1, ITGB2, 

ITGB3, ITGB7, JUN, LEF1, MAPK1, MAPK3, 

MMP9, MTOR, MYC, NFKB1, NFKB2, NOS2, 

PDPK1, PGF, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PPP2CA, PPP2CB, 

PTGS2, RELA, RHOB, TLR9, TNF, VEGFA, 

VEGFB

126

CASP1, IL1B, NFKB1, NFKB2, PANX1, TLR4 11

BCL2, IFNAR1, IFNAR2, IFNG, IFNGR1, 

IFNGR2, JAK1, JAK2, PSMB8, RELA, TYK2

27

ALAS2, ATP6V1A, ATP6V1B2, ATP6V1C1, 

BMP4, CD163, CP, EGF, EGFR, FECH, 

FTH1, FTL, FXN, HBA1, HBB, HIF1A, 

HMOX1, HMOX2, IL6, IL6R, JAK1, JAK2, 

JAK3, LRP1, MAPK1, MAPK3, NFS1, 

PDGFRA, PDGFRB, STAT5B, TF, TFRC, 

TYK2

66
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ATF1, ATF2, ATM, CHUK, CREB1, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, 

IKBKB, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, 

PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, 

RAC1, RAF1, RELA, TLR4, TLR9

48

ABL1, ACTG1, ACTN1, ATM, BTK, CD44, 

CDH5, CTNNB1, CXCL12, CXCR4, CYBA, 

CYBB, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, GRB2, ICAM1, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGAL, 

ITGB1, ITGB2, ITGB3, ITK, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MMP1, MMP10, MMP11, 

MMP12, MMP13, MMP14, MMP15, MMP16, 

MMP17, MMP19, MMP2, MMP20, MMP21, 

MMP24, MMP25, MMP26, MMP27, MMP28, 

MMP3, MMP7, MMP8, MMP9, NCF1, NCF2, 

NCF4, NOX1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, 

PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, 

PRKCZ, PTK2B, RAC1, RAC2, ROCK1, 

ROCK2, SRC, TLR9, VCAM1

65

AKT1, ATM, CASP3, CHUK, CYCS, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

IKBKB, LTA, MAPK1, MAPK3, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, RELA, 

TLR9, VCAM1

37

ABL1, ADCY1, AKT1, ATM, BCL2, BMP4, 

BRAF, CAMK2G, CASP3, CCND1, CDK2, 

CDK4, CDK6, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, CYCS, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, 

FYN, GRB2, GSK3B, HIF1A, ITGA4, ITGA5, 

ITGB1, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, JUN, LEF1, LRP1, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, MYC, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PRKDC, RAC1, RAC2, 

RAF1, RB1, RELA, RHOB, SMO, SRC, TAB1, 

TGFB1, TGFBR2, TLR9, TP53, TYK2, XIAP

86
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AKT1, ATM, BMP4, CTNNB1, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

GSK3B, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, LEF1, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, MYC, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, RAF1, SMO, TAB1, 

TLR9, TP53, TYK2, XIAP

42

AKT1, ATM, CCR5, CD4, CHUK, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

IKBKB, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGAL, ITGAV, ITGB1, 

ITGB2, ITGB3, LCK, MAPK1, MAPK3, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, 

PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, 

PRKCZ, RAF1, RELA, TLR9

50

AKT1, ATM, BMP4, BRAF, CHUK, CSNK2A1, 

EGF, EGFR, FCER1G, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT1, FLT3, FLT4, GHR, 

GRB2, GSK3B, HDAC1, HDAC2, IGF1R, 

IGF2R, IKBKB, IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL1RN, 

INSR, KDR, LCK, LTA, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, NGF, NTRK1, NTRK2, PDGFRA, 

PDGFRB, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCB, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, 

RAF1, RELA, TAB1, TGFBR2, TLR2, TLR4, 

TLR7, TLR8, TLR9, TNF, TNFRSF1B, 

TNFSF11, TNFSF13B

110

AKT1, ATF2, ATF4, ATM, CHUK, CREB1, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, 

GRB2, IKBKB, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAP3K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, NGF, 

NTRK1, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCD, PRKCZ, 

RAC1, RAF1, RELA, ROCK1, ROCK2, 

RPS6KA3, SMPD1, SMPD3, SMPD4, TLR9, 

TP53

53
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AKT1, ATM, CD247, FCER1G, FCGR2A, 

FCGR3B, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, FYN, GRB2, LCK, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, 

PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, 

PRKCZ, RAC1, RAC2, RAF1, TLR9

54

AKT1, DCN, DLG4, EGF, EGFR, ERBB2, 

ERBB4, GRB2, HSP90AA1, HSP90B1, ITGA4, 

ITGA5, ITGB1, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK3, MTOR, MYC, PDPK1, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, 

PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, 

RAF1, SRC, STAT5B

53

AKT1, APP, ATF2, ATF4, ATM, B2M, BCL2, 

BDNF, BIRC5, CALB2, CASP1, CASP3, 

CCL2, CD80, CD86, CHP1, CHUK, CREB1, 

CSF1R, CTNNB1, CXCL12, CYBB, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, 

GABBR1, GABBR2, GABRA1, GABRA2, 

GABRA3, GABRA4, GABRA5, GABRA6, 

GABRB1, GABRB2, GABRB3, GABRD, 

GABRE, GABRG1, GABRG2, GABRG3, 

GABRP, GABRQ, GABRR1, GABRR2, 

GABRR3, GAD1, GAD2, GDNF, GLS, GLUL, 

GRB2, GRIA1, GRIN1, GRIN2A, GRIN2B, 

GRIN2C, GRIN2D, GRIN3A, GRIN3B, GSK3B, 

HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DRB1, 

HMOX1, ICAM1, IDE, IFNG, IFNGR1, 

IFNGR2, IKBKB, IL12B, IL1B, IL1R1, IL6, 

IL6R, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, JUN, KCNJ3, 

KCNJ5, KCNJ6, KCNJ9, KLK1, KLK3, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, MAPT, MMP3, 

MMP9, NCF2, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NGF, NOS2, NOX1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLA2G1B, 

PLA2G2A, PLA2G2E, PLA2G4A, PLA2G6, 

PPP3R2, PRKCG, PTGS2, RELA, S100B, 

SLC1A2, SLC1A3, SLC6A1, SNCA, TGFB1, 

TGFBR2, TLR2, TLR4, TLR7, TLR8, TLR9, 

TNF, TYK2, VCAM1, XIAP

278
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ADRB1, ADRB3, AKT1, ARG2, ATM, 

BDKRB2, CACNA1A, CACNA1C, CACNA1D, 

CACNA1S, CALM3, CHRM1, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT1, FLT3, FLT4, GRB2, 

GUCY1A2, GUCY2C, HSP90AA1, HSP90B1, 

ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, KDR, KNG1, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, NOS3, PDE1A, 

PDE1B, PDE1C, PDE2A, PDE3B, PDE5A, 

PGF, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKAA1, PRKAG1, 

PRKAG2, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RYR2, 

SLC7A1, TLR9, VEGFA, VEGFB

236

ALDH6A1, FADS1, FADS2 3

GRB2, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, MMP1, MMP13, MMP3, 

PLAU, RAF1, STAT5B, TYK2

18
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ADCY1, AKT1, ATF2, ATF4, BRAF, 

CACNA1A, CACNA1B, CACNA1C, CACNA1D, 

CACNA1F, CACNA1G, CACNA1H, CACNA1I, 

CACNA1S, CACNA2D1, CACNA2D2, 

CACNA2D3, CACNB1, CACNB2, CACNB3, 

CACNB4, CACNG1, CACNG2, CALM3, 

CAMK2G, CREB1, CTNNB1, FGR, FOS, FRK, 

FYN, GNG2, GRIN1, GRIN2A, GRIN2B, 

GRIN2C, GRIN2D, GRIN3A, GRIN3B, GSK3B, 

HCK, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, KCNJ3, KCNJ5, 

KCNJ6, KCNJ9, LCK, LYN, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, MYC, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, NOS1, NOS3, OPRD1, 

OPRK1, OPRL1, OPRM1, PDE1A, PDE1B, 

PDE1C, PLD2, POMC, PPP3R2, PRKAG1, 

PRKAG2, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, 

RAC2, RAF1, RPS6KA3, RYR1, RYR2, 

SCN7A, SIGMAR1, SLC12A5, SRC, TH, YES1

167
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ALPP, ALPPL2, ANXA2, ANXA5, ATF2, ATF4, 

BGLAP, CASP1, CASP3, CASQ1, CASR, 

CHUK, COL2A1, CREB1, CTNNB1, DCN, 

DDR2, FGF2, FGFR1, FGFR3, FN1, HDAC3, 

HDAC4, HIF1A, IL1B, IL1R1, ITGA4, ITGA5, 

ITGB1, LEF1, LRP1, MMP1, MMP10, MMP12, 

MMP13, MMP3, MMP9, MTOR, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NOS2, PGF, PPARD, PPARG, 

PRKAA1, PRKAA2, PRKAB1, PRKAB2, 

PRKAG1, PRKAG2, PTGS2, PTH1R, RAC1, 

RBP4, RELA, S100A8, S100A9, SMO, TGFB1, 

TGFBR2, TLR2, TLR4, TNF, TNFRSF1B, 

VEGFA, VEGFB

169

AKT1, ATM, BCL2, BDNF, CHUK, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GDNF, GRB2, 

IKBKB, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, NGF, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PPARG, RAC1, RAF1, RELA, ROCK1, 

ROCK2, SERPINF1, TLR9, TP53

69
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ABL1, AKT1, ATF1, ATF2, ATF3, ATF4, ATF5, 

ATF6, ATF7, BTK, C3, CALM3, CAMK2G, 

CD19, CHP1, CHUK, CREB1, FCGR2B, FOS, 

FYN, IKBKB, IL4R, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, 

JUN, LYN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK3, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

PDIA3, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PLCL1, PPP3R2, PRKCB, 

PRKCI, PRKCZ, RAC1, RAF1, RELA, TLR4

74

AKT1, BCL2, CCND1, CDKN1A, CHUK, 

CTNNB1, GRB2, GSK3B, HSP90AA1, 

HSP90B1, IKBKB, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGB1, 

JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, MTOR, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, NOS3, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PPP2CA, 

PPP2CB, PTGS2, RAF1, RELA, TP53, TYK2, 

YWHAB

100
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ABL1, AKT1, ATM, BCL2, BIRC5, CCND1, 

CDK2, CDK4, CDKN1A, CYP2E1, EGF, 

EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, HMOX1, JAK1, JAK2, 

JAK3, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, 

MMP9, NFKB1, NFKB2, PGF, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PLD1, PLD2, PTGS2, RAC1, RAF1, RB1, 

RELA, TGFB1, TGFBR2, TLR9, TP53, TYK2, 

VEGFA, VEGFB

136

H6PD, PGD, TKT 5

ATM, FCER1A, FCER1G, FCGR1A, FCGR1B, 

FCGR2A, FCGR2B, FCGR2C, FCGR3B, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FN1, 

GRB2, IGHG1, IGHG4, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGB1, 

ITGB2, MARCO, PDIA3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLCL1, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RHOB, TLR2, TLR4, 

TLR7, TLR8, TLR9, VTN

60

ADA, BTK, CD19, CD3D, CD3E, CD4, IGHG1, 

IGHG4, IGLL1, IL2RG, JAK3, LCK

17
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AKT1, ALB, APOA1, APOA2, APOA4, APOC2, 

APOC3, APOD, APOE, ARG2, ATM, CAT, 

CHUK, CLU, CYBA, CYBB, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, HOXA10, 

IFNG, IFNGR1, IFNGR2, IKBKB, JAK1, JAK2, 

JAK3, JUN, LPA, LYZ, MAP2K1, MAP3K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, MPO, 

NCF1, NCF2, NCF4, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, NOS2, ORM1, ORM2, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PON1, PPARA, PPP2CA, PPP2CB, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, RBP4, RELA, RHOB, 

S100A8, SERPINA1, TLR2, TLR4, TLR9, TNF, 

TNFRSF1B, TYK2

117

ABL1, AKT1, AR, ATF2, ATF4, ATM, BCL2, 

CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHUK, CREB1, 

CTNNB1, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, GRB2, GSK3B, GSTP1, HSP90AA1, 

HSP90B1, KLK3, LEF1, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, MTOR, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, RAF1, RB1, RELA, 

SRD5A1, TLR9, TP53

112
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ACP1, ADCY1, APEX1, ATF1, ATF2, ATF4, 

BRAF, CALM3, CAMK2G, CHP1, CHUK, 

CNGA1, CREB1, CTNNB1, GNG2, GSK3B, 

HIST1H1E, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, LEF1, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, 

NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, NOS3, 

PDE10A, PDE11A, PDE1A, PDE1B, PDE1C, 

PDE2A, PDE3A, PDE3B, PDE4A, PDE4B, 

PDE4C, PDE4D, PDE5A, PDE6A, PDE6B, 

PDE6C, PDE6G, PDE6H, PDE7A, PDE7B, 

PDE8A, PDE8B, PDE9A, PDIA3, PLCL1, 

PPP3R2, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PTGS2, PTK2B, PTPN1, 

PTPN4, PTPRE, PTPRS, PYGB, PYGL, 

PYGM, RAF1, RELA, RHO, ROCK1, ROCK2, 

RYR1, RYR2, SMO, TGFB1, TGFBR2, TH, 

YWHAB

146

BRAF, CDK2, CDK4, CDK6, LIMK1, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, PDXK, PIM1, 

PNPO, PRKAA1, PRKAA2, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCQ

22

AKT1, ATM, CALM3, CHP1, CHUK, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, 

GSN, IKBKB, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAP3K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, PPP3R2, PTK2B, RAF1, RELA, SRC, 

TLR9, TNFSF11, XIAP

51
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ADCY1, ADH1A, ADH1C, ADH4, ADH7, 

AKR1C3, AKT1, ALDH1A1, ALDH1A2, 

ALDH1A3, CSF2RB, CSK, CSNK2A1, 

CYP26A1, DHRS3, FOS, IGFBP3, IL3RA, 

JAK2, JUN, LRAT, MAP2K1, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MMP1, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

PARP1, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PML, PRKAG1, 

PRKAG2, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, 

RARA, RARB, RARG, RBP1, RBP3, RBP4, 

RDH11, RDH12, RDH13, RDH14, RDH5, 

RDH8, RELA, RXRA, RXRB, RXRG, SRC, 

STAT5B, TGFB1, VEGFA

74

CFL1, GSN, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGB1, LIMK1, 

RAC1, RAC2, RHOB, ROCK1

12

ACTG1, ACTN1, CTNNB1, HGF, MET, NME1, 

SRC, TUBA1A, TUBA3C, TUBA4A, TUBB, 

TUBB1, TUBB3, TUBB4B, TUBG1

23

ACE, ADCY1, AGT, AGTR1, AGTR2, ATF2, 

ATM, CCL2, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, ITPR1, ITPR2, 

ITPR3, JAK2, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NOX1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PTGER2, PTK2B, 

RAC1, RAF1, RELA, REN, TLR9, TNF

92

ABL2, ACTG1, CFL1, IGF1R, LIMK1, PLD1, 

PTK2B, ROCK1, ROCK2

14
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ACTG1, CD44, CDH5, CFL1, ESR1, ESR2, 

GNG2, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGB1, LIMK1, PRKCA, 

RAC1, RHOB, ROCK1, ROCK2, SRC

70

IL6, IL6R, JAK1, JAK2, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, STAT5B, TYK2

12

IFNAR1, IFNAR2, IFNG, IFNGR1, IFNGR2, 

JAK1, JAK2, NFKB1, NFKB2, RAF1, RELA, 

TYK2

25

AKT1, ATF2, ATF4, ATM, C5, CALM3, 

CAMK2G, CCL2, CCND1, CHP1, CHUK, 

CREB1, CTNNB1, CXCL12, FCGR1A, 

FCGR3B, FGF2, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, FN1, FOS, GRB2, GSK3B, 

ICAM1, IGHG1, IGHG4, IKBKB, IL15, IL17A, 

IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL1RN, IL6, IL6R, JAK2, 

JUN, LEF1, LRP1, LTA, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK14, MAPK3, MMP1, MMP13, 

MMP3, MYC, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKBIA, 

NOS2, PDIA3, PGF, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLCL1, 

PPP3R2, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PRSS1, 

RAC1, RAF1, RELA, ROCK1, ROCK2, SELE, 

SFRP4, SMO, SRC, TGFB1, TLR2, TLR4, 

TLR7, TLR8, TLR9, TNF, TNFRSF1B, 

TNFSF11, TNFSF13B, VCAM1, VEGFA, 

VEGFB

145
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AKT1, ATM, BMP4, CTNNB1, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

GSK3B, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, RAF1, 

SMO, TLR9, TP53, TYK2

37

ADCY1, AKT1, ATM, CACNA1A, CACNA1B, 

CACNA1C, CACNA1D, CACNA1F, 

CACNA1G, CACNA1H, CACNA1I, CACNA1S, 

CACNA2D1, CACNA2D2, CACNA2D3, 

CACNB1, CACNB2, CACNB3, CACNB4, 

CACNG1, CACNG2, CALM3, CAMK2G, 

CHP1, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, GNG2, GRB2, GSK3B, HDAC1, 

HDAC10, HDAC11, HDAC2, HDAC3, HDAC4, 

HDAC5, HDAC6, HDAC7, HDAC8, HDAC9, 

IGF1R, IL6, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, PDIA3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLCL1, PPP3R2, 

PRKAG1, PRKAG2, PRKCA, PRKCB, 

PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, 

PRKCZ, RAF1, RCAN1, SLC8A1, SRC, 

TGFB1, TGFBR2, TLR9

103

AKT1, ATF2, CASP3, CHUK, CYCS, 

FCGR1A, IFNG, IKBKB, MAPK14, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA, TNF, TP53

48

CHUK, IKBKB, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

RELA

12
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BCL2, CDKN1A, CSF2RB, CXCR1, EGF, 

EGFR, FGF2, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT1, FLT4, GHR, HGF, IFNAR1, 

IGF1R, IGF2R, IL11RA, IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, 

IL2RA, IL2RB, IL2RG, IL3RA, IL4R, IL5RA, 

IL6R, INSR, JAK2, KDR, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, MYC, 

NDUFA13, NTRK1, NTRK2, PDGFRA, 

PDGFRB, PIM1, RAC1, RAF1, SRC, TGFB1, 

TGFBR2, TYK2, VEGFA

111

ACTG1, ATM, CDH5, CFL1, CYBB, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GNG2, 

GRB2, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGB1, JUN, LIMK1, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, NCF2, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, NOX1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLD1, 

PRKCI, PRKCZ, PTK2B, RAC1, RAF1, RELA, 

RHOB, ROCK1, ROCK2, SLC9A1, TLR9

53
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ABL1, AKT1, ATM, BCL2, CCND1, CDK2, 

CDK4, CDK6, CHUK, CKS1B, CYCS, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

IKBKB, MYC, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

NOS1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PTGS2, RARB, RB1, RELA, 

RXRA, RXRB, RXRG, TLR9, TP53

111

ADCY1, AKT1, ATM, CASP1, CASP3, 

CASQ1, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, GRB2, MAPK1, MAPK3, PDGFRA, 

PDGFRB, PDIA3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLCL1, PTK2B, 

RAC1, RHOB, S1PR1, S1PR5, SMPD1, 

SMPD3, SMPD4, TLR9

43

ACP1, ATM, ATP1A1, CA3, CD19, CD80, 

CD86, EGFR, ERBB2, ERBB4, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FYN, GRB2, 

KIT, LCK, MET, PDCD1, PDGFRA, PDGFRB, 

PDXP, PHOSPHO1, PI4K2B, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PTPN1, SRC, TLR9

79

PHGDH, PSAT1, SHMT1, SHMT2 4
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AKT1, ATM, CD274, CD80, CD86, CTLA4, 

FCER1G, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, FOS, GRB2, HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-

DQB1, IFNAR1, IFNAR2, IFNG, IL12B, IL6, 

IL6R, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, JUN, KDR, MAPK1, 

MAPK3, MTOR, NFATC1, PDCD1, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PPP2CA, PPP2CB, PRKCQ, TGFB1, 

TGFBR2, TLR9, TYK2, VEGFA

81

CD80, CD86, FCER1G, HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-

DQB1, HLA-DRB1, IFNG, IFNGR1, IFNGR2, 

IL12B, IL17A, IL2, IL2RA, IL2RG, IL4R, IL5, 

IL6, IL6R, TGFB1, TGFBR2, TNF, TNFRSF1B

42

DLD, IDH3A, IDH3B, IDH3G, LIPF, MDH1, 

MDH2, OGDH, SDHA, SDHB, SDHC, SDHD, 

SUCLA2, SUCLG1

10

CASP3, CHUK, CYCS, FOS, IKBKB, JUN, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA, TNF, XIAP

29

CHUK, FOS, IKBKB, JUN, LTA, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA, TNF, TNFRSF1B, 

XIAP

28
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AKT1, CASP1, CCL2, CD86, FCGR2B, GRB2, 

ICAM1, IL1B, IL6, ITGA5, ITGB1, JAK2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, MPO, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

RELA, STAT5B, TLR2, TLR4, TLR7, TLR8, 

TLR9, TNF

67

CASP3, CHUK, CYCS, IKBKB, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA, XIAP

14

ACTG1, ATM, BTK, FCER1A, FCER1G, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FGR, FLT3, 

FOS, FRK, FYN, GNG2, GRB2, HCK, ITGA4, 

ITGA5, ITGB1, ITK, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, LCK, 

LYN, MS4A2, NFKB1, NFKB2, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PTK2B, RELA, 

RHOB, SRC, STAT5B, TLR4, TLR9, TNF, 

TYK2, YES1

58

ATM, CCR5, CD247, CD274, CD3D, CD3E, 

CD3G, CD4, CD80, CD86, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, HLA-A, HLA-B, 

HLA-DQA2, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DRB1, ICAM1, 

IFNAR1, IFNG, IFNGR1, IFNGR2, IL12B, IL2, 

IL6, IL6R, ITGB2, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, LTA, 

NFATC1, NFKB1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCQ, TLR9, 

TNFSF11, TYK2

66
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ATM, CCR5, CD247, CD274, CD3D, CD3E, 

CD3G, CD4, CD80, CD86, CXCR4, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, HLA-

A, HLA-B, HLA-DQA2, HLA-DQB1, HLA-

DRB1, ICAM1, IFNAR1, IFNG, IFNGR1, 

IFNGR2, IL12B, IL2, IL2RA, IL2RB, IL2RG, 

IL3, IL4R, IL5, IL6, IL6R, ITGB2, JAK1, JAK2, 

JAK3, JUN, LTA, NFATC1, NFKB1, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PRKCQ, PTGDR2, S1PR1, STAT5B, TGFB1, 

TGFBR2, TLR9, TNFSF11, TYK2

88

AHR, FCER1G, HIF1A, HSP90AA1, HSP90B1, 

IFNG, IL12B, IL17A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL23A, IL6, 

IL6R, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, MTOR, NFATC1, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, PTGER2, PTGER4, RELA, 

TYK2

46

ATM, CCR5, CD247, CD3D, CD3E, CD3G, 

CD4, CD80, CD86, CXCR4, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, HLA-A, HLA-B, 

HLA-DQA2, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DRB1, ICAM1, 

IFNG, IL12B, IL2, IL2RA, IL2RB, IL2RG, IL3, 

IL4R, IL5, ITGB2, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, JUN, 

NFKB1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCQ, PTGDR2, S1PR1, 

STAT5B, TGFB1, TGFBR2, TLR9, TYK2

68
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ADCY1, AKT1, ATM, CAMK2G, CREB1, EGF, 

EGFR, F2, F2R, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, GNG2, GRB2, IKBKB, ITPR1, 

ITPR2, ITPR3, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

PDIA3, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLCL1, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAF1, RELA, RHOB, 

ROCK1, ROCK2, SRC, TLR9

84

CHUK, FOS, IKBKB, IL12B, IL1A, IL1B, 

IL1RN, JUN, LY96, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, PPARA, 

RELA, TAB1, TLR2, TLR4, TLR7, TLR8, 

TLR9, TNF

63

AIFM1, CASP3, CYCS, ICAM1, ITGAL, M6PR, 

SERPINB9

12

BCL2, CASP3, CD247, CD3D, CD3E, CD3G, 

CD80, CD86, CHUK, CPE, CYCS, FCER1G, 

GAD1, GAD2, HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-DQB1, 

HLA-DRB1, HSPD1, IFNG, IFNGR1, IFNGR2, 

IKBKB, IL12B, IL1B, IL1R1, IL2, JAK1, JAK2, 

LTA, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, NOS2, RELA, TNF, 

TNFRSF1B

67
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ABCC8, ACSL1, ACSL3, ACSL4, AKT1, ATM, 

CACNA1A, CACNA1B, CACNA1C, CACNA1D, 

CACNA1F, CACNA1G, CACNA1H, CACNA1I, 

CACNA1S, CACNA2D1, CACNA2D2, 

CACNA2D3, CACNB1, CACNB2, CACNB3, 

CACNB4, CACNG1, CACNG2, CHUK, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, 

GRB2, IKBKB, INSR, KCNJ11, MAPK1, 

MAPK3, MTOR, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PKLR, PKM, PPARG, 

PRKAA1, PRKAA2, PRKAB1, PRKAB2, 

PRKAG1, PRKAG2, PRKCA, PRKCB, 

PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, 

PRKCZ, RELA, SLC2A2, SMPD1, SMPD3, 

SMPD4, TLR9, TNF, TNFRSF1B

142

AKT1, ATM, EGFR, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, JUN, MAP2K1, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, MTOR, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, 

PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RPS6KA3, 

TLR9, TP53

53

BRAF, EGFR, FOS, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAF1, SMPD1, SMPD3, 

SMPD4, SRC, TP53

42
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ATF4, ATF6, BCL2, CALR, CANX, ERO1B, 

HSP90B1, HSPA5, HSPA8, P4HB, PPARG, 

SREBF1

42

ABL1, ACTG1, ATM, B2M, CD55, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOLR1, FYN, 

GRB2, HLA-A, HLA-B, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGAL, 

ITGB1, ITGB2, ITGB3, ITGB7, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, RAC2, SRC, 

TFRC, TLR9

47

DHFR, SHMT1, SHMT2, TYMS 17

ADCY1, AKT1, AQP1, ATM, BDKRB1, 

BDKRB2, CALM3, CASP3, CHRM1, CHRM2, 

CHRM3, CHRM4, CHRM5, CHRNA1, 

CHRNA10, CHRNA2, CHRNA3, CHRNA4, 

CHRNA5, CHRNA6, CHRNA7, CHRNA9, 

CHRNB1, CHRNB2, CHRNB3, CHRNB4, 

CHRND, CHRNE, CHRNG, CNGA1, ESR1, 

ESR2, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT1, FLT3, FLT4, GRB2, GUCY1A2, 

HSP90AA1, HSP90B1, HSPA5, HSPA8, 

ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, KDR, KNG1, NOS3, 

PDPK1, PGF, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKAA1, PRKAA2, 

PRKAB1, PRKAB2, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, SLC7A1, TLR9, 

VEGFA, VEGFB

248
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AKT1, ATM, CALM3, CAMK2G, CD247, 

CD3D, CD3E, CD3G, CD4, CD80, CD86, 

CHP1, CHUK, CSK, FCER1G, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, HLA-

A, HLA-B, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DRB1, IKBKB, IL2, 

IL2RA, IL2RB, IL2RG, ITK, ITPR1, ITPR2, 

ITPR3, LCK, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PPP3R2, PRKCQ, 

RAC1, RELA, TLR9

58

CALM3, CHUK, FOS, IFNG, IFNGR1, 

IFNGR2, IKBKB, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, JUN, 

LY96, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, NOS2, RELA, TAB1, TLR4, 

TYK2

36

AKT1, ATM, EIF4A1, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FKBP1A, FLT3, GRB2, 

HIF1A, HMOX1, INSR, MAPK1, MAPK3, 

MTOR, PDPK1, PGF, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLD1, 

PLD2, PPP2CA, PPP2CB, PRKAA1, PRKAA2, 

PRKAB1, PRKAB2, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, RHOB, 

RPS2, RPS6KA3, RPSA, TLR9, VEGFA, 

VEGFB

62

ATF1, ATF2, ATF4, CREB1, IL1A, IL1B, 

IL1R1, IL1RN, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPT, 

MYC, PLA2G1B, PLA2G2A, PLA2G2E, 

PLA2G4A, PLA2G6, RPS6KA3, TAB1, 

TGFB1, TGFBR2, TNF, TNFRSF1B, TP53

45

ACSL1, ACSL3, ACSL4, CYB5R3, FADS1, 

FADS2

7
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-log(P-

value)

Number of 

interacting 

genes
Abatacept, Acetazolamide, Acetyldigitoxin, Adenine, Afatinib, 
Almitrine, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Axicabtagene 
ciloleucel, Becaplermin, Belatacept, Bepridil, Blinatumomab, 
Bosutinib, Bretylium, Brigatinib, Brinzolamide, Cabozantinib, 
Caffeine, Celecoxib, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Choline, Ciclopirox, 
Copanlisib, Crizotinib, Dasatinib, Deslanoside, Diazoxide, 
Diclofenamide, Digitoxin, Digoxin, Dorzolamide, Durvalumab, 
Erlotinib, Etacrynic acid, Gefitinib, Heparin, Hydroflumethiazide, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Imatinib, Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, 
Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Methazolamide, Midostaurin, Necitumumab, 
Neratinib, Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Nivolumab, Olaratumab, Olmutinib, 
Osimertinib, Ouabain, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Pembrolizumab, Pertuzumab, Ponatinib, 
Potassium, Pyridoxal Phosphate, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, 
Sorafenib, Sulpiride, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Tiludronic acid, 
Tisagenlecleucel, Topiramate, Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab 
emtansine, Trichlormethiazide, Vandetanib, Zonisamide

2.03 8

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Bosutinib, Cobimetinib, Dasatinib, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Glucosamine, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Mesalazine, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, 
Thalidomide, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

2.95 4

Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Azathioprine, Botulinum 
Toxin Type A, Dextromethorphan, Natalizumab, Netarsudil, 
Pegademase bovine, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Tinzaparin, 
Vedolizumab
Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Aminosalicylic Acid, 
Amrinone, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Certolizumab 
pegol, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Dimethyl fumarate, Epinephrine, 
Etanercept, Glucosamine, Golimumab, Infliximab, Interferon Alfa-2a 
Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, 
Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon 
beta-1b, Irbesartan, L-Proline, Mesalazine, Natural alpha interferon, 
Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b, Pomalidomide, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Siltuximab, Sulfasalazine, 
Thalidomide, Triflusal, Vinblastine

1.88 4

Drugs in pathway
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Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Acitretin, 
Adalimumab, Alclometasone, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, Alteplase, 
Amcinonide, Aminocaproic Acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, 
Amsacrine, Anakinra, Anistreplase, Anti-inhibitor coagulant complex, 
Antihemophilic factor human recombinant, Antithrombin Alfa, 
Apremilast, Aprotinin, Ardeparin, Argatroban, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Bacitracin, Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Becaplermin, 
Beclomethasone dipropionate, Betamethasone, Bevacizumab, 
Bivalirudin, Bosutinib, Budesonide, Caffeine, Calcium, Canakinumab, 
Cefotaxime, Celecoxib, Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, 
Chlorpromazine, Ciclesonide, Cisplatin, Clenbuterol, Clobetasol 
propionate, Clobetasone, Clocortolone, Coagulation Factor IX 
(Recombinant), Coagulation Factor IX Human, Cobimetinib, Conestat 
alfa, Copanlisib, Copper, Cortisone acetate, Dabigatran etexilate, 
Dabrafenib, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Desonide, Desoximetasone, 
Dexamethasone, Diflorasone, Difluocortolone, Difluprednate, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Dipyridamole, Disopyramide, Doxorubicin, 
Drotrecogin alfa, Ecallantide, Eculizumab, Efalizumab, Epinephrine, 
Erythromycin, Etanercept, Everolimus, Fludrocortisone, 
Flumethasone, Flunisolide, Fluocinolone Acetonide, Fluocinonide, 
Fluorometholone, Fluoxymesterone, Flurandrenolide, Fluticasone 
furoate, Fluticasone propionate, Gallium nitrate, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Glucosamine, Golimumab, Guaiacol, Human C1-
esterase inhibitor, Human Serum Albumin, Hydrocortamate, 
Hydrocortisone, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Imipramine, Immune Globulin 
Human, Infliximab, Irbesartan, Iron, Iron Dextran, Isoflurophate, 
Isoprenaline, Lepirudin, Lidocaine, Loteprednol, Manganese, 
Medrysone, Megestrol acetate, Menadione, Mesalazine, Methadone, 
Methylprednisolone, Mifepristone, Minocycline, Mometasone, 
Muromonab, NADH, Nadroparin, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, 
Norelgestromin, Ocriplasmin, Oxycodone, Palivizumab, 
Paramethasone, Pegademase bovine, Phenol, Pimecrolimus, 

1.84 7

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Ampicillin, 
Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Chloroquine, Copanlisib, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, 
Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, 
Lenvatinib, Mesalazine, Miconazole, Midostaurin, Nintedanib, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 
Regorafenib, Reserpine, Resveratrol, Sapropterin, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Triflusal, Vandetanib

2.08 5

Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Amiloride, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Carvedilol, Chloroquine, Copanlisib, Copper, 
Dasatinib, Fomepizole, Glycerin, Heparin, Hyaluronidase, 
Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, 
Icosapent, Ingenol Mebutate, Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, 
Lenvatinib, Miconazole, Midostaurin, Nintedanib, Palifermin, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, 
Quinacrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sapropterin, Sorafenib, 
Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Turpentine, Vitamin E

2.18 6
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Ampicillin, 
Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Belinostat, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Carvedilol, 
Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, 
Dabrafenib, Danazol, Dimethyl fumarate, Ethanol, Everolimus, 
Glucosamine, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, 
Lenvatinib, Metformin, Miconazole, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, 
Nafamostat, Natalizumab, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Panobinostat, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phenformin, Phosphatidyl serine, 
Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Romidepsin, Sapropterin, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, Trametinib, 
Triflusal, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vinblastine, Vitamin E

1.97 6

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, 
Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Mesalazine, Nadroparin, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Triflusal, 
Turpentine, Vinblastine

3.63 5

Acetohydroxamic Acid, Acetylsalicylic acid, Afatinib, Aflibercept, 
Albendazole, Amitriptyline, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, Benazepril, Bevacizumab, Bosutinib, 
Brigatinib, Cabazitaxel, Cabozantinib, Caffeine, Calcium, Calcium 
Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Captopril, Carvedilol, Chloroquine, 
Chondroitin sulfate, Cilazapril, Clenbuterol, Cobimetinib, Colchicine, 
Copanlisib, Copper, Crizotinib, Cyclosporine, Dabrafenib, Dalteparin, 
Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Docetaxel, Dofetilide, Enalapril, 
Enalaprilat, Eribulin, Ethanol, Fluocinonide, Fosinopril, Framycetin, 
Gliclazide, Glucosamine, Glutamic Acid, Glutathione, Halcinonide, 
Halothane, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Imatinib, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Isoprenaline, Ixabepilone, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lisinopril, Lithium, 
Marimastat, Mebendazole, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Moexipril, 
Natalizumab, Netarsudil, Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Paclitaxel, Palifermin, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Pegaptanib, Perindopril, 
Pertuzumab, Phosphatidyl serine, Plerixafor, Podofilox, Ponatinib, 
Pseudoephedrine, Quinacrine, Quinapril, Ramipril, Ranibizumab, 
Regorafenib, Rescinnamine, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Sacubitril, 
Sargramostim, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, Spirapril, Sucralfate, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tinzaparin, Trametinib, 
Trandolapril, Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab emtansine, Tromethamine, 
Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vedolizumab, Vinblastine, Vincristine, 
Vindesine, Vinorelbine, Vismodegib, Vitamin E, Yohimbine

1.52 13

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Belimumab, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Glucosamine, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Mesalazine, Nadroparin, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Sulfasalazine, 
Thalidomide, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

3.52 5
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Abciximab, Acalabrutinib, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Adalimumab, Adenosine monophosphate, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Axicabtagene ciloleucel, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, 
Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, Blinatumomab, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Celecoxib, 
Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, 
Cyclosporine, Dabrafenib, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Efalizumab, Etanercept, Everolimus, 
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, Glucosamine, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Ibrutinib, Imatinib, 
Immune Globulin Human, Inotuzumab ozogamicin, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Leflunomide, Lenvatinib, Lithium, Mesalazine, 
Midostaurin, Muromonab, Naloxone, Natalizumab, Nilotinib, 
Nintedanib, Palifermin, Palivizumab, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rituximab, Sarilumab, Sirolimus, 
Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, Tisagenlecleucel, Tositumomab, 
Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine, Vitamin 
E

1.63 7

Amiodarone, Amlodipine, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Bepridil, 
Blinatumomab, Calcium, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, 
Cinnarizine, Clevidipine, Cyclandelate, Dasatinib, Diltiazem, 
Dronedarone, Drotaverine, Ethanol, Ethosuximide, Felodipine, 
Flunarizine, Fluspirilene, Gabapentin, Gabapentin Enacarbil, 
Halothane, Ibutilide, Ingenol Mebutate, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, 
Isradipine, Leflunomide, Lercanidipine, Levetiracetam, Loperamide, 
Magnesium Sulfate, Manidipine, Maraviroc, Methsuximide, 
Midostaurin, Muromonab, Nadroparin, Nicardipine, Nifedipine, 
Nilvadipine, Nimodipine, Nisoldipine, Nitrendipine, Paramethadione, 
Phosphatidyl serine, Pinaverium, Pregabalin, Pseudoephedrine, 
Regorafenib, Spironolactone, Tamoxifen, Trimebutine, 
Trimethadione, Turpentine, Verapamil, Vinblastine, Vitamin E, 
Zonisamide

1.32 4

Abacavir, Abatacept, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Azathioprine, Belatacept, 
Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Blinatumomab, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Cefazolin, Celecoxib, 
Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copanlisib, 
Cyclosporine, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Durvalumab, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Insulin Pork, Ipilimumab, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Muromonab, 
Nadroparin, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, 
Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, 
Trametinib, Triflusal, Vinblastine

1.34 5
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Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetylcysteine, 
Acetylsalicylic acid, Alclofenac, Aminosalicylic Acid, Antipyrine, 
Antrafenine, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Balsalazide, Baricitinib, 
Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Bromfenac, Caffeine, Carprofen, Celecoxib, 
Chloroquine, Choline magnesium trisalicylate, Cobimetinib, 
Copanlisib, Dasatinib, Dexibuprofen, Diclofenac, Diethylcarbamazine, 
Diflunisal, Dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Etanercept, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, Fenoprofen, Flurbiprofen, 
Glucosamine, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Indomethacin, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, 
Ketoprofen, Ketorolac, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Lornoxicam, 
Lumiracoxib, Magnesium salicylate, Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic 
acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Minoxidil, Nabumetone, 
Nadroparin, Nafamostat, Naproxen, Natalizumab, Nepafenac, 
Niflumic Acid, Nimesulide, Nintedanib, Oxaprozin, Palifermin, 
Parecoxib, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phenylbutazone, 
Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Suprofen, Tenoxicam, 
Thalidomide, Tiaprofenic acid, Tofacitinib, Tolmetin, Trametinib, 
Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

5.58 9

Acetylsalicylic acid, Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, 
Everolimus, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, 
Midostaurin, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, 
Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, 
Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Turpentine

1.71 4

Adenosine monophosphate, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, 
Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Framycetin, Glycerin, 
Halothane, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, 
Netarsudil, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Phosphatidyl serine, Plerixafor, Ponatinib, Pseudoephedrine, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tinzaparin, Trametinib, Turpentine, 
Vinblastine, Vitamin E

1.40 6

Abacavir, Abciximab, Afatinib, Amsacrine, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Cefotaxime, 
Cetuximab, Chloramphenicol, Chromic chloride, Coccidioides immitis 
spherule, Copper, Dasatinib, Doxycycline, Efalizumab, Eptifibatide, 
Erlotinib, Erythromycin, Gefitinib, Guaiacol, Icotinib, Imatinib, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Insulin Aspart, Insulin Degludec, Insulin Detemir, Insulin 
Glargine, Insulin Glulisine, Insulin Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, 
Lapatinib, Lidocaine, Lifitegrast, Lovastatin, Mecasermin, 
Midostaurin, Natalizumab, Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nilotinib, 
Nintedanib, Norelgestromin, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, Panitumumab, 
Phenol, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Pyridostigmine, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Rifampicin, Simvastatin, Sucralfate, Tamoxifen, 
Tiludronic acid, Tinzaparin, Tirofiban, Trastuzumab, Vandetanib, 
Vedolizumab, Vitamin E
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Abacavir, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, 
Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Blinatumomab, Bosutinib, Coccidioides 
immitis spherule, Copper, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Doxycycline, 
Glatiramer Acetate, Insulin Pork, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lithium, 
Muromonab, Nadroparin, Natalizumab, Nintedanib, Pazopanib, 
Ponatinib, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sorafenib, 
Tamoxifen, Tinzaparin, Turpentine, Vedolizumab, Vinblastine

Abemaciclib, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminophylline, Arsenic trioxide, 
Belinostat, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Dasatinib, Fingolimod, 
Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Imatinib, 
Insulin Human, Insulin Pork, Iron, Lithium, Lovastatin, Nadroparin, 
Nilotinib, Oxtriphylline, Palbociclib, Panobinostat, Ponatinib, 
Regorafenib, Ribociclib, Romidepsin, Theophylline, Tixocortol, 
Valproic Acid, Vorinostat
Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Alfuzosin, 
Aminophylline, Amiodarone, Amitriptyline, Amlodipine, Amrinone, 
Amsacrine, Anagrelide, Apremilast, Astemizole, Avanafil, Bepridil, 
Caffeine, Calcium, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Carvedilol, 
Chlorpromazine, Cilostazol, Cinnarizine, Ciprofloxacin, Cisapride, 
Clarithromycin, Clevidipine, Clotrimazole, Copper, Crisaborole, 
Diclofenac, Diltiazem, Dipyridamole, Disopyramide, Dofetilide, 
Doxazosin, Doxepin, Dronedarone, Drotaverine, Dyphylline, 
Enflurane, Enoximone, Enprofylline, Erythromycin, Ethanol, 
Ezogabine, Felodipine, Flecainide, Fluoxetine, Fluspirilene, 
Fluvoxamine, Glycerin, Halofantrine, Halothane, Ibudilast, Ibutilide, 
Iloprost, Imipramine, Isosorbide Mononitrate, Isradipine, 
Ketoconazole, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, Lercanidipine, Levosimendan, 
Linaclotide, Loperamide, Loratadine, Magnesium Sulfate, Manidipine, 
Meclofenamic acid, Methylene blue, Miconazole, Milrinone, 
Nefazodone, Nicardipine, Nifedipine, Nilvadipine, Nimodipine, 
Nisoldipine, Nitrendipine, Nitric Oxide, Oxtriphylline, Papaverine, 
Pentoxifylline, Perhexiline, Pimozide, Pinaverium, Plecanatide, 
Prazosin, Pregabalin, Procainamide, Procaine, Propafenone, 
Quinacrine, Quinidine, Quinine, Riociguat, Roflumilast, Sapropterin, 
Sertindole, Sildenafil, Sotalol, Spironolactone, Tadalafil, Tamoxifen, 
Terazosin, Theobromine, Theophylline, Thioridazine, Tofisopam, 
Trapidil, Trimebutine, Udenafil, Vardenafil, Verapamil, Vernakalant

Glutamic Acid, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, L-Proline, Manganese, 
Ornithine, Pyridoxal Phosphate, Urea
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Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetohydroxamic Acid, 
Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Adenosine monophosphate, 
Afatinib, Aflibercept, Alclofenac, Alprostadil, Aminosalicylic Acid, 
Amrinone, Antihemophilic factor human recombinant, Antipyrine, 
Antrafenine, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, Balsalazide, 
Baricitinib, Bevacizumab, Bimatoprost, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin 
Type A, Brigatinib, Bromfenac, Bupivacaine, Caffeine, Captopril, 
Carboprost Tromethamine, Carprofen, Carvedilol, Celecoxib, 
Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Choline magnesium 
trisalicylate, Chondroitin sulfate, Clenbuterol, Coagulation Factor IX 
(Recombinant), Coagulation Factor IX Human, Cobimetinib, 
Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dalteparin, Dasatinib, Dexamethasone, 
Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-
gamma-linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, Dinoprostone, Epinephrine, 
Erlotinib, Etacrynic acid, Etanercept, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, 
Fenoprofen, Fluocinonide, Flurbiprofen, Gefitinib, Gemeprost, 
Gliclazide, Glucosamine, Glutathione, Glycerin, Golimumab, 
Halcinonide, Halothane, Heparin, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase 
(Human Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, 
Icotinib, Iloprost, Imiquimod, Indomethacin, Infliximab, Interferon 
gamma-1b, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, Ketorolac, L-
Arginine, L-Citrulline, Lapatinib, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, 
Limaprost, Lithium, Lornoxicam, Lumiracoxib, Lyme disease vaccine 
(recombinant OspA), Magnesium salicylate, Marimastat, 
Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, 
Miconazole, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Misoprostol, Nabumetone, 
Nadroparin, Naloxone, Naproxen, Necitumumab, Nepafenac, 
Neratinib, Niflumic Acid, Nimesulide, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, 
Olsalazine, Osimertinib, Oxaprozin, Palifermin, Panitumumab, 
Parecoxib, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phenylbutazone, 
Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Ranibizumab, Regorafenib, Reserpine, Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, 
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Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Adenosine monophosphate, Aflibercept, Alclofenac, Aminosalicylic 
Acid, Amiodarone, Amlodipine, Amyl Nitrite, Antipyrine, Antrafenine, 
Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Balsalazide, Bepridil, Bevacizumab, 
Bosutinib, Bromfenac, Caffeine, Calcium, Calcium Citrate, Calcium 
Phosphate, Carprofen, Carvedilol, Celecoxib, Choline magnesium 
trisalicylate, Chondroitin sulfate, Cinnarizine, Clevidipine, 
Cobimetinib, Copper, Corticorelin ovine triflutate, Corticotropin, 
Cyclandelate, Dabrafenib, Dalteparin, Dasatinib, Dexamethasone, 
Dexibuprofen, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid, 
Diltiazem, Dronabinol, Dronedarone, Drotaverine, Erythrityl 
Tetranitrate, Ethanol, Ethosuximide, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, Felodipine, 
Fenoprofen, Flavin adenine dinucleotide, Flunarizine, Fluocinonide, 
Flurbiprofen, Fluspirilene, Gabapentin, Gabapentin Enacarbil, 
Gliclazide, Glutamic Acid, Glycerin, Halcinonide, Ibuprofen, Ibutilide, 
Icosapent, Indomethacin, Ingenol Mebutate, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, 
Isosorbide Dinitrate, Isosorbide Mononitrate, Isradipine, Ketoprofen, 
Ketorolac, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, L-Cysteine, Lenalidomide, 
Lercanidipine, Levetiracetam, Linaclotide, Loperamide, Lornoxicam, 
Lumiracoxib, Magnesium Sulfate, Magnesium salicylate, Manidipine, 
Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, 
Methsuximide, Methylene blue, Miconazole, Midostaurin, 
Minocycline, Nabilone, Nabumetone, Nadroparin, Naloxone, 
Naproxen, Nepafenac, Nesiritide, Nicardipine, Nifedipine, Niflumic 
Acid, Nilvadipine, Nimesulide, Nimodipine, Nisoldipine, Nitrendipine, 
Nitric Oxide, Nitroglycerin, Nitroprusside, Oxaprozin, 
Paramethadione, Parecoxib, Phenylbutazone, Phosphatidyl serine, 
Pinaverium, Piroxicam, Plecanatide, Pomalidomide, Pregabalin, 
Pseudoephedrine, Pyridoxal Phosphate, Ranibizumab, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Rimonabant, Riociguat, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, 
Sapropterin, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, Spironolactone, Sulfasalazine, 
Sulindac, Suprofen, Tamoxifen, Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, Tiaprofenic 

1.74 6

Acetazolamide, Acetyldigitoxin, Adenine, Almitrine, Bepridil, 
Bretylium, Brinzolamide, Celecoxib, Choline, Ciclopirox, Deslanoside, 
Diazoxide, Diclofenamide, Digitoxin, Digoxin, Dorzolamide, Etacrynic 
acid, Hydroflumethiazide, Methazolamide, Nivolumab, Ouabain, 
Pembrolizumab, Potassium, Pyridoxal Phosphate, Sulpiride, 
Tiludronic acid, Topiramate, Trichlormethiazide, Zonisamide

1.51 6
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Abacavir, Abatacept, Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Adalimumab, Adenosine monophosphate, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin 
(rabbit), Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Baricitinib, 
Basiliximab, Belatacept, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Bevacizumab, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Canakinumab, Cefazolin, Certolizumab pegol, 
Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Coccidioides immitis spherule, 
Collagenase clostridium histolyticum, Copanlisib, Copper, 
Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Doxycycline, Durvalumab, 
Efalizumab, Epinephrine, Etanercept, Gallium nitrate, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Golimumab, 
Guselkumab, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Immune Globulin Human, Infliximab, Insulin 
Pork, Interferon Alfa-2a Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b 
Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-
1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon beta-1b, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, 
Lyme disease vaccine (recombinant OspA), Manganese, Mesalazine, 
Methyl aminolevulinate, Metreleptin, Midostaurin, Minocycline, 
Muromonab, Nafamostat, Naloxone, Natalizumab, Natural alpha 
interferon, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Palivizumab, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b, 
Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Porfimer sodium, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Quinacrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rilonacept, 
Rituximab, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, 
Tositumomab, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Tuberculin Purified Protein 
Derivative, Turpentine, Ustekinumab

3.85 11

Acetylsalicylic acid, Antihemophilic factor human recombinant, 
Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Copper, Melatonin, Minocycline, 
Pseudoephedrine, Rifabutin, Tenecteplase

1.44 2

Afatinib, Albendazole, Amlexanox, Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, 
Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Cabazitaxel, Cabozantinib, Cetuximab, 
Colchicine, Copper, Crizotinib, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Eribulin, Erlotinib, Etacrynic acid, 
Gefitinib, Glycerin, Heparin, Icotinib, Ixabepilone, Lapatinib, 
Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Mebendazole, Necitumumab, Neratinib, 
Nintedanib, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, Paclitaxel, Palifermin, 
Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Pentosan Polysulfate, Podofilox, 
Ponatinib, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sorafenib, Sucralfate, 
Trastuzumab, Urea, Vandetanib, Vinblastine, Vincristine, Vindesine, 
Vinorelbine
Butenafine, Naftifine, Terbinafine 1.54 1
Afatinib, Arsenic trioxide, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Celecoxib, 
Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, 
Dasatinib, Erlotinib, Everolimus, Gefitinib, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Ingenol Mebutate, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lithium, Midostaurin, 
Nadroparin, Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, 
Osimertinib, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Pertuzumab, Phosphatidyl serine, Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, 
Sucralfate, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, 
Thalidomide, Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab emtansine, 
Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vinblastine, Vitamin E

3.05 7
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Afatinib, Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, 
Dasatinib, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, 
Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lithium, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Nintedanib, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Pertuzumab, Ponatinib, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sorafenib, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Trastuzumab, 
Trastuzumab emtansine, Turpentine, Vinblastine

1.59 4

Acetylsalicylic acid, Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, 
Dabrafenib, Darbepoetin alfa, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Erythropoietin, Glucosamine, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Methoxy polyethylene 
glycol-epoetin beta, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Nintedanib, Palifermin, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Peginesatide, Phosphatidyl serine, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, 
Ruxolitinib, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, 
Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine, Vitamin E

1.41 4

Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Arsenic trioxide, 
Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, 
Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Everolimus, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Midostaurin, Naloxone, 
Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Temsirolimus, 
Thalidomide, Trametinib, Turpentine

1.35 4

Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, Arsenic trioxide, 
Azathioprine, Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, Bosutinib, 
Cetuximab, Choline, Copper, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, 
Dextromethorphan, Efalizumab, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Immune Globulin Human, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Isoprenaline, Leflunomide, Methyl aminolevulinate, 
Midostaurin, Muromonab, NADH, Natalizumab, Nintedanib, 
Palivizumab, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Porfimer sodium, 
Quinacrine, Resveratrol, Rituximab, Sarilumab, Sulindac, Tamoxifen, 
Tositumomab, Trastuzumab, Turpentine, Vitamin E

1.35 4

Glutamic Acid, Glycine, NADH, Pyridoxal Phosphate, Raltitrexed
Cyanocobalamin, Glycine, Hydroxocobalamin, L-Methionine, NADH, 
Pyridoxal Phosphate
Abemaciclib, Acetylsalicylic acid, Afatinib, Arsenic trioxide, 
Azathioprine, Becaplermin, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, 
Copanlisib, Copper, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, 
Erlotinib, Etacrynic acid, Everolimus, Fluocinonide, Gefitinib, 
Glycerin, Halcinonide, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, 
Imatinib, Ingenol Mebutate, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Human, Insulin 
Lispro, Insulin Pork, Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, 
Lithium, Mecasermin, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Necitumumab, 
Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olaratumab, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, 
Palbociclib, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Quinacrine, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Ribociclib, Sirolimus, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, Sucralfate, 
Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, 
Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Turpentine, Urea, Vandetanib, Vismodegib
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Abemaciclib, Acetylsalicylic acid, Afatinib, Arsenic trioxide, 
Becaplermin, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, 
Calcium Phosphate, Cerliponase alfa, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, 
Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Enasidenib, Erlotinib, 
Everolimus, Gefitinib, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Imatinib, 
Ingenol Mebutate, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Human, Insulin Lispro, 
Insulin Pork, Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, 
Manganese, Mecasermin, Midostaurin, NADH, Necitumumab, 
Neratinib, Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Olaratumab, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, 
Palbociclib, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Ribociclib, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Sucralfate, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, Trametinib, 
Trastuzumab, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vitamin E

1.49 5

Glutamic Acid
Glycine, L-Methionine, Pyridoxal Phosphate, Serine

Glycine, Pyridoxal Phosphate
Acetylsalicylic acid, Alitretinoin, Arsenic trioxide, Bacitracin, 
Baricitinib, Becaplermin, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Celecoxib, Chloroquine, 
Cisplatin, Copanlisib, Copper, Dasatinib, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol Mebutate, Insulin Glargine, Insulin 
Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, 
Mecasermin, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Nintedanib, Ocriplasmin, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Pegvisomant, 
Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, 
Ruxolitinib, Somatotropin, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Turpentine, Vitamin E

1.44 4
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Acalabrutinib, Acamprosate, Acepromazine, Aceprometazine, 
Acetylcholine, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aclidinium, 
Acrivastine, Agomelatine, Alcaftadine, Alfuzosin, Alimemazine, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amisulpride, Amitriptyline, Amoxapine, 
Amphetamine, Anisotropine Methylbromide, Antazoline, 
Apomorphine, Apraclonidine, Aripiprazole, Arsenic trioxide, 
Asenapine, Astemizole, Atropine, Auranofin, Azatadine, Azelastine, 
Azilsartan medoxomil, Baricitinib, Benzatropine, Benzphetamine, 
Bepotastine, Betahistine, Bethanechol, Bevantolol, Bilastine, 
Biperiden, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brexpiprazole, 
Brigatinib, Bromocriptine, Bromodiphenhydramine, Brompheniramine, 
Buclizine, Butylscopolamine, Cabergoline, Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, 
Calcium Phosphate, Candesartan cilexetil, Captodiame, Carbachol, 
Carbinoxamine, Cariprazine, Carvedilol, Cetirizine, Cevimeline, 
Chloropyramine, Chloroquine, Chlorphenamine, Chlorpromazine, 
Chlorprothixene, Choline, Cinitapride, Cinnarizine, Cisapride, 
Citalopram, Clemastine, Clidinium, Clofedanol, Clomipramine, 
Clonidine, Clozapine, Cobimetinib, Cocaine, Conivaptan, Copanlisib, 
Cryptenamine, Cyclizine, Cyclobenzaprine, Cyclopentolate, 
Cyclosporine, Cycrimine, Cyproheptadine, Dabrafenib, Dapiprazole, 
Darifenacin, Dasatinib, Desipramine, Desloratadine, Desmopressin, 
Dexbrompheniramine, Dexchlorpheniramine maleate, 
Dexfenfluramine, Dexpanthenol, Dextroamphetamine, Dicyclomine, 
Dihydroergotamine, Dimenhydrinate, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Dimetindene, Diphemanil Methylsulfate, Diphenhydramine, 
Diphenidol, Diphenylpyraline, Dipivefrin, Disopyramide, Donepezil, 
Dosulepin, Doxazosin, Doxepin, Doxylamine, Dronedarone, 
Droperidol, Droxidopa, Eletriptan, Emedastine, Ephedrine, 
Epinastine, Epinephrine, Eprosartan, Ergoloid mesylate, Ergonovine, 
Ergotamine, Escitalopram, Ethopropazine, Felypressin, Fenoldopam, 
Fesoterodine, Fexofenadine, Fimasartan, Flavoxate, Flibanserin, 
Flunarizine, Fluoxetine, Flupentixol, Fluphenazine, Fluspirilene, 

2.02 7

Abciximab, Abemaciclib, Acetylsalicylic acid, Afatinib, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Captopril, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Copanlisib, Eptifibatide, Erlotinib, 
Gefitinib, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lithium, Marimastat, 
Midostaurin, Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, 
Osimertinib, Palbociclib, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Pertuzumab, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ribociclib, Simvastatin, Sorafenib, 
Sucralfate, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tirofiban, 
Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab emtansine, Vandetanib, Vedolizumab, 
Vitamin E

1.89 5
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Alteplase, Aminocaproic Acid, 
Amlexanox, Amrinone, Anakinra, Anistreplase, Apremilast, Arsenic 
trioxide, Azathioprine, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Canakinumab, Carvedilol, Cefazolin, Certolizumab pegol, 
Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, Clenbuterol, Cobimetinib, Conestat 
alfa, Copanlisib, Copper, Danazol, Dasatinib, Dexibuprofen, 
Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, Drotrecogin alfa, Epinephrine, 
Etanercept, Ethanol, Gallium nitrate, Glucosamine, Golimumab, 
Heparin, Human C1-esterase inhibitor, Hyaluronic acid, 
Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Iloprost, Infliximab, Interferon gamma-
1b, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Ixekizumab, Lenvatinib, Mepolizumab, 
Midostaurin, Minocycline, Nadroparin, Nafamostat, Naloxone, 
Natalizumab, Nintedanib, Olsalazine, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Reteplase, Rilonacept, 
Secukinumab, Siltuximab, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Tenecteplase, Thalidomide, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, 
Urokinase, Ustekinumab, Vinblastine

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Acitretin, Adalimumab, 
Adapalene, Adenosine monophosphate, Alfacalcidol, Alitretinoin, 
Allylestrenol, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amlexanox, 
Amrinone, Anakinra, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Bazedoxifene, Bexarotene, Bezafibrate, Brigatinib, Canakinumab, 
Carbamazepine, Cefazolin, Cefotaxime, Ceftriaxone, Certolizumab 
pegol, Chenodeoxycholic acid, Chloroquine, Cholic Acid, Chromic 
chloride, Clarithromycin, Clenbuterol, Clofazimine, Clofibrate, 
Clomifene, Clonazepam, Clotrimazole, Conjugated estrogens, 
Cyclophosphamide, Danazol, Deoxycholic Acid, Desogestrel, 
Dexamethasone, Diacerein, Dienestrol, Diethylstilbestrol, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Dobutamine, Docetaxel, Doconexent, Econazole, 
Epinephrine, Equilin, Erlotinib, Estradiol, Estramustine, Estriol, 
Estrone, Estrone sulfate, Etanercept, Ethinyl Estradiol, Ethotoin, 
Ethynodiol diacetate, Etodolac, Etonogestrel, Eugenol, Fenofibrate, 
Fenofibric acid, Fenoprofen, Fluoxymesterone, Flutamide, 
Fulvestrant, Gallium nitrate, Gemfibrozil, Glucagon recombinant, 
Glucosamine, Glyburide, Golimumab, Heparin, Hexachlorophene, 
Homosalate, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), 
Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Ifosfamide, Indomethacin, Infliximab, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Insulin Aspart, Insulin Degludec, Insulin Detemir, Insulin 
Glargine, Insulin Glulisine, Insulin Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, 
Irbesartan, Isotretinoin, Ixekizumab, Ketoconazole, Lasofoxifene, 
Lenvatinib, Levonorgestrel, Lindane, Mecasermin, 
Medroxyprogesterone acetate, Melatonin, Mepolizumab, Mesalazine, 
Mestranol, Methadone, Methylphenobarbital, Methyltestosterone, 
Miconazole, Midostaurin, Mifepristone, Miltefosine, Minocycline, 
Mitotane, Morphine, Myrrh, Naloxone, Nifedipine, Norgestimate, 
Obeticholic acid, Octocrylene, Olsalazine, Omega-3 fatty acids, 
Ospemifene, Oxiconazole, Oxybenzone, Paclitaxel, Palifermin, 
Pentobarbital, Permethrin, Phenobarbital, Phenytoin, Phosphatidyl 
serine, Pioglitazone, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 

2.05 7
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Afatinib, Aflibercept, Alitretinoin, 
Alteplase, Ambrisentan, Amlexanox, Amrinone, Anakinra, 
Anistreplase, Apremilast, Axitinib, Azilsartan medoxomil, Bacitracin, 
Becaplermin, Bevacizumab, Bosentan, Brigatinib, Cabozantinib, 
Canakinumab, Candesartan cilexetil, Captopril, Carvedilol, 
Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, 
Cisplatin, Clenbuterol, Collagenase clostridium histolyticum, Copper, 
Crizotinib, Dalteparin, Danazol, Dasatinib, Dexibuprofen, Diacerein, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Drotrecogin alfa, Dupilumab, 
Epinephrine, Eprosartan, Eribulin, Erlotinib, Etanercept, Ethanol, 
Fimasartan, Gallium nitrate, Gefitinib, Gliclazide, Glucosamine, 
Glutathione, Glycerin, Glycine betaine, Golimumab, Heparin, 
Hyaluronic acid, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human 
Recombinant), Ibuprofen, Icotinib, Imatinib, Infliximab, Insulin 
Glargine, Insulin Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, Interferon Alfa-
2a Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, 
Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon 
beta-1b, Interferon gamma-1b, Irbesartan, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, 
Lidocaine, Losartan, Macitentan, Maraviroc, Marimastat, Mecasermin, 
Methadone, Metreleptin, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Morphine, 
Nafamostat, Naloxone, Natalizumab, Natural alpha interferon, 
Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Ocriplasmin, Olaratumab, 
Olmesartan, Olmutinib, Olsalazine, Osimertinib, Paclitaxel, 
Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Peginterferon alfa-2a, 
Peginterferon alfa-2b, Pentosan Polysulfate, Pomalidomide, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Ramucirumab, 
Ranibizumab, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Reteplase, Rilonacept, 
Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Sirolimus, Sitaxentan, Sorafenib, Sucralfate, 
Sunitinib, Tasosartan, Telmisartan, Tenecteplase, Thalidomide, 
Tocilizumab, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Tromethamine, Urokinase, 
Valsartan, Vandetanib, Venetoclax

Amitriptyline, Arsenic trioxide, Asfotase Alfa, Becaplermin, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Calcium, Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, 
Clenbuterol, Copanlisib, Copper, Cyproterone acetate, Dasatinib, 
Etacrynic acid, Fingolimod, Fluocinonide, Glycerin, Halcinonide, 
Heparin, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), 
Hydroxychloroquine, Imatinib, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Lithium, 
Midostaurin, Mifepristone, Nintedanib, Olaratumab, Palifermin, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Pentosan Polysulfate, Ponatinib, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sirolimus, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, 
Sucralfate, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Urea, Vismodegib

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Anakinra, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Dasatinib, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Halothane, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Manganese, Mesalazine, Nadroparin, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Rilonacept, Sulfasalazine, 
Thalidomide, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

3.45 7
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Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, 
Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Anakinra, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, Canakinumab, 
Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, 
Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Dupilumab, Efalizumab, 
Epinephrine, Etanercept, Gallium nitrate, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 
Glucosamine, Golimumab, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Immune Globulin 
Human, Infliximab, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, Manganese, 
Maraviroc, Mesalazine, Minocycline, Muromonab, NADH, Nadroparin, 
Natalizumab, Ornithine, Palivizumab, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Riboflavin, Rilonacept, Rituximab, 
Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, 
Tofacitinib, Tositumomab, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Turpentine, 
Vinblastine

3.31 6

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Acitretin, Adalimumab, 
Adapalene, Alfacalcidol, Alitretinoin, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, 
Aminocaproic Acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amiodarone, Amrinone, 
Amsacrine, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Balsalazide, 
Bexarotene, Bezafibrate, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium, 
Cefazolin, Cefotaxime, Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, 
Chlorpromazine, Clenbuterol, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, 
Dasatinib, Dexamethasone, Dexibuprofen, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Dipyridamole, Disopyramide, Doconexent, Epinephrine, 
Erythromycin, Etanercept, Etodolac, Fenofibrate, Fenoprofen, 
Glipizide, Glucosamine, Golimumab, Guaiacol, Guselkumab, 
Heparin, Human Serum Albumin, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase 
(Human Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, 
Imipramine, Indomethacin, Infliximab, Ingenol Mebutate, Interferon 
gamma-1b, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, L-Aspartic Acid, L-
Citrulline, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lobeglitazone, Lyme disease 
vaccine (recombinant OspA), Mesalazine, Methadone, Miconazole, 
Midostaurin, Mitiglinide, Nadroparin, Naloxone, Nateglinide, 
Nintedanib, Norelgestromin, Olsalazine, Omega-3 fatty acids, 
Oxycodone, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phenol, 
Phosphatidyl serine, Pioglitazone, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Progesterone, Pseudoephedrine, Pyridostigmine, 
Regorafenib, Repaglinide, Resveratrol, Rifampicin, Rosiglitazone, 
Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Telmisartan, Thalidomide, Trametinib, Tretinoin, Triclosan, Triflusal, 
Tuberculin Purified Protein Derivative, Turpentine, Ustekinumab, 
Valproic Acid, Vinblastine, Vitamin A, Vitamin E

4.21 10

Acetylsalicylic acid, Baricitinib, Cefazolin, Dasatinib, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Glucosamine, Leflunomide, Pranlukast, Regorafenib, 
Ruxolitinib, Siltuximab, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, 
Vandetanib
Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Glucosamine, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Isoprenaline, 
Ixekizumab, Lenvatinib, Lithium, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, 
Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, Secukinumab, 
Siltuximab, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine

2.97 6
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Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Chondroitin sulfate, Danazol, Dasatinib, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Glucosamine, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Ixekizumab, 
Lithium, Marimastat, Mesalazine, Nadroparin, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Secukinumab, Siltuximab, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Thalidomide, Triflusal, Turpentine, 
Vinblastine

2.80 4

Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Dasatinib, Isoprenaline, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, Sulindac, Tofacitinib, Turpentine

1.33 2

Amlexanox, Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, 
Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Cyclosporine, Dabrafenib, 
Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Midostaurin, 
Nadroparin, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, Sargramostim, Sorafenib, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, 
Turpentine, Vinblastine, Vitamin E

1.38 4

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Aflibercept, 
Aminoglutethimide, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Anakinra, 
Anastrozole, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Bacitracin, 
Baricitinib, Becaplermin, Bevacizumab, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Canakinumab, Carvedilol, Certolizumab pegol, 
Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, Cisplatin, Clenbuterol, Cobimetinib, 
Collagenase clostridium histolyticum, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, 
Dalteparin, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Epinephrine, Estrone, 
Etanercept, Exemestane, Gallium nitrate, Gliclazide, Glucosamine, 
Golimumab, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Infliximab, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Ketoconazole, Lenvatinib, 
Letrozole, Manganese, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Miltefosine, 
Minocycline, Nadroparin, Nicotine, Nintedanib, Ocriplasmin, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Pomalidomide, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Ranibizumab, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Rilonacept, Roxithromycin, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, 
Siltuximab, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Testolactone, Thalidomide, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, 
Triflusal, Tromethamine, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vinblastine, 
Voacamine

2.43 7

Aldesleukin, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, 
Brigatinib, Cabozantinib, Caffeine, Celecoxib, Chloroquine, 
Copanlisib, Copper, Crizotinib, Dasatinib, Denileukin diftitox, 
Dexibuprofen, Docetaxel, Eribulin, Glucosamine, Glycine betaine, 
Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, 
Lenvatinib, Lithium, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Nintedanib, Olsalazine, 
Paclitaxel, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Ponatinib, 
Pseudoephedrine, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, 
Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Turpentine, 
Venetoclax, Vinblastine

1.34 4
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Abciximab, Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, 
Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Afatinib, Aflibercept, Alclofenac, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Ampicillin, Antipyrine, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Antrafenine, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Axitinib, Azathioprine, Balsalazide, Baricitinib, Bevacizumab, 
Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, Bromfenac, 
Cabozantinib, Caffeine, Captopril, Carprofen, Carvedilol, Cefdinir, 
Celecoxib, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Choline, Choline magnesium 
trisalicylate, Chondroitin sulfate, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Cupric 
Chloride, Dabrafenib, Dalteparin, Dasatinib, Dexibuprofen, 
Dextromethorphan, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-gamma-linolenic 
acid, Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Eptifibatide, Eribulin, Erlotinib, 
Ethanol, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, Everolimus, Fenoprofen, Flurbiprofen, 
Gefitinib, Gliclazide, Glucosamine, Glutathione, Glycine betaine, 
Halothane, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, 
Icosapent, Icotinib, Indomethacin, Ingenol Mebutate, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, Ketorolac, L-Carnitine, Lapatinib, 
Leflunomide, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lornoxicam, 
Lumiracoxib, Magnesium salicylate, Marimastat, Meclofenamic acid, 
Mefenamic acid, Melatonin, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, 
Minocycline, NADH, Nabumetone, Nadroparin, Nafamostat, 
Naproxen, Natalizumab, Necitumumab, Nepafenac, Neratinib, 
Netarsudil, Niflumic Acid, Nimesulide, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, 
Osimertinib, Oxaprozin, Oxygen, Paclitaxel, Palifermin, 
Panitumumab, Parecoxib, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Phenylbutazone, Phosphatidyl serine, Pimecrolimus, Piroxicam, 
Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Ramucirumab, Ranibizumab, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, 
Ripasudil, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, Simvastatin, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, 
Sucralfate, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Suprofen, Tamoxifen, 
Temsirolimus, Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, Tiaprofenic acid, Tirofiban, 
Tolmetin, Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Tromethamine, 

2.52 9
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Abciximab, Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetylsalicylic 
acid, Adalimumab, Adenosine monophosphate, Aflibercept, 
Alclofenac, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Antipyrine, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Antrafenine, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Balsalazide, Bevacizumab, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, 
Bromfenac, Caffeine, Captopril, Carprofen, Carvedilol, Celecoxib, 
Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, Choline magnesium trisalicylate, 
Chondroitin sulfate, Clenbuterol, Copanlisib, Copper, Dalteparin, 
Dexamethasone, Dexibuprofen, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-
gamma-linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, Epinephrine, Eptifibatide, 
Etacrynic acid, Etanercept, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, Everolimus, 
Fenoprofen, Flurbiprofen, Gliclazide, Glucosamine, Glutathione, 
Golimumab, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, 
Indomethacin, Infliximab, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, 
Ketorolac, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Lithium, 
Lornoxicam, Lumiracoxib, Magnesium salicylate, Marimastat, 
Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, 
Miconazole, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Nabumetone, Nadroparin, 
Naloxone, Naproxen, Nepafenac, Niflumic Acid, Nimesulide, 
Nintedanib, Ocriplasmin, Oxaprozin, Palifermin, Parecoxib, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phenylbutazone, Pimecrolimus, 
Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Ranibizumab, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, 
Simvastatin, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Suprofen, Temsirolimus, Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, Tiaprofenic acid, 
Tirofiban, Tolmetin, Triflusal, Tromethamine, Turpentine, Urea, 
Vandetanib, Vedolizumab, Vinblastine, Vitamin E

Acetylsalicylic acid, Canakinumab, Gallium nitrate, Glucosamine, 
Minocycline, Naloxone, Pranlukast, Probenecid, Rilonacept, 
Thalidomide, Triflusal

1.48 2

Apremilast, Baricitinib, Carfilzomib, Dexibuprofen, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Docetaxel, Eribulin, Glucosamine, Glycine betaine, Ibuprofen, 
Interferon Alfa-2a Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, 
Interferon alfa-n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon 
beta-1a, Interferon beta-1b, Interferon gamma-1b, Natural alpha 
interferon, Olsalazine, Paclitaxel, Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon 
alfa-2b, Rasagiline, Ruxolitinib, Tofacitinib, Venetoclax

1.82 3

Afatinib, Alendronic acid, Antihemophilic factor human recombinant, 
Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Becaplermin, Brigatinib, Calcium, 
Carvedilol, Cetuximab, Cholic Acid, Cisplatin, Coagulation Factor IX 
(Recombinant), Coagulation Factor IX Human, Copper, Dasatinib, 
Drotrecogin alfa, Erlotinib, Etidronic acid, Gallium nitrate, Gefitinib, 
Glycine, Icotinib, Imatinib, Iron, Iron Dextran, Iron saccharate, 
Isoflurophate, Isoprenaline, L-Alanine, L-Cysteine, Lapatinib, 
Lidocaine, Manganese, Mefloquine, Midostaurin, NADH, 
Necitumumab, Neratinib, Olaratumab, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, 
Oxygen, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Ponatinib, Pyridoxal Phosphate, 
Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Sodium Nitrite, 
Sodium ferric gluconate complex, Sorafenib, Sucralfate, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tenecteplase, Thonzonium, Tiludronic acid, Tocilizumab, 
Tofacitinib, Trastuzumab, Turpentine, Vandetanib, WF10

1.31 5
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Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Azathioprine, 
Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, 
Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Glucosamine, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, 
Nadroparin, Naloxone, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, 
Vinblastine, Vitamin E

2.59 6

Abciximab, Acalabrutinib, Acetohydroxamic Acid, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, 
Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Captopril, Carvedilol, Chloroquine, 
Copanlisib, Copper, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Efalizumab, 
Eptifibatide, Ethanol, Framycetin, Glucosamine, Glutathione, Heparin, 
Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, Ibrutinib, Imatinib, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Isoprenaline, Leflunomide, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, 
Lifitegrast, Lovastatin, Marimastat, Midostaurin, Minocycline, 
Nafamostat, Natalizumab, Netarsudil, Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Oxygen, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, 
Plerixafor, Ponatinib, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, 
Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, 
Tinzaparin, Tirofiban, Trametinib, Turpentine, Urea, Vedolizumab, 
Vitamin E

1.90 8

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Carvedilol, Celecoxib, 
Chloroquine, Copanlisib, Dimethyl fumarate, Etanercept, Ethanol, 
Glucosamine, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, 
Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Nintedanib, Palifermin, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Thalidomide, Triflusal, Turpentine

1.75 4

Abemaciclib, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, 
Antihemophilic factor human recombinant, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, 
Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium, 
Carvedilol, Chloroquine, Coagulation Factor IX (Recombinant), 
Coagulation Factor IX Human, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, 
Dasatinib, Dequalinium, Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Docetaxel, Eribulin, Etacrynic acid, Fluocinonide, 
Glucosamine, Glycerin, Glycine betaine, Halcinonide, Heparin, 
Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Imatinib, Ingenol Mebutate, Insulin 
Human, Insulin Pork, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Lithium, 
Manganese, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Nadroparin, Natalizumab, 
Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Paclitaxel, Palbociclib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ribociclib, 
Ruxolitinib, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Tenecteplase, Thalidomide, Tinzaparin, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, 
Triflusal, Turpentine, Urea, Vedolizumab, Vemurafenib, Venetoclax, 
Vinblastine, Vismodegib, Vitamin E

3.65 16
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Calcium, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, 
Dasatinib, Dequalinium, Etacrynic acid, Fluocinonide, Halcinonide, 
Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Lithium, 
Manganese, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Nintedanib, Palifermin, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Ponatinib, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Turpentine, Urea, Vismodegib

Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Chloroquine, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Efalizumab, Eptifibatide, Glucosamine, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol Mebutate, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, 
Lifitegrast, Lovastatin, Maraviroc, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, 
Natalizumab, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tinzaparin, Tirofiban, Triflusal, 
Turpentine, Vedolizumab, Vitamin E

2.59 6

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Afatinib, 
Aminophylline, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amitriptyline, Amrinone, 
Anakinra, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Axitinib, 
Becaplermin, Belimumab, Belinostat, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, 
Brigatinib, Cabozantinib, Caffeine, Calcium, Canakinumab, 
Cerliponase alfa, Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, 
Chromic chloride, Clenbuterol, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, 
Denosumab, Dimethyl fumarate, Epinephrine, Erlotinib, Etanercept, 
Fingolimod, Gallium nitrate, Gefitinib, Glucosamine, Glycerin, 
Golimumab, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Imatinib, 
Imiquimod, Infliximab, Insulin Aspart, Insulin Degludec, Insulin 
Detemir, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Glulisine, Insulin Human, Insulin 
Lispro, Insulin Pork, Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lenalidomide, 
Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lithium, Lovastatin, Lyme disease vaccine 
(recombinant OspA), Manganese, Mecasermin, Mesalazine, 
Midostaurin, Minocycline, Naloxone, Necitumumab, Neratinib, 
Nintedanib, Olaratumab, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, Oxtriphylline, 
Palifermin, Panitumumab, Panobinostat, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Pegvisomant, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Ramucirumab, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, 
Rilonacept, Romidepsin, Somatotropin, Sorafenib, Sucralfate, 
Sulfasalazine, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Theophylline, 
Thiocolchicoside, Tixocortol, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Tuberculin 
Purified Protein Derivative, Valproic Acid, Vandetanib, Vemurafenib, 
Vitamin E, Vorinostat

3.38 10

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amitriptyline, Amlodipine, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Azathioprine, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Celecoxib, 
Chloroquine, Chlorpromazine, Clenbuterol, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, 
Dabrafenib, Desipramine, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Glucosamine, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Imatinib, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, 
Naloxone, Netarsudil, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, 
Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine

1.45 5
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Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, Arsenic trioxide, 
Azathioprine, Basiliximab, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Bevacizumab, 
Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, 
Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, 
Efalizumab, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Immune Globulin Human, 
Ingenol Mebutate, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Midostaurin, Muromonab, 
Natalizumab, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Palivizumab, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Rituximab, Sarilumab, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tositumomab, Trametinib, Trastuzumab, 
Turpentine, Vitamin E

1.39 5

Afatinib, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, 
Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Celecoxib, Cetuximab, Cobimetinib, Copper, 
Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Erlotinib, Everolimus, Gefitinib, Guanidine, 
Icotinib, Ingenol Mebutate, Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lidocaine, 
Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Natalizumab, Necitumumab, Nedocromil, 
Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, Panitumumab, 
Pegademase bovine, Pertuzumab, Phosphatidyl serine, 
Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rifabutin, 
Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Sucralfate, Sulindac, Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, 
Tinzaparin, Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab emtansine, 
Tromethamine, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vedolizumab, Vitamin E

Abacavir, Abatacept, Acamprosate, Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, 
Acetaminophen, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, 
Adenosine monophosphate, Adinazolam, Alclofenac, Alprazolam, 
Amantadine, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amoxapine, Amrinone, Anakinra, 
Antipyrine, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Antrafenine, 
Apremilast, Aprotinin, Arsenic trioxide, Astemizole, Atomoxetine, 
Auranofin, Bacitracin, Baclofen, Balsalazide, Baricitinib, Belatacept, 
Brigatinib, Bromazepam, Bromfenac, Butabarbital, Butalbital, 
Butethal, Caffeine, Calcium, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, 
Canakinumab, Captopril, Carisoprodol, Carprofen, Carvedilol, 
Celecoxib, Certolizumab pegol, Chlordiazepoxide, Chloroprocaine, 
Chloroquine, Cholic Acid, Choline magnesium trisalicylate, 
Chondroitin sulfate, Cinolazepam, Clenbuterol, Clobazam, 
Clonazepam, Clorazepate, Clotiazepam, Coccidioides immitis 
spherule, Copanlisib, Copper, Cyclosporine, Cyproterone acetate, 
Danazol, Dasatinib, Deferoxamine, Dequalinium, Desflurane, 
Dexamethasone, Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Diazepam, 
Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid, Dimercaprol, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Doxycycline, Durvalumab, Enflurane, 
Epinephrine, Ergoloid mesylate, Eribulin, Estazolam, Eszopiclone, 
Etanercept, Ethanol, Ethchlorvynol, Ethopropazine, Etizolam, 
Etodolac, Etomidate, Etoricoxib, Felbamate, Fenoprofen, Florbetaben 
(18F), Florbetapir (18F), Fluciclovine (18F), Fludiazepam, 
Flumazenil, Flunitrazepam, Flurazepam, Flurbiprofen, Flutemetamol 
(18F), Fluticasone propionate, Fospropofol, Gabapentin, Gallium 
nitrate, Gamma Hydroxybutyric Acid, Ginkgo biloba, Glatiramer 
Acetate, Glucosamine, Glutamic Acid, Glutathione, Glutethimide, 
Glyburide, Glycerin, Glycine, Glycine betaine, Golimumab, 
Halazepam, Haloperidol, Halothane, Heparin, Heptabarbital, 
Hexobarbital, Hyaluronic acid, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human 
Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Imatinib, 
Imiquimod, Indomethacin, Infliximab, Insulin Human, Insulin Pork, 

1.79 10
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Acebutolol, Acetylcholine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aclidinium, Adenosine 
monophosphate, Aflibercept, Alprenolol, Amiodarone, Amitriptyline, 
Amlodipine, Amoxapine, Amphetamine, Anisotropine Methylbromide, 
Apremilast, Arbutamine, Aripiprazole, Arsenic trioxide, Asenapine, 
Atenolol, Atropine, Avanafil, Axitinib, Benzatropine, Bepridil, 
Betaxolol, Bethanechol, Bethanidine, Bevacizumab, Bevantolol, 
Biperiden, Bisoprolol, Bopindolol, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Brompheniramine, Buclizine, Bupranolol, Cabergoline, Cabozantinib, 
Caffeine, Calcium, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Carbachol, 
Carteolol, Carvedilol, Celiprolol, Cevimeline, Chloroquine, 
Chlorpromazine, Chlorprothixene, Chondroitin sulfate, Cinnarizine, 
Citalopram, Clenbuterol, Clevidipine, Clidinium, Clozapine, 
Cobimetinib, Cocaine, Copanlisib, Copper, Cryptenamine, 
Cyclopentolate, Cycrimine, Cyproheptadine, Dalteparin, Darifenacin, 
Desipramine, Dicyclomine, Diphenidol, Dipyridamole, Disopyramide, 
Dobutamine, Dosulepin, Doxepin, Doxylamine, Dronedarone, 
Drotaverine, Droxidopa, Ephedra, Epinephrine, Escitalopram, 
Esmolol, Ethanol, Ethopropazine, Felodipine, Fenoterol, 
Fesoterodine, Flavoxate, Flupentixol, Formoterol, Gallamine 
Triethiodide, Gliclazide, Glycerin, Glycopyrronium, Heparin, 
Hexocyclium, Homatropine Methylbromide, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Hyoscyamine, Ibutilide, Icatibant, Imidafenacin, Imipramine, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Ipratropium bromide, Isoetarine, Isoprenaline, Isosorbide 
Mononitrate, Isradipine, Ketamine, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, L-Lysine, 
Labetalol, Lenvatinib, Levobetaxolol, Levobunolol, Linaclotide, 
Loperamide, Loxapine, Magnesium Sulfate, Manidipine, Maprotiline, 
Mepenzolate, Mephentermine, Methantheline, Methotrimeprazine, 
Methylene blue, Methylscopolamine bromide, Metipranolol, Metixene, 
Metoclopramide, Metoprolol, Miconazole, Midostaurin, Minaprine, 
Minocycline, Mirabegron, Mirtazapine, Molindone, Nadolol, Nebivolol, 
Nedocromil, Nicardipine, Nifedipine, Nilvadipine, Nimodipine, 
Nintedanib, Nisoldipine, Nitrendipine, Nitric Oxide, Norepinephrine, 

1.58 5

Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Icosapent, NADH 1.83 2

Amiloride, Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Cobimetinib, 
Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Isoprenaline, Marimastat, Pegademase 
bovine, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Tofacitinib, 
Trametinib, Turpentine, Urokinase
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Acamprosate, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine 
monophosphate, Alfentanil, Alvimopan, Amantadine, Amiodarone, 
Amitriptyline, Amlodipine, Anileridine, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Atomoxetine, Azathioprine, Bepridil, Bosutinib, Brivaracetam, 
Bumetanide, Buprenorphine, Butorphanol, Caffeine, Calcium, 
Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Captodiame, Chloroprocaine, 
Choline, Cinnarizine, Clevidipine, Cobimetinib, Cocaine, Codeine, 
Cyclandelate, Cyclosporine, Dabrafenib, Dantrolene, Dasatinib, 
Dextromethorphan, Dextropropoxyphene, Dezocine, Diltiazem, 
Diphenoxylate, Dronedarone, Drotaverine, Eluxadoline, Ethanol, 
Ethopropazine, Ethosuximide, Ethylmorphine, Felbamate, Felodipine, 
Fentanyl, Flavin adenine dinucleotide, Fluciclovine (18F), Flunarizine, 
Fluspirilene, Gabapentin, Gabapentin Enacarbil, Glucosamine, 
Glutamic Acid, Glyburide, Glycerin, Glycine, Haloperidol, Halothane, 
Heroin, Hydrocodone, Hydromorphone, Ibutilide, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Isoprenaline, Isradipine, Ketamine, Ketobemidone, L-Arginine, L-
Citrulline, L-Phenylalanine, L-Tyrosine, Lercanidipine, Levallorphan, 
Levetiracetam, Levomethadyl Acetate, Levorphanol, Lithium, 
Loperamide, Magnesium Sulfate, Magnesium acetate tetrahydrate, 
Magnesium carbonate, Manidipine, Memantine, Menthol, Methadone, 
Methadyl Acetate, Methsuximide, Methylene blue, Methylnaltrexone, 
Metyrosine, Mianserin, Miconazole, Midostaurin, Milnacipran, 
Mirtazapine, Morphine, Nadroparin, Nalbuphine, Naldemedine, 
Naloxegol, Naloxone, Naltrexone, Nicardipine, Nifedipine, 
Nilvadipine, Nimodipine, Nintedanib, Nisoldipine, Nitrendipine, 
Nortriptyline, Ondansetron, Orphenadrine, Oxycodone, 
Oxymorphone, Paramethadione, Pentazocine, Pentobarbital, 
Pethidine, Phenobarbital, Phosphatidyl serine, Pinaverium, Ponatinib, 
Potassium Chloride, Pranlukast, Prasterone, Pregabalin, Procaine, 
Progesterone, Propoxyphene napsylate, Pseudoephedrine, 
Regorafenib, Remifentanil, Remoxipride, Resveratrol, Sapropterin, 
Secobarbital, Sorafenib, Spironolactone, Sufentanil, Sulindac, 

1.56 8
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Abaloparatide, Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, 
Acetohydroxamic Acid, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Adalimumab, Adenosine monophosphate, Aflibercept, Alclofenac, 
Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Amifostine, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amiodarone, 
Amrinone, Anakinra, Antihemophilic factor human recombinant, 
Antipyrine, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Antrafenine, 
Apremilast, Azathioprine, Balsalazide, Belinostat, Bevacizumab, 
Bezafibrate, Bromfenac, Calcium, Calcium Citrate, Calcium 
Phosphate, Canakinumab, Captopril, Carprofen, Carvedilol, 
Celecoxib, Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, Choline magnesium 
trisalicylate, Chondroitin sulfate, Cinacalcet, Clenbuterol, Coagulation 
Factor IX (Recombinant), Coagulation Factor IX Human, Collagenase 
clostridium histolyticum, Copper, Dalteparin, Dexamethasone, 
Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-
gamma-linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, Doconexent, Epinephrine, 
Etacrynic acid, Etanercept, Etelcalcetide, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, 
Everolimus, Fenofibrate, Fenoprofen, Fluocinonide, Flurbiprofen, 
Gallium nitrate, Gliclazide, Glipizide, Glucosamine, Glutathione, 
Glycerin, Golimumab, Halcinonide, Heparin, Hyaluronidase, 
Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Ibuprofen, Icosapent, 
Indomethacin, Infliximab, Ketoprofen, Ketorolac, L-Arginine, L-
Citrulline, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Lobeglitazone, Lornoxicam, 
Lumiracoxib, Lyme disease vaccine (recombinant OspA), Magnesium 
salicylate, Marimastat, Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic acid, 
Meloxicam, Menadione, Mesalazine, Metformin, Miconazole, 
Minocycline, Mitiglinide, Nabumetone, Naloxone, Naproxen, 
Natalizumab, Nateglinide, Neomycin, Nepafenac, Niflumic Acid, 
Nimesulide, Nintedanib, Ocriplasmin, Omega-3 fatty acids, 
Oxaprozin, Palifermin, Panobinostat, Parathyroid hormone, 
Parecoxib, Pazopanib, Pentosan Polysulfate, Phenformin, 
Phenylbutazone, Phylloquinone, Pimecrolimus, Pioglitazone, 
Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 

1.46 7

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amiodarone, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Azathioprine, Balsalazide, Bezafibrate, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, Clenbuterol, Copanlisib, Copper, 
Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Docetaxel, Doconexent, Eribulin, Fenofibrate, Fenoprofen, 
Glipizide, Glucosamine, Glycine betaine, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Indomethacin, 
Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Lobeglitazone, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, 
Mitiglinide, Nateglinide, Netarsudil, Nintedanib, Omega-3 fatty acids, 
Paclitaxel, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Pioglitazone, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Repaglinide, 
Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Rosiglitazone, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, 
Sulindac, Sunitinib, Telmisartan, Thalidomide, Triclosan, Triflusal, 
Turpentine, Valproic Acid, Venetoclax

1.31 4
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Abciximab, Acalabrutinib, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Adalimumab, Adenosine monophosphate, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Axicabtagene ciloleucel, Azathioprine, 
Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, Blinatumomab, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Celecoxib, 
Cetuximab, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Cyclosporine, 
Dabrafenib, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Dupilumab, Efalizumab, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Ibrutinib, 
Imatinib, Immune Globulin Human, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, 
Mesalazine, Muromonab, Nadroparin, Naloxone, Natalizumab, 
Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Palivizumab, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Quinacrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rituximab, 
Sarilumab, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Tamoxifen, 
Thalidomide, Tisagenlecleucel, Tositumomab, Trametinib, 
Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine, Vitamin E

2.45 7

Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetylcysteine, 
Acetylsalicylic acid, Alclofenac, Aminosalicylic Acid, Antipyrine, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Antrafenine, Apremilast, 
Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Balsalazide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, 
Bromfenac, Caffeine, Carprofen, Celecoxib, Choline magnesium 
trisalicylate, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Dabrafenib, 
Dexibuprofen, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Eribulin, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, 
Everolimus, Fenoprofen, Flurbiprofen, Glucosamine, Glycine betaine, 
Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Indomethacin, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, 
Ketorolac, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, Lenalidomide, Lithium, 
Lornoxicam, Lumiracoxib, Magnesium salicylate, Meclofenamic acid, 
Mefenamic acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Miconazole, Nabumetone, 
Naproxen, Natalizumab, Nedocromil, Nepafenac, Niflumic Acid, 
Nimesulide, Oxaprozin, Paclitaxel, Parecoxib, Pegademase bovine, 
Phenylbutazone, Pimecrolimus, Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, 
Pranlukast, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rifabutin, 
Ruxolitinib, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, Sapropterin, Sirolimus, 
Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Suprofen, Temsirolimus, 
Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, Tiaprofenic acid, Tinzaparin, Tofacitinib, 
Tolmetin, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, Urea, Vedolizumab, 
Venetoclax, Vitamin E

1.40 5
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Abemaciclib, Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, 
Acetylsalicylic acid, Afatinib, Aflibercept, Alclofenac, Aminosalicylic 
Acid, Antipyrine, Antrafenine, Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, 
Balsalazide, Baricitinib, Bevacizumab, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Bromfenac, Caffeine, Captopril, Carprofen, Carvedilol, Celecoxib, 
Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Choline, Choline magnesium trisalicylate, 
Chondroitin sulfate, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dalteparin, 
Dasatinib, Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Diacerein, Diclofenac, 
Diflunisal, Dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Docetaxel, Eribulin, Erlotinib, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, Fenoprofen, 
Flurbiprofen, Gefitinib, Gliclazide, Glucosamine, Glutathione, 
Glycerin, Glycine betaine, Heparin, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase 
(Human Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, 
Icotinib, Imatinib, Indomethacin, Insulin Human, Insulin Pork, 
Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, Ketorolac, Lapatinib, Lenalidomide, 
Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lornoxicam, Lumiracoxib, Magnesium 
salicylate, Marimastat, Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic acid, 
Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Minocycline, NADH, 
Nabumetone, Naproxen, Necitumumab, Nepafenac, Neratinib, 
Niflumic Acid, Nilotinib, Nimesulide, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, 
Osimertinib, Oxaprozin, Paclitaxel, Palbociclib, Palifermin, 
Panitumumab, Parecoxib, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Pertuzumab, Phenylbutazone, Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Ranibizumab, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Reserpine, 
Resveratrol, Ribociclib, Ruxolitinib, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, 
Sorafenib, Sucralfate, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Suprofen, 
Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, Tiaprofenic acid, Tofacitinib, Tolmetin, 
Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab emtansine, Triflusal, 
Tromethamine, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Venetoclax

Copper, Dacarbazine, Gadopentetate dimeglumine, Ketotifen, NADH 1.98 2

Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Basiliximab, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, 
Bevacizumab, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Copanlisib, Copper, Daclizumab, 
Efalizumab, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Imiquimod, Immune 
Globulin Human, Ingenol Mebutate, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Lyme 
disease vaccine (recombinant OspA), Methyl aminolevulinate, 
Midostaurin, Muromonab, Naloxone, Natalizumab, Nintedanib, 
Ocriplasmin, Omalizumab, Palifermin, Palivizumab, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Porfimer 
sodium, Quinacrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rituximab, Sarilumab, 
Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, 
Tinzaparin, Titanium dioxide, Tositumomab, Trastuzumab, Tuberculin 
Purified Protein Derivative, Vedolizumab, Vitamin E

1.36 5

Acalabrutinib, Aldesleukin, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Axicabtagene ciloleucel, Baricitinib, Blinatumomab, Copper, 
Dasatinib, Denileukin diftitox, Dipyridamole, Ibrutinib, Muromonab, 
Nintedanib, Pentostatin, Ponatinib, Tisagenlecleucel, Tofacitinib

1.45 3
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Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Alpha-Linolenic 
Acid, Aminocaproic Acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Amsacrine, 
Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, 
Bezafibrate, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Calcitriol, Calcium, Cefazolin, Cefdinir, Cefotaxime, Certolizumab 
pegol, Chloroquine, Chlorpromazine, Clenbuterol, Clofibrate, 
Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Dasatinib, Dexamethasone, 
Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, Dipyridamole, Disopyramide, 
Doconexent, Epinephrine, Erythromycin, Etanercept, Fenofibrate, 
Fenofibric acid, Fenoprofen, Fomepizole, Gemfibrozil, Glucosamine, 
Golimumab, Guaiacol, Heparin, Human Serum Albumin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Imipramine, Indomethacin, 
Infliximab, Ingenol Mebutate, Interferon gamma-1b, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, L-Aspartic Acid, L-Carnitine, L-Citrulline, 
Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lyme disease vaccine (recombinant OspA), 
Melatonin, Mesalazine, Methadone, Miconazole, Midostaurin, Myrrh, 
Nadroparin, Naloxone, Nintedanib, Norelgestromin, Olsalazine, 
Omega-3 fatty acids, Ornithine, Oxycodone, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phenol, Phosphatidyl serine, Pioglitazone, 
Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Prasterone, Progesterone, 
Pseudoephedrine, Pyridostigmine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, 
Rifampicin, Rosiglitazone, Ruxolitinib, Sorafenib, Soybean oil, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, 
Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Tretinoin, Triflusal, Tuberculin Purified 
Protein Derivative, Turpentine, Valproic Acid, Vinblastine, Vitamin A, 
Vitamin E

2.64 9

Acetaminophen, Acetophenazine, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Adenosine monophosphate, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic trioxide, 
Bicalutamide, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Carbocisteine, 
Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Clomipramine, Clozapine, Cobimetinib, 
Copanlisib, Copper, Cyproterone acetate, Dabrafenib, Danazol, 
Dasatinib, Deoxycholic Acid, Dexibuprofen, Dienogest, 
Diethylstilbestrol, Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Drospirenone, 
Drostanolone, Dutasteride, Enzalutamide, Eribulin, Esculin, Estrone, 
Etacrynic acid, Eugenol, Everolimus, Finasteride, Fludrocortisone, 
Fluoxymesterone, Fluphenazine, Flutamide, Glucosamine, 
Glutathione, Glycerin, Glycine betaine, Heparin, Homosalate, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Imatinib, Insulin Human, Insulin Pork, 
Isoprenaline, Ketoconazole, Lenvatinib, Levonorgestrel, Lithium, 
Mesalazine, Methyltestosterone, Midostaurin, Mifepristone, Mitotane, 
Naloxone, Nandrolone decanoate, Nandrolone phenpropionate, 
Nedocromil, Nilotinib, Nilutamide, Nintedanib, Norelgestromin, 
Norgestimate, Norgestrel, Oxandrolone, Oxybenzone, Oxymetholone, 
Paclitaxel, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Prasterone, Progesterone, 
Propericiazine, Pseudoephedrine, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Rifabutin, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Spironolactone, 
Sulfamethoxazole, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Temsirolimus, Testosterone, Testosterone Propionate, Thalidomide, 
Trametinib, Triclosan, Triflusal, Turpentine, Ulipristal, Urea, 
Venetoclax
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Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetylcysteine, 
Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenine, Adenosine monophosphate, Alclofenac, 
Alendronic acid, Aminophylline, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, 
Anagrelide, Antipyrine, Antrafenine, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Avanafil, Balsalazide, Baricitinib, Bepridil, Bosutinib, Bromfenac, 
Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Carprofen, Celecoxib, 
Choline magnesium trisalicylate, Cilostazol, Cobimetinib, Copper, 
Crisaborole, Cyclosporine, Dabrafenib, Dantrolene, Dequalinium, 
Dexibuprofen, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Dipyridamole, Drotaverine, Dyphylline, 
Enoximone, Enprofylline, Etacrynic acid, Etidronic acid, Etodolac, 
Etoricoxib, Felodipine, Fenoprofen, Fluocinonide, Flurbiprofen, 
Glucosamine, Glycerin, Halcinonide, Halothane, Hyaluronidase, 
Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Ibudilast, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, 
Iloprost, Indomethacin, Ingenol Mebutate, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, 
Ketorolac, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, L-Phenylalanine, L-Tyrosine, 
Leflunomide, Lenalidomide, Levosimendan, Lithium, Lornoxicam, 
Lucanthone, Lumiracoxib, Magnesium salicylate, Meclofenamic acid, 
Mefenamic acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Metyrosine, Miconazole, 
Midostaurin, Milrinone, Nabumetone, Naloxone, Naproxen, 
Nepafenac, Netarsudil, Nicardipine, Niflumic Acid, Nimesulide, 
Oxaprozin, Oxtriphylline, Papaverine, Parecoxib, Pentoxifylline, 
Phenylbutazone, Phosphatidyl serine, Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Pyridoxal Phosphate, Quinacrine, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Roflumilast, Salicylic acid, 
Salsalate, Sapropterin, Sildenafil, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Suprofen, Suramin, Tadalafil, Tamoxifen, 
Tenoxicam, Tetracaine, Thalidomide, Theobromine, Theophylline, 
Tiaprofenic acid, Tiludronic acid, Tofisopam, Tolmetin, Trametinib, 
Trapidil, Triflusal, Turpentine, Udenafil, Urea, Vardenafil, 
Vemurafenib, Vismodegib, Vitamin E

1.85 12

Abemaciclib, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Arsenic 
trioxide, Bosutinib, Cobimetinib, Dabrafenib, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Isoprenaline, Palbociclib, Phenformin, Pyridoxal, Pyridoxal 
Phosphate, Pyridoxine, Regorafenib, Ribociclib, Sorafenib, Sulindac, 
Tamoxifen, Trametinib, Turpentine, Vemurafenib

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, 
Copanlisib, Copper, Cyclosporine, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, 
Denosumab, Dequalinium, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, 
Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Leflunomide, 
Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, 
Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Thiocolchicoside, 
Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

3.10 7
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Acitretin, Adapalene, Adenosine monophosphate, 
Aflibercept, Alfacalcidol, Alitretinoin, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, Bevacizumab, Bexarotene, 
Bezafibrate, Bimatoprost, Bosutinib, Caffeine, Carvedilol, Celecoxib, 
Cholic Acid, Chondroitin sulfate, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dalteparin, 
Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, Doconexent, 
Etodolac, Fomepizole, Gliclazide, Glucosamine, Hyaluronidase, 
Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Indomethacin, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Isotretinoin, Marimastat, 
Mecasermin, Midostaurin, Minocycline, NADH, Nadroparin, 
Nintedanib, Niraparib, Olaparib, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Ranibizumab, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Rosiglitazone, Rucaparib, Ruxolitinib, Sargramostim, 
Tamibarotene, Tamoxifen, Tazarotene, Thalidomide, Theophylline, 
Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Tretinoin, Triflusal, Tromethamine, 
Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vinblastine, Vitamin A, Vitamin E

Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Azathioprine, Botulinum 
Toxin Type A, Copper, Dabrafenib, Dextromethorphan, Natalizumab, 
Netarsudil, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Tinzaparin, Vedolizumab

2.02 5

Albendazole, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Cabazitaxel, Cabozantinib, 
Colchicine, Copper, Crizotinib, Dasatinib, Docetaxel, Eribulin, 
Heparin, Ixabepilone, Mebendazole, Nintedanib, Paclitaxel, 
Podofilox, Ponatinib, Urea, Vinblastine, Vincristine, Vindesine, 
Vinorelbine
Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Adenosine monophosphate, 
Aliskiren, Alprostadil, Amrinone, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Azathioprine, Azilsartan medoxomil, Baricitinib, Benazepril, Bosutinib, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Candesartan cilexetil, Captopril, Certolizumab 
pegol, Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, Cilazapril, Clenbuterol, 
Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Dabrafenib, Danazol, Dasatinib, 
Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, Dinoprostone, Enalapril, 
Enalaprilat, Epinephrine, Eprosartan, Etanercept, Fimasartan, 
Fosinopril, Gemeprost, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Golimumab, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Infliximab, Ingenol Mebutate, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Leflunomide, Lenvatinib, Limaprost, Lisinopril, Losartan, 
Midostaurin, Minoxidil, Misoprostol, Moexipril, Nadroparin, 
Nintedanib, Olmesartan, Oxygen, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Perindopril, Phosphatidyl serine, Pomalidomide, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Quinapril, Ramipril, 
Regorafenib, Remikiren, Rescinnamine, Ruxolitinib, Sorafenib, 
Spirapril, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Tasosartan, Telmisartan, 
Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Trandolapril, Triflusal, 
Turpentine, Valsartan, Vinblastine, Vitamin E

1.39 5

Baricitinib, Brigatinib, Choline, Copper, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Insulin 
Glargine, Insulin Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, Leflunomide, 
Mecasermin, Netarsudil, Ripasudil

2.04 6
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Allylestrenol, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Azathioprine, 
Bazedoxifene, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Clomifene, 
Conjugated estrogens, Copper, Dabrafenib, Danazol, Dasatinib, 
Desogestrel, Dextromethorphan, Dienestrol, Diethylstilbestrol, 
Dobutamine, Equilin, Estradiol, Estramustine, Estriol, Estrone, 
Estrone sulfate, Ethinyl Estradiol, Ethynodiol diacetate, Etonogestrel, 
Eugenol, Fluoxymesterone, Fulvestrant, Halothane, 
Hexachlorophene, Homosalate, Hyaluronic acid, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Lasofoxifene, Lenalidomide, Levonorgestrel, Lindane, 
Medroxyprogesterone acetate, Melatonin, Mestranol, 
Methyltestosterone, Midostaurin, Mitotane, Naloxone, Natalizumab, 
Netarsudil, Nintedanib, Norgestimate, Octocrylene, Ospemifene, 
Oxybenzone, Permethrin, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Prasterone, 
Progesterone, Quinestrol, Raloxifene, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, 
Synthetic Conjugated Estrogens A, Synthetic Conjugated Estrogens 
B, Tamoxifen, Testosterone, Tinzaparin, Toremifene, Trilostane, 
Vedolizumab, Vitamin E

1.85 7

Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Dasatinib, Isoprenaline, Regorafenib, 
Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Sulindac, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, 
Turpentine

3.37 4

Acetylsalicylic acid, Apremilast, Baricitinib, Dabrafenib, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Glucosamine, Interferon Alfa-2a Recombinant, Interferon 
Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon 
alfacon-1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon beta-1b, Interferon gamma-
1b, Natural alpha interferon, Olsalazine, Peginterferon alfa-2a, 
Peginterferon alfa-2b, Pranlukast, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, 
Sorafenib, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Triflusal

2.31 3

Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, 
Adenosine monophosphate, Aflibercept, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Anakinra, Antihemophilic factor 
human recombinant, Apremilast, Aprotinin, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Belimumab, 
Bevacizumab, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, 
Calcium Phosphate, Canakinumab, Carvedilol, Cefazolin, 
Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, 
Clenbuterol, Coagulation Factor IX (Recombinant), Coagulation 
Factor IX Human, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Cyclosporine, 
Cyclothiazide, Dabrafenib, Daclizumab, Dalteparin, Danazol, 
Dasatinib, Denosumab, Dexamethasone, Dextromethorphan, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Eculizumab, Efalizumab, Epinephrine, Etacrynic 
acid, Etanercept, Ethanol, Fluocinonide, Gallium nitrate, 
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, Gliclazide, Glucosamine, Golimumab, 
Halcinonide, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase 
(Human Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, 
Imiquimod, Immune Globulin Human, Infliximab, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Ixekizumab, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, 
Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Lithium, Lyme disease vaccine 
(recombinant OspA), Marimastat, Mesalazine, Methyl 
aminolevulinate, Miconazole, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Muromonab, 
Nadroparin, Nafamostat, Naloxone, Natalizumab, Netarsudil, 
Nintedanib, Ocriplasmin, Palifermin, Palivizumab, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Pentosan Polysulfate, Perindopril, Phosphatidyl 
serine, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Porfimer sodium, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Quinacrine, Ranibizumab, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Rilonacept, Ripasudil, Rituximab, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, 
Secukinumab, Siltuximab, Sirolimus, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, 
Sucralfate, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Tenecteplase, Thalidomide, Thiocolchicoside, Tinzaparin, 
Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Tositumomab, Trametinib, Trastuzumab, 

2.11 11
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Calcium, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, 
Fluocinonide, Halcinonide, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Lithium, Midostaurin, Nintedanib, Palifermin, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Ponatinib, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Turpentine, Urea, Vismodegib

Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, 
Aminophylline, Amiodarone, Amlodipine, Arsenic trioxide, Belinostat, 
Bepridil, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium, Calcium Citrate, 
Calcium Phosphate, Chloroquine, Cinnarizine, Clevidipine, 
Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Cyclandelate, Cyclosporine, 
Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Diltiazem, Dipyridamole, Dronedarone, 
Drotaverine, Ethanol, Ethosuximide, Felodipine, Fingolimod, 
Flunarizine, Fluspirilene, Gabapentin, Gabapentin Enacarbil, 
Glycerin, Halothane, Heparin, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human 
Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Ibutilide, Icosapent, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin 
Pork, Iron, Isoprenaline, Isradipine, Lenvatinib, Lercanidipine, 
Levetiracetam, Lithium, Loperamide, Lovastatin, Magnesium Sulfate, 
Manidipine, Mecasermin, Methsuximide, Midostaurin, Nicardipine, 
Nifedipine, Nilvadipine, Nimodipine, Nintedanib, Nisoldipine, 
Nitrendipine, Oxtriphylline, Palifermin, Panobinostat, 
Paramethadione, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl 
serine, Pinaverium, Ponatinib, Pregabalin, Quinacrine, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Romidepsin, Siltuximab, Sorafenib, Spironolactone, 
Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Theophylline, 
Tixocortol, Trametinib, Trimebutine, Trimethadione, Turpentine, 
Valproic Acid, Verapamil, Vitamin E, Vorinostat, Zonisamide

1.33 7

Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, 
Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Apremilast, 
Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, Certolizumab 
pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Efalizumab, Epinephrine, Etanercept, 
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, Glucosamine, Golimumab, Ibritumomab 
tiuxetan, Immune Globulin Human, Infliximab, Mesalazine, Methyl 
aminolevulinate, Minocycline, Muromonab, Natalizumab, Olsalazine, 
Palivizumab, Pomalidomide, Porfimer sodium, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Resveratrol, Rituximab, Sarilumab, Sulfasalazine, 
Thalidomide, Tositumomab, Trastuzumab, Triflusal

2.54 4

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Mesalazine, 
Pranlukast, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Triflusal

1.59 3
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Adenosine monophosphate, Afatinib, Aflibercept, Aldesleukin, 
Amitriptyline, Anakinra, Arsenic trioxide, Axitinib, Azathioprine, 
Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Becaplermin, Benralizumab, Bevacizumab, 
Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Cabozantinib, Canakinumab, Carvedilol, 
Cerliponase alfa, Cetuximab, Chondroitin sulfate, Chromic chloride, 
Cobimetinib, Dabrafenib, Daclizumab, Dalteparin, Dasatinib, 
Denileukin diftitox, Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Docetaxel, 
Dupilumab, Eribulin, Erlotinib, Gallium nitrate, Gefitinib, Gliclazide, 
Glycerin, Glycine betaine, Heparin, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase 
(Human Recombinant), Ibuprofen, Icotinib, Imatinib, Insulin Aspart, 
Insulin Degludec, Insulin Detemir, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Glulisine, 
Insulin Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, Interferon Alfa-2a 
Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, 
Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon 
beta-1b, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, 
Mecasermin, Midostaurin, Minocycline, NADH, Nadroparin, Natural 
alpha interferon, Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olaratumab, 
Olmutinib, Oprelvekin, Osimertinib, Paclitaxel, Palifermin, 
Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon alfa-
2b, Pegvisomant, Pentosan Polysulfate, Ponatinib, Ramucirumab, 
Ranibizumab, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Rilonacept, Ruxolitinib, 
Sargramostim, Sarilumab, Sirolimus, Somatotropin, Sorafenib, 
Sucralfate, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, 
Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Tromethamine, Turpentine, Vandetanib, 
Venetoclax

2.50 7

Acetylsalicylic acid, Amiloride, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin 
(rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, 
Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Chloroquine, Choline, 
Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Dabrafenib, Dextromethorphan, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Halothane, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Leflunomide, 
Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Natalizumab, 
Netarsudil, Nintedanib, Oxygen, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Thalidomide, Tinzaparin, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, 
Vedolizumab, Vinblastine
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Abemaciclib, Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, 
Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Acitretin, Adapalene, Alclofenac, 
Alfacalcidol, Alitretinoin, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, 
Antipyrine, Antrafenine, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Balsalazide, 
Bexarotene, Bezafibrate, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Bromfenac, Caffeine, 
Carprofen, Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Choline magnesium trisalicylate, 
Copanlisib, Dasatinib, Dexibuprofen, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-
gamma-linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Doconexent, 
Eribulin, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, Fenoprofen, Flavin adenine 
dinucleotide, Fluoxetine, Flurbiprofen, Glucosamine, Glycine betaine, 
Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Imatinib, 
Indomethacin, Insulin Human, Insulin Pork, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, 
Ketorolac, L-Citrulline, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Lornoxicam, 
Lumiracoxib, Magnesium salicylate, Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic 
acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Methylene blue, Midostaurin, 
Minocycline, Nabumetone, Nadroparin, Naproxen, Nepafenac, 
Niflumic Acid, Nilotinib, Nimesulide, Nintedanib, Oxaprozin, 
Paclitaxel, Palbociclib, Palifermin, Parecoxib, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phenylbutazone, Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, 
Ribociclib, Rosiglitazone, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Suprofen, Tamibarotene, 
Tazarotene, Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, Tiaprofenic acid, Tolmetin, 
Tretinoin, Triflusal, Venetoclax

2.78 6

Adenosine monophosphate, Amlodipine, Arsenic trioxide, Asfotase 
Alfa, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, Becaplermin, Botulinum Toxin Type A, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, 
Chloroquine, Chlorpromazine, Copanlisib, Copper, Dasatinib, 
Desipramine, Dextromethorphan, Fingolimod, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Imatinib, Isoprenaline, Leflunomide, Lenvatinib, 
Midostaurin, Minocycline, Nintedanib, Olaratumab, Palifermin, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, 
Quinacrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Thalidomide, Turpentine
Abatacept, Acetazolamide, Acetyldigitoxin, Adenine, Afatinib, 
Almitrine, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Axicabtagene 
ciloleucel, Becaplermin, Belatacept, Bepridil, Blinatumomab, 
Bosutinib, Bretylium, Brigatinib, Brinzolamide, Cabozantinib, 
Caffeine, Celecoxib, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Choline, Ciclopirox, 
Copanlisib, Crizotinib, Dasatinib, Deslanoside, Diazoxide, 
Diclofenamide, Digitoxin, Digoxin, Dorzolamide, Durvalumab, 
Erlotinib, Etacrynic acid, Gefitinib, Heparin, Hydroflumethiazide, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Imatinib, Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, 
Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Methazolamide, Midostaurin, Necitumumab, 
Neratinib, Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Nivolumab, Olaratumab, Olmutinib, 
Osimertinib, Ouabain, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Pembrolizumab, Pertuzumab, Ponatinib, 
Potassium, Pyridoxal Phosphate, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, 
Sorafenib, Sulpiride, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Tiludronic acid, 
Tisagenlecleucel, Topiramate, Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab 
emtansine, Trichlormethiazide, Vandetanib, Zonisamide

1.65 8

Glutamic Acid, Glycine, NADH, Pyridoxal Phosphate
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Abacavir, Abatacept, Aflibercept, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin 
(rabbit), Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Atezolizumab, Avelumab, 
Axitinib, Baricitinib, Belatacept, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, 
Bevacizumab, Brigatinib, Cabozantinib, Caffeine, Carvedilol, 
Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, Coccidioides immitis spherule, 
Copanlisib, Dalteparin, Durvalumab, Everolimus, Gliclazide, 
Glucosamine, Glycerin, Heparin, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase 
(Human Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Insulin Pork, Interferon 
Alfa-2a Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-
n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon beta-1a, 
Interferon beta-1b, Ipilimumab, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, 
Midostaurin, Minocycline, Nadroparin, Natural alpha interferon, 
Nintedanib, Nivolumab, Olsalazine, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b, 
Pembrolizumab, Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Pseudoephedrine, 
Ramucirumab, Ranibizumab, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, 
Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, 
Tromethamine, Turpentine, Ustekinumab, Vandetanib, Vinblastine, 
Vitamin E

2.29 8

Abacavir, Abatacept, Adalimumab, Aldesleukin, Amrinone, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, Basiliximab, 
Belatacept, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Cefazolin, Certolizumab 
pegol, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Coccidioides immitis spherule, 
Daclizumab, Denileukin diftitox, Dupilumab, Durvalumab, 
Epinephrine, Etanercept, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Glycerin, 
Golimumab, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), 
Infliximab, Insulin Pork, Interferon gamma-1b, Ixekizumab, 
Mepolizumab, Olsalazine, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Sarilumab, Secukinumab, Siltuximab, 
Thalidomide, Tocilizumab, Ustekinumab

4.98 8

Copper, Flavin adenine dinucleotide, Hexachlorophene, Manganese, 
NADH, Orlistat, Succinic acid, Ubidecarenone, Valproic Acid, 
Xanthinol

2.31 3

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Aminosalicylic Acid, 
Amrinone, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Certolizumab 
pegol, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Dequalinium, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Epinephrine, Etanercept, Glucosamine, Golimumab, Infliximab, 
Irbesartan, Mesalazine, Minocycline, Nadroparin, Pomalidomide, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Triflusal, 
Vinblastine

1.45 3

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Aminosalicylic Acid, 
Amrinone, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Certolizumab 
pegol, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Dequalinium, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Epinephrine, Etanercept, Glucosamine, Golimumab, Infliximab, 
Irbesartan, Mesalazine, Nadroparin, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Triflusal, Vinblastine

3.06 4
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Abatacept, Abciximab, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Alefacept, 
Alemtuzumab, Amrinone, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Belatacept, 
Bevacizumab, Canakinumab, Cefdinir, Certolizumab pegol, 
Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Chondroitin sulfate, Clenbuterol, 
Daclizumab, Danazol, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Efalizumab, 
Epinephrine, Etanercept, Gallium nitrate, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 
Glucosamine, Golimumab, Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Imiquimod, Immune Globulin Human, 
Infliximab, Isoprenaline, L-Carnitine, Lyme disease vaccine 
(recombinant OspA), Melatonin, Mesalazine, Minocycline, 
Muromonab, Nafamostat, Naloxone, Natalizumab, Palivizumab, 
Pegademase bovine, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Resveratrol, Rilonacept, Rituximab, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, 
Siltuximab, Sulindac, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Tositumomab, 
Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Tuberculin Purified Protein Derivative, 
Turpentine

1.63 4

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic 
trioxide, Auranofin, Dequalinium, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, 
Mesalazine, Minocycline, Pranlukast, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, 
Triflusal

1.85 3

Acalabrutinib, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Amrinone, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, Baricitinib, 
Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, 
Copanlisib, Copper, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Epinephrine, 
Etanercept, Glucosamine, Golimumab, Halothane, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibrutinib, Infliximab, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Isoprenaline, Leflunomide, Lenvatinib, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, 
Naloxone, Natalizumab, Nintedanib, Omalizumab, Palifermin, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Pomalidomide, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, 
Ruxolitinib, Sorafenib, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tinzaparin, 
Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Vedolizumab, Vitamin E

1.90 7

Abacavir, Abatacept, Acetylsalicylic acid, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, Atezolizumab, Avelumab, 
Baricitinib, Belatacept, Blinatumomab, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Cefazolin, 
Chloroquine, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copanlisib, Denosumab, 
Durvalumab, Etanercept, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Heparin, 
Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, Insulin Pork, Interferon Alfa-2a 
Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, 
Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon 
beta-1b, Interferon gamma-1b, Isoprenaline, Lenalidomide, 
Lenvatinib, Maraviroc, Midostaurin, Muromonab, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab, Natural alpha interferon, Nintedanib, Olsalazine, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Peginterferon alfa-2a, 
Peginterferon alfa-2b, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Simvastatin, 
Sorafenib, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Thiocolchicoside, 
Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Ustekinumab

3.06 8
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Abacavir, Abatacept, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aldesleukin, Alprostadil, 
Amlexanox, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, 
Arsenic trioxide, Asfotase Alfa, Atezolizumab, Avelumab, Baricitinib, 
Basiliximab, Belatacept, Blinatumomab, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Cefazolin, Chloroquine, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copanlisib, 
Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Denileukin diftitox, Denosumab, 
Dinoprostone, Dupilumab, Durvalumab, Etanercept, Framycetin, 
Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, 
Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), 
Hydroxychloroquine, Iloprost, Indomethacin, Insulin Pork, Interferon 
Alfa-2a Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-
n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon beta-1a, 
Interferon beta-1b, Interferon gamma-1b, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, 
Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Maraviroc, Mepolizumab, Midostaurin, 
Muromonab, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, Natural alpha interferon, 
Nintedanib, Olsalazine, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b, Plerixafor, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, 
Siltuximab, Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Thalidomide, Thiocolchicoside, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, 
Ustekinumab, Vinblastine

3.38 10

Acetylsalicylic acid, Alprostadil, Anakinra, Apremilast, Atorvastatin, 
Baricitinib, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Canakinumab, Carvedilol, 
Copper, Dimethyl fumarate, Dinoprostone, Everolimus, Flutamide, 
Gallium nitrate, Gemeprost, Glucosamine, Guselkumab, 
Indigotindisulfonic Acid, Ixekizumab, Leflunomide, Limaprost, 
Mexiletine, Minocycline, Misoprostol, Nedocromil, Nimodipine, 
Olsalazine, Omeprazole, Pimecrolimus, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Resveratrol, Rifabutin, Rilonacept, Ruxolitinib, 
Sarilumab, Secukinumab, Siltuximab, Sirolimus, Temsirolimus, 
Thalidomide, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Ustekinumab

4.27 8

Abacavir, Abatacept, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aldesleukin, Alprostadil, 
Amlexanox, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, 
Arsenic trioxide, Asfotase Alfa, Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Belatacept, 
Blinatumomab, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Cefazolin, Chloroquine, 
Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copanlisib, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, 
Denileukin diftitox, Dinoprostone, Dupilumab, Durvalumab, 
Framycetin, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Heparin, 
Hyaluronic acid, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human 
Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Iloprost, Indomethacin, Insulin 
Pork, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Maraviroc, Mepolizumab, 
Midostaurin, Muromonab, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, Nintedanib, 
Olsalazine, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Plerixafor, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, 
Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, 
Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Ustekinumab, Vinblastine

2.77 8
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Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, 
Afatinib, Anti-inhibitor coagulant complex, Antithrombin Alfa, 
Argatroban, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Bivalirudin, Bosutinib, 
Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Celecoxib, Cetuximab, 
Chloroquine, Coagulation Factor IX (Recombinant), Coagulation 
Factor IX Human, Cobimetinib, Conestat alfa, Copanlisib, Copper, 
Dabigatran etexilate, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Drotrecogin alfa, Erlotinib, Gefitinib, Glucosamine, Glycerin, 
Halothane, Heparin, Human C1-esterase inhibitor, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Ingenol Mebutate, Isoprenaline, 
Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lepirudin, Lidocaine, Menadione, Mesalazine, 
Midostaurin, Nafamostat, Naloxone, Necitumumab, Neratinib, 
Netarsudil, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, Palifermin, 
Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Proflavine, Quinacrine, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Sorafenib, Streptokinase, Sucralfate, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Suramin, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, 
Thrombomodulin Alfa, Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, 
Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vitamin E, Vorapaxar, Ximelagatran

1.46 7

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Alpha-Linolenic 
Acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Bezafibrate, Canakinumab, Certolizumab pegol, 
Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Clofibrate, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Doconexent, Epinephrine, Etanercept, Fenofibrate, Fenofibric acid, 
Fenoprofen, Gallium nitrate, Gemfibrozil, Glucosamine, Golimumab, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Imiquimod, Indomethacin, 
Infliximab, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lyme disease vaccine 
(recombinant OspA), Manganese, Mesalazine, Methadone, 
Minocycline, Morphine, Myrrh, Nadroparin, Naloxone, Omega-3 fatty 
acids, Pioglitazone, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, Prasterone, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rilonacept, 
Rosiglitazone, Soybean oil, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Triflusal, 
Tuberculin Purified Protein Derivative, Turpentine, Ustekinumab, 
Valproic Acid, Vinblastine

3.94 7

Alglucosidase alfa, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Efalizumab, Flavin adenine dinucleotide, Hyaluronic acid, Lifitegrast, 
Lovastatin, Minocycline, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, Raloxifene, 
Simvastatin
Abacavir, Abatacept, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Adalimumab, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Anakinra, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Baricitinib, Belatacept, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, 
Blinatumomab, Canakinumab, Cefazolin, Certolizumab pegol, 
Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copper, 
Dasatinib, Dexamethasone, Dexibuprofen, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Docetaxel, Durvalumab, Epinephrine, Eribulin, Etanercept, Gallium 
nitrate, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Glutamic Acid, Glycine 
betaine, Golimumab, Ibuprofen, Infliximab, Insulin Human, Insulin 
Pork, Interferon gamma-1b, Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, 
Mesalazine, Miconazole, Minocycline, Muromonab, Olsalazine, 
Paclitaxel, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Pyridoxal 
Phosphate, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Rilonacept, Ruxolitinib, 
Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, 
Ustekinumab, Venetoclax

2.25 6
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Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Adenosine 
monophosphate, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, 
Amiodarone, Amlodipine, Amrinone, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Balsalazide, Bepridil, Bezafibrate, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Calcium, Celecoxib, Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, 
Chlorpromazine, Chlorpropamide, Chromic chloride, Cinnarizine, 
Clenbuterol, Clevidipine, Copanlisib, Copper, Cyclandelate, 
Desipramine, Dexibuprofen, Diazoxide, Diltiazem, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Doconexent, Dronedarone, Drotaverine, Epinephrine, Etanercept, 
Ethanol, Ethosuximide, Everolimus, Felodipine, Fenofibrate, 
Fenoprofen, Flunarizine, Fluspirilene, Gabapentin, Gabapentin 
Enacarbil, Gliclazide, Glimepiride, Glipizide, Gliquidone, 
Glucosamine, Glyburide, Glycodiazine, Golimumab, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Ibutilide, Icosapent, Indomethacin, 
Infliximab, Ingenol Mebutate, Insulin Aspart, Insulin Degludec, Insulin 
Detemir, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Glulisine, Insulin Human, Insulin 
Lispro, Insulin Pork, Isoprenaline, Isradipine, Lenvatinib, 
Lercanidipine, Levetiracetam, Levosimendan, Lobeglitazone, 
Loperamide, Magnesium Sulfate, Manidipine, Mecasermin, 
Mesalazine, Metformin, Methsuximide, Midostaurin, Mitiglinide, 
Nateglinide, Nicardipine, Nifedipine, Nilvadipine, Nimodipine, 
Nintedanib, Nisoldipine, Nitrendipine, Omega-3 fatty acids, 
Palifermin, Paramethadione, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Phenformin, Phosphatidyl serine, Pimecrolimus, Pinaverium, 
Pioglitazone, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pregabalin, 
Pseudoephedrine, Pyruvic acid, Regorafenib, Repaglinide, 
Resveratrol, Rosiglitazone, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Spironolactone, 
Streptozocin, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Telmisartan, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, Thiamylal, Tolazamide, 
Tolbutamide, Triclosan, Triflusal, Trimebutine, Trimethadione, 
Turpentine, Valproic Acid, Verapamil, Vitamin E, Yohimbine, 
Zonisamide

2.12 7

Acetylsalicylic acid, Afatinib, Arsenic trioxide, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, 
Dasatinib, Erlotinib, Everolimus, Gefitinib, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Ingenol Mebutate, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Midostaurin, 
Nadroparin, Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, 
Osimertinib, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, 
Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, 
Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vinblastine, 
Vitamin E

1.77 4

Acetylsalicylic acid, Afatinib, Amlodipine, Arsenic trioxide, Bosutinib, 
Brigatinib, Cetuximab, Chlorpromazine, Cobimetinib, Dabrafenib, 
Dasatinib, Desipramine, Erlotinib, Gefitinib, Icotinib, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lidocaine, Midostaurin, 
Nadroparin, Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, 
Osimertinib, Panitumumab, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Tamoxifen, 
Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vemurafenib, 
Vinblastine, Vitamin E

1.47 3
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Amiodarone, 
Antihemophilic factor human recombinant, Balsalazide, Bezafibrate, 
Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Copper, Dasatinib, 
Dexibuprofen, Docetaxel, Doconexent, Eribulin, Fenofibrate, 
Fenoprofen, Flavin adenine dinucleotide, Glipizide, Glycine betaine, 
Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Indomethacin, Lobeglitazone, Melatonin, 
Mesalazine, Mitiglinide, Nateglinide, Omega-3 fatty acids, Paclitaxel, 
Pioglitazone, Pseudoephedrine, Rasagiline, Repaglinide, Resveratrol, 
Rifabutin, Rosiglitazone, Sulfasalazine, Telmisartan, Tenecteplase, 
Triclosan, Valproic Acid, Venetoclax

1.32 3

Abacavir, Abciximab, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Azathioprine, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Chloramphenicol, 
Chloroquine, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copanlisib, Copper, 
Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Doxycycline, Efalizumab, Eptifibatide, 
Folic Acid, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Imatinib, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Iron, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Lifitegrast, Lovastatin, Midostaurin, 
Natalizumab, Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Thalidomide, Tinzaparin, Tirofiban, Vedolizumab, Vitamin E

1.54 5

Capecitabine, Floxuridine, Fluorouracil, Gemcitabine, Gentamicin, 
Glycine, Methotrexate, NADH, Pemetrexed, Pralatrexate, Proguanil, 
Pyridoxal Phosphate, Pyrimethamine, Raltitrexed, Trifluridine, 
Trimethoprim, Trimetrexate
Acetazolamide, Acetylcholine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aclidinium, 
Adenosine monophosphate, Aflibercept, Allylestrenol, Amitriptyline, 
Amoxapine, Anisotropine Methylbromide, Antihemophilic factor 
human recombinant, Apremilast, Aripiprazole, Arsenic trioxide, 
Atracurium besylate, Atropine, Axitinib, Bazedoxifene, Benzatropine, 
Bethanechol, Bevacizumab, Biperiden, Brigatinib, Brompheniramine, 
Buclizine, Bupropion, Butabarbital, Butalbital, Butethal, 
Butylscopolamine, Cabozantinib, Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium 
Phosphate, Captopril, Carbachol, Carbamazepine, Carvedilol, 
Celecoxib, Cevimeline, Chloroprocaine, Chloroquine, 
Chlorpromazine, Chlorprothixene, Choline, Chondroitin sulfate, 
Cinnarizine, Cisatracurium besylate, Citalopram, Clidinium, 
Clomifene, Clozapine, Cocaine, Conjugated estrogens, Copanlisib, 
Copper, Cryptenamine, Cyclopentolate, Cycrimine, Cyproheptadine, 
Cytisine, Dalteparin, Danazol, Darifenacin, Dasatinib, 
Decamethonium, Dequalinium, Desipramine, Desogestrel, 
Dexpanthenol, Dextromethorphan, Dicyclomine, Dienestrol, 
Diethylstilbestrol, Dimetindene, Diphemanil Methylsulfate, 
Diphenhydramine, Diphenidol, Disopyramide, Dobutamine, 
Dosulepin, Doxacurium chloride, Doxepin, Doxylamine, Enalaprilat, 
Equilin, Escitalopram, Estradiol, Estramustine, Estriol, Estrone, 
Estrone sulfate, Ethanol, Ethinyl Estradiol, Ethopropazine, Ethynodiol 
diacetate, Etonogestrel, Eugenol, Fesoterodine, Flavoxate, 
Fluoxymesterone, Flupentixol, Fulvestrant, Galantamine, Gallamine 
Triethiodide, Gliclazide, Glycerin, Glycopyrronium, Heparin, 
Heptabarbital, Hexachlorophene, Hexobarbital, Hexocyclium, 
Homatropine Methylbromide, Homosalate, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Hyoscyamine, Icatibant, Imidafenacin, Imipramine, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Ipratropium bromide, Isoprenaline, Isopropamide, Isosorbide 
Mononitrate, Ketamine, L-Arginine, L-Citrulline, L-Lysine, 
Lasofoxifene, Lenvatinib, Levomethadyl Acetate, Levonorgestrel, 
Lindane, Loxapine, Maprotiline, Mecamylamine, 

1.38 6
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Abacavir, Abatacept, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aldesleukin, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Azathioprine, Basiliximab, 
Belatacept, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Blinatumomab, Bosutinib, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Cefazolin, 
Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copanlisib, 
Cyclosporine, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Denileukin diftitox, 
Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, Durvalumab, Glatiramer 
Acetate, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Insulin 
Pork, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Muromonab, 
Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Triflusal

2.01 6

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Apremilast, 
Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Baricitinib, Calcium Citrate, Calcium 
Phosphate, Dasatinib, Dexamethasone, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Glucosamine, Interferon gamma-1b, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, L-
Arginine, L-Citrulline, Manganese, Mesalazine, Methadone, 
Miconazole, Morphine, Nadroparin, Naloxone, Olsalazine, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Sulfasalazine, 
Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

5.45 7

Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Aflibercept, Arsenic 
trioxide, Azathioprine, Bevacizumab, Botulinum Toxin Type A, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Carvedilol, Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Choline, 
Chondroitin sulfate, Chromic chloride, Copanlisib, Copper, Dalteparin, 
Dextromethorphan, Everolimus, Gliclazide, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol Mebutate, Insulin Aspart, Insulin 
Degludec, Insulin Detemir, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Glulisine, Insulin 
Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, 
Mecasermin, Metformin, Midostaurin, Minocycline, NADH, 
Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phenformin, 
Phosphatidyl serine, Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Ranibizumab, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Tacrolimus, Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, Tromethamine, 
Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vitamin E

2.46 9

Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Adenosine monophosphate, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Anakinra, Apremilast, Astemizole, 
Canakinumab, Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, Cholic Acid, 
Clenbuterol, Dasatinib, Diclofenac, Docetaxel, Epinephrine, 
Etanercept, Fluticasone propionate, Gallium nitrate, Ginkgo biloba, 
Glucosamine, Glycerin, Golimumab, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase 
(Human Recombinant), Indomethacin, Infliximab, Lansoprazole, 
Manganese, Minocycline, Nadroparin, Naloxone, Niflumic Acid, 
Nimesulide, Paclitaxel, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Quinacrine, Regorafenib, Rilonacept, Sulfasalazine, Suramin, 
Thalidomide

2.13 6

Adenosine monophosphate, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Copper, Flavin 
adenine dinucleotide, Icosapent, NADH, Rosiglitazone

1.61 2
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Interacting genes Number of 

drug targets

Drug targets Number of 

drugs

ATM, DUSP12, ERBB2, MTMR9, 

PIP4K2C, PPP1R1B, PTPN2, 

PTPRC

2 ATM, ERBB2 7

IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF1 0 0

CD40, IKBKG, NFKBIE, TRAF6 0 0

RA
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IKBKG, IL6R, IL6ST, IRAK1, 

MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF6

1 IL6R 2

ATM, FOXO1, IKBKG, NCK1, 

NFKBIE

1 ATM 1

ATM, HIF1A, MAPK13, MYL2, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ

3 ATM, HIF1A, 

PRKCZ

3
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ATM, HIF1A, ICAM1, PRKAG1, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ

5 ATM, HIF1A, 

ICAM1, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

7

IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF1, 

TRAF6

0 0

AFG3L2, ATM, ERBB2, GLI1, 

MYL2, NCK1, PFN1, PLXNA3, 

PLXNB3, PRKAG1, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ, RGS3

4 ATM, ERBB2, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

9

IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF1, 

TRAF6

0 0
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ATM, FCGR2A, FOXO1, IKBKG, 

MAPK13, NFKBIE, PTPRC

2 ATM, 

FCGR2A

21

CACNB1, MAPK13, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ

2 CACNB1, 

PRKCZ

11

ATM, CTLA4, IKBKG, NFKBIE, 

PTPRC

2 ATM, CTLA4 2
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ATM, CD40, ICAM1, IKBKG, 

MAPK13, NFKBIE, TNFAIP3, 

TRAF1, TRAF6

2 ATM, ICAM1 4

ATM, IL6ST, RPS6KA2, TYK2 2 ATM, TYK2 2

ATM, ELMO2, MYL2, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ, RHOC

2 ATM, PRKCZ 2
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CACNB1, GLI1, MAPK13, 

PRKAG1, PRKCH, PRKCZ

3 CACNB1, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

12

DUSP12, MTMR9, PIP4K2C, 

PPP1R1B, PTPN2, PTPRC

0 0
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ATM, CD40, CD58, CD83, 

FCGR2A, ICAM1, IKBKG, 

MAPK13, NFKBIE, STAT4, TRAF6

3 ATM, 

FCGR2A, 

ICAM1

23

ATF6, DDIT3 1 ATF6 1

FDFT1 0 0
ATM, ERBB2, FOXO1, MAPK13, 

NCK1, PRKCH, PRKCZ

3 ATM, ERBB2, 

PRKCZ

8
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ATM, ERBB2, FOXO1, TYK2 3 ATM, ERBB2, 

TYK2

8

ATM, NFKBIE, PRKCH, PRKCZ 2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

ATM, MAPK13, RPS6KA2, STAT4 1 ATM 1

FCGR2A, NCK1, PRKCH, PRKCZ 2 FCGR2A, 

PRKCZ

21

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATM, IDH3G, PA2G4, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ

3 ATM, IDH3G, 

PRKCZ

4

ATM, PRKCH, PRKCZ, RPS6KA2 2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ARHGEF25, ATM, IKBKG, 

NFKBIE, PRKCH, PRKCZ, RHOC

2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

ATM, ERBB2, FOXO1, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ

3 ATM, ERBB2, 

PRKCZ

8

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



IKBKG, IRAK1, NFKBIE, PRKAG1, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ, TRAF6

2 PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



IKBKG, IRAK1, MAPK13, NFKBIE, 

PRKAG1, TAB2, TRAF6

1 PRKAG1 1

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



FCGR2A, IKBKG, MAPK13, 

NFKBIE, TRAF6, TYK2

2 FCGR2A, 

TYK2

21

ATM, CD40, IFNGR1, IKBKG, 

MAPK13, PRKCH, PRKCZ, REL, 

STAT4, TRAF6

3 ATM, 

IFNGR1, 

PRKCZ

3

ATM, IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, 

TRAF6, TYK2

2 ATM, TYK2 2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF6 0 0

MAPK13, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

ATM, FOXO1, PRKCH, PRKCZ 2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

ATM, IKBKG, IL6R, IL6ST, 

MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF6

2 ATM, IL6R 3

ATM, CXCR5, FOXO1, MAPK13 1 ATM 1

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATM, ICAM1, IKBKG, IRAK1, 

MYL2, PRKCH, PRKCZ, RHOC, 

TRAF6

3 ATM, ICAM1, 

PRKCZ

5

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



AIM2, NEK7 0 0

IFNGR1, PTPN2, TYK2 2 IFNGR1, 

TYK2

2

ATP6AP1, FTH1, HIF1A, IL6R, 

TYK2

4 FTH1, HIF1A, 

IL6R, TYK2

6

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATM, IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ

2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

ARHGAP4, ARHGAP9, ATM, 

ICAM1, ICAM3, MAPK13, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ

3 ATM, ICAM1, 

PRKCZ

5

ATM, IKBKG, TRAF1, TRAF6 1 ATM 1

ATM, BCL2L11, CDK12, FOXO1, 

GLI1, HIF1A, MAPK13, NFKBIE, 

PA2G4, PRKAG1, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ, RBPJ, RHOC, TAB2, 

TYK2

5 ATM, HIF1A, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ, 

TYK2

5

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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ATM, CXCR5, IKBKG, NFKBIE, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ

2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

ATM, AZI2, CD40, IKBKG, IRAK1, 

NFKBIE, PRKCZ, TAB2, TNFAIP3, 

TRAF6

2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

ATM, IKBKG, PRKCZ, RPS6KA2, 

TRAF6

2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATM, FCGR2A, NCK1, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ

3 ATM, 

FCGR2A, 

PRKCZ

22

ATM, CD40, ICAM1, IFNGR1, 

IKBKG, IL6R, IRAK1, MAPK13, 

TRAF6, TYK2

5 ATM, ICAM1, 

IFNGR1, 

IL6R, TYK2

8

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATM, PDE1B, PRKAG1, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ

4 ATM, PDE1B, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

7

FADS1, FADS2 2 FADS1, 

FADS2

2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



BLK, CACNB1, PDE1B, PRKAG1, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ, RGS3, RPS6KA2

4 CACNB1, 

PDE1B, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

17

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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ANXA5, GLI1, HIF1A, MTF1, 

PRKAG1, RBPJ, S1PR2

3 ANXA5, 

HIF1A, 

PRKAG1

3

ATM, IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE 1 ATM 1

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATF6, BLK, CD40, IKBKG, 

NFKBIE, PRKCZ, PTPRC

2 ATF6, 

PRKCZ

2

CDC37, FOXO1, IKBKG, NFKBIE, 

TYK2

1 TYK2 1

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



G6PD, TKTL1 0 0

ATM, FCGR2A, PRKCH, PRKCZ, 

RHOC

3 ATM, 

FCGR2A, 

PRKCZ

22

CD40, IKBKG, PTPRC 0 0

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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ATM, IFNGR1, IKBKG, MAPK13, 

NFKBIE, PRKCH, PRKCZ, RHOC, 

TYK2

4 ATM, 

IFNGR1, 

PRKCZ, 

TYK2

4

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



DUSP12, FLNA, FLNB, MYL2, 

NFKBIE, PDE1B, PPP1R1B, 

PRKAG1, PRKCH, PRKCZ, 

PTPN2, PTPRC

3 PDE1B, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

7

ATM, GSN, IKBKG, MAPK13, 

NFKBIE, TAB2, TRAF6

2 ATM, GSN 2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



GSN, MYL2, PFN1, PIP4K2C, 

RHOC

1 GSN 1

ATM, MAPK13, PRKAG1, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ

3 ATM, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

3

ARHGAP4, ARHGAP9, MYL2, 

PFN1, PIP4K2C, RAPGEF6

0 0

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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ARHGAP4, ARHGAP9, GDI1, 

GDI2, MYL2, PIP4K2C, RHOC

0 0

IL6R, IL6ST, MAPK13, TYK2 2 IL6R, TYK2 3

IFNGR1, PTPN2, TYK2 2 IFNGR1, 

TYK2

2

ATM, ICAM1, IKBKG, IL6R, IL6ST, 

IRAK1, NFKBIE, PRKCH, PRKCZ, 

TRAF1, TRAF6

4 ATM, ICAM1, 

IL6R, PRKCZ

7

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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ATM, CACNB1, IL6ST, MAPK13, 

PRKAG1, PRKCH, PRKCZ

4 ATM, 

CACNB1, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

13

IKBKG, NFKBIE, TAB2, TRAF6 0 0

IKBKG, NFKBIE, TRAF6 0 0

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



IL20RB, IL2RA, IL6R, IL6ST, 

MAPK13, PTPN2, TYK2

3 IL2RA, IL6R, 

TYK2

7

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATM, IKBKG, NFKBIE, PA2G4, 

TRAF1, TRAF6

1 ATM 1

ATM, DUSP12, ERBB2, MTMR9, 

PIP4K2C, PPP1R1B, PTPN2, 

PTPRC

2 ATM, ERBB2 7

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATM, CTLA4, EOMES, FOXO1, 

IL6R, PRDM1, STAT4, TYK2

4 ATM, CTLA4, 

IL6R, TYK2

5

CD40, CXCR5, GATA3, IFNGR1, 

IL2RA, IL6R, IL6ST, STAT4

3 IFNGR1, 

IL2RA, IL6R

7

CS, IDH3G, SDHC 2 IDH3G, 

SDHC

3

IKBKG, NFKBIE, TNFAIP3 0 0

IKBKG, NFKBIE, TNFAIP3, TRAF1 0 0

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



CD40, CD83, ICAM1, IRAK1 1 ICAM1 3

IKBKG, NFKBIE, TRAF1 0 0

ATM, BLK, PRKCH, PRKCZ, 

RHOC, STAT4, TYK2

3 ATM, 

PRKCZ, 

TYK2

3

ATM, CD40, GATA3, ICAM1, 

IFNGR1, IL6R, STAT4, TYK2

5 ATM, ICAM1, 

IFNGR1, 

IL6R, TYK2

8

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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ATM, CD40, GATA3, ICAM1, 

IFNGR1, IL2RA, IL6R, STAT4, 

TNFSF4, TYK2

6 ATM, ICAM1, 

IFNGR1, 

IL2RA, IL6R, 

TYK2

12

CCR6, HIF1A, IL6R, IRAK1, 

RUNX1, STAT4, TRAF6, TYK2

3 HIF1A, IL6R, 

TYK2

4

ATM, CD40, GATA3, ICAM1, 

IL2RA, STAT4, TNFSF4, TYK2

4 ATM, ICAM1, 

IL2RA, TYK2

9

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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ATM, GATA3, MAPK13, MYL2, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ, RHOC

2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

IKBKG, IRAK1, MAPK13, TAB2, 

TNFAIP3, TRAF1, TRAF6

0 0

IFNGR1, IKBKG, IRAK1, MAPK13, 

NFKBIE, TRAF6

1 IFNGR1 1

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATM, CACNB1, IKBKG, NFKBIE, 

PRKAG1, PRKCH, PRKCZ

4 ATM, 

CACNB1, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

13

ATM, MAPK13, PRKCH, PRKCZ 2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

MAPK13, PRKCH, PRKCZ 1 PRKCZ 1

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATF6, DDIT3, HSPA6 1 ATF6 1

ATM, FLNA, FLNB, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ

2 ATM, PRKCZ 2

ATM, CCNA2, HSPA6, PRKAG1, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ

3 ATM, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

3

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



ATM, CD40, IKBKG, IL2RA, 

NFKBIE, PTPRC

2 ATM, IL2RA 5

IFNGR1, IKBKG, IRAK1, MAPK13, 

NFKBIE, TRAF6, TYK2

2 IFNGR1, 

TYK2

2

ATM, EIF3G, HIF1A, PRKAG1, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ, PRR5L, RHOC, 

RPS6KA2

4 ATM, HIF1A, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

4

DDIT3, IRAK1, MAPK13, 

RPS6KA2, TAB2, TRAF6

0 0

FADS1, FADS2 2 FADS1, 

FADS2

2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Drugs -log(P-

value)

Number of 

interacting 

genes

Interacting genes

Afatinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Lapatinib, 
Pertuzumab, Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab 
emtansine

1.46 2 ACTR2, RHOC

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Sarilumab, Tocilizumab

Caffeine

Caffeine, Carvedilol, Tamoxifen

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Acetylsalicylic acid, Caffeine, Carvedilol, 
Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, 
Tamoxifen

Acetylsalicylic acid, Afatinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Lapatinib, Pertuzumab, 
Tamoxifen, Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab 
emtansine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, 
Alemtuzumab, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, 
Caffeine, Cetuximab, Daclizumab, 
Efalizumab, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, 
Immune Globulin Human, Muromonab, 
Natalizumab, Palivizumab, Rituximab, 
Sarilumab, Tositumomab, Trastuzumab

Amlodipine, Dronedarone, Ethanol, 
Ibutilide, Magnesium Sulfate, Manidipine, 
Nimodipine, Spironolactone, Tamoxifen, 
Trimebutine, Verapamil

Caffeine, Ipilimumab

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Caffeine, Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab

Caffeine, Tofacitinib

Caffeine, Tamoxifen 2.05 4 ELMO1, MYL6, MYL6B, RHOC

2.33 3 DNM2, ITGA7, RAB5B

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



1.35 3 ACTR2, MYL6, MYL6B

1.4 2 CDK2, PA2G4

1.62 3 MYL6, MYL6B, PDE4A

1.38 1 GLS2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



1.48 4 BAD, IFNGR1, RHOC, TCF4

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Acetylsalicylic acid, Amlodipine, 
Dronedarone, Ethanol, Ibutilide, 
Magnesium Sulfate, Manidipine, 
Nimodipine, Spironolactone, Tamoxifen, 
Trimebutine, Verapamil

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, 
Alemtuzumab, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, 
Caffeine, Cetuximab, Daclizumab, 
Efalizumab, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Hyaluronic acid, Ibritumomab 
tiuxetan, Immune Globulin Human, 
Muromonab, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, 
Palivizumab, Rituximab, Sarilumab, 
Tositumomab, Trastuzumab

Pseudoephedrine

3.15 5 ACTR2, KEAP1, MYL6, MYL6B, 

TCF4

Afatinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Lapatinib, 
Pertuzumab, Tamoxifen, Trastuzumab, 
Trastuzumab emtansine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Afatinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Lapatinib, 
Pertuzumab, Tofacitinib, Trastuzumab, 
Trastuzumab emtansine

Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Caffeine

Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, 
Alemtuzumab, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, 
Cetuximab, Daclizumab, Efalizumab, 
Etanercept, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 
Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Immune Globulin 
Human, Muromonab, Natalizumab, 
Palivizumab, Rituximab, Sarilumab, 
Tamoxifen, Tositumomab, Trastuzumab

1.63 1 SHMT2

1.38 1 SHMT2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Caffeine, Manganese, NADH, Tamoxifen

2.03 1 GLS2

1.34 1 SHMT2

2.03 1 SHMT2

Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Afatinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Lapatinib, 
Pertuzumab, Tamoxifen, Trastuzumab, 
Trastuzumab emtansine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



1.53 3 ICAM1, IFNGR1, RHOC

Acetylsalicylic acid, Tamoxifen

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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1.93 4 ICAM1, IFNGR1, MYL6, MYL6B

Acetylsalicylic acid

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, 
Alemtuzumab, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, 
Cetuximab, Daclizumab, Efalizumab, 
Etanercept, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 
Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Immune Globulin 
Human, Muromonab, Natalizumab, 
Palivizumab, Rituximab, Sarilumab, 
Tofacitinib, Tositumomab, Trastuzumab

Caffeine, Interferon gamma-1b, Tamoxifen

Caffeine, Tofacitinib

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Tofacitinib

Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Caffeine, Sarilumab, Tocilizumab

Caffeine 2.01 3 BAD, CDK2, SOCS1

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Caffeine, Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab, Tamoxifen

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



1.84 4 MYL6, MYL6B, NACA, RHOC

Interferon gamma-1b, Tofacitinib 3.19 3 IFNGR1, SOCS1, STAT2

Carvedilol, Iron, Iron Dextran, Sarilumab, 
Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Caffeine, Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab, Tamoxifen

Caffeine

Acetylsalicylic acid, Caffeine, Carvedilol, 
Tamoxifen, Tofacitinib

1.41 5 BAD, CDK2, PA2G4, RHOC, TCF4

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Caffeine, Tamoxifen
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 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, 
Alemtuzumab, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, 
Caffeine, Cetuximab, Daclizumab, 
Efalizumab, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, 
Immune Globulin Human, Muromonab, 
Natalizumab, Palivizumab, Rituximab, 
Sarilumab, Tamoxifen, Tositumomab, 
Trastuzumab

2.01 3 BAD, ERBB3, RNF41

Caffeine, Hyaluronic acid, Interferon 
gamma-1b, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, 
Sarilumab, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Bepridil, Caffeine, 
Felodipine, Nicardipine, Tamoxifen, 
Trapidil

Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Icosapent

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Acetylsalicylic acid, Amlodipine, Bepridil, 
Caffeine, Dronedarone, Ethanol, 
Felodipine, Ibutilide, Magnesium Sulfate, 
Manidipine, Nicardipine, Nimodipine, 
Spironolactone, Tamoxifen, Trapidil, 
Trimebutine, Verapamil

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Acetylsalicylic acid, Carvedilol, Copper

Caffeine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Pseudoephedrine, Tamoxifen

Tofacitinib

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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1.7 3 BAD, CDK2, PA2G4

Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, 
Alemtuzumab, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, 
Caffeine, Cetuximab, Daclizumab, 
Efalizumab, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, 
Immune Globulin Human, Muromonab, 
Natalizumab, Palivizumab, Rituximab, 
Sarilumab, Tamoxifen, Tositumomab, 
Trastuzumab

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Caffeine, Interferon gamma-1b, 
Tamoxifen, Tofacitinib

1.89 3 BAD, CDK2, PA2G4

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Bepridil, Caffeine, 
Felodipine, Nicardipine, Tamoxifen, 
Trapidil

1.39 5 BAD, MYL6, MYL6B, PDE4A, TCF4

1.42 2 CDK2, HIPK1

Caffeine, Copper

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



1.9 4 RDH5, REL, SMARCC2, TNIP1

Copper 3.08 4 ACTR2, MYL6, MYL6B, RHOC

2.37 3 ACTR2, DNM2, RAB5B

Acetylsalicylic acid, Caffeine, Tamoxifen

2.56 4 ACTR2, ARHGAP9, MYL6, MYL6B

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



2.84 5 ACTR2, ARHGAP9, MYL6, MYL6B, 

RHOC

Sarilumab, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib

Interferon gamma-1b, Tofacitinib 3.72 3 IFNGR1, SOCS1, STAT2

Caffeine, Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab, Sarilumab, Tamoxifen, 
Tocilizumab

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Amlodipine, Caffeine, 
Dronedarone, Ethanol, Ibutilide, 
Magnesium Sulfate, Manidipine, 
Nimodipine, Spironolactone, Tamoxifen, 
Trimebutine, Verapamil

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Aldesleukin, Basiliximab, Daclizumab, 
Denileukin diftitox, Sarilumab, 
Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib

1.5 4 ACTR2, MYL6, MYL6B, RHOC

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Caffeine

Afatinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Lapatinib, 
Pertuzumab, Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab 
emtansine

1.49 1 SHMT2

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Caffeine, Ipilimumab, Sarilumab, 
Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib

Aldesleukin, Basiliximab, Daclizumab, 
Denileukin diftitox, Interferon gamma-1b, 
Sarilumab, Tocilizumab

Manganese, NADH, Succinic acid

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, Natalizumab 1.31 2 CIITA, ICAM1

Caffeine, Tamoxifen, Tofacitinib

Caffeine, Hyaluronic acid, Interferon 
gamma-1b, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, 
Sarilumab, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib

1.57 3 ICAM1, IFNGR1, SOCS1
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Aldesleukin, Basiliximab, Caffeine, 
Daclizumab, Denileukin diftitox, Hyaluronic 
acid, Interferon gamma-1b, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab, Sarilumab, Tocilizumab, 
Tofacitinib

Carvedilol, Sarilumab, Tocilizumab, 
Tofacitinib

Aldesleukin, Basiliximab, Caffeine, 
Daclizumab, Denileukin diftitox, Hyaluronic 
acid, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, Tofacitinib

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Interferon gamma-1b
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Amlodipine, Caffeine, 
Dronedarone, Ethanol, Ibutilide, 
Magnesium Sulfate, Manidipine, 
Nimodipine, Spironolactone, Tamoxifen, 
Trimebutine, Verapamil

Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Tamoxifen

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Pseudoephedrine

Caffeine, Tamoxifen

1.63 1 SHMT2

Acetylsalicylic acid, Caffeine, Tamoxifen

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Aldesleukin, Basiliximab, Caffeine, 
Daclizumab, Denileukin diftitox

Interferon gamma-1b, Tofacitinib

Acetylsalicylic acid, Caffeine, Carvedilol, 
Tamoxifen

Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Icosapent

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



Number of 

drug targets

Drug targets Number of 

drugs

Drugs -log(P-

value)

0 0

PsA
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1.5

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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2.13

2.24

0 0

0 0

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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0 0

1 CDK2 1 Bosutinib

1 PDE4A 15 Apremilast, Caffeine, Crisaborole, 
Dipyridamole, Drotaverine, Dyphylline, 
Enprofylline, Ibudilast, Iloprost, 
Oxtriphylline, Pentoxifylline, Roflumilast, 
Theophylline, Tofisopam, Trapidil

1 GLS2 1 Glutamic Acid

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis

 doi: 10.1136/annrheumdis-2018-214649–1134.:1127 0 2019;Ann Rheum Dis, et al. Martin P



1 IFNGR1 1 Interferon gamma-1b 2.12E+00
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Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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1.41

1 KEAP1 1 Dimethyl fumarate

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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2.18

1 SHMT2 2 Glycine, Pyridoxal Phosphate
1 SHMT2 2 Glycine, Pyridoxal Phosphate

1.53

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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1 GLS2 1 Glutamic Acid
1 SHMT2 2 Glycine, Pyridoxal Phosphate

1 SHMT2 2 Glycine, Pyridoxal Phosphate

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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2 ICAM1, 

IFNGR1

4 Hyaluronic acid, Interferon gamma-1b, 
Nafamostat, Natalizumab

1.68

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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2 ICAM1, 

IFNGR1

4 Hyaluronic acid, Interferon gamma-1b, 
Nafamostat, Natalizumab

1.65

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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2.27

1.64

3.04

2.14
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1.43

1.71

1 CDK2 1 Bosutinib
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2.39
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0 0

1 IFNGR1 1 Interferon gamma-1b 4.6
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1.35

1 CDK2 1 Bosutinib 1.61
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1.85
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0 0

1.88
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2.74
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2.95
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1 CDK2 1 Bosutinib
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2.43

1 CDK2 1 Bosutinib
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1 PDE4A 15 Apremilast, Caffeine, Crisaborole, 
Dipyridamole, Drotaverine, Dyphylline, 
Enprofylline, Ibudilast, Iloprost, 
Oxtriphylline, Pentoxifylline, Roflumilast, 
Theophylline, Tofisopam, Trapidil

1 CDK2 1 Bosutinib

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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1 RDH5 2 NADH, Vitamin A

0 0

0 0

0 0

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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0 0

3.14

1 IFNGR1 1 Interferon gamma-1b 3.18

1.84

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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1.74

2.71
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2.92

0 0

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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1.77

1 SHMT2 2 Glycine, Pyridoxal Phosphate
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1.47
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1 ICAM1 3 Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, Natalizumab

1.52

2 ICAM1, 

IFNGR1

4 Hyaluronic acid, Interferon gamma-1b, 
Nafamostat, Natalizumab

2.88

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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2.49

3.39

1.62
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1.43

1.87
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1 SHMT2 2 Glycine, Pyridoxal Phosphate
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4.3

1.37
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Number of 

interacting 

genes

Interacting genes Number of 

drug targets

Drug 

targets

Number 

of drugs

JIA
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2 IL6ST, TRAF6 0 0

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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2 ICAM1, TRAF6 1 ICAM1 3

2 IL6ST, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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3 IL6ST, RHOC, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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2 FOXO1, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 FOXO1, RHOC 0 0
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2 FOXO1, S1PR2 0 0
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2 TRAF6, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 IRF1, TRAF6 0 0

2 IRF1, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 TRAF6, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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1 TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 IL6ST, TRAF6 0 0
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3 ICAM1, RHOC, TRAF6 1 ICAM1 3
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3 IRF1, PTPN2, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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2 ICAM1, ICAM3 1 ICAM1 3

3 FOXO1, RHOC, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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2 IL6ST, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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3 ICAM1, TRAF6, TYK2 2 ICAM1, 

TYK2

4
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2 IL6ST, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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3 CDC37, FOXO1, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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3 IRF1, RHOC, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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2 IL6ST, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 PTPN2, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

3 ICAM1, IL6ST, TRAF6 1 ICAM1 3
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2 IL6ST, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 IRF1, TRAF6 0 0
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3 IL6ST, PTPN2, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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2 RHOC, S1PR2 0 0
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2 FOXO1, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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2 RHOC, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

3 ICAM1, IRF1, TYK2 2 ICAM1, 

TYK2

4
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3 ICAM1, IRF1, TYK2 2 ICAM1, 

TYK2

4

3 RUNX1, TRAF6, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 ICAM1, TYK2 2 ICAM1, 

TYK2

4
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1 ICAM1 1 ICAM1 3

2 IRF1, TRAF6 0 0
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3 IRF1, TRAF6, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 EIF3G, RHOC 0 0
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Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, Natalizumab

Tofacitinib
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4-1BB Signalling in T Lymphocytes 32 14

April Mediated Signalling 39 12

B Cell Activating Factor Signalling 41 13

CD40 Signalling 81 34

Dendritic Cell Maturation 196 69

Pathway Number of 

molecules in 

pathway

Number of 

drug targets 

in pathway
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Epithelial Adherens Junction Signalling 149 24

ErbB Signalling 106 39

IL-1 Signalling 91 18

IL-10 Signalling 69 29

IL-12 Signalling and Production in Macrophages 148 65
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IL-15 Production 28 14

IL-17A Signalling in Airway Cells 80 34

IL-17A Signalling in Fibroblasts 35 17

IL-6 Signalling 136 47

IL-8 Signalling 204 73
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Interferon Signalling 36 11

LPS-stimulated MAPK Signalling 95 42

Molecular Mechanisms of Cancer 789 77

NF-κB Activation by Viruses 95 42

NF-κB Signalling 187 62
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Oncostatin M Signalling 40 15

PI3K Signalling in B Lymphocytes 135 51

PI3K/AKT Signalling 129 41

Production of Nitric Oxide and Reactive Oxygen 
Species in Macrophages

196 80
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RANK Signalling in Osteoclasts 104 40

Regulation of Actin-based Motility by Rho 89 10

Role of JAK family kinases in IL-6-type Cytokine 
Signalling

25 10

Role of JAK1; JAK2 and TYK2 in Interferon 
Signalling

24 12

Role of PKR in Interferon Induction and Antiviral 
Response

41 15

STAT3 Pathway 132 52
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Small Cell Lung Cancer Signalling 87 38

T Helper Cell Differentiation 73 23

TNFR2 Signalling 30 12

Th1 Pathway 137 47
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Th1 and Th2 Activation Pathway 187 60

Th17 Activation Pathway 91 24

Th2 Pathway 152 51

Toll-like Receptor Signalling 76 24

iNOS Signalling 45 23
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mTOR Signalling 208 50
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ATF2, CHUK, IKBKB, JUN, MAP2K1, 

MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA

23

CHUK, FOS, IKBKB, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

RELA

20

CHUK, FOS, IKBKB, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

RELA, TNFSF13B

21

ATF1, ATM, CHUK, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, ICAM1, IKBKB, 

JAK3, JUN, LTA, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PTGS1, PTGS2, RELA, 

TLR9

95

AKT1, ATF2, ATF4, ATM, B2M, CD1A, CD80, 

CD86, CHUK, COL1A1, COL1A2, COL2A1, 

COL3A1, CREB1, DDR2, FCER1G, FCGR1A, 

FCGR1B, FCGR2A, FCGR2B, FCGR2C, 

FCGR3B, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, 

FLT3, GRB2, HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-DQB1, HLA-

DRB1, ICAM1, IFNAR1, IGHG1, IGHG4, 

IKBKB, IL12B, IL15, IL1A, IL1B, IL1RN, IL23A, 

IL6, JAK2, LEPR, LTA, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

PDIA3, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLCL1, RELA, TAB1, TLR2, 

TLR4, TLR9, TNF, TNFRSF1B

106

Drug targets in pathway Number of 

drugs in 

pathway
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ACTG1, ACTN1, AKT1, CTNNB1, EGF, 

EGFR, FGF1, FGFR1, HGF, KEAP1, LEF1, 

MET, RAC1, SRC, TGFBR2, TUBA1A, 

TUBA3C, TUBA4A, TUBB, TUBB1, TUBB3, 

TUBB4B, TUBG1, YES1

52

AKT1, ATM, EGF, EGFR, ERBB2, ERBB4, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, 

GRB2, GSK3B, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, MTOR, 

PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, 

PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, 

RAF1, TLR9

58

ADCY1, CHUK, FOS, GNG2, IKBKB, IL1A, 

IL1R1, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, 

RELA, TAB1

25

ARG2, BLVRA, BLVRB, CCR5, CHUK, 

FCGR2A, FCGR2B, FCGR2C, FOS, HMOX1, 

IKBKB, IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL1RN, IL4R, IL6, 

JAK1, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA, TAB1, TNF, 

TYK2

66

AKT1, ALB, ALOX15, APOA1, APOA2, 

APOA4, APOC2, APOC3, APOD, APOE, 

ATM, CHUK, CLU, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, IFNG, IFNGR1, 

IKBKB, IL12B, IL23A, JUN, LPA, LYZ, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, NOS2, 

ORM1, ORM2, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PON1, PPARG, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RBP4, RELA, 

RXRA, S100A8, SERPINA1, TGFB1, TLR2, 

TLR4, TLR9, TNF

119
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FRK, IL15, IL6, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, PRKCI, PRKCZ, PTK2B, PTK6, 

RELA, TYK2

16

AKT1, ATM, CHUK, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, GSK3B, IKBKB, IL17A, 

IL6, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, RELA, TLR9, TYK2

43

CCL2, CHUK, FOS, GSK3B, IKBKB, IL17A, 

IL6, JUN, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, MMP1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

RELA

28

A2M, ABCB1, AKT1, ATM, CHUK, COL1A1, 

CSNK2A1, CYP19A1, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, IKBKB, 

IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL1RN, IL6, IL6R, JAK2, 

JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, RAF1, RELA, TAB1, TLR9, TNF, 

TNFAIP6, TNFRSF1B, VEGFA

89

AKT1, ATM, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CHUK, 

CSTB, CXCR1, CYBB, EGF, EGFR, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT1, FLT3, FLT4, 

FOS, GNG2, GRB2, HMOX1, ICAM1, IKBKB, 

ITGAV, ITGB2, ITGB3, JUN, KDR, LIMK1, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK3, MMP2, 

MMP9, MPO, MTOR, NCF2, NFKB1, NOX1, 

PGF, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLD1, PLD2, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PTGS2, PTK2B, RAC1, 

RAC2, RAF1, RELA, RHOB, ROCK1, ROCK2, 

SRC, TEK, TLR9, VCAM1, VEGFA, VEGFB

158
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BCL2, IFNAR1, IFNAR2, IFNG, IFNGR1, 

IFNGR2, JAK1, JAK2, PSMB8, RELA, TYK2

27

ATF1, ATF2, ATM, CHUK, CREB1, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, 

IKBKB, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, 

PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, 

RAC1, RAF1, RELA, TLR4, TLR9

48

ABL1, ADCY1, AKT1, ATM, BCL2, BMP4, 

BRAF, CAMK2G, CASP3, CCND1, CDK2, 

CDK4, CDK6, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, CYCS, 

FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, 

FYN, GRB2, GSK3B, HIF1A, ITGA4, ITGA5, 

ITGB1, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, JUN, LEF1, LRP1, 

MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, MYC, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, PRKDC, RAC1, RAC2, 

RAF1, RB1, RELA, RHOB, SMO, SRC, TAB1, 

TGFB1, TGFBR2, TLR9, TP53, TYK2, XIAP

86

AKT1, ATM, CCR5, CD4, CHUK, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

IKBKB, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGAL, ITGAV, ITGB1, 

ITGB2, ITGB3, LCK, MAPK1, MAPK3, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCA, PRKCB, 

PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, PRKCQ, 

PRKCZ, RAF1, RELA, TLR9

50

AKT1, ATM, BMP4, BRAF, CHUK, CSNK2A1, 

EGF, EGFR, FCER1G, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT1, FLT3, FLT4, GHR, 

GRB2, GSK3B, HDAC1, HDAC2, IGF1R, 

IGF2R, IKBKB, IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL1RN, 

INSR, KDR, LCK, LTA, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, NGF, NTRK1, NTRK2, PDGFRA, 

PDGFRB, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCB, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, 

RAF1, RELA, TAB1, TGFBR2, TLR2, TLR4, 

TLR7, TLR8, TLR9, TNF, TNFRSF1B, 

TNFSF11, TNFSF13B

110
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GRB2, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, MMP1, MMP13, MMP3, 

PLAU, RAF1, STAT5B, TYK2

18

ABL1, AKT1, ATF1, ATF2, ATF3, ATF4, ATF5, 

ATF6, ATF7, BTK, C3, CALM3, CAMK2G, 

CD19, CHP1, CHUK, CREB1, FCGR2B, FOS, 

FYN, IKBKB, IL4R, ITPR1, ITPR2, ITPR3, 

JUN, LYN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1, 

MAPK3, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

PDIA3, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PLCL1, PPP3R2, PRKCB, 

PRKCI, PRKCZ, RAC1, RAF1, RELA, TLR4

74

AKT1, BCL2, CCND1, CDKN1A, CHUK, 

CTNNB1, GRB2, GSK3B, HSP90AA1, 

HSP90B1, IKBKB, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGB1, 

JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK3, MTOR, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, NOS3, PDPK1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PPP2CA, 

PPP2CB, PTGS2, RAF1, RELA, TP53, TYK2, 

YWHAB

100

AKT1, ALB, APOA1, APOA2, APOA4, APOC2, 

APOC3, APOD, APOE, ARG2, ATM, CAT, 

CHUK, CLU, CYBA, CYBB, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, HOXA10, 

IFNG, IFNGR1, IFNGR2, IKBKB, JAK1, JAK2, 

JAK3, JUN, LPA, LYZ, MAP2K1, MAP3K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, MPO, 

NCF1, NCF2, NCF4, NFKB1, NFKB2, 

NFKBIA, NOS2, ORM1, ORM2, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PON1, PPARA, PPP2CA, PPP2CB, PRKCA, 

PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, PRKCI, 

PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, RBP4, RELA, RHOB, 

S100A8, SERPINA1, TLR2, TLR4, TLR9, TNF, 

TNFRSF1B, TYK2

117
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AKT1, ATM, CALM3, CHP1, CHUK, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, FOS, GRB2, 

GSN, IKBKB, JUN, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAP3K2, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, 

MAPK3, NFATC1, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, 

PIK3R3, PPP3R2, PTK2B, RAF1, RELA, SRC, 

TLR9, TNFSF11, XIAP

51

CFL1, GSN, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGB1, LIMK1, 

RAC1, RAC2, RHOB, ROCK1

12

IL6, IL6R, JAK1, JAK2, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, MAPK3, STAT5B, TYK2

12

IFNAR1, IFNAR2, IFNG, IFNGR1, IFNGR2, 

JAK1, JAK2, NFKB1, NFKB2, RAF1, RELA, 

TYK2

25

AKT1, ATF2, CASP3, CHUK, CYCS, 

FCGR1A, IFNG, IKBKB, MAPK14, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA, TNF, TP53

48

BCL2, CDKN1A, CSF2RB, CXCR1, EGF, 

EGFR, FGF2, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, 

FGFR4, FLT1, FLT4, GHR, HGF, IFNAR1, 

IGF1R, IGF2R, IL11RA, IL1A, IL1B, IL1R1, 

IL2RA, IL2RB, IL2RG, IL3RA, IL4R, IL5RA, 

IL6R, INSR, JAK2, KDR, MAP2K1, MAP2K2, 

MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, MAPK3, MYC, 

NDUFA13, NTRK1, NTRK2, PDGFRA, 

PDGFRB, PIM1, RAC1, RAF1, SRC, TGFB1, 

TGFBR2, TYK2, VEGFA

111
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ABL1, AKT1, ATM, BCL2, CCND1, CDK2, 

CDK4, CDK6, CHUK, CKS1B, CYCS, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, 

IKBKB, MYC, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, 

NOS1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PTGS2, RARB, RB1, RELA, 

RXRA, RXRB, RXRG, TLR9, TP53

111

CD80, CD86, FCER1G, HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-

DQB1, HLA-DRB1, IFNG, IFNGR1, IFNGR2, 

IL12B, IL17A, IL2, IL2RA, IL2RG, IL4R, IL5, 

IL6, IL6R, TGFB1, TGFBR2, TNF, TNFRSF1B

42

CHUK, FOS, IKBKB, JUN, LTA, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, RELA, TNF, TNFRSF1B, 

XIAP

28

ATM, CCR5, CD247, CD274, CD3D, CD3E, 

CD3G, CD4, CD80, CD86, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, HLA-A, HLA-B, 

HLA-DQA2, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DRB1, ICAM1, 

IFNAR1, IFNG, IFNGR1, IFNGR2, IL12B, IL2, 

IL6, IL6R, ITGB2, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, LTA, 

NFATC1, NFKB1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, 

PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCQ, TLR9, 

TNFSF11, TYK2

66
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ATM, CCR5, CD247, CD274, CD3D, CD3E, 

CD3G, CD4, CD80, CD86, CXCR4, FGFR1, 

FGFR2, FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, HLA-

A, HLA-B, HLA-DQA2, HLA-DQB1, HLA-

DRB1, ICAM1, IFNAR1, IFNG, IFNGR1, 

IFNGR2, IL12B, IL2, IL2RA, IL2RB, IL2RG, 

IL3, IL4R, IL5, IL6, IL6R, ITGB2, JAK1, JAK2, 

JAK3, JUN, LTA, NFATC1, NFKB1, PIK3CA, 

PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, 

PRKCQ, PTGDR2, S1PR1, STAT5B, TGFB1, 

TGFBR2, TLR9, TNFSF11, TYK2

88

AHR, FCER1G, HIF1A, HSP90AA1, HSP90B1, 

IFNG, IL12B, IL17A, IL1B, IL1R1, IL23A, IL6, 

IL6R, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, MTOR, NFATC1, 

NFKB1, NFKB2, PTGER2, PTGER4, RELA, 

TYK2

46

ATM, CCR5, CD247, CD3D, CD3E, CD3G, 

CD4, CD80, CD86, CXCR4, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FLT3, GRB2, HLA-A, HLA-B, 

HLA-DQA2, HLA-DQB1, HLA-DRB1, ICAM1, 

IFNG, IL12B, IL2, IL2RA, IL2RB, IL2RG, IL3, 

IL4R, IL5, ITGB2, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, JUN, 

NFKB1, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1, 

PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PRKCQ, PTGDR2, S1PR1, 

STAT5B, TGFB1, TGFBR2, TLR9, TYK2

68

CHUK, FOS, IKBKB, IL12B, IL1A, IL1B, 

IL1RN, JUN, LY96, MAPK1, MAPK11, 

MAPK14, NFKB1, NFKB2, NFKBIA, PPARA, 

RELA, TAB1, TLR2, TLR4, TLR7, TLR8, 

TLR9, TNF

63

CALM3, CHUK, FOS, IFNG, IFNGR1, 

IFNGR2, IKBKB, JAK1, JAK2, JAK3, JUN, 

LY96, MAPK1, MAPK11, MAPK14, NFKB1, 

NFKB2, NFKBIA, NOS2, RELA, TAB1, TLR4, 

TYK2

36
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AKT1, ATM, EIF4A1, FGFR1, FGFR2, 

FGFR3, FGFR4, FKBP1A, FLT3, GRB2, 

HIF1A, HMOX1, INSR, MAPK1, MAPK3, 

MTOR, PDPK1, PGF, PIK3CA, PIK3CB, 

PIK3CD, PIK3R1, PIK3R2, PIK3R3, PLD1, 

PLD2, PPP2CA, PPP2CB, PRKAA1, PRKAA2, 

PRKAB1, PRKAB2, PRKAG1, PRKAG2, 

PRKCA, PRKCB, PRKCD, PRKCE, PRKCG, 

PRKCI, PRKCQ, PRKCZ, RAC1, RHOB, 

RPS2, RPS6KA3, RPSA, TLR9, VEGFA, 

VEGFB

62
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-log(P-

value)

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Bosutinib, Cobimetinib, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Mesalazine, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Sulfasalazine, 
Sulindac, Thalidomide, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

1.67

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Mesalazine, 
Nadroparin, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, 
Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

1.98

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Belimumab, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, 
Mesalazine, Nadroparin, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Sulfasalazine, 
Thalidomide, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

1.92

Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Alclofenac, Aminosalicylic Acid, Antipyrine, Antrafenine, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Balsalazide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Bromfenac, Caffeine, Carprofen, 
Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Choline magnesium trisalicylate, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, 
Dasatinib, Dexibuprofen, Diclofenac, Diethylcarbamazine, Diflunisal, Dihomo-gamma-
linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, Etanercept, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, Fenoprofen, 
Flurbiprofen, Glucosamine, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, 
Icosapent, Indomethacin, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, Ketorolac, 
Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Lornoxicam, Lumiracoxib, Magnesium salicylate, 
Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Minoxidil, 
Nabumetone, Nadroparin, Nafamostat, Naproxen, Natalizumab, Nepafenac, Niflumic 
Acid, Nimesulide, Nintedanib, Oxaprozin, Palifermin, Parecoxib, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phenylbutazone, Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, 
Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Suprofen, Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, 
Tiaprofenic acid, Tofacitinib, Tolmetin, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

3.15

Abacavir, Abatacept, Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, 
Adenosine monophosphate, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Belatacept, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Bevacizumab, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Canakinumab, Cefazolin, Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, 
Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Collagenase clostridium 
histolyticum, Copanlisib, Copper, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Doxycycline, Durvalumab, Efalizumab, Epinephrine, Etanercept, Gallium nitrate, 
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Golimumab, 
Guselkumab, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, 
Immune Globulin Human, Infliximab, Insulin Pork, Interferon Alfa-2a Recombinant, 
Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-
1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon beta-1b, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Lyme disease 
vaccine (recombinant OspA), Manganese, Mesalazine, Methyl aminolevulinate, 
Metreleptin, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Muromonab, Nafamostat, Naloxone, 
Natalizumab, Natural alpha interferon, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Palivizumab, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b, Pomalidomide, 
Ponatinib, Porfimer sodium, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Quinacrine, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Rilonacept, Rituximab, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Tositumomab, 
Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Tuberculin Purified Protein Derivative, Turpentine, 
Ustekinumab

2.09

Drugs in pathway
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Afatinib, Albendazole, Amlexanox, Arsenic trioxide, Azathioprine, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Cabazitaxel, Cabozantinib, Cetuximab, Colchicine, Copper, Crizotinib, Dasatinib, 
Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Eribulin, Erlotinib, Etacrynic acid, 
Gefitinib, Glycerin, Heparin, Icotinib, Ixabepilone, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, 
Mebendazole, Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, Paclitaxel, 
Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Pentosan Polysulfate, Podofilox, Ponatinib, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sorafenib, Sucralfate, Trastuzumab, Urea, Vandetanib, 
Vinblastine, Vincristine, Vindesine, Vinorelbine

Afatinib, Arsenic trioxide, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Celecoxib, Cetuximab, 
Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Erlotinib, Everolimus, 
Gefitinib, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Ingenol Mebutate, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lithium, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, 
Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, Palifermin, Panitumumab, 
Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Pertuzumab, Phosphatidyl serine, Pimecrolimus, 
Ponatinib, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sirolimus, Sorafenib, 
Sucralfate, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, Trametinib, 
Trastuzumab, Trastuzumab emtansine, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vinblastine, Vitamin E

1.73

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Aminosalicylic Acid, 
Anakinra, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, 
Halothane, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Manganese, Mesalazine, Nadroparin, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Rilonacept, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Triflusal, 
Turpentine, Vinblastine

1.91

Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Anakinra, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, 
Canakinumab, Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Daclizumab, 
Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Dupilumab, Efalizumab, Epinephrine, Etanercept, 
Gallium nitrate, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, Glucosamine, Golimumab, Ibritumomab 
tiuxetan, Immune Globulin Human, Infliximab, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, 
Manganese, Maraviroc, Mesalazine, Minocycline, Muromonab, NADH, Nadroparin, 
Natalizumab, Ornithine, Palivizumab, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Regorafenib, Riboflavin, Rilonacept, Rituximab, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, 
Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Tositumomab, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, 
Turpentine, Vinblastine

1.89

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Acitretin, Adalimumab, Adapalene, Alfacalcidol, 
Alitretinoin, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Aminocaproic Acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amiodarone, 
Amrinone, Amsacrine, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Balsalazide, 
Bexarotene, Bezafibrate, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium, Cefazolin, 
Cefotaxime, Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, Chlorpromazine, Clenbuterol, 
Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Dasatinib, Dexamethasone, Dexibuprofen, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Dipyridamole, Disopyramide, Doconexent, Epinephrine, Erythromycin, 
Etanercept, Etodolac, Fenofibrate, Fenoprofen, Glipizide, Glucosamine, Golimumab, 
Guaiacol, Guselkumab, Heparin, Human Serum Albumin, Hyaluronidase, 
Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, 
Imipramine, Indomethacin, Infliximab, Ingenol Mebutate, Interferon gamma-1b, 
Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, L-Aspartic Acid, L-Citrulline, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, 
Lobeglitazone, Lyme disease vaccine (recombinant OspA), Mesalazine, Methadone, 
Miconazole, Midostaurin, Mitiglinide, Nadroparin, Naloxone, Nateglinide, Nintedanib, 
Norelgestromin, Olsalazine, Omega-3 fatty acids, Oxycodone, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phenol, Phosphatidyl serine, Pioglitazone, Pomalidomide, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Progesterone, Pseudoephedrine, Pyridostigmine, Regorafenib, 
Repaglinide, Resveratrol, Rifampicin, Rosiglitazone, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, 
Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Telmisartan, Thalidomide, Trametinib, Tretinoin, 
Triclosan, Triflusal, Tuberculin Purified Protein Derivative, Turpentine, Ustekinumab, 
Valproic Acid, Vinblastine, Vitamin A, Vitamin E

2.31
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Baricitinib, Cefazolin, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, 
Leflunomide, Pranlukast, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Siltuximab, Tamoxifen, 
Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Vandetanib
Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, 
Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Isoprenaline, Ixekizumab, Lenvatinib, Lithium, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Nintedanib, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Ruxolitinib, Secukinumab, Siltuximab, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine

1.67

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Chondroitin sulfate, Danazol, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Ixekizumab, Lithium, Marimastat, Mesalazine, Nadroparin, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Secukinumab, Siltuximab, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, 
Thalidomide, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

1.55

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Aflibercept, Aminoglutethimide, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Anakinra, Anastrozole, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Bacitracin, Baricitinib, Becaplermin, Bevacizumab, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Canakinumab, Carvedilol, Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, Chondroitin 
sulfate, Cisplatin, Clenbuterol, Cobimetinib, Collagenase clostridium histolyticum, 
Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dalteparin, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Epinephrine, 
Estrone, Etanercept, Exemestane, Gallium nitrate, Gliclazide, Glucosamine, 
Golimumab, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, Infliximab, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Ketoconazole, Lenvatinib, Letrozole, Manganese, Mesalazine, 
Midostaurin, Miltefosine, Minocycline, Nadroparin, Nicotine, Nintedanib, Ocriplasmin, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Ranibizumab, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rilonacept, Roxithromycin, 
Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Testolactone, Thalidomide, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Triflusal, 
Tromethamine, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vinblastine, Voacamine

1.35

Abciximab, Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic 
acid, Afatinib, Aflibercept, Alclofenac, Aminosalicylic Acid, Ampicillin, Antipyrine, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Antrafenine, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Axitinib, Azathioprine, Balsalazide, Baricitinib, Bevacizumab, Bosutinib, Botulinum 
Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, Bromfenac, Cabozantinib, Caffeine, Captopril, Carprofen, 
Carvedilol, Cefdinir, Celecoxib, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Choline, Choline magnesium 
trisalicylate, Chondroitin sulfate, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Cupric Chloride, Dabrafenib, 
Dalteparin, Dasatinib, Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-
gamma-linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Eptifibatide, Eribulin, Erlotinib, 
Ethanol, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, Everolimus, Fenoprofen, Flurbiprofen, Gefitinib, 
Gliclazide, Glucosamine, Glutathione, Glycine betaine, Halothane, Heparin, Hyaluronic 
acid, Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Icotinib, Indomethacin, Ingenol 
Mebutate, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, Ketorolac, L-Carnitine, Lapatinib, 
Leflunomide, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lornoxicam, Lumiracoxib, 
Magnesium salicylate, Marimastat, Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic acid, Melatonin, 
Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Minocycline, NADH, Nabumetone, Nadroparin, 
Nafamostat, Naproxen, Natalizumab, Necitumumab, Nepafenac, Neratinib, Netarsudil, 
Niflumic Acid, Nimesulide, Nintedanib, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, Oxaprozin, Oxygen, 
Paclitaxel, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Parecoxib, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, 
Phenylbutazone, Phosphatidyl serine, Pimecrolimus, Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Ramucirumab, Ranibizumab, Rasagiline, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, Simvastatin, Sirolimus, 
Sorafenib, Sucralfate, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Suprofen, Tamoxifen, 
Temsirolimus, Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, Tiaprofenic acid, Tirofiban, Tolmetin, 
Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Tromethamine, Turpentine, Vandetanib, 
Vemurafenib, Venetoclax, Vinblastine, Vitamin E

1.39
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Apremilast, Baricitinib, Carfilzomib, Dexibuprofen, Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, 
Eribulin, Glucosamine, Glycine betaine, Ibuprofen, Interferon Alfa-2a Recombinant, 
Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-
1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon beta-1b, Interferon gamma-1b, Natural alpha 
interferon, Olsalazine, Paclitaxel, Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b, 
Rasagiline, Ruxolitinib, Tofacitinib, Venetoclax
Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Aminosalicylic Acid, 
Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Azathioprine, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Chloroquine, 
Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Glucosamine, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol Mebutate, Irbesartan, 
Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Naloxone, Nintedanib, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine, 
Vitamin E

1.42

Abemaciclib, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Antihemophilic factor 
human recombinant, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, 
Azathioprine, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, Caffeine, 
Calcium, Carvedilol, Chloroquine, Coagulation Factor IX (Recombinant), Coagulation 
Factor IX Human, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Dequalinium, 
Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Eribulin, Etacrynic 
acid, Fluocinonide, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Glycine betaine, Halcinonide, Heparin, 
Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, 
Imatinib, Ingenol Mebutate, Insulin Human, Insulin Pork, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, 
Lenvatinib, Lithium, Manganese, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Nadroparin, Natalizumab, 
Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Paclitaxel, Palbociclib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Rasagiline, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ribociclib, Ruxolitinib, Sonidegib, Sorafenib, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Tenecteplase, Thalidomide, Tinzaparin, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, 
Triflusal, Turpentine, Urea, Vedolizumab, Vemurafenib, Venetoclax, Vinblastine, 
Vismodegib, Vitamin E

1.98

Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Chloroquine, 
Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Efalizumab, Eptifibatide, 
Glucosamine, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol Mebutate, Isoprenaline, 
Lenvatinib, Lifitegrast, Lovastatin, Maraviroc, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Natalizumab, 
Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phosphatidyl serine, 
Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, 
Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tinzaparin, Tirofiban, Triflusal, 
Turpentine, Vedolizumab, Vitamin E

1.42

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Afatinib, Aminophylline, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amitriptyline, Amrinone, Anakinra, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Axitinib, Becaplermin, Belimumab, Belinostat, Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, 
Brigatinib, Cabozantinib, Caffeine, Calcium, Canakinumab, Cerliponase alfa, 
Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Chromic chloride, Clenbuterol, 
Copanlisib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, Denosumab, Dimethyl fumarate, Epinephrine, 
Erlotinib, Etanercept, Fingolimod, Gallium nitrate, Gefitinib, Glucosamine, Glycerin, 
Golimumab, Heparin, Hydroxychloroquine, Icotinib, Imatinib, Imiquimod, Infliximab, 
Insulin Aspart, Insulin Degludec, Insulin Detemir, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Glulisine, 
Insulin Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, Isoprenaline, Lapatinib, Lenalidomide, 
Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lithium, Lovastatin, Lyme disease vaccine (recombinant OspA), 
Manganese, Mecasermin, Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Minocycline, Naloxone, 
Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olaratumab, Olmutinib, Osimertinib, 
Oxtriphylline, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Panobinostat, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Pegvisomant, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Ramucirumab, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rilonacept, Romidepsin, Somatotropin, 
Sorafenib, Sucralfate, Sulfasalazine, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Theophylline, 
Thiocolchicoside, Tixocortol, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Tuberculin Purified Protein 
Derivative, Valproic Acid, Vandetanib, Vemurafenib, Vitamin E, Vorinostat

1.91
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Amiloride, Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Cobimetinib, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, 
Isoprenaline, Marimastat, Pegademase bovine, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Sorafenib, 
Sulindac, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Turpentine, Urokinase
Abciximab, Acalabrutinib, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Adenosine 
monophosphate, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, Aminosalicylic Acid, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Axicabtagene ciloleucel, 
Azathioprine, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, Blinatumomab, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Celecoxib, Cetuximab, Cobimetinib, 
Copanlisib, Copper, Cyclosporine, Dabrafenib, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, 
Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, Dupilumab, Efalizumab, Etanercept, 
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Ibrutinib, 
Imatinib, Immune Globulin Human, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Mesalazine, Muromonab, 
Nadroparin, Naloxone, Natalizumab, Nilotinib, Nintedanib, Palivizumab, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Quinacrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rituximab, 
Sarilumab, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, 
Tisagenlecleucel, Tositumomab, Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Triflusal, Turpentine, 
Vinblastine, Vitamin E

1.35

Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, 
Alclofenac, Aminosalicylic Acid, Antipyrine, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Antrafenine, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Balsalazide, Baricitinib, Bosutinib, 
Bromfenac, Caffeine, Carprofen, Celecoxib, Choline magnesium trisalicylate, 
Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Dabrafenib, Dexibuprofen, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, 
Dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, Docetaxel, Eribulin, Etodolac, 
Etoricoxib, Everolimus, Fenoprofen, Flurbiprofen, Glucosamine, Glycine betaine, 
Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Indomethacin, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, Ketorolac, L-Arginine, L-
Citrulline, Lenalidomide, Lithium, Lornoxicam, Lumiracoxib, Magnesium salicylate, 
Meclofenamic acid, Mefenamic acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Miconazole, 
Nabumetone, Naproxen, Natalizumab, Nedocromil, Nepafenac, Niflumic Acid, 
Nimesulide, Oxaprozin, Paclitaxel, Parecoxib, Pegademase bovine, Phenylbutazone, 
Pimecrolimus, Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, 
Resveratrol, Rifabutin, Ruxolitinib, Salicylic acid, Salsalate, Sapropterin, Sirolimus, 
Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Suprofen, Temsirolimus, Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, 
Tiaprofenic acid, Tinzaparin, Tofacitinib, Tolmetin, Trametinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, 
Urea, Vedolizumab, Venetoclax, Vitamin E

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Aminocaproic 
Acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Amsacrine, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, Bezafibrate, Bosutinib, Botulinum Toxin Type A, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcitriol, Calcium, Cefazolin, Cefdinir, Cefotaxime, Certolizumab 
pegol, Chloroquine, Chlorpromazine, Clenbuterol, Clofibrate, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, 
Copper, Dasatinib, Dexamethasone, Dextromethorphan, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Dipyridamole, Disopyramide, Doconexent, Epinephrine, Erythromycin, Etanercept, 
Fenofibrate, Fenofibric acid, Fenoprofen, Fomepizole, Gemfibrozil, Glucosamine, 
Golimumab, Guaiacol, Heparin, Human Serum Albumin, Hydroxychloroquine, 
Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Imipramine, Indomethacin, Infliximab, Ingenol Mebutate, 
Interferon gamma-1b, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, L-Arginine, L-Aspartic Acid, L-Carnitine, 
L-Citrulline, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, Lyme disease vaccine (recombinant OspA), 
Melatonin, Mesalazine, Methadone, Miconazole, Midostaurin, Myrrh, Nadroparin, 
Naloxone, Nintedanib, Norelgestromin, Olsalazine, Omega-3 fatty acids, Ornithine, 
Oxycodone, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phenol, Phosphatidyl serine, 
Pioglitazone, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Prasterone, Progesterone, 
Pseudoephedrine, Pyridostigmine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rifampicin, Rosiglitazone, 
Ruxolitinib, Sorafenib, Soybean oil, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, 
Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Tretinoin, Triflusal, Tuberculin Purified Protein 
Derivative, Turpentine, Valproic Acid, Vinblastine, Vitamin A, Vitamin E

1.44
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Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, 
Baricitinib, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, 
Chloroquine, Cobimetinib, Copanlisib, Copper, Cyclosporine, Dabrafenib, Dasatinib, 
Denosumab, Dequalinium, Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Leflunomide, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, 
Mesalazine, Midostaurin, Nadroparin, Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase 
bovine, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sorafenib, 
Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Thiocolchicoside, Trametinib, Triflusal, 
Turpentine, Vinblastine

1.73

Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Azathioprine, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Copper, 
Dabrafenib, Dextromethorphan, Natalizumab, Netarsudil, Resveratrol, Ripasudil, 
Tinzaparin, Vedolizumab
Arsenic trioxide, Baricitinib, Dasatinib, Isoprenaline, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, 
Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Sulindac, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Turpentine

1.91

Acetylsalicylic acid, Apremilast, Baricitinib, Dabrafenib, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Glucosamine, Interferon Alfa-2a Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, 
Interferon alfa-n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon 
beta-1b, Interferon gamma-1b, Natural alpha interferon, Olsalazine, Peginterferon alfa-
2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b, Pranlukast, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Sorafenib, Thalidomide, 
Tofacitinib, Triflusal
Abciximab, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Alefacept, Alemtuzumab, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Basiliximab, 
Bevacizumab, Certolizumab pegol, Cetuximab, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Daclizumab, 
Dasatinib, Dimethyl fumarate, Efalizumab, Epinephrine, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Glucosamine, Golimumab, Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Immune Globulin 
Human, Infliximab, Mesalazine, Methyl aminolevulinate, Minocycline, Muromonab, 
Natalizumab, Olsalazine, Palivizumab, Pomalidomide, Porfimer sodium, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Resveratrol, Rituximab, Sarilumab, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, 
Tositumomab, Trastuzumab, Triflusal

1.39

Adenosine monophosphate, Afatinib, Aflibercept, Aldesleukin, Amitriptyline, Anakinra, 
Arsenic trioxide, Axitinib, Azathioprine, Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Becaplermin, 
Benralizumab, Bevacizumab, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Cabozantinib, Canakinumab, 
Carvedilol, Cerliponase alfa, Cetuximab, Chondroitin sulfate, Chromic chloride, 
Cobimetinib, Dabrafenib, Daclizumab, Dalteparin, Dasatinib, Denileukin diftitox, 
Dexibuprofen, Dextromethorphan, Docetaxel, Dupilumab, Eribulin, Erlotinib, Gallium 
nitrate, Gefitinib, Gliclazide, Glycerin, Glycine betaine, Heparin, Hyaluronidase, 
Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Ibuprofen, Icotinib, Imatinib, Insulin Aspart, 
Insulin Degludec, Insulin Detemir, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Glulisine, Insulin Human, 
Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, Interferon Alfa-2a Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b 
Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon beta-
1a, Interferon beta-1b, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, Lapatinib, Lenvatinib, Lidocaine, 
Mecasermin, Midostaurin, Minocycline, NADH, Nadroparin, Natural alpha interferon, 
Necitumumab, Neratinib, Nintedanib, Olaratumab, Olmutinib, Oprelvekin, Osimertinib, 
Paclitaxel, Palifermin, Panitumumab, Pazopanib, Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon 
alfa-2b, Pegvisomant, Pentosan Polysulfate, Ponatinib, Ramucirumab, Ranibizumab, 
Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Rilonacept, Ruxolitinib, Sargramostim, Sarilumab, Sirolimus, 
Somatotropin, Sorafenib, Sucralfate, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Thalidomide, Tocilizumab, 
Tofacitinib, Trametinib, Trastuzumab, Tromethamine, Turpentine, Vandetanib, 
Venetoclax

1.38
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Abemaciclib, Aceclofenac, Acemetacin, Acetaminophen, Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic 
acid, Acitretin, Adapalene, Alclofenac, Alfacalcidol, Alitretinoin, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, 
Aminosalicylic Acid, Antipyrine, Antrafenine, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Balsalazide, 
Bexarotene, Bezafibrate, Bosutinib, Brigatinib, Bromfenac, Caffeine, Carprofen, 
Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Choline magnesium trisalicylate, Copanlisib, Dasatinib, 
Dexibuprofen, Diclofenac, Diflunisal, Dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Docetaxel, Doconexent, Eribulin, Etodolac, Etoricoxib, Fenoprofen, Flavin adenine 
dinucleotide, Fluoxetine, Flurbiprofen, Glucosamine, Glycine betaine, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Imatinib, Indomethacin, Insulin Human, 
Insulin Pork, Isoprenaline, Ketoprofen, Ketorolac, L-Citrulline, Lenalidomide, 
Lenvatinib, Lornoxicam, Lumiracoxib, Magnesium salicylate, Meclofenamic acid, 
Mefenamic acid, Meloxicam, Mesalazine, Methylene blue, Midostaurin, Minocycline, 
Nabumetone, Nadroparin, Naproxen, Nepafenac, Niflumic Acid, Nilotinib, Nimesulide, 
Nintedanib, Oxaprozin, Paclitaxel, Palbociclib, Palifermin, Parecoxib, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Phenylbutazone, Piroxicam, Pomalidomide, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Rasagiline, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Ribociclib, Rosiglitazone, Salicylic 
acid, Salsalate, Sorafenib, Sulfasalazine, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Suprofen, Tamibarotene, 
Tazarotene, Tenoxicam, Thalidomide, Tiaprofenic acid, Tolmetin, Tretinoin, Triflusal, 
Venetoclax

1.55

Abacavir, Abatacept, Adalimumab, Aldesleukin, Amrinone, Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, Basiliximab, Belatacept, Benzylpenicilloyl 
Polylysine, Cefazolin, Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Coccidioides 
immitis spherule, Daclizumab, Denileukin diftitox, Dupilumab, Durvalumab, 
Epinephrine, Etanercept, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Golimumab, 
Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Infliximab, Insulin Pork, 
Interferon gamma-1b, Ixekizumab, Mepolizumab, Olsalazine, Pomalidomide, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Sarilumab, Secukinumab, Siltuximab, Thalidomide, 
Tocilizumab, Ustekinumab

2.86

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Aminosalicylic Acid, Amrinone, 
Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, 
Dequalinium, Dimethyl fumarate, Epinephrine, Etanercept, Glucosamine, Golimumab, 
Infliximab, Irbesartan, Mesalazine, Nadroparin, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Triflusal, Vinblastine

1.73

Abacavir, Abatacept, Acetylsalicylic acid, Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), 
Apremilast, Atezolizumab, Avelumab, Baricitinib, Belatacept, Blinatumomab, Brigatinib, 
Caffeine, Cefazolin, Chloroquine, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copanlisib, 
Denosumab, Durvalumab, Etanercept, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Heparin, 
Hyaluronic acid, Hydroxychloroquine, Insulin Pork, Interferon Alfa-2a Recombinant, 
Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, Interferon alfa-n3, Interferon alfacon-
1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon beta-1b, Interferon gamma-1b, Isoprenaline, 
Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Maraviroc, Midostaurin, Muromonab, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab, Natural alpha interferon, Nintedanib, Olsalazine, Palifermin, Pazopanib, 
Pegademase bovine, Peginterferon alfa-2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b, Ponatinib, 
Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, 
Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Thiocolchicoside, 
Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Ustekinumab

1.73
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Abacavir, Abatacept, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aldesleukin, Alprostadil, Amlexanox, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Asfotase Alfa, 
Atezolizumab, Avelumab, Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Belatacept, Blinatumomab, 
Brigatinib, Caffeine, Cefazolin, Chloroquine, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copanlisib, 
Daclizumab, Dasatinib, Denileukin diftitox, Denosumab, Dinoprostone, Dupilumab, 
Durvalumab, Etanercept, Framycetin, Glatiramer Acetate, Glucosamine, Glycerin, 
Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hyaluronidase, Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), 
Hydroxychloroquine, Iloprost, Indomethacin, Insulin Pork, Interferon Alfa-2a 
Recombinant, Interferon Alfa-2b Recombinant, Interferon alfa-n1, Interferon alfa-n3, 
Interferon alfacon-1, Interferon beta-1a, Interferon beta-1b, Interferon gamma-1b, 
Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lenalidomide, Lenvatinib, Maraviroc, Mepolizumab, 
Midostaurin, Muromonab, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, Natural alpha interferon, 
Nintedanib, Olsalazine, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Peginterferon alfa-
2a, Peginterferon alfa-2b, Plerixafor, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, 
Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Siltuximab, Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sulindac, 
Sunitinib, Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Thiocolchicoside, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, 
Ustekinumab, Vinblastine

1.91

Acetylsalicylic acid, Alprostadil, Anakinra, Apremilast, Atorvastatin, Baricitinib, 
Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine, Canakinumab, Carvedilol, Copper, Dimethyl fumarate, 
Dinoprostone, Everolimus, Flutamide, Gallium nitrate, Gemeprost, Glucosamine, 
Guselkumab, Indigotindisulfonic Acid, Ixekizumab, Leflunomide, Limaprost, Mexiletine, 
Minocycline, Misoprostol, Nedocromil, Nimodipine, Olsalazine, Omeprazole, 
Pimecrolimus, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Resveratrol, Rifabutin, Rilonacept, 
Ruxolitinib, Sarilumab, Secukinumab, Siltuximab, Sirolimus, Temsirolimus, 
Thalidomide, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Ustekinumab

2.31

Abacavir, Abatacept, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aldesleukin, Alprostadil, Amlexanox, 
Antithymocyte immunoglobulin (rabbit), Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Asfotase Alfa, 
Baricitinib, Basiliximab, Belatacept, Blinatumomab, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Cefazolin, 
Chloroquine, Coccidioides immitis spherule, Copanlisib, Daclizumab, Dasatinib, 
Denileukin diftitox, Dinoprostone, Dupilumab, Durvalumab, Framycetin, Glatiramer 
Acetate, Glucosamine, Glycerin, Heparin, Hyaluronic acid, Hyaluronidase, 
Hyaluronidase (Human Recombinant), Hydroxychloroquine, Iloprost, Indomethacin, 
Insulin Pork, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Maraviroc, Mepolizumab, 
Midostaurin, Muromonab, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, Nintedanib, Olsalazine, 
Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Plerixafor, Ponatinib, Pranlukast, 
Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, Ruxolitinib, Simvastatin, Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, 
Tamoxifen, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Ustekinumab, Vinblastine

1.55

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Adalimumab, Alpha-Linolenic Acid, Aminosalicylic 
Acid, Amrinone, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, Auranofin, Bezafibrate, Canakinumab, 
Certolizumab pegol, Chloroquine, Clenbuterol, Clofibrate, Dasatinib, Dimethyl 
fumarate, Doconexent, Epinephrine, Etanercept, Fenofibrate, Fenofibric acid, 
Fenoprofen, Gallium nitrate, Gemfibrozil, Glucosamine, Golimumab, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ibuprofen, Icosapent, Imiquimod, Indomethacin, Infliximab, 
Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, Lyme disease vaccine (recombinant OspA), Manganese, 
Mesalazine, Methadone, Minocycline, Morphine, Myrrh, Nadroparin, Naloxone, Omega-
3 fatty acids, Pioglitazone, Pomalidomide, Pranlukast, Prasterone, Pseudoephedrine, 
Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Rilonacept, Rosiglitazone, Soybean oil, Sulfasalazine, 
Thalidomide, Triflusal, Tuberculin Purified Protein Derivative, Turpentine, 
Ustekinumab, Valproic Acid, Vinblastine

2.11

Acetylcysteine, Acetylsalicylic acid, Aminosalicylic Acid, Apremilast, Arsenic trioxide, 
Auranofin, Baricitinib, Calcium Citrate, Calcium Phosphate, Dasatinib, Dexamethasone, 
Dimethyl fumarate, Glucosamine, Interferon gamma-1b, Irbesartan, Isoprenaline, L-
Arginine, L-Citrulline, Manganese, Mesalazine, Methadone, Miconazole, Morphine, 
Nadroparin, Naloxone, Olsalazine, Pranlukast, Pseudoephedrine, Regorafenib, 
Ruxolitinib, Sulfasalazine, Thalidomide, Tofacitinib, Triflusal, Turpentine, Vinblastine

3.15
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Acetylsalicylic acid, Adenosine monophosphate, Aflibercept, Arsenic trioxide, 
Azathioprine, Bevacizumab, Botulinum Toxin Type A, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Carvedilol, 
Celecoxib, Chloroquine, Choline, Chondroitin sulfate, Chromic chloride, Copanlisib, 
Copper, Dalteparin, Dextromethorphan, Everolimus, Gliclazide, Heparin, 
Hydroxychloroquine, Ingenol Mebutate, Insulin Aspart, Insulin Degludec, Insulin 
Detemir, Insulin Glargine, Insulin Glulisine, Insulin Human, Insulin Lispro, Insulin Pork, 
Isoprenaline, Lenvatinib, Mecasermin, Metformin, Midostaurin, Minocycline, NADH, 
Nintedanib, Palifermin, Pazopanib, Pegademase bovine, Phenformin, Phosphatidyl 
serine, Pimecrolimus, Ponatinib, Ranibizumab, Regorafenib, Resveratrol, Sirolimus, 
Sorafenib, Sulindac, Sunitinib, Tacrolimus, Tamoxifen, Temsirolimus, Thalidomide, 
Tromethamine, Turpentine, Vandetanib, Vitamin E

1.36
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T-cell -

log(P-

value)

B-cell -

log(P-

value)

Number of 

interacting 

genes

Interacting genes Number of 

drug targets

3.70 2.22 4 IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF1 0

3.37 2.97 5 IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF1, 

TRAF6

0

3.28 2.89 5 IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF1, 

TRAF6

0

4.01 5.34 9 ATM, CD40, ICAM1, IKBKG, 

MAPK13, NFKBIE, TNFAIP3, 

TRAF1, TRAF6

2

2.03 2.67 11 ATM, CD40, CD58, CD83, 

FCGR2A, ICAM1, IKBKG, 

MAPK13, NFKBIE, STAT4, TRAF6

3

RA
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3.37 1.45 7 ATM, ERBB2, FOXO1, MAPK13, 

NCK1, PRKCH, PRKCZ

3

2.83 3.17 7 IKBKG, IRAK1, MAPK13, NFKBIE, 

PRKAG1, TAB2, TRAF6

1

2.44 2.90 6 FCGR2A, IKBKG, MAPK13, 

NFKBIE, TRAF6, TYK2

2

3.37 2.75 10 ATM, CD40, IFNGR1, IKBKG, 

MAPK13, PRKCH, PRKCZ, REL, 

STAT4, TRAF6

3
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2.21 2.62 6 ATM, IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, 

TRAF6, TYK2

2

2.40 2.11 4 IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF6 0

0.89 2.28 7 ATM, IKBKG, IL6R, IL6ST, 

MAPK13, NFKBIE, TRAF6

2

1.95 2.00 9 ATM, ICAM1, IKBKG, IRAK1, 

MYL2, PRKCH, PRKCZ, RHOC, 

TRAF6

3
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2.75 1.60 6 ATM, IKBKG, MAPK13, NFKBIE, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ

2

3.55 2.18 16 ATM, BCL2L11, CDK12, FOXO1, 

GLI1, HIF1A, MAPK13, NFKBIE, 

PA2G4, PRKAG1, PRKCH, 

PRKCZ, RBPJ, RHOC, TAB2, 

TYK2

5

1.95 2.30 6 ATM, CXCR5, IKBKG, NFKBIE, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ

2

2.77 2.80 10 ATM, AZI2, CD40, IKBKG, IRAK1, 

NFKBIE, PRKCZ, TAB2, TNFAIP3, 

TRAF6

2
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2.10 2.30 7 ATF6, BLK, CD40, IKBKG, 

NFKBIE, PRKCZ, PTPRC

2

3.34 1.56 9 ATM, IFNGR1, IKBKG, MAPK13, 

NFKBIE, PRKCH, PRKCZ, RHOC, 

TYK2

4
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1.82 2.87 7 ATM, GSN, IKBKG, MAPK13, 

NFKBIE, TAB2, TRAF6

2

1.66 2.53 4 IL6R, IL6ST, MAPK13, TYK2 2

2.21 2.89 4 IKBKG, NFKBIE, TAB2, TRAF6 0

1.48 1.72 7 IL20RB, IL2RA, IL6R, IL6ST, 

MAPK13, PTPN2, TYK2

3
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1.34 3.27 6 ATM, IKBKG, NFKBIE, PA2G4, 

TRAF1, TRAF6

1

2.35 3.69 8 CD40, CXCR5, GATA3, IFNGR1, 

IL2RA, IL6R, IL6ST, STAT4

3

3.82 3.41 4 IKBKG, NFKBIE, TNFAIP3, TRAF1 0

2.07 2.27 8 ATM, CD40, GATA3, ICAM1, 

IFNGR1, IL6R, STAT4, TYK2

5
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2.12 2.80 10 ATM, CD40, GATA3, ICAM1, 

IFNGR1, IL2RA, IL6R, STAT4, 

TNFSF4, TYK2

6

2.83 3.17 8 CCR6, HIF1A, IL6R, IRAK1, 

RUNX1, STAT4, TRAF6, TYK2

3

1.89 2.06 8 ATM, CD40, GATA3, ICAM1, 

IL2RA, STAT4, TNFSF4, TYK2

4

4.16 3.59 7 IKBKG, IRAK1, MAPK13, TAB2, 

TNFAIP3, TRAF1, TRAF6

0

5.49 4.89 7 IFNGR1, IKBKG, IRAK1, MAPK13, 

NFKBIE, TRAF6, TYK2

2
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1.37 1.46 9 ATM, EIF3G, HIF1A, PRKAG1, 

PRKCH, PRKCZ, PRR5L, RHOC, 

RPS6KA2

4
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Drug targets Number of 

drugs

Drugs -log(P-

value)

T-cell -

log(P-

value)
0

0

0

ATM, ICAM1 4 Caffeine, Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab

ATM, 

FCGR2A, 

ICAM1

23 Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, 
Alemtuzumab, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, 
Caffeine, Cetuximab, Daclizumab, 
Efalizumab, Etanercept, Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin, Hyaluronic acid, Ibritumomab 
tiuxetan, Immune Globulin Human, 
Muromonab, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, 
Palivizumab, Rituximab, Sarilumab, 
Tositumomab, Trastuzumab
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1.35 2.82

ATM, ERBB2, 

PRKCZ

8 Afatinib, Brigatinib, Caffeine, Lapatinib, 
Pertuzumab, Tamoxifen, Trastuzumab, 
Trastuzumab emtansine

PRKAG1 1 Acetylsalicylic acid

FCGR2A, 

TYK2

21 Abciximab, Adalimumab, Alefacept, 
Alemtuzumab, Basiliximab, Bevacizumab, 
Cetuximab, Daclizumab, Efalizumab, 
Etanercept, Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 
Ibritumomab tiuxetan, Immune Globulin 
Human, Muromonab, Natalizumab, 
Palivizumab, Rituximab, Sarilumab, 
Tofacitinib, Tositumomab, Trastuzumab

ATM, 

IFNGR1, 

PRKCZ

3 Caffeine, Interferon gamma-1b, Tamoxifen
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ATM, TYK2 2 Caffeine, Tofacitinib

0

ATM, IL6R 3 Caffeine, Sarilumab, Tocilizumab

ATM, ICAM1, 

PRKCZ

5 Caffeine, Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab, Tamoxifen
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1.35

ATM, PRKCZ 2 Caffeine, Tamoxifen

ATM, HIF1A, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ, 

TYK2

5 Acetylsalicylic acid, Caffeine, Carvedilol, 
Tamoxifen, Tofacitinib

ATM, PRKCZ 2 Caffeine, Tamoxifen

ATM, PRKCZ 2 Caffeine, Tamoxifen
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ATF6, 

PRKCZ

2 Pseudoephedrine, Tamoxifen

ATM, 

IFNGR1, 

PRKCZ, 

TYK2

4 Caffeine, Interferon gamma-1b, 
Tamoxifen, Tofacitinib
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ATM, GSN 2 Caffeine, Copper

1.35 3.66

IL6R, TYK2 3 Sarilumab, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib

1.39

0

IL2RA, IL6R, 

TYK2

7 Aldesleukin, Basiliximab, Daclizumab, 
Denileukin diftitox, Sarilumab, 
Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib
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ATM 1 Caffeine

IFNGR1, 

IL2RA, IL6R

7 Aldesleukin, Basiliximab, Daclizumab, 
Denileukin diftitox, Interferon gamma-1b, 
Sarilumab, Tocilizumab

0

ATM, ICAM1, 

IFNGR1, 

IL6R, TYK2

8 Caffeine, Hyaluronic acid, Interferon 
gamma-1b, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, 
Sarilumab, Tocilizumab, Tofacitinib
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ATM, ICAM1, 

IFNGR1, 

IL2RA, IL6R, 

TYK2

12 Aldesleukin, Basiliximab, Caffeine, 
Daclizumab, Denileukin diftitox, Hyaluronic 
acid, Interferon gamma-1b, Nafamostat, 
Natalizumab, Sarilumab, Tocilizumab, 
Tofacitinib

HIF1A, IL6R, 

TYK2

4 Carvedilol, Sarilumab, Tocilizumab, 
Tofacitinib

ATM, ICAM1, 

IL2RA, TYK2

9 Aldesleukin, Basiliximab, Caffeine, 
Daclizumab, Denileukin diftitox, Hyaluronic 
acid, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, Tofacitinib

0

IFNGR1, 

TYK2

2 Interferon gamma-1b, Tofacitinib
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ATM, HIF1A, 

PRKAG1, 

PRKCZ

4 Acetylsalicylic acid, Caffeine, Carvedilol, 
Tamoxifen
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B-cell -

log(P-

value)

Number of 

interacting 

genes

Interacting genes Number of 

drug targets

Drug targets

PsA
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3.75 5 ACTR2, KEAP1, MYL6, MYL6B, 

TCF4

1 KEAP1
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3.57 3 IFNGR1, SOCS1, STAT2 1 IFNGR1
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2.42 4 ACTR2, MYL6, MYL6B, RHOC 0

3 IFNGR1, SOCS1, STAT2 1 IFNGR1
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Number of 

drugs

Drugs -log(P-

value)

T-cell -

log(P-

value)

B-cell -

log(P-

value)
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1 Dimethyl fumarate
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1.67 3.53 3.18

1.37 1.84 1.50
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1 Interferon gamma-1b 2.44 5.35 4.80
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1.59 1.45 2.87

1.67 3.68 1.88

1.39 3.15 1.54
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0

1.68 1.65 3.28

1 Interferon gamma-1b 1.68

1.59 1.44 2.85

1.67 2.20 3.12
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1.67 3.61 3.07
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1.41 3.21 2.69

1.71 1.10 3.59

2.44 3.12 4.51
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Number of 

interacting 

genes

Interacting genes Number of 

drug targets

Drug targets Number of 

drugs

JIA
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2 IRF1, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

3 ICAM1, RHOC, TRAF6 1 ICAM1 3
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3 IRF1, PTPN2, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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2 IL6ST, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

3 CDC37, FOXO1, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

3 IRF1, RHOC, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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2 IL6ST, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 PTPN2, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

2 IRF1, TRAF6 0 0

3 IL6ST, PTPN2, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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3 ICAM1, IRF1, TYK2 2 ICAM1, TYK2 4
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3 ICAM1, IRF1, TYK2 2 ICAM1, TYK2 4

3 RUNX1, TRAF6, TYK2 1 TYK2 1

3 IRF1, TRAF6, TYK2 1 TYK2 1
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Drugs
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Tofacitinib

Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, Natalizumab
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Tofacitinib
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Tofacitinib

Tofacitinib

Tofacitinib
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Tofacitinib

Tofacitinib

Tofacitinib
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Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, 
Tofacitinib
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Hyaluronic acid, Nafamostat, Natalizumab, 
Tofacitinib

Tofacitinib

Tofacitinib
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Enhancer 

chromosome

Enhancer 

start

Enhancer 

end

Interacting 

gene

Drug

chr1 2045890 2048006 PRKCZ Tamoxifen

chr1 2251182 2271272 PRKCZ Tamoxifen

chr1 2308195 2319571 PRKCZ Tamoxifen

chr1 2514865 2526252 PRKCZ Tamoxifen

chr1 8332714 8342772 PARK7 Copper

chr1 8366839 8374465 PARK7 Copper

chr1 8374466 8375878 PARK7 Copper

chr1 8410786 8411644 PARK7 Copper

chr1 8585597 8591197 ENO1 Copper
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chr1 17219234 17234095 SDHB Succinic acid

chr1 17269218 17280949 SDHB Succinic acid

chr1 17336957 17340482 SDHB Succinic acid

chr1 17441219 17449501 SDHB Succinic acid

chr1 17573271 17575857 SDHB Succinic acid

chr1 17602013 17602285 SDHB Succinic acid

chr1 17724565 17728738 SDHB Succinic acid

chr1 24102972 24113979 CNR2 Dronabinol

chr1 24102972 24113979 CNR2 Lasofoxifene
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chr1 24102972 24113979 CNR2 Nabilone

chr1 24116095 24117999 CNR2 Dronabinol

chr1 24116095 24117999 CNR2 Lasofoxifene

chr1 24116095 24117999 CNR2 Nabilone

chr1 24118378 24129034 CNR2 Dronabinol
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chr1 24118378 24129034 CNR2 Lasofoxifene

chr1 24118378 24129034 CNR2 Nabilone

chr1 24142636 24144604 CNR2 Dronabinol

chr1 24142636 24144604 CNR2 Lasofoxifene

chr1 24142636 24144604 CNR2 Nabilone
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chr1 24150884 24158256 CNR2 Dronabinol

chr1 24150884 24158256 CNR2 Lasofoxifene

chr1 24150884 24158256 CNR2 Nabilone

chr1 32367537 32378290 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32378291 32378902 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32378903 32383282 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32383283 32384831 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32384832 32387231 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32387232 32387397 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32387425 32389785 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32389786 32389955 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32389956 32392584 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32392585 32397144 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 32397145 32400000 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Acetyldigitoxin

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Almitrine

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Bepridil
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chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Bretylium

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Ciclopirox

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Deslanoside

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Diazoxide

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Digitoxin

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Digoxin

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Etacrynic acid

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Hydroflumethiazide

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Ouabain

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Potassium

chr1 116653135 116655676 ATP1A1 Trichlormethiazide

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Acetyldigitoxin

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Almitrine
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chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Bepridil

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Bretylium

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Ciclopirox

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Deslanoside

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Diazoxide

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Digitoxin

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Digoxin

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Etacrynic acid

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Hydroflumethiazide

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Ouabain

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Potassium

chr1 117030805 117034258 ATP1A1 Trichlormethiazide

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Acetyldigitoxin
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chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Almitrine

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Bepridil

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Bretylium

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Ciclopirox

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Deslanoside

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Diazoxide

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Digitoxin

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Digoxin

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Etacrynic acid

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Hydroflumethiazide

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Ouabain

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Potassium

chr1 117094696 117096457 ATP1A1 Trichlormethiazide
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chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Acetyldigitoxin

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Almitrine

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Bepridil

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Bretylium

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Ciclopirox

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Deslanoside

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Diazoxide

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Digitoxin

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Digoxin

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Etacrynic acid

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Hydroflumethiazide

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Ouabain

chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Potassium
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chr1 117104435 117109277 ATP1A1 Trichlormethiazide

chr1 117356852 117369689 CD2 Alefacept

chr1 117547327 117550552 CD2 Alefacept

chr1 117583613 117594171 CD2 Alefacept

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Acetyldigitoxin

chr1 117594172 117600461 CD2 Alefacept

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Almitrine

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Bepridil

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Bretylium
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chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Ciclopirox

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Deslanoside

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Diazoxide

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Digitoxin

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Digoxin

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Etacrynic acid
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chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Hydroflumethiazide

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Ouabain

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Potassium

chr1 117594172 117600461 ATP1A1 Trichlormethiazide

chr1 117600462 117602628 CD2 Alefacept

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Acetyldigitoxin
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chr1 117602664 117607113 CD2 Alefacept

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Almitrine

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Bepridil

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Bretylium

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Ciclopirox

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Deslanoside

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Diazoxide
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chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Digitoxin

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Digoxin

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Etacrynic acid

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Hydroflumethiazide

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Ouabain

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Potassium

chr1 117602664 117607113 ATP1A1 Trichlormethiazide
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chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Acetyldigitoxin

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Almitrine

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Bepridil

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Bretylium

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Ciclopirox

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Deslanoside
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chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Diazoxide

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Digitoxin

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Digoxin

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Etacrynic acid

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Hydroflumethiazide

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Ouabain
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chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Potassium

chr1 117609860 117616219 ATP1A1 Trichlormethiazide

chr1 117662394 117665616 CD2 Alefacept

chr1 153893802 153902760 S100A13 Amlexanox

chr1 153893802 153902760 S100A13 Calcium

chr1 153893802 153902760 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 153893802 153902760 S100A13 Calcium Citrate

chr1 153893802 153902760 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate

chr1 153893802 153902760 S100A13 Olopatadine
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chr1 153912426 153917400 S100A13 Amlexanox

chr1 153912426 153917400 S100A13 Calcium

chr1 153912426 153917400 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 153912426 153917400 S100A13 Calcium Citrate

chr1 153912426 153917400 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate

chr1 153912426 153917400 S100A13 Olopatadine

chr1 153917401 153921883 S100A13 Amlexanox

chr1 153917401 153921883 S100A13 Calcium

chr1 153917401 153921883 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 153917401 153921883 S100A13 Calcium Citrate
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chr1 153917401 153921883 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate

chr1 153917401 153921883 S100A13 Olopatadine

chr1 153923538 153935288 S100A13 Amlexanox

chr1 153923538 153935288 S100A13 Calcium

chr1 153923538 153935288 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 153923538 153935288 S100A13 Calcium Citrate

chr1 153923538 153935288 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate

chr1 153923538 153935288 S100A13 Olopatadine

chr1 153935289 153936970 S100A13 Amlexanox

chr1 153935289 153936970 S100A13 Calcium
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chr1 153935289 153936970 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 153935289 153936970 S100A13 Calcium Citrate

chr1 153935289 153936970 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate

chr1 153935289 153936970 S100A13 Olopatadine

chr1 153936971 153941439 S100A13 Amlexanox

chr1 153936971 153941439 S100A13 Calcium

chr1 153936971 153941439 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 153936971 153941439 S100A13 Calcium Citrate

chr1 153936971 153941439 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate

chr1 153936971 153941439 S100A13 Olopatadine

chr1 153941440 153950377 S100A13 Amlexanox
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chr1 153941440 153950377 S100A13 Calcium

chr1 153941440 153950377 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 153941440 153950377 S100A13 Calcium Citrate

chr1 153941440 153950377 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate

chr1 153941440 153950377 S100A13 Olopatadine

chr1 153950378 153953774 S100A13 Amlexanox

chr1 153950378 153953774 S100A13 Calcium

chr1 153950378 153953774 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 153950378 153953774 S100A13 Calcium Citrate

chr1 153950378 153953774 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate
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chr1 153950378 153953774 S100A13 Olopatadine

chr1 153956792 153974010 S100A13 Amlexanox

chr1 153956792 153974010 S100A13 Calcium

chr1 153956792 153974010 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 153956792 153974010 S100A13 Calcium Citrate

chr1 153956792 153974010 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate

chr1 153956792 153974010 S100A13 Olopatadine

chr1 154150892 154152949 S100A13 Amlexanox

chr1 154150892 154152949 S100A13 Calcium
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chr1 154150892 154152949 S100A13 Calcium Chloride

chr1 154150892 154152949 S100A13 Calcium Citrate

chr1 154150892 154152949 S100A13 Calcium Phosphate

chr1 154150892 154152949 S100A13 Olopatadine

chr1 154191252 154201714 IL6R Sarilumab

chr1 154191252 154201714 IL6R Tocilizumab

chr1 154456632 154466658 KCNN3 Miconazole

chr1 154456632 154466658 KCNN3 Procaine

chr1 154456632 154466658 KCNN3 Trimebutine

chr1 154521938 154528817 KCNN3 Miconazole

chr1 154521938 154528817 KCNN3 Procaine
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chr1 154521938 154528817 KCNN3 Trimebutine

chr1 154556443 154558916 KCNN3 Miconazole

chr1 154556443 154558916 KCNN3 Procaine

chr1 154556443 154558916 KCNN3 Trimebutine

chr1 154573269 154576666 CKS1B Fluoxetine

chr1 154573269 154576666 KCNN3 Miconazole

chr1 154573269 154576666 KCNN3 Procaine
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chr1 154573269 154576666 KCNN3 Trimebutine

chr1 154579879 154583682 CKS1B Fluoxetine

chr1 154579879 154583682 KCNN3 Miconazole

chr1 154579879 154583682 KCNN3 Procaine

chr1 154579879 154583682 KCNN3 Trimebutine
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chr1 154583683 154585654 CKS1B Fluoxetine

chr1 154583683 154585654 KCNN3 Miconazole

chr1 154583683 154585654 KCNN3 Procaine

chr1 154583683 154585654 KCNN3 Trimebutine

chr1 154740806 154742039 KCNN3 Miconazole

chr1 154740806 154742039 KCNN3 Procaine

chr1 154740806 154742039 KCNN3 Trimebutine

chr1 154742040 154747615 KCNN3 Miconazole
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chr1 154742040 154747615 KCNN3 Procaine

chr1 154742040 154747615 KCNN3 Trimebutine

chr1 154893404 154930322 CKS1B Fluoxetine

chr1 157491406 157495038 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160398339 160398759 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab
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chr1 160398760 160401686 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160406805 160409512 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160473121 160477644 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160643025 160648363 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160725756 160726282 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab
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chr1 160726283 160727380 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160734633 160738058 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160738059 160738419 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160799641 160804007 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160832705 160835580 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab
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chr1 160915674 160921493 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160921494 160946244 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160959776 160971479 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 160981719 160988835 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 161010094 161012085 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab
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chr1 161012086 161014903 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 161012086 161014903 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 161012086 161014903 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161064682 161067305 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 161067306 161076002 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 161135967 161164078 SDHC Succinic acid

chr1 161164079 161175399 SDHC Succinic acid

chr1 161178515 161179181 NDUFS2 NADH
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chr1 161178515 161179181 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161178515 161179181 SDHC Succinic acid

chr1 161179182 161181136 NDUFS2 NADH

chr1 161179182 161181136 SDHC Succinic acid

chr1 161181137 161187572 SDHC Succinic acid

chr1 161187573 161189750 NDUFS2 NADH

chr1 161187573 161189750 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161189751 161191375 NDUFS2 NADH

chr1 161189751 161191375 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161194329 161208294 SDHC Succinic acid
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chr1 161227445 161229597 NR1I3 Clotrimazole

chr1 161227445 161229597 NR1I3 Doxylamine

chr1 161227445 161229597 SLAMF7 Elotuzumab

chr1 161227445 161229597 NR1I3 Ketoconazole

chr1 161227445 161229597 NR1I3 Loperamide

chr1 161227445 161229597 NR1I3 Meclizine

chr1 161227445 161229597 NR1I3 Pheniramine

chr1 161227445 161229597 NR1I3 Prasterone

chr1 161227445 161229597 NR1I3 Resveratrol

chr1 161227445 161229597 SDHC Succinic acid

chr1 161227445 161229597 NR1I3 Triclosan
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chr1 161273066 161274187 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 161274188 161276767 NR1I3 Clotrimazole

chr1 161274188 161276767 NR1I3 Doxylamine

chr1 161274188 161276767 NR1I3 Ketoconazole

chr1 161274188 161276767 NR1I3 Loperamide

chr1 161274188 161276767 NR1I3 Meclizine

chr1 161274188 161276767 NDUFS2 NADH

chr1 161274188 161276767 NR1I3 Pheniramine

chr1 161274188 161276767 NR1I3 Prasterone

chr1 161274188 161276767 NR1I3 Resveratrol

chr1 161274188 161276767 NR1I3 Triclosan

chr1 161276828 161279244 FCER1G Benzylpenicilloyl 
Polylysine

chr1 161276828 161279244 NR1I3 Clotrimazole
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chr1 161276828 161279244 NR1I3 Doxylamine

chr1 161276828 161279244 NR1I3 Ketoconazole

chr1 161276828 161279244 NR1I3 Loperamide

chr1 161276828 161279244 NR1I3 Meclizine

chr1 161276828 161279244 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 161276828 161279244 NDUFS2 NADH

chr1 161276828 161279244 NR1I3 Pheniramine

chr1 161276828 161279244 NR1I3 Prasterone

chr1 161276828 161279244 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161276828 161279244 NR1I3 Resveratrol

chr1 161276828 161279244 NR1I3 Triclosan

chr1 161283731 161291518 FCER1G Benzylpenicilloyl 
Polylysine
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chr1 161283731 161291518 NR1I3 Clotrimazole

chr1 161283731 161291518 NR1I3 Doxylamine

chr1 161283731 161291518 NR1I3 Ketoconazole

chr1 161283731 161291518 NR1I3 Loperamide

chr1 161283731 161291518 NR1I3 Meclizine

chr1 161283731 161291518 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 161283731 161291518 NDUFS2 NADH

chr1 161283731 161291518 NR1I3 Pheniramine

chr1 161283731 161291518 NR1I3 Prasterone

chr1 161283731 161291518 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161283731 161291518 NR1I3 Resveratrol

chr1 161283731 161291518 NR1I3 Triclosan

chr1 161326969 161331834 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
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chr1 161333287 161342877 FCER1G Benzylpenicilloyl 
Polylysine

chr1 161333287 161342877 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 161333287 161342877 NDUFS2 NADH

chr1 161354420 161357146 FCER1G Benzylpenicilloyl 
Polylysine

chr1 161354420 161357146 NR1I3 Clotrimazole

chr1 161354420 161357146 NR1I3 Doxylamine

chr1 161354420 161357146 NR1I3 Ketoconazole

chr1 161354420 161357146 NR1I3 Loperamide

chr1 161354420 161357146 NR1I3 Meclizine

chr1 161354420 161357146 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 161354420 161357146 NDUFS2 NADH

chr1 161354420 161357146 NR1I3 Pheniramine

chr1 161354420 161357146 NR1I3 Prasterone
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chr1 161354420 161357146 NR1I3 Resveratrol

chr1 161354420 161357146 NR1I3 Triclosan

chr1 161357147 161362941 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 161362942 161364874 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 161364875 161370469 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine
chr1 161370470 161372271 NDUFS2 NADH

chr1 161370470 161372271 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Basiliximab
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chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Etanercept

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan
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chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161458205 161467880 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Rituximab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Tositumomab
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chr1 161458205 161467880 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161467881 161475214 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161475215 161475902 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161475903 161479234 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161479235 161485342 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161517150 161521338 ATF6 Pseudoephedrine

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Alefacept
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chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Basiliximab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Etanercept
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chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Rituximab
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chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161638681 161658717 SDHC Succinic acid

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Tositumomab

chr1 161638681 161658717 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Basiliximab
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chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Etanercept

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan
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chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Rituximab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Tositumomab

chr1 161674767 161677875 FCGR2A Trastuzumab
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chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Basiliximab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Etanercept
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chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Rituximab
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chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Tositumomab

chr1 161680035 161682707 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Basiliximab
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chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Etanercept

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan
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chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Rituximab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Tositumomab

chr1 161682708 161686761 FCGR2A Trastuzumab
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chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Basiliximab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Efalizumab
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chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Etanercept

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Palivizumab
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chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Rituximab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Tositumomab

chr1 161688463 161695703 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab
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chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Basiliximab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Etanercept

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin
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chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Rituximab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Tositumomab
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chr1 161702238 161705356 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Basiliximab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Daclizumab
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chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Etanercept

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Natalizumab
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chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Rituximab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Tositumomab

chr1 161705357 161706688 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Alefacept
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chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Basiliximab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Etanercept
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chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Rituximab
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chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Tositumomab

chr1 161706689 161712966 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Basiliximab
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chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Etanercept

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan
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chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161712967 161714026 B4GALT3 N-Acetylglucosamine

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Rituximab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Tositumomab
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chr1 161712967 161714026 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Basiliximab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Daclizumab
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chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Etanercept

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Natalizumab
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chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Rituximab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Tositumomab

chr1 161714027 161718048 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Alefacept
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chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Basiliximab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Etanercept
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chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Rituximab
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chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Tositumomab

chr1 161719972 161726345 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Abciximab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Adalimumab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Alefacept

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Alemtuzumab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Basiliximab
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chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Bevacizumab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Cetuximab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Daclizumab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Efalizumab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Etanercept

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Ibritumomab tiuxetan
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chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Immune Globulin 
Human

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Muromonab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Natalizumab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Palivizumab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Rituximab

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Sarilumab

chr1 161730087 161738988 SDHC Succinic acid

chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Tositumomab
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chr1 161730087 161738988 FCGR2A Trastuzumab

chr1 167026788 167029794 CD247 Muromonab

chr1 167072464 167076477 CD247 Muromonab

chr1 167232377 167235146 CD247 Muromonab

chr1 167235147 167237902 CD247 Muromonab

chr1 167414030 167419305 CD247 Muromonab

chr1 172418839 172420115 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 172420116 172424938 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 172499181 172503403 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 172520250 172525156 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 172688983 172695534 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 172695535 172697046 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 172711542 172722180 PRDX6 Copper
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chr1 172711542 172722180 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 172746400 172748138 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 172785807 172794233 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 172875537 172880301 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173017785 173022242 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173162786 173167863 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 173173296 173175861 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173175862 173177205 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173246880 173249800 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173371223 173377518 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 173377519 173383749 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 173387702 173389387 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 173389388 173390719 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 173390720 173404973 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 173410167 173417607 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173410167 173417607 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid

chr1 173443309 173446161 DARS2 L-Aspartic Acid
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chr1 173447979 173450325 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173450326 173453757 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173521598 173529137 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173569672 173572342 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173676841 173686744 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173774113 173781598 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173793708 173796178 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173797568 173798481 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173829696 173833170 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 173833171 173838808 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 174176205 174187673 PRDX6 Copper

chr1 234907824 234916040 SDHB Succinic acid

chr10 5735067 5742931 IL2RA Aldesleukin
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chr10 5735067 5742931 IL2RA Basiliximab

chr10 5735067 5742931 IL2RA Daclizumab

chr10 5735067 5742931 IL2RA Denileukin diftitox

chr10 5825921 5830667 IL2RA Aldesleukin

chr10 5825921 5830667 IL2RA Basiliximab

chr10 5825921 5830667 IL2RA Daclizumab

chr10 5825921 5830667 IL2RA Denileukin diftitox

chr10 5856139 5859445 IL2RA Aldesleukin
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chr10 5856139 5859445 IL2RA Basiliximab

chr10 5856139 5859445 IL2RA Daclizumab

chr10 5856139 5859445 IL2RA Denileukin diftitox

chr10 5884493 5886144 IL2RA Aldesleukin

chr10 5884493 5886144 IL2RA Basiliximab

chr10 5884493 5886144 IL2RA Daclizumab

chr10 5884493 5886144 IL2RA Denileukin diftitox

chr10 5934045 5937503 PRKCQ Tamoxifen

chr10 6068896 6072555 IL2RA Aldesleukin
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chr10 6068896 6072555 IL2RA Basiliximab

chr10 6068896 6072555 IL2RA Daclizumab

chr10 6068896 6072555 IL2RA Denileukin diftitox

chr10 6180906 6188790 PRKCQ Tamoxifen

chr10 6189404 6217640 PRKCQ Tamoxifen

chr10 6278196 6288700 IL2RA Aldesleukin

chr10 6278196 6288700 IL2RA Basiliximab

chr10 6278196 6288700 IL2RA Daclizumab

chr10 6278196 6288700 IL2RA Denileukin diftitox
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chr10 6424294 6426521 IL2RA Aldesleukin

chr10 6424294 6426521 IL2RA Basiliximab

chr10 6424294 6426521 IL2RA Daclizumab

chr10 6424294 6426521 IL2RA Denileukin diftitox

chr10 6440425 6445538 IL2RA Aldesleukin

chr10 6440425 6445538 IL2RA Basiliximab

chr10 6440425 6445538 IL2RA Daclizumab

chr10 6440425 6445538 IL2RA Denileukin diftitox

chr10 6487470 6487960 PRKCQ Tamoxifen
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chr10 6665921 6668015 IL2RA Aldesleukin

chr10 6665921 6668015 IL2RA Basiliximab

chr10 6665921 6668015 IL2RA Daclizumab

chr10 6665921 6668015 IL2RA Denileukin diftitox

chr10 79786986 79799993 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 79786986 79799993 PPIF L-Proline

chr10 79800636 79805879 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 79800636 79805879 PPIF L-Proline

chr10 81021474 81036561 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 81021474 81036561 PPIF L-Proline
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chr10 81044478 81067550 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 81044478 81067550 PPIF L-Proline

chr10 81194393 81216225 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 81194393 81216225 PPIF L-Proline

chr10 81579564 81595159 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 81579564 81595159 PPIF L-Proline

chr10 81837593 81839911 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 81837593 81839911 PPIF L-Proline

chr10 81927270 81932920 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 81927270 81932920 PPIF L-Proline

chr10 81932921 81952620 PPIF Cyclosporine
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chr10 81932921 81952620 PPIF L-Proline

chr10 81954077 81968055 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 81954077 81968055 PPIF L-Proline

chr10 82173383 82181246 PPIF Cyclosporine

chr10 82173383 82181246 PPIF L-Proline

chr11 60638566 60645722 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 60638566 60645722 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61089397 61093500 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61089397 61093500 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61095558 61098688 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61095558 61098688 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61099735 61109387 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61099735 61109387 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61099735 61109387 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61126744 61131078 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid
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chr11 61126744 61131078 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61131079 61136493 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61131079 61136493 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61445556 61448768 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61445556 61448768 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61509454 61525000 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61509454 61525000 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61509454 61525000 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61540212 61554193 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61540212 61554193 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61540212 61554193 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61554194 61560463 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61554194 61560463 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61560464 61562297 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61560464 61562297 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61562298 61565185 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61562298 61565185 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61562298 61565185 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61565186 61578381 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid
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chr11 61565186 61578381 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61565186 61578381 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61579636 61581529 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61579636 61581529 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61579636 61581529 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61581530 61583493 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61581530 61583493 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61581530 61583493 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61583494 61586041 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61583494 61586041 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61590203 61604305 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61590203 61604305 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61590203 61604305 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61590203 61604305 FEN1 Iron

chr11 61590203 61604305 FTH1 Iron

chr11 61590203 61604305 FTH1 Iron Dextran

chr11 61607554 61610231 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid
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chr11 61607554 61610231 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61610232 61613583 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61610232 61613583 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61616207 61622806 FEN1 Iron

chr11 61622807 61642606 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61622807 61642606 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61642607 61647971 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61642607 61647971 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61642607 61647971 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61647972 61648821 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61647972 61648821 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61647972 61648821 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61648822 61656826 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61648822 61656826 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61648822 61656826 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61687464 61690643 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61687464 61690643 FADS1 Icosapent
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chr11 61711928 61729238 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61711928 61729238 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61711928 61729238 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61711928 61729238 FEN1 Iron

chr11 61730127 61737205 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61730127 61737205 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61730127 61737205 FADS1 Icosapent
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chr11 61772228 61786049 FTH1 Iron
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chr11 61772228 61786049 FTH1 Iron Dextran
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chr11 61845972 61849174 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid
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chr11 61845972 61849174 FEN1 Iron
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chr11 61849175 61851302 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid
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chr11 61849175 61851302 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid
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chr11 61849175 61851302 FADS1 Icosapent
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chr11 61849175 61851302 FEN1 Iron
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chr11 61849175 61851302 FTH1 Iron
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chr11 61849175 61851302 FTH1 Iron Dextran

chr11 61871725 61875703 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61871725 61875703 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61871725 61875703 FEN1 Iron

chr11 61875704 61888167 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61875704 61888167 FADS2 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61875704 61888167 FADS1 Icosapent
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chr11 61875704 61888167 FEN1 Iron

chr11 61888168 61901678 FEN1 Iron

chr11 61935102 61940334 FADS1 Alpha-Linolenic Acid

chr11 61935102 61940334 FADS1 Icosapent

chr11 61935102 61940334 ASRGL1 L-Asparagine

chr11 61935102 61940334 ASRGL1 L-Aspartic Acid

chr11 62538519 62544949 COX8A Cholic Acid

chr11 63705514 63711319 STIP1 Copper

chr11 63742253 63768177 VEGFB Aflibercept
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chr11 63742253 63768177 STIP1 Copper

chr11 63742253 63768177 ESRRA Diethylstilbestrol

chr11 64040169 64046687 PYGM Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr11 64046688 64052672 VEGFB Aflibercept

chr11 64046688 64052672 COX8A Cholic Acid

chr11 64046688 64052672 STIP1 Copper

chr11 64046688 64052672 PYGM Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr11 64052673 64075265 PRDX5 Auranofin

chr11 64052673 64075265 ESRRA Diethylstilbestrol

chr11 64076978 64089926 ESRRA Diethylstilbestrol

chr11 64207609 64216676 PYGM Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr11 64499244 64501237 PRDX5 Auranofin
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chr11 64499244 64501237 ESRRA Diethylstilbestrol

chr11 64530984 64535813 PRDX5 Auranofin

chr11 64530984 64535813 ESRRA Diethylstilbestrol

chr11 64538325 64543053 PRDX5 Auranofin

chr11 64538325 64543053 ESRRA Diethylstilbestrol

chr11 64610126 64612853 POLA2 Dacarbazine

chr11 102297323 102301240 ATM Caffeine

chr11 102301241 102305306 ATM Caffeine

chr11 107896193 107898954 ATM Caffeine
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chr11 107993186 107995378 ATM Caffeine

chr11 107999543 108004296 ATM Caffeine

chr11 107999543 108004296 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 108014026 108020794 ATM Caffeine

chr11 108014026 108020794 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 108156142 108162552 ATM Caffeine

chr11 108156142 108162552 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 108431731 108436174 ATM Caffeine
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chr11 108457442 108459271 ATM Caffeine

chr11 108488763 108493780 ATM Caffeine

chr11 108493781 108495458 ATM Caffeine

chr11 108493781 108495458 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 108495459 108499388 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 108508213 108510894 ATM Caffeine

chr11 108508213 108510894 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 108526968 108539820 ATM Caffeine
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chr11 108526968 108539820 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 108539821 108556375 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 108604494 108605124 ATM Caffeine

chr11 108604494 108605124 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 108605926 108609691 ATM Caffeine

chr11 108605926 108609691 ACAT1 Sulfasalazine

chr11 109815416 109822648 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 109822649 109825134 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 110053815 110059475 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 110161449 110171246 ATM Caffeine

chr11 110161449 110171246 FDX1 Mitotane
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chr11 111098290 111099594 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 111099595 111105265 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 111283610 111290090 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 111291551 111299959 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 111299960 111302280 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 111309496 111310974 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 111311425 111316828 FDX1 Mitotane

chr11 118218018 118231458 CD3E Muromonab

chr11 118962934 118972931 STIP1 Copper

chr12 6407964 6412141 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6407964 6412141 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6407964 6412141 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6407964 6412141 GAPDH Xanthinol
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chr12 6414977 6420940 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6414977 6420940 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6414977 6420940 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6414977 6420940 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6414977 6420940 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6425335 6429518 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6429519 6431308 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6429519 6431308 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6429519 6431308 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6429519 6431308 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6431309 6432690 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)
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chr12 6431309 6432690 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6431309 6432690 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6431309 6432690 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6431309 6432690 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6432691 6439183 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6432691 6439183 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6432691 6439183 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6432691 6439183 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6432691 6439183 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6439184 6443461 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6439184 6443461 GAPDH Copper
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chr12 6439184 6443461 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6439184 6443461 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6443462 6444217 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6443462 6444217 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6443462 6444217 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6443462 6444217 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6444218 6455942 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6455943 6460896 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6455943 6460896 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6455943 6460896 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6455943 6460896 GAPDH NADH
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chr12 6455943 6460896 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6468119 6472405 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6468119 6472405 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6468119 6472405 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6468119 6472405 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6468119 6472405 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6525762 6528843 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6525762 6528843 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6525762 6528843 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6525762 6528843 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6528844 6553532 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)
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chr12 6528844 6553532 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6553533 6554821 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6553533 6554821 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6553533 6554821 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6553533 6554821 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6553533 6554821 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6556282 6558664 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6558665 6568606 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6558665 6568606 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6558665 6568606 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6570701 6575195 GAPDH Copper
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chr12 6570701 6575195 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6570701 6575195 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6580414 6581351 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6580414 6581351 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6580414 6581351 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6580414 6581351 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6581352 6588061 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6588062 6589558 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6588062 6589558 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6588062 6589558 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6594096 6601693 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)
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chr12 6594096 6601693 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6594096 6601693 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6594096 6601693 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6602233 6606235 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6602233 6606235 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6602233 6606235 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6602233 6606235 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6602233 6606235 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6602233 6606235 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6606236 6609428 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6606236 6609428 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B
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chr12 6606236 6609428 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6606236 6609428 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6606236 6609428 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6639882 6641135 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6641136 6645372 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6641136 6645372 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6645373 6645916 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6645373 6645916 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6645917 6652528 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6645917 6652528 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6645917 6652528 PHB2 Capsaicin
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chr12 6658619 6666581 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6658619 6666581 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6658619 6666581 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Abciximab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Adalimumab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Alefacept

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Alemtuzumab

chr12 6666582 6685049 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Basiliximab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Bevacizumab
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chr12 6666582 6685049 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6666582 6685049 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Cetuximab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Conestat alfa

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Daclizumab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Efalizumab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Etanercept
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chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Human C1-esterase 
inhibitor

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Muromonab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Natalizumab
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chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Palivizumab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Rituximab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Tositumomab

chr12 6666582 6685049 C1R Trastuzumab

chr12 6710290 6711204 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6710290 6711204 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6710290 6711204 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6711205 6741803 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6711205 6741803 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B
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chr12 6741804 6746001 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6741804 6746001 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6746002 6749803 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6771399 6776625 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6771399 6776625 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6782757 6800740 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6800741 6801640 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6800741 6801640 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6800741 6801640 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6800741 6801640 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6801801 6814662 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)
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chr12 6801801 6814662 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6814663 6821625 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6833420 6836027 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Abciximab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Adalimumab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Alefacept

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Alemtuzumab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Basiliximab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Bevacizumab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Cetuximab
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chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Conestat alfa

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Daclizumab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Efalizumab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Etanercept

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin
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chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Human C1-esterase 
inhibitor

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Muromonab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Natalizumab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Palivizumab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Rituximab

chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Tositumomab
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chr12 6837434 6840875 C1R Trastuzumab

chr12 6850469 6869044 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6850469 6869044 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6850469 6869044 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6850469 6869044 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6869045 6874348 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6874349 6875080 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6883919 6889462 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6883919 6889462 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6901850 6905497 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6901850 6905497 GAPDH Copper
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chr12 6901850 6905497 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6901850 6905497 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6908498 6920117 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6908498 6920117 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6908498 6920117 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6908498 6920117 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Abciximab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Adalimumab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Alefacept

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Alemtuzumab
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chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Basiliximab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Bevacizumab

chr12 6921878 6943614 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Cetuximab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Conestat alfa

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Daclizumab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Efalizumab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Etanercept
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chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Human C1-esterase 
inhibitor

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Muromonab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Natalizumab
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chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Palivizumab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Rituximab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Tositumomab

chr12 6921878 6943614 C1R Trastuzumab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Abciximab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Adalimumab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Alefacept

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Alemtuzumab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Basiliximab
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chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Bevacizumab

chr12 6943615 6956171 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Cetuximab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Conestat alfa

chr12 6943615 6956171 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Daclizumab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Efalizumab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Etanercept
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chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Human C1-esterase 
inhibitor

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Muromonab

chr12 6943615 6956171 GAPDH NADH
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chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Natalizumab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Palivizumab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Rituximab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Tositumomab

chr12 6943615 6956171 C1R Trastuzumab

chr12 6943615 6956171 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Abciximab

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Adalimumab

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Alefacept
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chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Alemtuzumab

chr12 6956172 6964790 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Basiliximab

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Bevacizumab

chr12 6956172 6964790 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 6956172 6964790 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Cetuximab
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chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Conestat alfa

chr12 6956172 6964790 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Daclizumab

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Efalizumab

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Etanercept

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin
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chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Human C1-esterase 
inhibitor

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Muromonab

chr12 6956172 6964790 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Natalizumab

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Palivizumab

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Rituximab
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chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Tositumomab

chr12 6956172 6964790 C1R Trastuzumab

chr12 6956172 6964790 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Abciximab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Adalimumab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Alefacept

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Alemtuzumab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Basiliximab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Bevacizumab
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chr12 6965724 6986762 PHB2 Capsaicin

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Cetuximab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Conestat alfa

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Daclizumab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Efalizumab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Etanercept
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chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Human C1-esterase 
inhibitor

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Ibritumomab tiuxetan

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Muromonab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Natalizumab
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chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Palivizumab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Rituximab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Tositumomab

chr12 6965724 6986762 C1R Trastuzumab

chr12 6996470 7017338 GAPDH Copper

chr12 6996470 7017338 GAPDH NADH

chr12 6996470 7017338 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 7036500 7040215 GAPDH Copper

chr12 7036500 7040215 GAPDH NADH
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chr12 7036500 7040215 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 7040216 7041469 GAPDH Copper

chr12 7040216 7041469 GAPDH NADH

chr12 7040216 7041469 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 7041470 7053123 VAMP1 Botulinum Toxin Type 
B

chr12 7041470 7053123 GAPDH Copper

chr12 7041470 7053123 GAPDH NADH

chr12 7041470 7053123 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 7053124 7063702 GAPDH Copper

chr12 7053124 7063702 GAPDH NADH

chr12 7053124 7063702 GAPDH Xanthinol
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chr12 7063703 7078301 GAPDH Copper

chr12 7063703 7078301 GAPDH NADH

chr12 7063703 7078301 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 7078398 7083461 GAPDH Copper

chr12 7078398 7083461 GAPDH NADH

chr12 7078398 7083461 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 7242357 7254410 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 7260342 7262367 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 7262368 7264397 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 7262368 7264397 GAPDH Copper

chr12 7262368 7264397 GAPDH NADH
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chr12 7262368 7264397 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 7264398 7268406 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 7264398 7268406 GAPDH Copper

chr12 7264398 7268406 GAPDH NADH

chr12 7264398 7268406 GAPDH Xanthinol

chr12 7270823 7276373 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 7276374 7290836 CD4 Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr12 9914118 9918032 BCAT1 Glutamic Acid
chr12 9914118 9918032 BCAT1 L-Isoleucine

chr12 9914118 9918032 BCAT1 L-Leucine

chr12 9914118 9918032 BCAT1 L-Valine

chr12 9914118 9918032 BCAT1 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 53767840 53773639 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 53767840 53773639 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate
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chr12 56039669 56049418 CDK2 Bosutinib

chr12 56039669 56049418 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56039669 56049418 RDH5 Vitamin A
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chr12 56039669 56049418 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56071185 56080821 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56100332 56105898 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56105899 56110762 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56110763 56113719 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56110763 56113719 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56110763 56113719 DGKA Vitamin E
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chr12 56113720 56114259 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56113720 56114259 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56113720 56114259 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56114260 56115886 CDK2 Bosutinib

chr12 56114260 56115886 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56116659 56137645 CDK2 Bosutinib

chr12 56116659 56137645 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56116659 56137645 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56116659 56137645 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56116659 56137645 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56137646 56146893 CDK2 Bosutinib

chr12 56187485 56190064 CDK2 Bosutinib

chr12 56187485 56190064 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56190065 56198174 CDK2 Bosutinib
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chr12 56190065 56198174 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56190065 56198174 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56190065 56198174 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56201036 56207113 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56207114 56210360 CDK2 Bosutinib

chr12 56207114 56210360 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56210361 56214686 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 56210361 56214686 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56210361 56214686 CDK4 Palbociclib
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chr12 56210361 56214686 CDK4 Ribociclib

chr12 56210361 56214686 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56210361 56214686 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56214687 56231267 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56236275 56239767 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56312703 56320428 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56312703 56320428 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56321720 56324081 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 56321720 56324081 RDH5 NADH
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chr12 56321720 56324081 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 56321720 56324081 CDK4 Ribociclib

chr12 56321720 56324081 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56324082 56328876 CDK2 Bosutinib

chr12 56324082 56328876 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56324082 56328876 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56328877 56348327 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56328877 56348327 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56349661 56352280 RDH5 NADH
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chr12 56349661 56352280 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56349661 56352280 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56352281 56368666 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56352281 56368666 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56352281 56368666 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56376196 56376476 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56376196 56376476 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56376477 56379621 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56376477 56379621 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56379622 56382694 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56379622 56382694 RDH5 Vitamin A
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chr12 56384929 56392544 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56384929 56392544 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56384929 56392544 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56393456 56403996 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56393456 56403996 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56393456 56403996 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56405688 56423130 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56405688 56423130 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56405688 56423130 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56423131 56426474 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56423131 56426474 RDH5 Vitamin A
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chr12 56423131 56426474 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56429538 56434270 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56429538 56434270 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56429538 56434270 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56434271 56434787 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56434271 56434787 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56434788 56438101 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56434788 56438101 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56434788 56438101 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56466979 56476055 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56466979 56476055 RDH5 NADH
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chr12 56466979 56476055 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56491197 56496295 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56491197 56496295 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56491197 56496295 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56499407 56510603 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 56499407 56510603 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56499407 56510603 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 56499407 56510603 CDK4 Ribociclib
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chr12 56499407 56510603 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56499407 56510603 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56513471 56516470 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56513471 56516470 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56518916 56523366 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56523367 56524617 GLS2 Glutamic Acid
chr12 56523367 56524617 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56523367 56524617 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56523367 56524617 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56524618 56531399 GLS2 Glutamic Acid
chr12 56524618 56531399 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56524618 56531399 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56531400 56531902 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56579593 56581322 GLS2 Glutamic Acid
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chr12 56579593 56581322 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56579593 56581322 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56581323 56586730 GLS2 Glutamic Acid
chr12 56581323 56586730 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56581323 56586730 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56581323 56586730 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56586731 56588136 GLS2 Glutamic Acid
chr12 56586731 56588136 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56586731 56588136 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56610100 56614585 GLS2 Glutamic Acid
chr12 56614586 56616197 GLS2 Glutamic Acid
chr12 56614586 56616197 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56614586 56616197 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56614586 56616197 DGKA Vitamin E
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chr12 56616198 56634832 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56616198 56634832 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56616198 56634832 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56616198 56634832 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56646989 56661467 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56646989 56661467 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56646989 56661467 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56646989 56661467 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56684355 56691695 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56691696 56695727 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56695728 56698472 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56705304 56710873 CDK2 Bosutinib

chr12 56705304 56710873 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56705304 56710873 SHMT2 Glycine
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chr12 56705304 56710873 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56705304 56710873 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 56705304 56710873 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56705304 56710873 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56710874 56713167 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56710874 56713167 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 56740251 56742894 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56747839 56752012 GLS2 Glutamic Acid

chr12 56747839 56752012 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56747839 56752012 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56842593 56843551 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56842593 56843551 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56842593 56843551 DGKA Vitamin E
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chr12 56868241 56884457 RDH5 NADH

chr12 56868241 56884457 RDH5 Vitamin A

chr12 56967330 56975382 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 56967330 56975382 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57022867 57030701 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 57117106 57120669 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57117106 57120669 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57142426 57147302 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57142426 57147302 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57380414 57382339 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57382340 57382652 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57382653 57387550 HSD17B6 Succinic acid
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chr12 57387551 57392948 PTGES3 Copper

chr12 57387551 57392948 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57392949 57395919 PTGES3 Copper

chr12 57392949 57395919 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57392949 57395919 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57392949 57395919 HSD17B6 Succinic acid
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chr12 57395920 57399088 PTGES3 Copper

chr12 57395920 57399088 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57400612 57419094 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57419095 57427040 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57437981 57450059 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57450060 57452995 SHMT2 Glycine
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chr12 57450060 57452995 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57450060 57452995 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57452996 57454215 PTGES3 Copper

chr12 57452996 57454215 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57454216 57463340 PTGES3 Copper

chr12 57454216 57463340 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57454216 57463340 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57454216 57463340 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57463426 57464800 PTGES3 Copper

chr12 57463426 57464800 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57464801 57473533 PTGES3 Copper

chr12 57464801 57473533 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57464801 57473533 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate
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chr12 57473534 57477115 PTGES3 Copper

chr12 57490485 57511941 PTGES3 Copper

chr12 57490485 57511941 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57511942 57515393 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57544299 57562527 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57630532 57634994 LRP1 Antihemophilic factor, 
human recombinant

chr12 57630532 57634994 LRP1 Coagulation Factor IX 
(Recombinant)

chr12 57630532 57634994 LRP1 Coagulation Factor IX 
Human

chr12 57630532 57634994 LRP1 Tenecteplase

chr12 57634995 57643880 LRP1 Antihemophilic factor, 
human recombinant

chr12 57634995 57643880 LRP1 Coagulation Factor IX 
(Recombinant)

chr12 57634995 57643880 LRP1 Coagulation Factor IX 
Human
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chr12 57634995 57643880 HSD17B6 Succinic acid

chr12 57634995 57643880 LRP1 Tenecteplase

chr12 57679315 57683456 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 57679315 57683456 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 57679315 57683456 CDK4 Ribociclib

chr12 57803443 57818329 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57803443 57818329 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57841970 57847045 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57841970 57847045 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57847046 57863106 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57847046 57863106 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate
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chr12 57863107 57867892 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 57863107 57867892 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57863107 57867892 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 57863107 57867892 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57863107 57867892 CDK4 Ribociclib

chr12 57867893 57868428 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57867893 57868428 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57872772 57895507 SHMT2 Glycine

chr12 57872772 57895507 SHMT2 Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr12 57910127 57920035 CDK4 Abemaciclib
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chr12 57910127 57920035 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 57910127 57920035 CDK4 Ribociclib

chr12 57910127 57920035 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 57932577 57938677 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 57932577 57938677 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 57932577 57938677 CDK4 Ribociclib
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chr12 57976925 57977501 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 57976925 57977501 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 57976925 57977501 CDK4 Ribociclib

chr12 57977502 57980198 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 57977502 57980198 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 57977502 57980198 CDK4 Ribociclib
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chr12 58134516 58138608 PRKAG1 Acetylsalicylic acid

chr12 58134516 58138608 PDE1B Bepridil

chr12 58134516 58138608 PDE1B Caffeine

chr12 58134516 58138608 PDE1B Felodipine

chr12 58134516 58138608 PDE1B Nicardipine

chr12 58134516 58138608 PDE1B Trapidil

chr12 58141865 58150539 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 58150540 58161744 DGKA Vitamin E

chr12 58161745 58167698 DGKA Vitamin E
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chr12 58292981 58296041 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 58292981 58296041 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 58292981 58296041 CDK4 Ribociclib

chr12 58297091 58302599 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 58297091 58302599 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 58297091 58302599 CDK4 Ribociclib
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chr12 65013228 65016576 CDK4 Abemaciclib

chr12 65013228 65016576 CDK4 Palbociclib

chr12 65013228 65016576 CDK4 Ribociclib

chr12 111834790 111862703 SH2B3 Pazopanib

chr12 111870305 111875155 SH2B3 Pazopanib

chr12 111879892 111888225 SH2B3 Pazopanib

chr12 111888226 111889743 SH2B3 Pazopanib
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chr12 112002010 112009026 ALDH2 Disulfiram

chr12 112002010 112009026 ALDH2 Guanidine

chr12 112002010 112009026 ALDH2 NADH
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chr12 112002010 112009026 SH2B3 Pazopanib

chr12 112032634 112041272 SH2B3 Pazopanib

chr12 112122963 112125773 ALDH2 Disulfiram

chr12 112122963 112125773 ALDH2 Guanidine

chr12 112122963 112125773 ALDH2 NADH

chr12 112122963 112125773 SH2B3 Pazopanib

chr13 42902022 42908441 TNFSF11 Denosumab

chr13 42902022 42908441 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide
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chr13 42902022 42908441 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside

chr13 42908442 42913294 TNFSF11 Denosumab

chr13 42908442 42913294 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide

chr13 42908442 42913294 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside

chr13 42913295 42917308 TNFSF11 Denosumab

chr13 42913295 42917308 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide

chr13 42913295 42917308 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside

chr13 42917309 42919159 TNFSF11 Denosumab

chr13 42917309 42919159 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide

chr13 42917309 42919159 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside
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chr13 42927245 42931471 TNFSF11 Denosumab

chr13 42927245 42931471 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide

chr13 42927245 42931471 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside

chr13 42947328 42950376 TNFSF11 Denosumab

chr13 42947328 42950376 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide

chr13 42947328 42950376 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside

chr13 42950377 42952147 TNFSF11 Denosumab

chr13 42950377 42952147 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide

chr13 42950377 42952147 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside

chr13 42972808 42974251 TNFSF11 Denosumab
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chr13 42972808 42974251 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide

chr13 42972808 42974251 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside

chr13 42977642 42983808 TNFSF11 Denosumab

chr13 42977642 42983808 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide

chr13 42977642 42983808 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside

chr13 43136322 43137405 TNFSF11 Denosumab

chr13 43136322 43137405 TNFSF11 Lenalidomide

chr13 43136322 43137405 TNFSF11 Thiocolchicoside

chr14 35096342 35099800 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid
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chr14 35129982 35142466 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35179264 35183285 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35512217 35515002 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35581992 35592070 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35593300 35607692 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35607693 35609916 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35609917 35615412 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35619683 35622779 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35622780 35627681 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid
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chr14 35662223 35665041 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35665226 35667055 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35667056 35668977 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35670740 35675150 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35675151 35682018 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35682019 35691093 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35691094 35695381 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35695382 35699022 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35699023 35708039 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35708040 35716347 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid
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chr14 35738717 35758063 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 35758064 35772849 NFKBIA Acetylsalicylic acid

chr14 61738065 61750763 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61750764 61752706 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61758522 61763034 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61763035 61763742 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61765620 61767458 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61767459 61770083 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61797788 61799161 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61799162 61801307 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61811547 61812889 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61813445 61814624 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61842034 61844881 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61850957 61855645 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61855646 61860237 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61860238 61863348 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61866603 61870549 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61881876 61895412 HIF1A Carvedilol
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chr14 61900951 61910554 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61910555 61916650 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61918272 61918964 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61918965 61924570 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61924571 61927340 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61927450 61931929 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61931930 61935583 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61935584 61936679 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61936680 61938369 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61938370 61940996 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61940997 61941943 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61941944 61942596 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61942742 61946017 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61946018 61947707 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61947708 61949442 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61949443 61950031 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61955433 61956086 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61956087 61956927 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61963200 61969525 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61969526 61980197 HIF1A Carvedilol
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chr14 61982498 61987363 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 61990383 61993017 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 62003278 62004528 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 62017249 62026472 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 62026966 62031199 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 62031200 62032550 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 62032634 62036924 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 62036925 62037677 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 62060536 62063359 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 62180925 62183438 HIF1A Carvedilol

chr14 68350287 68356188 ACTN1 Copper

chr14 105829585 105843909 ADSSL1 L-Aspartic Acid

chr16 89780 104231 MPG Cisplatin

chr16 207783 223299 MPG Cisplatin

chr16 227104 231769 MPG Cisplatin

chr16 406310 412384 MPG Cisplatin
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chr16 413009 420923 MPG Cisplatin

chr16 30375855 30378102 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30375855 30378102 MAPK3 Arsenic trioxide

chr16 30375855 30378102 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30375855 30378102 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30375855 30378102 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30375855 30378102 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30375855 30378102 MAPK3 Sulindac
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chr16 30383430 30386905 MAPK3 Arsenic trioxide

chr16 30383430 30386905 MAPK3 Sulindac

chr16 30392323 30399704 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30392323 30399704 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30392323 30399704 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30392323 30399704 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30392323 30399704 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30403990 30407808 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)
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chr16 30403990 30407808 MAPK3 Arsenic trioxide

chr16 30403990 30407808 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30403990 30407808 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30403990 30407808 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30403990 30407808 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30403990 30407808 MAPK3 Sulindac

chr16 30425870 30430263 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30425870 30430263 ITGAL Efalizumab
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chr16 30425870 30430263 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30425870 30430263 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30425870 30430263 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30430264 30436074 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30430264 30436074 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30430264 30436074 ITGAL Lifitegrast
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chr16 30430264 30436074 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30430264 30436074 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30440360 30451490 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30440360 30451490 MAPK3 Arsenic trioxide

chr16 30440360 30451490 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30440360 30451490 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30440360 30451490 ITGAL Lovastatin
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chr16 30440360 30451490 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30440360 30451490 MAPK3 Sulindac

chr16 30453716 30462199 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30453716 30462199 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30453716 30462199 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30453716 30462199 ITGAL Lovastatin
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chr16 30453716 30462199 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30462200 30463367 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30462200 30463367 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30462200 30463367 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30462200 30463367 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30462200 30463367 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30490938 30497447 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30490938 30497447 ITGAL Efalizumab
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chr16 30490938 30497447 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30490938 30497447 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30490938 30497447 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30553495 30556976 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30553495 30556976 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30553495 30556976 ITGAL Lifitegrast
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chr16 30553495 30556976 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30553495 30556976 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30559744 30563263 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30559744 30563263 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30559744 30563263 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30559744 30563263 ITGAL Lovastatin
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chr16 30559744 30563263 ITGAL Simvastatin

chr16 30583431 30599062 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30583431 30599062 MAPK3 Arsenic trioxide

chr16 30583431 30599062 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30583431 30599062 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30583431 30599062 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30583431 30599062 ITGAL Simvastatin
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chr16 30583431 30599062 MAPK3 Sulindac

chr16 30617309 30624307 ITGAL Antithymocyte 
immunoglobulin 
(rabbit)

chr16 30617309 30624307 MAPK3 Arsenic trioxide

chr16 30617309 30624307 ITGAL Efalizumab

chr16 30617309 30624307 ITGAL Lifitegrast

chr16 30617309 30624307 ITGAL Lovastatin

chr16 30617309 30624307 ITGAL Simvastatin
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chr16 30617309 30624307 MAPK3 Sulindac

chr16 30939500 30949639 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 30939500 30949639 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 30939500 30949639 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 30939500 30949639 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 30939500 30949639 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
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chr16 30939500 30949639 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 30958470 30960795 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 30958470 30960795 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 30958470 30960795 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 30958470 30960795 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 30958470 30960795 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
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chr16 30958470 30960795 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 30984589 31014039 SLC5A2 Canagliflozin

chr16 30984589 31014039 SLC5A2 Dapagliflozin

chr16 30984589 31014039 SLC5A2 Empagliflozin

chr16 31043450 31048051 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol
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chr16 31043450 31048051 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31043450 31048051 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31043450 31048051 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31043450 31048051 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon

chr16 31043450 31048051 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31056133 31057316 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31056133 31057316 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31056133 31057316 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31056133 31057316 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31056133 31057316 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
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chr16 31056133 31057316 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31072183 31083126 SLC5A2 Canagliflozin

chr16 31072183 31083126 SLC5A2 Dapagliflozin

chr16 31072183 31083126 SLC5A2 Empagliflozin

chr16 31083127 31083391 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31083127 31083391 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31083127 31083391 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31083127 31083391 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31083127 31083391 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
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chr16 31083127 31083391 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31083392 31085709 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31083392 31085709 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31083392 31085709 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31083392 31085709 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31083392 31085709 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon

chr16 31083392 31085709 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31123572 31133604 HMOX2 NADH

chr16 31133605 31141368 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31133605 31141368 VKORC1 Dicoumarol
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chr16 31133605 31141368 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31133605 31141368 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31133605 31141368 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon

chr16 31133605 31141368 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31198087 31201850 SLC5A2 Canagliflozin

chr16 31198087 31201850 SLC5A2 Dapagliflozin

chr16 31198087 31201850 SLC5A2 Empagliflozin

chr16 31201956 31207719 SLC5A2 Canagliflozin
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chr16 31201956 31207719 SLC5A2 Dapagliflozin

chr16 31201956 31207719 SLC5A2 Empagliflozin

chr16 31209754 31215261 SLC5A2 Canagliflozin

chr16 31209754 31215261 SLC5A2 Dapagliflozin

chr16 31209754 31215261 SLC5A2 Empagliflozin

chr16 31345582 31347064 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31345582 31347064 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31345582 31347064 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31345582 31347064 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31345582 31347064 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
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chr16 31345582 31347064 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31387995 31394989 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31387995 31394989 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31387995 31394989 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31387995 31394989 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31387995 31394989 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon

chr16 31387995 31394989 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31445673 31456519 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31445673 31456519 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31445673 31456519 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31445673 31456519 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31445673 31456519 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
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chr16 31445673 31456519 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31462787 31466453 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31462787 31466453 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31462787 31466453 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31462787 31466453 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31462787 31466453 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
chr16 31462787 31466453 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31466454 31469797 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31466454 31469797 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31466454 31469797 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31466454 31469797 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31466454 31469797 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
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chr16 31466454 31469797 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31469798 31472159 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31469798 31472159 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31469798 31472159 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31469798 31472159 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31469798 31472159 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
chr16 31469798 31472159 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31713410 31716085 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31713410 31716085 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31713410 31716085 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31713410 31716085 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31713410 31716085 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
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chr16 31713410 31716085 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31878285 31879802 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31878285 31879802 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31878285 31879802 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31878285 31879802 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31878285 31879802 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
chr16 31878285 31879802 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31879803 31892512 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31879803 31892512 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31879803 31892512 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31879803 31892512 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31879803 31892512 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
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chr16 31879803 31892512 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 31892513 31897380 VKORC1 Acenocoumarol

chr16 31892513 31897380 VKORC1 Dicoumarol

chr16 31892513 31897380 VKORC1 Menadione

chr16 31892513 31897380 VKORC1 Phenindione

chr16 31892513 31897380 VKORC1 Phenprocoumon
chr16 31892513 31897380 VKORC1 Warfarin

chr16 85342002 85353536 COX4I1 Cholic Acid

chr16 86027448 86032900 COX4I1 Cholic Acid

chr16 86041827 86043524 COX4I1 Cholic Acid
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chr16 86043525 86050147 COX4I1 Cholic Acid

chr16 86050148 86055608 COX4I1 Cholic Acid

chr16 86585263 86590012 COX4I1 Cholic Acid

chr17 4840206 4848402 DLG4 Guanidine

chr17 4869734 4876528 DLG4 Guanidine

chr17 5134865 5150145 C1QBP Copper

chr17 5134865 5150145 C1QBP Hyaluronic acid

chr17 5150146 5158165 C1QBP Copper

chr17 5150146 5158165 C1QBP Hyaluronic acid

chr17 5158166 5158775 C1QBP Copper

chr17 5158166 5158775 C1QBP Hyaluronic acid
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chr17 5158776 5163465 C1QBP Copper

chr17 5158776 5163465 C1QBP Hyaluronic acid

chr17 5203488 5204054 C1QBP Copper

chr17 5203488 5204054 C1QBP Hyaluronic acid

chr17 5229462 5238388 C1QBP Copper

chr17 5229462 5238388 C1QBP Hyaluronic acid

chr17 6322053 6329693 C1QBP Copper

chr17 6322053 6329693 C1QBP Hyaluronic acid

chr17 6345437 6349023 C1QBP Copper

chr17 6345437 6349023 C1QBP Hyaluronic acid
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chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Amlodipine

chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Dronedarone

chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Ethanol

chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Ibutilide

chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Magnesium Sulfate

chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Manidipine

chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Nimodipine

chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Spironolactone

chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Trimebutine

chr17 37029540 37030170 CACNB1 Verapamil
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chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Amlodipine

chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Dronedarone

chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Ethanol

chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Ibutilide

chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Magnesium Sulfate

chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Manidipine

chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Nimodipine

chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Spironolactone

chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Trimebutine

chr17 37104215 37123045 CACNB1 Verapamil
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chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Amlodipine

chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Dronedarone

chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Ethanol

chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Ibutilide

chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Magnesium Sulfate

chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Manidipine

chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Nimodipine

chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Spironolactone

chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Trimebutine

chr17 37128166 37134473 CACNB1 Verapamil
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chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Amlodipine

chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Dronedarone

chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Ethanol

chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Ibutilide

chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Magnesium Sulfate

chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Manidipine

chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Nimodipine

chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Spironolactone

chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Trimebutine

chr17 37283295 37320501 CACNB1 Verapamil
chr17 37351308 37351994 ERBB2 Afatinib
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chr17 37351308 37351994 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 37351308 37351994 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37351308 37351994 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37351308 37351994 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37351308 37351994 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37351995 37360240 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37351995 37360240 ERBB2 Brigatinib
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chr17 37351995 37360240 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37351995 37360240 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37351995 37360240 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37351995 37360240 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Amlodipine

chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Dronedarone

chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Ethanol

chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Ibutilide
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chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Magnesium Sulfate

chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Manidipine

chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Nimodipine

chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Spironolactone

chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Trimebutine

chr17 37371868 37382421 CACNB1 Verapamil
chr17 37382422 37394387 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37382422 37394387 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 37382422 37394387 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37382422 37394387 ERBB2 Pertuzumab
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chr17 37382422 37394387 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37382422 37394387 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37701747 37730551 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37701747 37730551 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 37701747 37730551 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37701747 37730551 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37701747 37730551 ERBB2 Trastuzumab
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chr17 37701747 37730551 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37787539 37791763 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37787539 37791763 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 37787539 37791763 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37787539 37791763 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37787539 37791763 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37787539 37791763 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37791764 37807896 ERBB2 Afatinib
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chr17 37791764 37807896 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 37791764 37807896 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37791764 37807896 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37791764 37807896 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37791764 37807896 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37843912 37844312 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37843912 37844312 ERBB2 Brigatinib
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chr17 37843912 37844312 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37843912 37844312 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37843912 37844312 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37843912 37844312 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37863070 37871850 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37863070 37871850 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 37863070 37871850 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37863070 37871850 ERBB2 Pertuzumab
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chr17 37863070 37871850 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37863070 37871850 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37873381 37885016 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37873381 37885016 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 37873381 37885016 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37873381 37885016 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37873381 37885016 ERBB2 Trastuzumab
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chr17 37873381 37885016 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37885017 37887991 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37885017 37887991 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 37885017 37887991 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37885017 37887991 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37885017 37887991 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37885017 37887991 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37887992 37896065 ERBB2 Afatinib
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chr17 37887992 37896065 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 37887992 37896065 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37887992 37896065 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37887992 37896065 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37887992 37896065 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37896191 37900389 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37896191 37900389 ERBB2 Brigatinib
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chr17 37896191 37900389 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37896191 37900389 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37896191 37900389 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37896191 37900389 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37906191 37932292 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 37906191 37932292 THRA Amiodarone

chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Amlodipine

chr17 37906191 37932292 ERBB2 Brigatinib
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chr17 37906191 37932292 THRA Dextrothyroxine

chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Dronedarone

chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Ethanol

chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Ibutilide

chr17 37906191 37932292 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 37906191 37932292 THRA Levothyroxine

chr17 37906191 37932292 THRA Liothyronine

chr17 37906191 37932292 THRA Liotrix

chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Magnesium Sulfate

chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Manidipine
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chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Nimodipine

chr17 37906191 37932292 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Spironolactone

chr17 37906191 37932292 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 37906191 37932292 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Trimebutine

chr17 37906191 37932292 CACNB1 Verapamil
chr17 38018444 38027003 ERBB2 Afatinib
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chr17 38018444 38027003 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 38018444 38027003 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38018444 38027003 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 38018444 38027003 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 38018444 38027003 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38056594 38074575 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 38056594 38074575 ERBB2 Brigatinib
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chr17 38056594 38074575 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38056594 38074575 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 38056594 38074575 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 38056594 38074575 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38074576 38081958 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 38074576 38081958 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 38074576 38081958 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38074576 38081958 ERBB2 Pertuzumab
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chr17 38074576 38081958 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 38074576 38081958 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38082534 38106859 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 38082534 38106859 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 38082534 38106859 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38082534 38106859 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 38082534 38106859 ERBB2 Trastuzumab
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chr17 38082534 38106859 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38135403 38141068 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38135403 38141068 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38135403 38141068 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 38135403 38141068 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38135403 38141068 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 38135403 38141068 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38135403 38141068 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38135403 38141068 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 38135403 38141068 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38135403 38141068 RARA Tazarotene
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chr17 38135403 38141068 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 38135403 38141068 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38135403 38141068 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38190234 38209543 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 38190234 38209543 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 38190234 38209543 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38190234 38209543 ERBB2 Pertuzumab
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chr17 38190234 38209543 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 38190234 38209543 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38209544 38212643 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38209544 38212643 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38209544 38212643 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 38209544 38212643 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38209544 38212643 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 38209544 38212643 RARA Isotretinoin
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chr17 38209544 38212643 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38209544 38212643 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 38209544 38212643 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38209544 38212643 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38209544 38212643 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 38209544 38212643 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38209544 38212643 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38221619 38223274 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38221619 38223274 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38221619 38223274 RARA Alitretinoin
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chr17 38221619 38223274 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38221619 38223274 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38221619 38223274 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38221619 38223274 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38231255 38237400 THRA Amiodarone

chr17 38231255 38237400 THRA Dextrothyroxine

chr17 38231255 38237400 THRA Levothyroxine

chr17 38231255 38237400 THRA Liothyronine

chr17 38231255 38237400 THRA Liotrix

chr17 38266735 38268854 THRA Amiodarone
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chr17 38266735 38268854 THRA Dextrothyroxine

chr17 38266735 38268854 THRA Levothyroxine

chr17 38266735 38268854 THRA Liothyronine

chr17 38266735 38268854 THRA Liotrix

chr17 38268855 38280299 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38268855 38280299 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38268855 38280299 ERBB2 Afatinib

chr17 38268855 38280299 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38268855 38280299 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 38268855 38280299 RARA Isotretinoin
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chr17 38268855 38280299 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38268855 38280299 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 38268855 38280299 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38268855 38280299 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38268855 38280299 ERBB2 Trastuzumab

chr17 38268855 38280299 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38268855 38280299 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38312286 38320203 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38312286 38320203 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38312286 38320203 ERBB2 Afatinib
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chr17 38312286 38320203 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38312286 38320203 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 38312286 38320203 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38312286 38320203 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38312286 38320203 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 38312286 38320203 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38312286 38320203 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38312286 38320203 ERBB2 Trastuzumab
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chr17 38312286 38320203 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38312286 38320203 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38332641 38335808 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38332641 38335808 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38332641 38335808 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38332641 38335808 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38332641 38335808 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38332641 38335808 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38332641 38335808 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38346391 38348593 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38346391 38348593 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38346391 38348593 ERBB2 Afatinib
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chr17 38346391 38348593 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38346391 38348593 ERBB2 Brigatinib

chr17 38346391 38348593 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38346391 38348593 ERBB2 Lapatinib

chr17 38346391 38348593 ERBB2 Pertuzumab

chr17 38346391 38348593 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38346391 38348593 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38346391 38348593 ERBB2 Trastuzumab
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chr17 38346391 38348593 ERBB2 Trastuzumab 
emtansine

chr17 38346391 38348593 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38348594 38354949 THRA Amiodarone

chr17 38348594 38354949 THRA Dextrothyroxine

chr17 38348594 38354949 THRA Levothyroxine

chr17 38348594 38354949 THRA Liothyronine

chr17 38348594 38354949 THRA Liotrix

chr17 38442673 38451424 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38442673 38451424 RARA Adapalene
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chr17 38442673 38451424 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38442673 38451424 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38442673 38451424 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38442673 38451424 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38442673 38451424 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38459212 38460052 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38459212 38460052 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38459212 38460052 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38459212 38460052 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38459212 38460052 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38459212 38460052 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38459212 38460052 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38460840 38466232 RARA Acitretin
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chr17 38460840 38466232 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38460840 38466232 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38460840 38466232 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38460840 38466232 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38460840 38466232 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38460840 38466232 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38466434 38472353 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38466434 38472353 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38466434 38472353 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38466434 38472353 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38466434 38472353 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38466434 38472353 RARA Tazarotene
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chr17 38466434 38472353 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38507317 38517586 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38507317 38517586 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38507317 38517586 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38507317 38517586 THRA Amiodarone

chr17 38507317 38517586 THRA Dextrothyroxine

chr17 38507317 38517586 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38507317 38517586 THRA Levothyroxine

chr17 38507317 38517586 THRA Liothyronine

chr17 38507317 38517586 THRA Liotrix
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chr17 38507317 38517586 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38507317 38517586 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38507317 38517586 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38683659 38686770 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38683659 38686770 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38683659 38686770 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38683659 38686770 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38683659 38686770 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38683659 38686770 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38683659 38686770 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38686771 38688095 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38686771 38688095 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38686771 38688095 RARA Alitretinoin
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chr17 38686771 38688095 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38686771 38688095 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38686771 38688095 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38686771 38688095 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38688096 38688680 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38688096 38688680 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38688096 38688680 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38688096 38688680 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38688096 38688680 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38688096 38688680 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38688096 38688680 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38688681 38695675 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38688681 38695675 RARA Adapalene
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chr17 38688681 38695675 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38688681 38695675 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38688681 38695675 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38688681 38695675 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38688681 38695675 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38695676 38696339 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38695676 38696339 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38695676 38696339 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38695676 38696339 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38695676 38696339 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38695676 38696339 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38695676 38696339 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38696340 38698427 RARA Acitretin
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chr17 38696340 38698427 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38696340 38698427 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38696340 38698427 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38696340 38698427 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38696340 38698427 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38696340 38698427 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38698428 38716899 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38698428 38716899 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38698428 38716899 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38698428 38716899 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38698428 38716899 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38698428 38716899 RARA Tazarotene
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chr17 38698428 38716899 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38716900 38717994 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38716900 38717994 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38716900 38717994 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38716900 38717994 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38716900 38717994 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38716900 38717994 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38716900 38717994 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38737114 38737897 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38737114 38737897 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38737114 38737897 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38737114 38737897 RARA Isotretinoin
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chr17 38737114 38737897 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38737114 38737897 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38737114 38737897 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38746063 38747400 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38746063 38747400 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38746063 38747400 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 38746063 38747400 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38746063 38747400 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38746063 38747400 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38746063 38747400 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 38749988 38756763 RARA Acitretin

chr17 38749988 38756763 RARA Adapalene

chr17 38749988 38756763 RARA Alitretinoin
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chr17 38749988 38756763 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 38749988 38756763 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 38749988 38756763 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 38749988 38756763 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Amrubicin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Amsacrine

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Ciprofloxacin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Dactinomycin

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Daunorubicin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Dexrazoxane

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Doxorubicin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Enoxacin

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Epirubicin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Etoposide

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Finafloxacin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Fleroxacin

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Idarubicin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Levofloxacin

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Lomefloxacin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Lucanthone

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Mitoxantrone
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Moxifloxacin

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Norfloxacin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Ofloxacin

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Pefloxacin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Podofilox

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Sparfloxacin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Teniposide

chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Trovafloxacin
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chr17 39838552 39844916 TOP2A Valrubicin

chr17 39844917 39847096 RARA Acitretin
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chr17 39844917 39847096 RARA Adapalene

chr17 39844917 39847096 RARA Alitretinoin
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chr17 39844917 39847096 KRT10 Copper

chr17 39844917 39847096 RARA Isotretinoin
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chr17 39844917 39847096 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 39844917 39847096 RARA Tazarotene
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chr17 39844917 39847096 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 39966891 39976646 RARA Acitretin

chr17 39966891 39976646 RARA Adapalene

chr17 39966891 39976646 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 39966891 39976646 RARA Isotretinoin

chr17 39966891 39976646 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 39966891 39976646 RARA Tazarotene

chr17 39966891 39976646 RARA Tretinoin
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chr17 40004061 40010344 RARA Acitretin

chr17 40004061 40010344 RARA Adapalene
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chr17 40004061 40010344 RARA Alitretinoin

chr17 40004061 40010344 RARA Isotretinoin
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chr17 40004061 40010344 RARA Tamibarotene

chr17 40004061 40010344 RARA Tazarotene
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chr17 40004061 40010344 RARA Tretinoin

chr17 40117012 40119906 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40119907 40122391 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40155515 40165733 HSD17B1 Equilin

chr17 40155515 40165733 HSD17B1 NADH

chr17 40155515 40165733 HSD17B1 Prasterone

chr17 40165734 40168221 TUBG1 Vinblastine
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chr17 40168222 40177428 HSD17B1 Equilin

chr17 40168222 40177428 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40168222 40177428 HSD17B1 NADH

chr17 40168222 40177428 HSD17B1 Prasterone

chr17 40193525 40203265 HSD17B1 Equilin

chr17 40193525 40203265 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine

chr17 40193525 40203265 HSD17B1 NADH
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chr17 40193525 40203265 HSD17B1 Prasterone

chr17 40248985 40255553 TUBG1 Vinblastine
chr17 40256293 40265143 HSD17B1 Equilin

chr17 40256293 40265143 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40256293 40265143 HSD17B1 NADH

chr17 40256293 40265143 HSD17B1 Prasterone
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chr17 40265144 40270935 HSD17B1 Equilin

chr17 40265144 40270935 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40265144 40270935 HSD17B1 NADH

chr17 40265144 40270935 HSD17B1 Prasterone

chr17 40271627 40272646 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40273015 40277906 TUBG1 Vinblastine
chr17 40280167 40284836 HSD17B1 Equilin

chr17 40280167 40284836 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
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chr17 40280167 40284836 HSD17B1 NADH

chr17 40280167 40284836 HSD17B1 Prasterone

chr17 40305744 40313331 HSD17B1 Equilin

chr17 40305744 40313331 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40305744 40313331 HSD17B1 NADH

chr17 40305744 40313331 HSD17B1 Prasterone

chr17 40331443 40339455 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40339581 40345764 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40345765 40346750 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40415219 40421581 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
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chr17 40422306 40426871 HSD17B1 Equilin

chr17 40422306 40426871 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40422306 40426871 HSD17B1 NADH

chr17 40422306 40426871 HSD17B1 Prasterone

chr17 40463092 40465810 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40465811 40469048 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40469049 40477330 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40477331 40487053 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40487054 40488066 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40499861 40510058 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40554703 40573099 STAT5B Dasatinib

chr17 40554703 40573099 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40573100 40575763 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40647235 40656441 STAT5B Dasatinib

chr17 40664563 40667068 STAT5B Dasatinib

chr17 40679244 40685386 STAT5B Dasatinib
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chr17 40679244 40685386 HSD17B1 Equilin

chr17 40679244 40685386 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40679244 40685386 HSD17B1 NADH

chr17 40679244 40685386 HSD17B1 Prasterone

chr17 40708905 40723805 TUBG1 Vinblastine
chr17 40723806 40730693 BECN1 Estradiol

chr17 40723806 40730693 NAGLU N-Acetylglucosamine
chr17 40730694 40738530 BECN1 Estradiol
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chr17 40738531 40748610 BECN1 Estradiol

chr17 40806843 40813002 TUBG1 Vinblastine

chr17 40819530 40825373 TUBG1 Vinblastine
chr17 40835757 40839981 TUBG1 Vinblastine

chr17 41080627 41082542 TUBG1 Vinblastine
chr18 12868168 12881721 NDUFV2 NADH

chr19 9943484 9964284 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 9943484 9964284 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 9943484 9964284 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 9964285 9982810 DNMT1 Azacitidine
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chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 9964285 9982810 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 9964285 9982810 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 9964285 9982810 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 9964285 9982810 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid
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chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 9964285 9982810 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 9964285 9982810 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 9964285 9982810 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 9964285 9982810 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10019778 10027073 DNMT1 Azacitidine
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chr19 10019778 10027073 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10019778 10027073 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 10019778 10027073 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10019778 10027073 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10019778 10027073 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10019778 10027073 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Dipyridamole
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chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10035488 10039508 PDE4A Trapidil
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chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10039509 10043064 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10039509 10043064 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10039509 10043064 DNMT1 Flucytosine
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chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10039509 10043064 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10039509 10043064 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Apremilast
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chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Roflumilast
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chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10043738 10049457 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10116136 10124738 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10116136 10124738 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10116136 10124738 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 10116136 10124738 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10116136 10124738 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10116136 10124738 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10116136 10124738 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10195234 10203903 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10195234 10203903 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10195234 10203903 DNMT1 Flucytosine
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chr19 10195234 10203903 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10195234 10203903 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10195234 10203903 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10195234 10203903 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10195234 10203903 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10203904 10215284 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10203904 10215284 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10203904 10215284 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10203904 10215284 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10203904 10215284 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10203904 10215284 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10203904 10215284 DNMT1 Procainamide
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chr19 10203904 10215284 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10215285 10228244 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10215285 10228244 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10215285 10228244 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10215285 10228244 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10215285 10228244 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10215285 10228244 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10215285 10228244 DNMT1 Procainamide
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chr19 10215285 10228244 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10228245 10232980 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10228245 10232980 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10228245 10232980 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10228245 10232980 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10228245 10232980 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10228245 10232980 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10228245 10232980 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10244928 10251840 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10244928 10251840 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10244928 10251840 DNMT1 Flucytosine
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chr19 10244928 10251840 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10244928 10251840 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10244928 10251840 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10244928 10251840 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10244928 10251840 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10251841 10253767 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10251841 10253767 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10251841 10253767 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 10251841 10253767 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10251841 10253767 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10251841 10253767 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10251841 10253767 DNMT1 Procainamide
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chr19 10251841 10253767 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10263856 10296034 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10263856 10296034 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10263856 10296034 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10263856 10296034 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10305213 10307289 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10305213 10307289 ICAM1 Nafamostat
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chr19 10305213 10307289 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10307290 10312276 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10307290 10312276 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Drotaverine
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chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10307290 10312276 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10307290 10312276 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Roflumilast
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chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10307290 10312276 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10319223 10348941 DNMT1 Azacitidine
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chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10319223 10348941 DNMT1 Decitabine
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chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Dyphylline
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chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10319223 10348941 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Ibudilast
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chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Pentoxifylline
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chr19 10319223 10348941 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Theophylline
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chr19 10319223 10348941 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10319223 10348941 PDE4A Trapidil
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chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10348942 10355299 DNMT1 Azacitidine
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chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Crisaborole
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chr19 10348942 10355299 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Dipyridamole
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chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Dyphylline
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chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10348942 10355299 DNMT1 Flucytosine
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chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Iloprost
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chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Pentoxifylline
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chr19 10348942 10355299 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Roflumilast
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chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Tofisopam
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chr19 10348942 10355299 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10355515 10360795 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10355515 10360795 DNMT1 Decitabine
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chr19 10355515 10360795 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10355515 10360795 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Apremilast
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chr19 10360796 10381518 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Crisaborole
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chr19 10360796 10381518 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Drotaverine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10360796 10381518 DNMT1 Flucytosine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10360796 10381518 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Roflumilast

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10360796 10381518 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Tofisopam

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10360796 10381518 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10381519 10397275 CALR Antihemophilic factor, 
human recombinant

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Apremilast

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10381519 10397275 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10381519 10397275 CALR Calcium Citrate

chr19 10381519 10397275 CALR Calcium Phosphate

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10381519 10397275 CALR Copper

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10381519 10397275 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Dipyridamole

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10381519 10397275 DNMT1 Flucytosine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10381519 10397275 FARSA L-Phenylalanine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10381519 10397275 CALR Melatonin

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10381519 10397275 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10381519 10397275 CALR Tenecteplase

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Theophylline

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10381519 10397275 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10381519 10397275 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Apremilast

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10397276 10399833 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10397276 10399833 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10397276 10399833 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Dipyridamole

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10397276 10399833 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10397276 10399833 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Ibudilast

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10397276 10399833 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10397276 10399833 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10397276 10399833 DNMT1 Procainamide

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10397276 10399833 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10397276 10399833 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10399834 10418019 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10399834 10418019 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10399834 10418019 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10399834 10418019 TYK2 Tofacitinib

chr19 10420118 10440402 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10420118 10440402 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10420118 10440402 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10420118 10440402 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10440403 10448787 DNMT1 Azacitidine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10440403 10448787 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10440403 10448787 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10440403 10448787 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10482404 10497951 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10482404 10497951 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10482404 10497951 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10482404 10497951 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10482404 10497951 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10482404 10497951 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10482404 10497951 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10497952 10503066 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10497952 10503066 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10497952 10503066 DNMT1 Flucytosine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10497952 10503066 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10497952 10503066 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10497952 10503066 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10497952 10503066 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10503067 10511970 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10503067 10511970 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10503067 10511970 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 10503067 10511970 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10503067 10511970 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10503067 10511970 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10503067 10511970 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10503067 10511970 TYK2 Tofacitinib

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10511971 10515730 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10511971 10515730 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10511971 10515730 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 10511971 10515730 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10511971 10515730 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10511971 10515730 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10511971 10515730 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10515731 10516026 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10515731 10516026 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10515731 10516026 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10516027 10539124 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10516027 10539124 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10516027 10539124 DNMT1 Flucytosine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10516027 10539124 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10516027 10539124 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10516027 10539124 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10516027 10539124 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10601003 10621346 S1PR5 Fingolimod

chr19 10623935 10626940 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

chr19 10626941 10636609 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

chr19 10658650 10666467 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10658650 10666467 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10658650 10666467 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10667442 10677259 DNMT1 Azacitidine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10667442 10677259 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10667442 10677259 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 10667442 10677259 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10667442 10677259 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10667442 10677259 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10667442 10677259 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10677260 10686369 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10677260 10686369 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10677260 10686369 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Apremilast

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Roflumilast

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10686370 10704753 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10733589 10757554 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10733589 10757554 DNMT1 Decitabine

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10733589 10757554 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10733589 10757554 DNMT1 Flucytosine

chr19 10733589 10757554 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10733589 10757554 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10733589 10757554 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10733589 10757554 DNMT1 Procainamide

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10733589 10757554 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Crisaborole

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10761038 10772955 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10761038 10772955 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10761038 10772955 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10761038 10772955 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10761038 10772955 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Crisaborole

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10772956 10777032 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Theophylline

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10772956 10777032 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10794127 10808512 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10794127 10808512 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10794127 10808512 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10794127 10808512 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 10794127 10808512 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10794127 10808512 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10794127 10808512 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10794127 10808512 LDLR Porfimer sodium

chr19 10794127 10808512 DNMT1 Procainamide

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10794127 10808512 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10816612 10838596 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10816612 10838596 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10816612 10838596 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10816612 10838596 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Roflumilast

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10816612 10838596 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Dyphylline

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10878281 10887820 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Apremilast

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10893390 10907691 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10893390 10907691 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10893390 10907691 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Dyphylline

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10893390 10907691 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 10893390 10907691 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10893390 10907691 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10893390 10907691 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10893390 10907691 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Theophylline

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10893390 10907691 PDE4A Trapidil

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Apremilast

chr19 10919819 10927098 DNMT1 Azacitidine

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Caffeine

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Crisaborole

chr19 10919819 10927098 DNMT1 Decitabine

chr19 10919819 10927098 KEAP1 Dimethyl fumarate

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Dipyridamole

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Drotaverine

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Dyphylline

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Enprofylline

chr19 10919819 10927098 DNMT1 Flucytosine
chr19 10919819 10927098 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Ibudilast

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Iloprost

chr19 10919819 10927098 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 10919819 10927098 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Oxtriphylline

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Pentoxifylline

chr19 10919819 10927098 LDLR Porfimer sodium

chr19 10919819 10927098 DNMT1 Procainamide
chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Roflumilast

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Theophylline

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Tofisopam

chr19 10919819 10927098 PDE4A Trapidil

chr19 10965689 10987411 LDLR Porfimer sodium

chr19 11036045 11072769 LDLR Porfimer sodium

chr19 11138305 11151758 LDLR Porfimer sodium

chr19 11313083 11317987 LDLR Porfimer sodium

chr19 12663304 12670826 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 12775096 12792104 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 12775096 12792104 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 12775096 12792104 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 12775096 12792104 ICAM1 Natalizumab

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 12792105 12796900 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 12801807 12806349 FARSA L-Phenylalanine

chr19 12806350 12811514 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 12820754 12849663 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 12820754 12849663 GCDH Flavin adenine 
dinucleotide

chr19 12849664 12853848 FARSA L-Phenylalanine

chr19 12864112 12873006 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 12875887 12878440 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 12909375 12913329 CALR Antihemophilic factor, 
human recombinant

chr19 12909375 12913329 CALR Calcium Citrate

chr19 12909375 12913329 CALR Calcium Phosphate

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 12909375 12913329 CALR Copper

chr19 12909375 12913329 FARSA L-Phenylalanine

chr19 12909375 12913329 CALR Melatonin

chr19 12909375 12913329 CALR Tenecteplase

chr19 12914752 12918184 PRDX2 Copper

Supplementary material Ann Rheum Dis
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chr19 12957887 12987021 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 12987022 12995232 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 12987022 12995232 FARSA L-Phenylalanine

chr19 12995233 13008001 CALR Antihemophilic factor, 
human recombinant

chr19 12995233 13008001 CALR Calcium Citrate

chr19 12995233 13008001 CALR Calcium Phosphate

chr19 12995233 13008001 CALR Copper

chr19 12995233 13008001 FARSA L-Phenylalanine

chr19 12995233 13008001 CALR Melatonin

chr19 12995233 13008001 CALR Tenecteplase
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chr19 13008002 13018870 CALR Antihemophilic factor, 
human recombinant

chr19 13008002 13018870 CALR Calcium Citrate

chr19 13008002 13018870 CALR Calcium Phosphate

chr19 13008002 13018870 CALR Copper

chr19 13008002 13018870 FARSA L-Phenylalanine

chr19 13008002 13018870 CALR Melatonin

chr19 13008002 13018870 CALR Tenecteplase

chr19 13018871 13027219 GCDH Flavin adenine 
dinucleotide

chr19 13027220 13031896 CALR Antihemophilic factor, 
human recombinant
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chr19 13027220 13031896 CALR Calcium Citrate

chr19 13027220 13031896 CALR Calcium Phosphate

chr19 13027220 13031896 CALR Copper

chr19 13027220 13031896 FARSA L-Phenylalanine

chr19 13027220 13031896 CALR Melatonin

chr19 13027220 13031896 CALR Tenecteplase

chr19 13043678 13058540 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 13043678 13058540 GCDH Flavin adenine 
dinucleotide
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chr19 13043678 13058540 ICAM1 Hyaluronic acid

chr19 13043678 13058540 ICAM1 Nafamostat

chr19 13043678 13058540 ICAM1 Natalizumab

chr19 13176744 13181843 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 13239860 13261441 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 13261442 13269477 PRDX2 Copper

chr19 14189448 14191954 CALR Antihemophilic factor, 
human recombinant

chr19 14189448 14191954 CALR Calcium Citrate

chr19 14189448 14191954 CALR Calcium Phosphate

chr19 14189448 14191954 CALR Copper

chr19 14189448 14191954 FARSA L-Phenylalanine
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chr19 14189448 14191954 CALR Melatonin

chr19 14189448 14191954 CALR Tenecteplase

chr19 17557184 17569885 JAK3 Baricitinib

chr19 17557184 17569885 JAK3 Tofacitinib
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chr19 17827433 17830056 JAK3 Baricitinib

chr19 17827433 17830056 JAK3 Tofacitinib

chr19 17878769 17886750 JAK3 Baricitinib

chr19 17878769 17886750 JAK3 Tofacitinib

chr19 17966010 17975619 KCNN1 Miconazole
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chr19 17966010 17975619 KCNN1 Procaine

chr19 17966010 17975619 KCNN1 Trimebutine

chr19 18104899 18112015 JAK3 Baricitinib

chr19 18104899 18112015 JAK3 Tofacitinib

chr19 18112016 18128309 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18112016 18128309 PIK3R2 Isoprenaline

chr19 18128310 18139337 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18128310 18139337 PIK3R2 Isoprenaline
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chr19 18169849 18213760 JAK3 Baricitinib

chr19 18169849 18213760 JAK3 Tofacitinib

chr19 18213761 18233247 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18233248 18260105 PIK3R2 Isoprenaline

chr19 18260106 18262717 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18309766 18316600 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18329868 18337136 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18341508 18351739 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18358943 18372065 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18372066 18374328 ISYNA1 Glycerin
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chr19 18374329 18388711 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18390075 18415807 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18417618 18439547 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18417618 18439547 PIK3R2 Isoprenaline

chr19 18507514 18525494 PIK3R2 Isoprenaline

chr19 18572679 18589119 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 18698847 18709584 ISYNA1 Glycerin

chr19 55834023 55850740 RDH13 Vitamin A

chr19 55906252 55912941 RDH13 Vitamin A

chr19 55937874 55986148 RDH13 Vitamin A

chr2 64767015 64778845 SLC1A4 L-Alanine

chr2 65134903 65146570 SLC1A4 L-Alanine
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chr2 65146571 65151669 SLC1A4 L-Alanine

chr2 65155070 65160059 SLC1A4 L-Alanine

chr2 157255206 157262183 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 157255206 157262183 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 160753425 160756940 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 160753425 160756940 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 161943792 161947034 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 161943792 161947034 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 162020248 162020720 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 162020248 162020720 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 162020721 162021227 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 162020721 162021227 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 162025737 162028049 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 162025737 162028049 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 162028050 162031246 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 162028050 162031246 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 162070613 162072614 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 162070613 162072614 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 162073761 162074443 DPP4 Alogliptin

chr2 162073761 162074443 DPP4 Atorvastatin
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chr2 162073761 162074443 DPP4 Linagliptin

chr2 162073761 162074443 DPP4 Saxagliptin

chr2 162073761 162074443 DPP4 Sitagliptin

chr2 162073761 162074443 DPP4 Vildagliptin

chr2 162094370 162100079 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 162094370 162100079 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 162104431 162107783 DPP4 Alogliptin

chr2 162104431 162107783 DPP4 Atorvastatin

chr2 162104431 162107783 DPP4 Linagliptin

chr2 162104431 162107783 DPP4 Saxagliptin

chr2 162104431 162107783 DPP4 Sitagliptin
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chr2 162104431 162107783 DPP4 Vildagliptin

chr2 162174539 162175911 DPP4 Alogliptin

chr2 162174539 162175911 DPP4 Atorvastatin

chr2 162174539 162175911 DPP4 Linagliptin

chr2 162174539 162175911 DPP4 Saxagliptin

chr2 162174539 162175911 DPP4 Sitagliptin

chr2 162174539 162175911 DPP4 Vildagliptin

chr2 162232011 162240739 DPP4 Alogliptin

chr2 162232011 162240739 DPP4 Atorvastatin
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chr2 162232011 162240739 DPP4 Linagliptin

chr2 162232011 162240739 DPP4 Saxagliptin

chr2 162232011 162240739 DPP4 Sitagliptin

chr2 162232011 162240739 DPP4 Vildagliptin

chr2 162245137 162246184 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 162245137 162246184 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 162444269 162453162 DPP4 Alogliptin

chr2 162444269 162453162 DPP4 Atorvastatin

chr2 162444269 162453162 DPP4 Linagliptin

chr2 162444269 162453162 DPP4 Saxagliptin

chr2 162444269 162453162 DPP4 Sitagliptin
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chr2 162444269 162453162 DPP4 Vildagliptin

chr2 162810781 162819691 DPP4 Alogliptin

chr2 162810781 162819691 DPP4 Atorvastatin

chr2 162810781 162819691 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 162810781 162819691 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 162810781 162819691 DPP4 Linagliptin

chr2 162810781 162819691 DPP4 Saxagliptin

chr2 162810781 162819691 DPP4 Sitagliptin

chr2 162810781 162819691 DPP4 Vildagliptin

chr2 162872422 162874497 DPP4 Alogliptin
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chr2 162872422 162874497 DPP4 Atorvastatin

chr2 162872422 162874497 DPP4 Linagliptin

chr2 162872422 162874497 DPP4 Saxagliptin

chr2 162872422 162874497 DPP4 Sitagliptin

chr2 162872422 162874497 DPP4 Vildagliptin

chr2 163582143 163589888 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 163582143 163589888 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 163589889 163598523 GCA Calcium Citrate

chr2 163589889 163598523 GCA Calcium Phosphate

chr2 190623818 190627593 GLS Glutamic Acid
chr2 190627594 190635383 GLS Glutamic Acid
chr2 190649094 190653625 GLS Glutamic Acid
chr2 191847780 191850877 GLS Glutamic Acid
chr2 201572124 201588349 NDUFB3 NADH

chr2 201765918 201766497 NDUFB3 NADH
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chr2 201766498 201770233 NDUFB3 NADH

chr2 201832550 201834168 NDUFB3 NADH

chr2 202015774 202019501 NDUFB3 NADH

chr2 204107526 204124253 CTLA4 Ipilimumab

chr2 204345758 204351470 CTLA4 Ipilimumab

chr20 44438565 44442365 TNNC2 Calcium

chr20 44438565 44442365 TNNC2 Felodipine
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chr20 44596299 44607204 TNNC2 Calcium

chr20 44596299 44607204 TNNC2 Felodipine

chr20 62424246 62453405 PTK6 Vandetanib

chr20 62486746 62496889 PTK6 Vandetanib

chr20 62575156 62590484 PTK6 Vandetanib

chr20 62597686 62615872 PTK6 Vandetanib

chr20 62671290 62683698 PTK6 Vandetanib

chr20 62683699 62686150 PTK6 Vandetanib

chr21 34136978 34144923 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b
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chr21 34303843 34307251 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34439284 34444230 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34490764 34500100 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34568559 34570007 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34570769 34574116 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34574117 34577609 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34577667 34580540 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34580541 34585703 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34585704 34586736 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34586737 34587896 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b
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chr21 34587897 34595036 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34599369 34605700 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34605701 34617604 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34617605 34618185 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34618186 34623841 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34634968 34638528 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34681066 34681654 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2a, 
Recombinant

chr21 34681066 34681654 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2b, 
Recombinant

chr21 34681066 34681654 IFNAR2 Interferon alfacon-1

chr21 34681066 34681654 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n1
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chr21 34681066 34681654 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n3

chr21 34681066 34681654 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1a

chr21 34681066 34681654 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1b

chr21 34681066 34681654 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2a
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chr21 34681066 34681654 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2b

chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2a, 
Recombinant

chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2b, 
Recombinant

chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNAR2 Interferon alfacon-1

chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n1

chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n3
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chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1a

chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1b

chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2a
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chr21 34681655 34682819 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2b

chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2a, 
Recombinant

chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2b, 
Recombinant

chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNAR2 Interferon alfacon-1

chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n1

chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n3
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chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1a

chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1b

chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2a
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chr21 34700304 34715680 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2b

chr21 34764510 34768497 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2a, 
Recombinant

chr21 34764510 34768497 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2b, 
Recombinant

chr21 34764510 34768497 IFNAR2 Interferon alfacon-1

chr21 34764510 34768497 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n1

chr21 34764510 34768497 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n3
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chr21 34764510 34768497 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1a

chr21 34764510 34768497 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1b

chr21 34764510 34768497 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2a
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chr21 34764510 34768497 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2b

chr21 34769608 34775305 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34775306 34782291 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2a, 
Recombinant

chr21 34775306 34782291 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2b, 
Recombinant
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chr21 34775306 34782291 IFNAR2 Interferon alfacon-1

chr21 34775306 34782291 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n1

chr21 34775306 34782291 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n3

chr21 34775306 34782291 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1a

chr21 34775306 34782291 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1b

chr21 34775306 34782291 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2a
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chr21 34775306 34782291 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2b

chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2a, 
Recombinant

chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNAR2 Interferon Alfa-2b, 
Recombinant

chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNAR2 Interferon alfacon-1

chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n1

chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNAR2 Interferon alfa-n3
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chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1a

chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNAR2 Interferon beta-1b

chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNGR2 Interferon gamma-1b

chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2a
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chr21 34798105 34807383 IFNAR2 Peginterferon alfa-2b

chr21 35276191 35285015 RCAN1 Dipyridamole

chr21 35285016 35286760 RCAN1 Dipyridamole

chr21 35729215 35734484 RCAN1 Dipyridamole

chr21 35734485 35751224 RCAN1 Dipyridamole

chr21 35752076 35763781 RCAN1 Dipyridamole

chr21 35764117 35773394 RCAN1 Dipyridamole
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chr21 43637647 43641476 PDE9A Caffeine

chr21 43637647 43641476 PDE9A Trapidil

chr21 44522763 44525679 NDUFV3 NADH

chr21 44522763 44525679 NDUFV3 Ubidecarenone

chr21 47032557 47037576 NCF4 Dextromethorphan

chr22 22066075 22069326 MAPK1 Arsenic trioxide

chr22 22066075 22069326 MAPK1 Isoprenaline

chr22 22066075 22069326 MAPK1 Turpentine

chr22 22177737 22179565 MAPK1 Arsenic trioxide

chr22 22177737 22179565 MAPK1 Isoprenaline
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chr22 22177737 22179565 MAPK1 Turpentine

chr22 22179566 22205307 MAPK1 Arsenic trioxide

chr22 22179566 22205307 MAPK1 Isoprenaline

chr22 22179566 22205307 MAPK1 Turpentine

chr22 22205497 22212575 MAPK1 Arsenic trioxide

chr22 22205497 22212575 MAPK1 Isoprenaline

chr22 22205497 22212575 MAPK1 Turpentine

chr22 36940501 36948598 NCF4 Dextromethorphan

chr22 37173163 37176648 NCF4 Dextromethorphan

chr22 37328790 37342569 NCF4 Dextromethorphan

chr22 37342846 37347022 NCF4 Dextromethorphan
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chr22 37367044 37384168 NCF4 Dextromethorphan

chr22 37404989 37416669 NCF4 Dextromethorphan

chr22 37467568 37475723 IL2RB Aldesleukin

chr22 37467568 37475723 IL2RB Basiliximab

chr22 37467568 37475723 IL2RB Daclizumab

chr22 37467568 37475723 IL2RB Denileukin diftitox

chr22 37467568 37475723 SSTR3 Pasireotide

chr22 37475724 37484017 IL2RB Aldesleukin

chr22 37475724 37484017 IL2RB Basiliximab
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chr22 37475724 37484017 IL2RB Daclizumab

chr22 37475724 37484017 IL2RB Denileukin diftitox

chr22 37475724 37484017 SSTR3 Pasireotide

chr22 37484018 37513284 NCF4 Dextromethorphan

chr22 37847100 37866508 IL2RB Aldesleukin

chr22 37847100 37866508 IL2RB Basiliximab

chr22 37847100 37866508 IL2RB Daclizumab

chr22 37847100 37866508 IL2RB Denileukin diftitox

chr22 37882804 37893576 IL2RB Aldesleukin
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chr22 37882804 37893576 IL2RB Basiliximab

chr22 37882804 37893576 IL2RB Daclizumab

chr22 37882804 37893576 IL2RB Denileukin diftitox

chr22 37882804 37893576 NCF4 Dextromethorphan

chr22 37960332 37960545 IL2RB Aldesleukin

chr22 37960332 37960545 IL2RB Basiliximab

chr22 37960332 37960545 IL2RB Daclizumab

chr22 37960332 37960545 IL2RB Denileukin diftitox

chr22 38000189 38016573 GCAT Glycine

chr22 38000189 38016573 GCAT Pyridoxal Phosphate

chr22 38865427 38878019 HLA-A Coccidioides immitis 
spherule
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chr22 39252374 39269152 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39252374 39269152 RPL3 Xanthinol

chr22 39269153 39273395 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39269153 39273395 RPL3 Xanthinol

chr22 39348246 39351110 TAB1 Manganese
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chr22 39377462 39390173 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39377462 39390173 RPL3 Xanthinol

chr22 39390174 39391964 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39390174 39391964 RPL3 Xanthinol

chr22 39392569 39401557 TAB1 Manganese

chr22 39408273 39422041 TAB1 Manganese
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chr22 39422530 39441905 TAB1 Manganese

chr22 39490904 39502307 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39490904 39502307 RPL3 Xanthinol

chr22 39603206 39611004 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39603206 39611004 RPL3 Xanthinol

chr22 39653343 39669384 TAB1 Manganese
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chr22 39712274 39714055 TAB1 Manganese

chr22 39712274 39714055 ATF4 Pseudoephedrine

chr22 39714056 39715200 TAB1 Manganese

chr22 39714056 39715200 ATF4 Pseudoephedrine

chr22 39715201 39728660 TAB1 Manganese

chr22 39715201 39728660 ATF4 Pseudoephedrine

chr22 39728893 39739795 ATF4 Pseudoephedrine

chr22 39793899 39798358 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39793899 39798358 RPL3 Xanthinol
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chr22 39809867 39817639 TAB1 Manganese

chr22 39850656 39857530 TAB1 Manganese

chr22 39867445 39871164 TAB1 Manganese

chr22 39896631 39898899 TAB1 Manganese

chr22 39912385 39915112 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39912385 39915112 RPL3 Xanthinol

chr22 39915113 39920781 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39915113 39920781 RPL3 Xanthinol
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chr22 39920782 39929701 RPL3 Omacetaxine 
mepesuccinate

chr22 39920782 39929701 RPL3 Xanthinol

chr22 40142403 40148049 CACNA1I Cinnarizine

chr22 40142403 40148049 CACNA1I Flunarizine

chr22 40142403 40148049 CACNA1I Manidipine

chr22 40142403 40148049 CACNA1I Paramethadione

chr22 40142403 40148049 CACNA1I Spironolactone

chr22 40142403 40148049 CACNA1I Trimebutine

chr22 40142403 40148049 CACNA1I Verapamil
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chr22 40142403 40148049 CACNA1I Zonisamide

chr22 40405283 40406635 CACNA1I Cinnarizine

chr22 40405283 40406635 CACNA1I Flunarizine

chr22 40405283 40406635 CACNA1I Manidipine

chr22 40405283 40406635 CACNA1I Paramethadione

chr22 40405283 40406635 CACNA1I Spironolactone

chr22 40405283 40406635 CACNA1I Trimebutine

chr22 40405283 40406635 CACNA1I Verapamil

chr22 40405283 40406635 CACNA1I Zonisamide
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chr22 40419528 40425825 CACNA1I Cinnarizine

chr22 40419528 40425825 CACNA1I Flunarizine

chr22 40419528 40425825 CACNA1I Manidipine

chr22 40419528 40425825 CACNA1I Paramethadione

chr22 40419528 40425825 CACNA1I Spironolactone

chr22 40419528 40425825 CACNA1I Trimebutine

chr22 40419528 40425825 CACNA1I Verapamil

chr22 40419528 40425825 CACNA1I Zonisamide
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chr22 40425826 40435507 CACNA1I Cinnarizine

chr22 40425826 40435507 CACNA1I Flunarizine

chr22 40425826 40435507 CACNA1I Manidipine

chr22 40425826 40435507 CACNA1I Paramethadione

chr22 40425826 40435507 CACNA1I Spironolactone

chr22 40425826 40435507 CACNA1I Trimebutine

chr22 40425826 40435507 CACNA1I Verapamil

chr22 40425826 40435507 CACNA1I Zonisamide
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chr22 40435508 40436828 CACNA1I Cinnarizine

chr22 40435508 40436828 CACNA1I Flunarizine

chr22 40435508 40436828 CACNA1I Manidipine

chr22 40435508 40436828 CACNA1I Paramethadione

chr22 40435508 40436828 CACNA1I Spironolactone

chr22 40435508 40436828 CACNA1I Trimebutine

chr22 40435508 40436828 CACNA1I Verapamil

chr22 40435508 40436828 CACNA1I Zonisamide

chr3 45977260 45983363 CCR5 Maraviroc

chr3 46118042 46120631 CCR5 Maraviroc
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chr3 46120632 46128944 CCR5 Maraviroc

chr3 46130656 46140476 CCR5 Maraviroc

chr3 46140993 46149579 CCR5 Maraviroc

chr3 46196076 46197749 CCR5 Maraviroc

chr3 46250932 46252443 CCR5 Maraviroc

chr3 46309020 46311387 CCR5 Maraviroc

chr3 46323193 46327099 CCR5 Maraviroc

chr3 46327100 46332030 CCR5 Maraviroc

chr3 58310450 58316681 PDHB NADH
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chr3 58310450 58316681 PDHB Pyruvic acid

chr3 136444004 136446306 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136444004 136446306 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136446307 136453110 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136446307 136453110 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136453111 136453588 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136453111 136453588 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136453589 136455773 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136453589 136455773 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136455774 136459157 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136455774 136459157 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136459158 136460012 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136459158 136460012 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136460013 136463245 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136460013 136463245 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136463246 136464787 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136463246 136464787 PCCB L-Valine
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chr3 136464788 136465338 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136464788 136465338 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136465351 136472558 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136465351 136472558 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136472559 136473636 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136472559 136473636 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136473637 136475242 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136473637 136475242 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136570602 136578819 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136570602 136578819 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136578820 136580001 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136578820 136580001 PCCB L-Valine
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chr3 136580002 136589924 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136580002 136589924 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136589925 136597910 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136589925 136597910 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136597911 136604739 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136597911 136604739 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136604740 136607388 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136604740 136607388 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136643638 136654094 PCCB Biotin
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chr3 136643638 136654094 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136654095 136657502 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136654095 136657502 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136657503 136658417 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136657503 136658417 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136661477 136664311 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136661477 136664311 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136711874 136715597 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136711874 136715597 PCCB L-Valine

chr3 136730262 136734402 PCCB Biotin

chr3 136730262 136734402 PCCB L-Valine

chr4 122740780 122745961 ANXA5 Copper

chr4 123128854 123135598 ANXA5 Copper

chr4 123243784 123247626 ANXA5 Copper

chr4 123537947 123541498 ANXA5 Copper

chr4 123653113 123654418 ANXA5 Copper
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chr5 39156670 39164928 PTGER4 Dinoprostone

chr5 39156670 39164928 PTGER4 Limaprost

chr5 39156670 39164928 PTGER4 Misoprostol

chr5 39169194 39170989 PTGER4 Dinoprostone

chr5 39169194 39170989 PTGER4 Limaprost
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chr5 39169194 39170989 PTGER4 Misoprostol

chr5 39170990 39174733 PRKAA1 Acetylsalicylic acid

chr5 39170990 39174733 PRKAA1 Adenosine 
monophosphate

chr5 39170990 39174733 PTGER4 Dinoprostone

chr5 39170990 39174733 PTGER4 Limaprost

chr5 39170990 39174733 PTGER4 Misoprostol

chr5 39170990 39174733 PRKAA1 Phenformin

chr5 39183589 39187258 PRKAA1 Acetylsalicylic acid

chr5 39183589 39187258 PRKAA1 Adenosine 
monophosphate

chr5 39183589 39187258 PTGER4 Dinoprostone
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chr5 39183589 39187258 PTGER4 Limaprost

chr5 39183589 39187258 PTGER4 Misoprostol

chr5 39183589 39187258 PRKAA1 Phenformin

chr5 39196096 39199595 PRKAA1 Acetylsalicylic acid

chr5 39196096 39199595 PRKAA1 Adenosine 
monophosphate

chr5 39196096 39199595 PTGER4 Dinoprostone
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chr5 39196096 39199595 PTGER4 Limaprost

chr5 39196096 39199595 PTGER4 Misoprostol

chr5 39196096 39199595 PRKAA1 Phenformin

chr5 39199596 39210572 PTGER4 Dinoprostone

chr5 39199596 39210572 PTGER4 Limaprost
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chr5 39199596 39210572 PTGER4 Misoprostol

chr5 39210573 39211969 PTGER4 Dinoprostone

chr5 39210573 39211969 PTGER4 Limaprost

chr5 39210573 39211969 PTGER4 Misoprostol

chr5 39211970 39213331 PTGER4 Dinoprostone
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chr5 39211970 39213331 PTGER4 Limaprost

chr5 39211970 39213331 PTGER4 Misoprostol

chr5 39213332 39218024 PTGER4 Dinoprostone

chr5 39213332 39218024 PTGER4 Limaprost

chr5 39213332 39218024 PTGER4 Misoprostol
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chr5 39656673 39660343 PRKAA1 Acetylsalicylic acid

chr5 39656673 39660343 PRKAA1 Adenosine 
monophosphate

chr5 39656673 39660343 PRKAA1 Phenformin

chr5 40375987 40379166 PTGER4 Dinoprostone

chr5 40375987 40379166 PTGER4 Limaprost

chr5 40375987 40379166 PTGER4 Misoprostol
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chr5 40409091 40411612 PTGER4 Dinoprostone

chr5 40409091 40411612 PTGER4 Limaprost

chr5 40409091 40411612 PTGER4 Misoprostol

chr5 41891370 41893615 PRKAA1 Acetylsalicylic acid

chr5 41891370 41893615 PRKAA1 Adenosine 
monophosphate

chr5 41891370 41893615 PRKAA1 Phenformin

chr5 41893616 41897037 PRKAA1 Acetylsalicylic acid
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chr5 41893616 41897037 PRKAA1 Adenosine 
monophosphate

chr5 41893616 41897037 PRKAA1 Phenformin

chr5 95198707 95200213 CAST Calcium

chr5 95204497 95205971 CAST Calcium

chr5 95205972 95213383 CAST Calcium

chr5 95250125 95259466 CAST Calcium

chr5 96213065 96218648 CHD1 Epirubicin
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chr5 96218649 96219847 CHD1 Epirubicin

chr5 96232363 96234554 CHD1 Epirubicin

chr5 96234555 96236805 CHD1 Epirubicin

chr5 96251286 96256877 CHD1 Epirubicin

chr5 96256878 96260186 CHD1 Epirubicin

chr5 96286188 96288778 CHD1 Epirubicin

chr5 96297247 96300927 CAST Calcium

chr5 96302482 96309030 CHD1 Epirubicin

chr5 96310534 96313478 CAST Calcium

chr5 96418341 96426104 CAST Calcium
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chr5 96502010 96503370 CHD1 Epirubicin

chr5 96514981 96528536 CAST Calcium

chr5 96530271 96537863 CAST Calcium

chr5 102455800 102465696 PAM Vitamin C

chr5 102467334 102474196 PAM Vitamin C

chr5 131744512 131749741 P4HA2 L-Proline

chr5 131744512 131749741 P4HA2 Succinic acid
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chr5 132108947 132117124 P4HA2 L-Proline

chr5 132108947 132117124 P4HA2 Succinic acid

chr5 132153371 132156355 SLC22A5 L-Carnitine

chr5 132156356 132171002 P4HA2 L-Proline

chr5 132156356 132171002 P4HA2 Succinic acid

chr5 150137692 150156688 HARS Histidine

chr5 150156689 150163196 ATOX1 Cisplatin

chr5 150458323 150461437 SLC36A1 Glycine

chr5 150458323 150461437 SLC36A1 L-Alanine

chr5 150463542 150469587 GPX3 Glutathione

chr5 150510386 150514610 SLC36A1 Glycine

chr5 150510386 150514610 SLC36A1 L-Alanine

chr5 150529904 150537644 ATOX1 Cisplatin

chr5 150581974 150587225 GPX3 Glutathione

chr5 150637319 150644153 ATOX1 Cisplatin
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chr5 150827864 150833782 ATOX1 Cisplatin

chr6 26031513 26032304 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 26032305 26034591 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 26064493 26066168 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 26091136 26094837 HIST1H2B

C

Copper
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chr6 26097561 26107989 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 26161580 26163575 HIST1H1E Copper

chr6 26163576 26185586 HIST1H1E Copper
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chr6 26199682 26205858 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 26271042 26283090 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 26285060 26288843 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 26310249 26325765 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 26544149 26545585 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 27097292 27099101 HIST1H1E Copper
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chr6 27099102 27106153 HIST1H1E Copper

chr6 27107453 27111875 HIST1H1E Copper

chr6 27111876 27113446 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 27756870 27767298 HIST1H2B

C

Copper
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chr6 27776624 27782228 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 27790966 27792446 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 27792447 27801291 HIST1H2B

C

Copper
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chr6 27801292 27802108 HIST1H2B

C

Copper

chr6 27837621 27840381 HIST1H1E Copper

chr6 27858120 27861034 HIST1H2B

C

Copper
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chr6 29689237 29694703 HLA-A Coccidioides immitis 
spherule

chr6 29694704 29696013 HLA-A Coccidioides immitis 
spherule

chr6 29696014 29703676 HLA-A Coccidioides immitis 
spherule

chr6 32396347 32400292 HLA-DRB1 Glatiramer Acetate
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chr6 32396347 32400292 HLA-DQB1 Insulin Pork

chr6 32400293 32402751 HLA-DRB1 Glatiramer Acetate
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chr6 32400293 32402751 HLA-DQB1 Insulin Pork

chr6 32402752 32404396 HLA-DRB1 Glatiramer Acetate
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chr6 32402752 32404396 HLA-DQB1 Insulin Pork

chr6 32404397 32405592 HLA-DRB1 Glatiramer Acetate
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chr6 32404397 32405592 HLA-DQB1 Insulin Pork

chr6 32405593 32409533 HLA-DRB1 Glatiramer Acetate
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chr6 32405593 32409533 HLA-DQB1 Insulin Pork

chr6 32409534 32411865 HLA-DRB1 Glatiramer Acetate
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chr6 32428607 32431177 HLA-DQB1 Insulin Pork

chr6 32637434 32646114 HLA-DRB1 Glatiramer Acetate
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chr6 32646115 32654600 HLA-DRB1 Glatiramer Acetate

chr6 36586175 36592233 CDKN1A Arsenic trioxide

chr6 43538918 43542761 SLC29A1 Ethanol

chr6 43538918 43542761 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 43629063 43638738 SLC29A1 Ethanol

chr6 43681999 43684269 SLC29A1 Ethanol
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chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate

chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Gliclazide
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chr6 43744848 43745037 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 43744848 43745037 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate
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chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Gliclazide

chr6 43745038 43754586 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 43745038 43754586 VEGFA Vandetanib
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chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate

chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Gliclazide
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chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 43944834 43945114 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate
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chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Gliclazide

chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 43945115 43947573 VEGFA Vandetanib
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chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate

chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Gliclazide
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chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 43958759 43958940 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate
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chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Gliclazide

chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 43966636 43978360 VEGFA Vandetanib
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chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate

chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Gliclazide
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chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44001929 44016016 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate
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chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Gliclazide

chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44016017 44016341 VEGFA Vandetanib
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chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate

chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Gliclazide
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chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44016342 44027632 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate
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chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Gliclazide

chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44027857 44031356 VEGFA Vandetanib
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chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate

chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Gliclazide
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chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44031357 44035136 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate
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chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Gliclazide

chr6 44035137 44041606 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44035137 44041606 VEGFA Vandetanib
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chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate

chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Gliclazide
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chr6 44041607 44048951 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44041607 44048951 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate
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chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Gliclazide

chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44048952 44049426 VEGFA Vandetanib
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chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate

chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Gliclazide
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chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44049427 44057135 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate
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chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Gliclazide

chr6 44084232 44096220 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44084232 44096220 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 44101511 44114118 AARS2 L-Alanine
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chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Aflibercept

chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Bevacizumab

chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Carvedilol

chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Chondroitin sulfate

chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Dalteparin

chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Gliclazide
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chr6 44119162 44128449 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Minocycline

chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Ranibizumab

chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Tromethamine

chr6 44119162 44128449 VEGFA Vandetanib

chr6 44128450 44148674 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 44182644 44198575 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 44224202 44234925 AARS2 L-Alanine

chr6 44279450 44288287 SLC29A1 Ethanol

chr6 111615512 111618241 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 111615512 111618241 TUBE1 Vinblastine
chr6 111618943 111631048 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 111815469 111819872 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 111815469 111819872 TUBE1 Vinblastine
chr6 111998463 112001514 TUBE1 Vinblastine
chr6 112013295 112016605 TUBE1 Vinblastine
chr6 112016606 112024456 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112030431 112033646 FYN Dasatinib
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chr6 112033647 112044221 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112044222 112045717 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112046219 112048175 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112048848 112052833 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112052834 112056587 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112056588 112061324 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112061325 112065442 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112065443 112066544 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112066545 112068495 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112068496 112070703 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112081086 112082943 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112082944 112083393 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112085742 112089654 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112089655 112100788 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112100789 112105925 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112114371 112115893 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112117048 112125163 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112135633 112144672 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112135633 112144672 TUBE1 Vinblastine
chr6 112161878 112168771 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112176431 112182368 FYN Dasatinib
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chr6 112182369 112183023 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112183024 112184025 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112186303 112201586 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112290213 112295132 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112295133 112297915 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112297916 112313152 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112313280 112314229 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112314230 112315115 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112315116 112319484 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112319485 112341521 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112341522 112350136 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112350137 112354969 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112354970 112360672 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112360673 112365925 FYN Dasatinib

chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Aminophylline

chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Belinostat

chr6 112405717 112407286 FYN Dasatinib
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chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Lovastatin

chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Oxtriphylline

chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Panobinostat

chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Romidepsin

chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Theophylline

chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Tixocortol

chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Valproic Acid
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chr6 112405717 112407286 HDAC2 Vorinostat

chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Aminophylline

chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Belinostat

chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Lovastatin

chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Oxtriphylline

chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Panobinostat
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chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Romidepsin

chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Theophylline

chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Tixocortol

chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Valproic Acid

chr6 112407287 112409314 HDAC2 Vorinostat

chr6 114287846 114289921 TUBE1 Vinblastine
chr6 114289922 114292492 TUBE1 Vinblastine
chr6 137409019 137413791 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 137414949 137415812 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 137415813 137418997 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 137418998 137421227 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b
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chr6 137421228 137423210 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 138025955 138036419 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 138144532 138149935 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 138186855 138192635 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 138193358 138196796 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 138233162 138241189 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 138241190 138244748 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr6 138258227 138262493 IFNGR1 Interferon gamma-1b

chr7 92074886 92079481 CYP51A1 Itraconazole

chr7 92074886 92079481 CYP51A1 Metronidazole
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chr7 92074886 92079481 CYP51A1 Rifampicin

chr7 92074886 92079481 CYP51A1 Tioconazole

chr7 92157921 92161372 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92157921 92161372 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92157921 92161372 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92161659 92162759 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92161659 92162759 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92161659 92162759 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92165342 92176861 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92165342 92176861 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92165342 92176861 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92188148 92193477 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92188148 92193477 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92188148 92193477 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92210787 92215507 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92210787 92215507 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92210787 92215507 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92215508 92215695 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92215508 92215695 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92215508 92215695 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92215696 92218235 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92215696 92218235 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92215696 92218235 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92218541 92226602 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92218541 92226602 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92218541 92226602 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92226603 92228233 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92226603 92228233 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92226603 92228233 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92228234 92234965 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92228234 92234965 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92228234 92234965 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92236556 92240817 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92236556 92240817 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92236556 92240817 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92241072 92241233 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92241072 92241233 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92241072 92241233 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92241234 92243630 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92241234 92243630 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92241234 92243630 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92245877 92252143 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92245877 92252143 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92245877 92252143 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92252144 92253849 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92252144 92253849 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92252144 92253849 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92253850 92260419 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92253850 92260419 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92253850 92260419 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92260420 92261641 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92260420 92261641 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92260420 92261641 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92261642 92261953 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92261642 92261953 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92261642 92261953 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92261954 92267272 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92261954 92267272 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92261954 92267272 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92267273 92268769 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92267273 92268769 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92267273 92268769 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92268770 92274751 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92268770 92274751 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92268770 92274751 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92274752 92274939 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92274752 92274939 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92274752 92274939 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92274940 92279268 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92274940 92279268 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92274940 92279268 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92281851 92286629 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92281851 92286629 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92281851 92286629 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92286630 92296460 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92286630 92296460 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92286630 92296460 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92299412 92304931 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92299412 92304931 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92299412 92304931 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92304932 92307337 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92304932 92307337 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92304932 92307337 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92307356 92310849 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92307356 92310849 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92307356 92310849 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92310850 92318519 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92310850 92318519 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92310850 92318519 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92318520 92327328 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92318520 92327328 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92318520 92327328 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92332636 92339240 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92332636 92339240 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92332636 92339240 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92342884 92351218 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92342884 92351218 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92342884 92351218 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92351219 92351439 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92351219 92351439 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92351219 92351439 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92351440 92353423 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92351440 92353423 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92351440 92353423 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92358501 92360428 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92358501 92360428 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92358501 92360428 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92360429 92361744 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92360429 92361744 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92360429 92361744 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92361745 92365351 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92361745 92365351 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92361745 92365351 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92371510 92387227 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92371510 92387227 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92371510 92387227 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92389041 92394387 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92389041 92394387 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92389041 92394387 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92394388 92402400 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92394388 92402400 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92394388 92402400 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92417195 92430337 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92417195 92430337 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92417195 92430337 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92435510 92437333 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92435510 92437333 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92435510 92437333 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92437334 92441549 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92437334 92441549 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92437334 92441549 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92441550 92442667 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92441550 92442667 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92441550 92442667 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92443294 92445961 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92443294 92445961 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92443294 92445961 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92445962 92450475 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92445962 92450475 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92445962 92450475 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92450476 92458545 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92450476 92458545 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92450476 92458545 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92468125 92471907 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92468125 92471907 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92468125 92471907 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92474019 92487931 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92474019 92487931 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92474019 92487931 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92530038 92536305 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92530038 92536305 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92530038 92536305 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92661003 92667697 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92661003 92667697 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92661003 92667697 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92674234 92675794 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92674234 92675794 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92674234 92675794 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92675795 92688359 CDK6 Abemaciclib

chr7 92675795 92688359 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92675795 92688359 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 92688360 92693577 CDK6 Abemaciclib
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chr7 92688360 92693577 CDK6 Palbociclib

chr7 92688360 92693577 CDK6 Ribociclib

chr7 123172939 123174011 CTLA4 Ipilimumab

chr7 128442171 128445748 SMO Fluocinonide
chr7 128442171 128445748 SMO Halcinonide

chr7 128442171 128445748 SMO Sonidegib

chr7 128442171 128445748 SMO Vismodegib

chr7 128474970 128485635 SMO Fluocinonide
chr7 128474970 128485635 SMO Halcinonide

chr7 128474970 128485635 SMO Sonidegib

chr7 128474970 128485635 SMO Vismodegib

chr7 128502347 128512063 SMO Fluocinonide
chr7 128502347 128512063 SMO Halcinonide

chr7 128502347 128512063 SMO Sonidegib
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chr7 128502347 128512063 SMO Vismodegib

chr7 128540671 128551819 SMO Fluocinonide
chr7 128540671 128551819 SMO Halcinonide

chr7 128540671 128551819 SMO Sonidegib

chr7 128540671 128551819 SMO Vismodegib

chr7 128553574 128554979 SMO Fluocinonide
chr7 128553574 128554979 SMO Halcinonide

chr7 128553574 128554979 SMO Sonidegib

chr7 128553574 128554979 SMO Vismodegib

chr7 128579427 128588145 SMO Fluocinonide
chr7 128579427 128588145 SMO Halcinonide

chr7 128579427 128588145 SMO Sonidegib

chr7 128579427 128588145 SMO Vismodegib

chr8 11161703 11162660 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11161703 11162660 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11268220 11272708 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11268220 11272708 NEIL2 Iron
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chr8 11272709 11277895 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11272709 11277895 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11288240 11293249 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11288240 11293249 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11294166 11303405 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11294166 11303405 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11318093 11330801 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11318093 11330801 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11330802 11342964 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11330802 11342964 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11342965 11345286 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11342965 11345286 NEIL2 Iron
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chr8 11345287 11352985 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11345287 11352985 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11408759 11412168 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11408759 11412168 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11420465 11429774 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11420465 11429774 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11638412 11640069 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11638412 11640069 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11736259 11743045 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11736259 11743045 NEIL2 Iron

chr8 11757104 11766802 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11757104 11766802 NEIL2 Iron
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chr8 11800439 11813761 NEIL2 Copper

chr8 11800439 11813761 NEIL2 Iron

chr9 32333545 32344788 NDUFB6 NADH

chr9 32376558 32382622 NDUFB6 NADH

chr9 32382623 32396972 NDUFB6 NADH

chr9 32524066 32553150 NDUFB6 NADH

chr9 33005046 33022372 NDUFB6 NADH
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chr9 34452768 34461545 SIGMAR1 Amitriptyline

chr9 34452768 34461545 SIGMAR1 Captodiame

chr9 34452768 34461545 SIGMAR1 Cocaine

chr9 34452768 34461545 SIGMAR1 Dextromethorphan

chr9 34452768 34461545 SIGMAR1 Naltrexone
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chr9 34452768 34461545 SIGMAR1 Nortriptyline

chr9 34452768 34461545 IL11RA Oprelvekin

chr9 34452768 34461545 SIGMAR1 Pentazocine

chr9 34452768 34461545 SIGMAR1 Prasterone

chr9 34452768 34461545 SIGMAR1 Remoxipride
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chr9 34643990 34646844 IL11RA Oprelvekin

chr9 123467642 123474658 GSN Copper

chr9 123497293 123514593 GSN Copper

chr9 123554868 123557043 GSN Copper

chr9 123557044 123560169 GSN Copper

chr9 123567762 123579974 GSN Copper

chr9 123607084 123613625 GSN Copper

chr9 123630037 123634870 GSN Copper

chr9 123638967 123646230 GSN Copper

chr9 123676736 123679262 GSN Copper

chr9 123679263 123690133 GSN Copper

chr9 123691856 123696527 GSN Copper
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chr9 123744027 123751484 GSN Copper

chr9 123834159 123838205 GSN Copper

chr9 123895287 123913150 GSN Copper

chr9 123914913 123924568 GSN Copper

chr9 123968883 123972630 GSN Copper

chr9 123980608 123989100 GSN Copper

chr9 124042667 124049429 GSN Copper

chr9 124055434 124061753 GSN Copper

chr9 124101771 124111089 GSN Copper

chr9 124127941 124135981 GSN Copper

chrX 153028748 153036570 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153028748 153036570 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153028748 153036570 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine

chrX 153028748 153036570 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153028748 153036570 AVPR2 Tolvaptan
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chrX 153028748 153036570 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153036571 153089445 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153036571 153089445 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153036571 153089445 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
chrX 153036571 153089445 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153036571 153089445 AVPR2 Tolvaptan

chrX 153036571 153089445 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153091276 153103915 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153091276 153103915 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153091276 153103915 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153091276 153103915 AVPR2 Tolvaptan

chrX 153091276 153103915 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153139427 153148343 IDH3G Manganese

chrX 153139427 153148343 IDH3G NADH
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chrX 153166133 153172077 IDH3G Manganese

chrX 153166133 153172077 IDH3G NADH

chrX 153182877 153187061 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153182877 153187061 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153182877 153187061 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153182877 153187061 AVPR2 Tolvaptan

chrX 153182877 153187061 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153187062 153190395 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153187062 153190395 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153187062 153190395 IDH3G Manganese

chrX 153187062 153190395 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
chrX 153187062 153190395 IDH3G NADH

chrX 153187062 153190395 AVPR2 Terlipressin
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chrX 153187062 153190395 AVPR2 Tolvaptan

chrX 153187062 153190395 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153198556 153214266 IDH3G Manganese

chrX 153198556 153214266 IDH3G NADH

chrX 153230256 153230805 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153230256 153230805 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153230256 153230805 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
chrX 153230256 153230805 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153230256 153230805 AVPR2 Tolvaptan

chrX 153230256 153230805 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153230806 153233725 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153230806 153233725 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153230806 153233725 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
chrX 153230806 153233725 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153230806 153233725 AVPR2 Tolvaptan
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chrX 153230806 153233725 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153233726 153240636 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
chrX 153315089 153322930 IDH3G Manganese

chrX 153315089 153322930 IDH3G NADH

chrX 153574512 153584635 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
chrX 153586279 153597084 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153586279 153597084 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153586279 153597084 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153586279 153597084 AVPR2 Tolvaptan

chrX 153586279 153597084 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153614327 153625657 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153614327 153625657 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153614327 153625657 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153614327 153625657 AVPR2 Tolvaptan

chrX 153614327 153625657 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153649560 153657609 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
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chrX 153701575 153715646 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153701575 153715646 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153701575 153715646 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
chrX 153701575 153715646 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153701575 153715646 AVPR2 Tolvaptan

chrX 153701575 153715646 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153715829 153719991 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
chrX 153719992 153730952 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153719992 153730952 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153719992 153730952 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153719992 153730952 AVPR2 Tolvaptan

chrX 153719992 153730952 AVPR2 Vasopressin

chrX 153755322 153771681 AVPR2 Conivaptan

chrX 153755322 153771681 AVPR2 Desmopressin

chrX 153755322 153771681 RENBP N-Acetylglucosamine
chrX 153755322 153771681 AVPR2 Terlipressin

chrX 153755322 153771681 AVPR2 Tolvaptan
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chrX 153755322 153771681 AVPR2 Vasopressin
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Drug description

One of the selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERM) with tissue-specific 
activities for the treatment and prevention of estrogen receptor positive breast 
cancer. Tamoxifen acts as an anti-estrogen (inhibiting agent) in the mammary tissue, 
but as an estrogen (stimulating agent) in cholesterol metabolism, bone density, and 
cell proliferation in the endometrium. [PubChem]
One of the selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERM) with tissue-specific 
activities for the treatment and prevention of estrogen receptor positive breast 
cancer. Tamoxifen acts as an anti-estrogen (inhibiting agent) in the mammary tissue, 
but as an estrogen (stimulating agent) in cholesterol metabolism, bone density, and 
cell proliferation in the endometrium. [PubChem]
One of the selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERM) with tissue-specific 
activities for the treatment and prevention of estrogen receptor positive breast 
cancer. Tamoxifen acts as an anti-estrogen (inhibiting agent) in the mammary tissue, 
but as an estrogen (stimulating agent) in cholesterol metabolism, bone density, and 
cell proliferation in the endometrium. [PubChem]
One of the selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERM) with tissue-specific 
activities for the treatment and prevention of estrogen receptor positive breast 
cancer. Tamoxifen acts as an anti-estrogen (inhibiting agent) in the mammary tissue, 
but as an estrogen (stimulating agent) in cholesterol metabolism, bone density, and 
cell proliferation in the endometrium. [PubChem]
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
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A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A psychoactive compound extracted from the resin of Cannabis sativa (marihuana, 
hashish). The isomer delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is considered the most 
active form, producing characteristic mood and perceptual changes associated with 
this compound. Dronabinol is a synthetic form of delta-9-THC. [PubChem]

Lasofoxifene is a non-steroidal 3rd generation selective estrogen receptor modulator 
(SERM) that selectively binds to both ERα and ERβ with high affinity. It is a 
naphthalene derivative marketed for prevention and treatment of osteoporosis and 
for the treatment of vaginal atrophy. It was initially developed as Oporia by Pfizer as 
a treatment for postmenopausal osteoporosis and vaginal atrophy, in which were both 
rejected for approval by FDA. Later Fablyn was developed as a result of a research 
collaboration between Pfizer and Ligand Pharmaceuticals with a newly submitted 
New Drug Application in 2008. It gained approval by European Commission in March 
2009. Ligand Pharmaceuticals signed a license agreement with Sermonix 
Pharmaceuticals for the development and commercialization of oral lasofoxifene in 
the USA.
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Nabilone is a synthetic cannabinoid with therapeutic use as an antiemetic and as an 
adjunct analgesic for neuropathic pain. It is a synthetic cannabinoid, which mimics 
the main ingredient of marijuana (THC) but it has more predictable side effects and 
causes no or minimal euphoria. Nabilone is not derived from the cannabis plant as is 
dronabinol. In Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and Mexico, nabilone 
is marketed as Cesamet. It was approved in 1985 by the United States FDA for 
treatment of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting that has not responded to 
conventional antiemetics. Though it was approved by the FDA in 1985, the drug only 
began marketing in the United States in 2006. It is also approved for use in treatment 
of anorexia and weight loss in patients with AIDS. Although it doesn't have the official 
indication (except in Mexico), nabilone is widely used as an adjunct therapy for 
chronic pain management. Numerous trials and case studies have demonstrate 
various benefits for condition such as fibromyalgia and multiple scerosis. Nabilone is 
a racemate consisting of the (S,S) and the (R,R) isomers ("trans").

A psychoactive compound extracted from the resin of Cannabis sativa (marihuana, 
hashish). The isomer delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is considered the most 
active form, producing characteristic mood and perceptual changes associated with 
this compound. Dronabinol is a synthetic form of delta-9-THC. [PubChem]

Lasofoxifene is a non-steroidal 3rd generation selective estrogen receptor modulator 
(SERM) that selectively binds to both ERα and ERβ with high affinity. It is a 
naphthalene derivative marketed for prevention and treatment of osteoporosis and 
for the treatment of vaginal atrophy. It was initially developed as Oporia by Pfizer as 
a treatment for postmenopausal osteoporosis and vaginal atrophy, in which were both 
rejected for approval by FDA. Later Fablyn was developed as a result of a research 
collaboration between Pfizer and Ligand Pharmaceuticals with a newly submitted 
New Drug Application in 2008. It gained approval by European Commission in March 
2009. Ligand Pharmaceuticals signed a license agreement with Sermonix 
Pharmaceuticals for the development and commercialization of oral lasofoxifene in 
the USA.
Nabilone is a synthetic cannabinoid with therapeutic use as an antiemetic and as an 
adjunct analgesic for neuropathic pain. It is a synthetic cannabinoid, which mimics 
the main ingredient of marijuana (THC) but it has more predictable side effects and 
causes no or minimal euphoria. Nabilone is not derived from the cannabis plant as is 
dronabinol. In Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and Mexico, nabilone 
is marketed as Cesamet. It was approved in 1985 by the United States FDA for 
treatment of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting that has not responded to 
conventional antiemetics. Though it was approved by the FDA in 1985, the drug only 
began marketing in the United States in 2006. It is also approved for use in treatment 
of anorexia and weight loss in patients with AIDS. Although it doesn't have the official 
indication (except in Mexico), nabilone is widely used as an adjunct therapy for 
chronic pain management. Numerous trials and case studies have demonstrate 
various benefits for condition such as fibromyalgia and multiple scerosis. Nabilone is 
a racemate consisting of the (S,S) and the (R,R) isomers ("trans").

A psychoactive compound extracted from the resin of Cannabis sativa (marihuana, 
hashish). The isomer delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is considered the most 
active form, producing characteristic mood and perceptual changes associated with 
this compound. Dronabinol is a synthetic form of delta-9-THC. [PubChem]
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Lasofoxifene is a non-steroidal 3rd generation selective estrogen receptor modulator 
(SERM) that selectively binds to both ERα and ERβ with high affinity. It is a 
naphthalene derivative marketed for prevention and treatment of osteoporosis and 
for the treatment of vaginal atrophy. It was initially developed as Oporia by Pfizer as 
a treatment for postmenopausal osteoporosis and vaginal atrophy, in which were both 
rejected for approval by FDA. Later Fablyn was developed as a result of a research 
collaboration between Pfizer and Ligand Pharmaceuticals with a newly submitted 
New Drug Application in 2008. It gained approval by European Commission in March 
2009. Ligand Pharmaceuticals signed a license agreement with Sermonix 
Pharmaceuticals for the development and commercialization of oral lasofoxifene in 
the USA.
Nabilone is a synthetic cannabinoid with therapeutic use as an antiemetic and as an 
adjunct analgesic for neuropathic pain. It is a synthetic cannabinoid, which mimics 
the main ingredient of marijuana (THC) but it has more predictable side effects and 
causes no or minimal euphoria. Nabilone is not derived from the cannabis plant as is 
dronabinol. In Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and Mexico, nabilone 
is marketed as Cesamet. It was approved in 1985 by the United States FDA for 
treatment of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting that has not responded to 
conventional antiemetics. Though it was approved by the FDA in 1985, the drug only 
began marketing in the United States in 2006. It is also approved for use in treatment 
of anorexia and weight loss in patients with AIDS. Although it doesn't have the official 
indication (except in Mexico), nabilone is widely used as an adjunct therapy for 
chronic pain management. Numerous trials and case studies have demonstrate 
various benefits for condition such as fibromyalgia and multiple scerosis. Nabilone is 
a racemate consisting of the (S,S) and the (R,R) isomers ("trans").

A psychoactive compound extracted from the resin of Cannabis sativa (marihuana, 
hashish). The isomer delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is considered the most 
active form, producing characteristic mood and perceptual changes associated with 
this compound. Dronabinol is a synthetic form of delta-9-THC. [PubChem]

Lasofoxifene is a non-steroidal 3rd generation selective estrogen receptor modulator 
(SERM) that selectively binds to both ERÎ± and ERÎ² with high affinity. It is a 
naphthalene derivative marketed for prevention and treatment of osteoporosis and 
for the treatment of vaginal atrophy. It was initially developed as Oporia by Pfizer as 
a treatment for postmenopausal osteoporosis and vaginal atrophy, in which were both 
rejected for approval by FDA. Later Fablyn was developed as a result of a research 
collaboration between Pfizer and Ligand Pharmaceuticals with a newly submitted 
New Drug Application in 2008. It gained approval by European Commission in March 
2009. Ligand Pharmaceuticals signed a license agreement with Sermonix 
Pharmaceuticals for the development and commercialization of oral lasofoxifene in 
the USA.
Nabilone is a synthetic cannabinoid with therapeutic use as an antiemetic and as an 
adjunct analgesic for neuropathic pain. It is a synthetic cannabinoid, which mimics 
the main ingredient of marijuana (THC) but it has more predictable side effects and 
causes no or minimal euphoria. Nabilone is not derived from the cannabis plant as is 
dronabinol. In Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and Mexico, nabilone 
is marketed as Cesamet. It was approved in 1985 by the United States FDA for 
treatment of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting that has not responded to 
conventional antiemetics. Though it was approved by the FDA in 1985, the drug only 
began marketing in the United States in 2006. It is also approved for use in treatment 
of anorexia and weight loss in patients with AIDS. Although it doesn't have the official 
indication (except in Mexico), nabilone is widely used as an adjunct therapy for 
chronic pain management. Numerous trials and case studies have demonstrate 
various benefits for condition such as fibromyalgia and multiple scerosis. Nabilone is 
a racemate consisting of the (S,S) and the (R,R) isomers ("trans").
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A psychoactive compound extracted from the resin of Cannabis sativa (marihuana, 
hashish). The isomer delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is considered the most 
active form, producing characteristic mood and perceptual changes associated with 
this compound. Dronabinol is a synthetic form of delta-9-THC. [PubChem]

Lasofoxifene is a non-steroidal 3rd generation selective estrogen receptor modulator 
(SERM) that selectively binds to both ERÎ± and ERÎ² with high affinity. It is a 
naphthalene derivative marketed for prevention and treatment of osteoporosis and 
for the treatment of vaginal atrophy. It was initially developed as Oporia by Pfizer as 
a treatment for postmenopausal osteoporosis and vaginal atrophy, in which were both 
rejected for approval by FDA. Later Fablyn was developed as a result of a research 
collaboration between Pfizer and Ligand Pharmaceuticals with a newly submitted 
New Drug Application in 2008. It gained approval by European Commission in March 
2009. Ligand Pharmaceuticals signed a license agreement with Sermonix 
Pharmaceuticals for the development and commercialization of oral lasofoxifene in 
the USA.
Nabilone is a synthetic cannabinoid with therapeutic use as an antiemetic and as an 
adjunct analgesic for neuropathic pain. It is a synthetic cannabinoid, which mimics 
the main ingredient of marijuana (THC) but it has more predictable side effects and 
causes no or minimal euphoria. Nabilone is not derived from the cannabis plant as is 
dronabinol. In Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and Mexico, nabilone 
is marketed as Cesamet. It was approved in 1985 by the United States FDA for 
treatment of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting that has not responded to 
conventional antiemetics. Though it was approved by the FDA in 1985, the drug only 
began marketing in the United States in 2006. It is also approved for use in treatment 
of anorexia and weight loss in patients with AIDS. Although it doesn't have the official 
indication (except in Mexico), nabilone is widely used as an adjunct therapy for 
chronic pain management. Numerous trials and case studies have demonstrate 
various benefits for condition such as fibromyalgia and multiple scerosis. Nabilone is 
a racemate consisting of the (S,S) and the (R,R) isomers ("trans").

The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
Cardioactive derivative of lanatoside A or of digitoxin used for fast digitalization in 
congestive heart failure.
A respiratory stimulant that enhances respiration by acting as an agonist of peripheral 
chemoreceptors located on the carotid bodies. The drug increases arterial oxygen 
tension while decreasing arterial carbon dioxide tension in patients with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease. It may also prove useful in the treatment of nocturnal 
oxygen desaturation without impairing the quality of sleep. [PubChem]

A long-acting, non selective, calcium channel blocker with significant anti-anginal 
activity. The drug produces significant coronary vasodilation and modest peripheral 
effects. It has antihypertensive and selective anti-arrhythmia activities and acts as a 
calmodulin antagonist. [PubChem] It is no longer marketed in the United States, as it 
has been implicated in causing ventricular arrhythmias (ie. Torsade de pointes).
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Bretylium blocks the release of noradrenaline from the peripheral sympathetic 
nervous system, and is used in emergency medicine, cardiology, and other 
specialties for the acute management of ventricular tachycardia and ventricular 
fibrillation. The primary mode of action for bretylium is thought to be inhibition of 
voltage-gated K(+) channels. Recent evidence has shown that bretylium may also 
inhibit the Na,K-ATPase by binding to the extracellular K-site.
Ciclopirox olamine (used in preparations called Batrafen, Loprox, Mycoster, Penlac 
and Stieprox) is a synthetic antifungal agent for topical dermatologic treatment of 
superficial mycoses. It is most useful against Tinea versicolor. [Wikipedia]

Deacetyllanatoside C. A cardiotonic glycoside from the leaves of Digitalis lanata. 
[PubChem]
A benzothiadiazine derivative that is a peripheral vasodilator used for hypertensive 
emergencies. It lacks diuretic effect, apparently because it lacks a sulfonamide 
group. [PubChem]
A cardiac glycoside sometimes used in place of digoxin. It has a longer half-life than 
digoxin; toxic effects, which are similar to those of digoxin, are longer lasting. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p665)
A cardiotonic glycoside obtained mainly from Digitalis lanata; it consists of three 
sugars and the aglycone digoxigenin. Digoxin has positive inotropic and negative 
chronotropic activity. It is used to control ventricular rate in atrial fibrillation and in the 
management of congestive heart failure with atrial fibrillation. Its use in congestive 
heart failure and sinus rhythm is less certain. The margin between toxic and 
therapeutic doses is small. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p666)
A compound that inhibits symport of sodium, potassium, and chloride primarily in the 
ascending limb of Henle, but also in the proximal and distal tubules. This 
pharmacological action results in excretion of these ions, increased urinary output, 
and reduction in extracellular fluid. This compound has been classified as a loop or 
high ceiling diuretic.
A thiazide diuretic with actions and uses similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. 
(From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p822)
A cardioactive glycoside consisting of rhamnose and ouabagenin, obtained from the 
seeds of Strophanthus gratus and other plants of the Apocynaceae; used like 
digitalis. It is commonly used in cell biological studies as an inhibitor of the NA(+)-
K(+)-exchanging ATPase.
Potassium is the major cation (positive ion) inside animal cells, while sodium is the 
major cation outside animal cells. The concentration differences of these charged 
particles causes a difference in electric potential between the inside and outside of 
cells, known as the membrane potential. The balance between potassium and sodium 
is maintained by ion pumps in the cell membrane. The cell membrane potential 
created by potassium and sodium ions allows the cell generate an action 
potentialâ€”a "spike" of electrical discharge. The ability of cells to produce electrical 
discharge is critical for body functions such as neurotransmission, muscle 
contraction, and heart function. Potassium is also an essential mineral needed to 
regulate water balance, blood pressure and levels of acidity.

A thiazide diuretic with properties similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p830)
Cardioactive derivative of lanatoside A or of digitoxin used for fast digitalization in 
congestive heart failure.
A respiratory stimulant that enhances respiration by acting as an agonist of peripheral 
chemoreceptors located on the carotid bodies. The drug increases arterial oxygen 
tension while decreasing arterial carbon dioxide tension in patients with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease. It may also prove useful in the treatment of nocturnal 
oxygen desaturation without impairing the quality of sleep. [PubChem]
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A long-acting, non selective, calcium channel blocker with significant anti-anginal 
activity. The drug produces significant coronary vasodilation and modest peripheral 
effects. It has antihypertensive and selective anti-arrhythmia activities and acts as a 
calmodulin antagonist. [PubChem] It is no longer marketed in the United States, as it 
has been implicated in causing ventricular arrhythmias (ie. Torsade de pointes).

Bretylium blocks the release of noradrenaline from the peripheral sympathetic 
nervous system, and is used in emergency medicine, cardiology, and other 
specialties for the acute management of ventricular tachycardia and ventricular 
fibrillation. The primary mode of action for bretylium is thought to be inhibition of 
voltage-gated K(+) channels. Recent evidence has shown that bretylium may also 
inhibit the Na,K-ATPase by binding to the extracellular K-site.
Ciclopirox olamine (used in preparations called Batrafen, Loprox, Mycoster, Penlac 
and Stieprox) is a synthetic antifungal agent for topical dermatologic treatment of 
superficial mycoses. It is most useful against Tinea versicolor. [Wikipedia]

Deacetyllanatoside C. A cardiotonic glycoside from the leaves of Digitalis lanata. 
[PubChem]
A benzothiadiazine derivative that is a peripheral vasodilator used for hypertensive 
emergencies. It lacks diuretic effect, apparently because it lacks a sulfonamide 
group. [PubChem]
A cardiac glycoside sometimes used in place of digoxin. It has a longer half-life than 
digoxin; toxic effects, which are similar to those of digoxin, are longer lasting. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p665)
A cardiotonic glycoside obtained mainly from Digitalis lanata; it consists of three 
sugars and the aglycone digoxigenin. Digoxin has positive inotropic and negative 
chronotropic activity. It is used to control ventricular rate in atrial fibrillation and in the 
management of congestive heart failure with atrial fibrillation. Its use in congestive 
heart failure and sinus rhythm is less certain. The margin between toxic and 
therapeutic doses is small. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p666)
A compound that inhibits symport of sodium, potassium, and chloride primarily in the 
ascending limb of Henle, but also in the proximal and distal tubules. This 
pharmacological action results in excretion of these ions, increased urinary output, 
and reduction in extracellular fluid. This compound has been classified as a loop or 
high ceiling diuretic.
A thiazide diuretic with actions and uses similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. 
(From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p822)
A cardioactive glycoside consisting of rhamnose and ouabagenin, obtained from the 
seeds of Strophanthus gratus and other plants of the Apocynaceae; used like 
digitalis. It is commonly used in cell biological studies as an inhibitor of the NA(+)-
K(+)-exchanging ATPase.
Potassium is the major cation (positive ion) inside animal cells, while sodium is the 
major cation outside animal cells. The concentration differences of these charged 
particles causes a difference in electric potential between the inside and outside of 
cells, known as the membrane potential. The balance between potassium and sodium 
is maintained by ion pumps in the cell membrane. The cell membrane potential 
created by potassium and sodium ions allows the cell generate an action potential-a 
"spike" of electrical discharge. The ability of cells to produce electrical discharge is 
critical for body functions such as neurotransmission, muscle contraction, and heart 
function. Potassium is also an essential mineral needed to regulate water balance, 
blood pressure and levels of acidity.

A thiazide diuretic with properties similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p830)
Cardioactive derivative of lanatoside A or of digitoxin used for fast digitalization in 
congestive heart failure.
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A respiratory stimulant that enhances respiration by acting as an agonist of peripheral 
chemoreceptors located on the carotid bodies. The drug increases arterial oxygen 
tension while decreasing arterial carbon dioxide tension in patients with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease. It may also prove useful in the treatment of nocturnal 
oxygen desaturation without impairing the quality of sleep. [PubChem]

A long-acting, non selective, calcium channel blocker with significant anti-anginal 
activity. The drug produces significant coronary vasodilation and modest peripheral 
effects. It has antihypertensive and selective anti-arrhythmia activities and acts as a 
calmodulin antagonist. [PubChem] It is no longer marketed in the United States, as it 
has been implicated in causing ventricular arrhythmias (ie. Torsade de pointes).

Bretylium blocks the release of noradrenaline from the peripheral sympathetic 
nervous system, and is used in emergency medicine, cardiology, and other 
specialties for the acute management of ventricular tachycardia and ventricular 
fibrillation. The primary mode of action for bretylium is thought to be inhibition of 
voltage-gated K(+) channels. Recent evidence has shown that bretylium may also 
inhibit the Na,K-ATPase by binding to the extracellular K-site.
Ciclopirox olamine (used in preparations called Batrafen, Loprox, Mycoster, Penlac 
and Stieprox) is a synthetic antifungal agent for topical dermatologic treatment of 
superficial mycoses. It is most useful against Tinea versicolor. [Wikipedia]

Deacetyllanatoside C. A cardiotonic glycoside from the leaves of Digitalis lanata. 
[PubChem]
A benzothiadiazine derivative that is a peripheral vasodilator used for hypertensive 
emergencies. It lacks diuretic effect, apparently because it lacks a sulfonamide 
group. [PubChem]
A cardiac glycoside sometimes used in place of digoxin. It has a longer half-life than 
digoxin; toxic effects, which are similar to those of digoxin, are longer lasting. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p665)
A cardiotonic glycoside obtained mainly from Digitalis lanata; it consists of three 
sugars and the aglycone digoxigenin. Digoxin has positive inotropic and negative 
chronotropic activity. It is used to control ventricular rate in atrial fibrillation and in the 
management of congestive heart failure with atrial fibrillation. Its use in congestive 
heart failure and sinus rhythm is less certain. The margin between toxic and 
therapeutic doses is small. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p666)
A compound that inhibits symport of sodium, potassium, and chloride primarily in the 
ascending limb of Henle, but also in the proximal and distal tubules. This 
pharmacological action results in excretion of these ions, increased urinary output, 
and reduction in extracellular fluid. This compound has been classified as a loop or 
high ceiling diuretic.
A thiazide diuretic with actions and uses similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. 
(From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p822)
A cardioactive glycoside consisting of rhamnose and ouabagenin, obtained from the 
seeds of Strophanthus gratus and other plants of the Apocynaceae; used like 
digitalis. It is commonly used in cell biological studies as an inhibitor of the NA(+)-
K(+)-exchanging ATPase.
Potassium is the major cation (positive ion) inside animal cells, while sodium is the 
major cation outside animal cells. The concentration differences of these charged 
particles causes a difference in electric potential between the inside and outside of 
cells, known as the membrane potential. The balance between potassium and sodium 
is maintained by ion pumps in the cell membrane. The cell membrane potential 
created by potassium and sodium ions allows the cell generate an action potential-a 
"spike" of electrical discharge. The ability of cells to produce electrical discharge is 
critical for body functions such as neurotransmission, muscle contraction, and heart 
function. Potassium is also an essential mineral needed to regulate water balance, 
blood pressure and levels of acidity.

A thiazide diuretic with properties similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p830)
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Cardioactive derivative of lanatoside A or of digitoxin used for fast digitalization in 
congestive heart failure.
A respiratory stimulant that enhances respiration by acting as an agonist of peripheral 
chemoreceptors located on the carotid bodies. The drug increases arterial oxygen 
tension while decreasing arterial carbon dioxide tension in patients with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease. It may also prove useful in the treatment of nocturnal 
oxygen desaturation without impairing the quality of sleep. [PubChem]

A long-acting, non selective, calcium channel blocker with significant anti-anginal 
activity. The drug produces significant coronary vasodilation and modest peripheral 
effects. It has antihypertensive and selective anti-arrhythmia activities and acts as a 
calmodulin antagonist. [PubChem] It is no longer marketed in the United States, as it 
has been implicated in causing ventricular arrhythmias (ie. Torsade de pointes).

Bretylium blocks the release of noradrenaline from the peripheral sympathetic 
nervous system, and is used in emergency medicine, cardiology, and other 
specialties for the acute management of ventricular tachycardia and ventricular 
fibrillation. The primary mode of action for bretylium is thought to be inhibition of 
voltage-gated K(+) channels. Recent evidence has shown that bretylium may also 
inhibit the Na,K-ATPase by binding to the extracellular K-site.
Ciclopirox olamine (used in preparations called Batrafen, Loprox, Mycoster, Penlac 
and Stieprox) is a synthetic antifungal agent for topical dermatologic treatment of 
superficial mycoses. It is most useful against Tinea versicolor. [Wikipedia]

Deacetyllanatoside C. A cardiotonic glycoside from the leaves of Digitalis lanata. 
[PubChem]
A benzothiadiazine derivative that is a peripheral vasodilator used for hypertensive 
emergencies. It lacks diuretic effect, apparently because it lacks a sulfonamide 
group. [PubChem]
A cardiac glycoside sometimes used in place of digoxin. It has a longer half-life than 
digoxin; toxic effects, which are similar to those of digoxin, are longer lasting. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p665)
A cardiotonic glycoside obtained mainly from Digitalis lanata; it consists of three 
sugars and the aglycone digoxigenin. Digoxin has positive inotropic and negative 
chronotropic activity. It is used to control ventricular rate in atrial fibrillation and in the 
management of congestive heart failure with atrial fibrillation. Its use in congestive 
heart failure and sinus rhythm is less certain. The margin between toxic and 
therapeutic doses is small. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p666)
A compound that inhibits symport of sodium, potassium, and chloride primarily in the 
ascending limb of Henle, but also in the proximal and distal tubules. This 
pharmacological action results in excretion of these ions, increased urinary output, 
and reduction in extracellular fluid. This compound has been classified as a loop or 
high ceiling diuretic.
A thiazide diuretic with actions and uses similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. 
(From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p822)
A cardioactive glycoside consisting of rhamnose and ouabagenin, obtained from the 
seeds of Strophanthus gratus and other plants of the Apocynaceae; used like 
digitalis. It is commonly used in cell biological studies as an inhibitor of the NA(+)-
K(+)-exchanging ATPase.
Potassium is the major cation (positive ion) inside animal cells, while sodium is the 
major cation outside animal cells. The concentration differences of these charged 
particles causes a difference in electric potential between the inside and outside of 
cells, known as the membrane potential. The balance between potassium and sodium 
is maintained by ion pumps in the cell membrane. The cell membrane potential 
created by potassium and sodium ions allows the cell generate an action potential-a 
"spike" of electrical discharge. The ability of cells to produce electrical discharge is 
critical for body functions such as neurotransmission, muscle contraction, and heart 
function. Potassium is also an essential mineral needed to regulate water balance, 
blood pressure and levels of acidity.
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A thiazide diuretic with properties similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p830)
Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Cardioactive derivative of lanatoside A or of digitoxin used for fast digitalization in 
congestive heart failure.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.

A respiratory stimulant that enhances respiration by acting as an agonist of peripheral 
chemoreceptors located on the carotid bodies. The drug increases arterial oxygen 
tension while decreasing arterial carbon dioxide tension in patients with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease. It may also prove useful in the treatment of nocturnal 
oxygen desaturation without impairing the quality of sleep. [PubChem]

A long-acting, non selective, calcium channel blocker with significant anti-anginal 
activity. The drug produces significant coronary vasodilation and modest peripheral 
effects. It has antihypertensive and selective anti-arrhythmia activities and acts as a 
calmodulin antagonist. [PubChem] It is no longer marketed in the United States, as it 
has been implicated in causing ventricular arrhythmias (ie. Torsade de pointes).

Bretylium blocks the release of noradrenaline from the peripheral sympathetic 
nervous system, and is used in emergency medicine, cardiology, and other 
specialties for the acute management of ventricular tachycardia and ventricular 
fibrillation. The primary mode of action for bretylium is thought to be inhibition of 
voltage-gated K(+) channels. Recent evidence has shown that bretylium may also 
inhibit the Na,K-ATPase by binding to the extracellular K-site.
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Ciclopirox olamine (used in preparations called Batrafen, Loprox, Mycoster, Penlac 
and Stieprox) is a synthetic antifungal agent for topical dermatologic treatment of 
superficial mycoses. It is most useful against Tinea versicolor. [Wikipedia]

Deacetyllanatoside C. A cardiotonic glycoside from the leaves of Digitalis lanata. 
[PubChem]

A benzothiadiazine derivative that is a peripheral vasodilator used for hypertensive 
emergencies. It lacks diuretic effect, apparently because it lacks a sulfonamide 
group. [PubChem]

A cardiac glycoside sometimes used in place of digoxin. It has a longer half-life than 
digoxin; toxic effects, which are similar to those of digoxin, are longer lasting. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p665)

A cardiotonic glycoside obtained mainly from Digitalis lanata; it consists of three 
sugars and the aglycone digoxigenin. Digoxin has positive inotropic and negative 
chronotropic activity. It is used to control ventricular rate in atrial fibrillation and in the 
management of congestive heart failure with atrial fibrillation. Its use in congestive 
heart failure and sinus rhythm is less certain. The margin between toxic and 
therapeutic doses is small. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p666)

A compound that inhibits symport of sodium, potassium, and chloride primarily in the 
ascending limb of Henle, but also in the proximal and distal tubules. This 
pharmacological action results in excretion of these ions, increased urinary output, 
and reduction in extracellular fluid. This compound has been classified as a loop or 
high ceiling diuretic.
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A thiazide diuretic with actions and uses similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. 
(From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p822)

A cardioactive glycoside consisting of rhamnose and ouabagenin, obtained from the 
seeds of Strophanthus gratus and other plants of the Apocynaceae; used like 
digitalis. It is commonly used in cell biological studies as an inhibitor of the NA(+)-
K(+)-exchanging ATPase.

Potassium is the major cation (positive ion) inside animal cells, while sodium is the 
major cation outside animal cells. The concentration differences of these charged 
particles causes a difference in electric potential between the inside and outside of 
cells, known as the membrane potential. The balance between potassium and sodium 
is maintained by ion pumps in the cell membrane. The cell membrane potential 
created by potassium and sodium ions allows the cell generate an action potential-a 
"spike" of electrical discharge. The ability of cells to produce electrical discharge is 
critical for body functions such as neurotransmission, muscle contraction, and heart 
function. Potassium is also an essential mineral needed to regulate water balance, 
blood pressure and levels of acidity.

A thiazide diuretic with properties similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p830)

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.

Cardioactive derivative of lanatoside A or of digitoxin used for fast digitalization in 
congestive heart failure.
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Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.

A respiratory stimulant that enhances respiration by acting as an agonist of peripheral 
chemoreceptors located on the carotid bodies. The drug increases arterial oxygen 
tension while decreasing arterial carbon dioxide tension in patients with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease. It may also prove useful in the treatment of nocturnal 
oxygen desaturation without impairing the quality of sleep. [PubChem]

A long-acting, non selective, calcium channel blocker with significant anti-anginal 
activity. The drug produces significant coronary vasodilation and modest peripheral 
effects. It has antihypertensive and selective anti-arrhythmia activities and acts as a 
calmodulin antagonist. [PubChem] It is no longer marketed in the United States, as it 
has been implicated in causing ventricular arrhythmias (ie. Torsade de pointes).

Bretylium blocks the release of noradrenaline from the peripheral sympathetic 
nervous system, and is used in emergency medicine, cardiology, and other 
specialties for the acute management of ventricular tachycardia and ventricular 
fibrillation. The primary mode of action for bretylium is thought to be inhibition of 
voltage-gated K(+) channels. Recent evidence has shown that bretylium may also 
inhibit the Na,K-ATPase by binding to the extracellular K-site.

Ciclopirox olamine (used in preparations called Batrafen, Loprox, Mycoster, Penlac 
and Stieprox) is a synthetic antifungal agent for topical dermatologic treatment of 
superficial mycoses. It is most useful against Tinea versicolor. [Wikipedia]

Deacetyllanatoside C. A cardiotonic glycoside from the leaves of Digitalis lanata. 
[PubChem]

A benzothiadiazine derivative that is a peripheral vasodilator used for hypertensive 
emergencies. It lacks diuretic effect, apparently because it lacks a sulfonamide 
group. [PubChem]
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A cardiac glycoside sometimes used in place of digoxin. It has a longer half-life than 
digoxin; toxic effects, which are similar to those of digoxin, are longer lasting. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p665)

A cardiotonic glycoside obtained mainly from Digitalis lanata; it consists of three 
sugars and the aglycone digoxigenin. Digoxin has positive inotropic and negative 
chronotropic activity. It is used to control ventricular rate in atrial fibrillation and in the 
management of congestive heart failure with atrial fibrillation. Its use in congestive 
heart failure and sinus rhythm is less certain. The margin between toxic and 
therapeutic doses is small. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p666)

A compound that inhibits symport of sodium, potassium, and chloride primarily in the 
ascending limb of Henle, but also in the proximal and distal tubules. This 
pharmacological action results in excretion of these ions, increased urinary output, 
and reduction in extracellular fluid. This compound has been classified as a loop or 
high ceiling diuretic.

A thiazide diuretic with actions and uses similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. 
(From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p822)

A cardioactive glycoside consisting of rhamnose and ouabagenin, obtained from the 
seeds of Strophanthus gratus and other plants of the Apocynaceae; used like 
digitalis. It is commonly used in cell biological studies as an inhibitor of the NA(+)-
K(+)-exchanging ATPase.

Potassium is the major cation (positive ion) inside animal cells, while sodium is the 
major cation outside animal cells. The concentration differences of these charged 
particles causes a difference in electric potential between the inside and outside of 
cells, known as the membrane potential. The balance between potassium and sodium 
is maintained by ion pumps in the cell membrane. The cell membrane potential 
created by potassium and sodium ions allows the cell generate an action potential-a 
"spike" of electrical discharge. The ability of cells to produce electrical discharge is 
critical for body functions such as neurotransmission, muscle contraction, and heart 
function. Potassium is also an essential mineral needed to regulate water balance, 
blood pressure and levels of acidity.

A thiazide diuretic with properties similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p830)
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Cardioactive derivative of lanatoside A or of digitoxin used for fast digitalization in 
congestive heart failure.

A respiratory stimulant that enhances respiration by acting as an agonist of peripheral 
chemoreceptors located on the carotid bodies. The drug increases arterial oxygen 
tension while decreasing arterial carbon dioxide tension in patients with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease. It may also prove useful in the treatment of nocturnal 
oxygen desaturation without impairing the quality of sleep. [PubChem]

A long-acting, non selective, calcium channel blocker with significant anti-anginal 
activity. The drug produces significant coronary vasodilation and modest peripheral 
effects. It has antihypertensive and selective anti-arrhythmia activities and acts as a 
calmodulin antagonist. [PubChem] It is no longer marketed in the United States, as it 
has been implicated in causing ventricular arrhythmias (ie. Torsade de pointes).

Bretylium blocks the release of noradrenaline from the peripheral sympathetic 
nervous system, and is used in emergency medicine, cardiology, and other 
specialties for the acute management of ventricular tachycardia and ventricular 
fibrillation. The primary mode of action for bretylium is thought to be inhibition of 
voltage-gated K(+) channels. Recent evidence has shown that bretylium may also 
inhibit the Na,K-ATPase by binding to the extracellular K-site.

Ciclopirox olamine (used in preparations called Batrafen, Loprox, Mycoster, Penlac 
and Stieprox) is a synthetic antifungal agent for topical dermatologic treatment of 
superficial mycoses. It is most useful against Tinea versicolor. [Wikipedia]

Deacetyllanatoside C. A cardiotonic glycoside from the leaves of Digitalis lanata. 
[PubChem]
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A benzothiadiazine derivative that is a peripheral vasodilator used for hypertensive 
emergencies. It lacks diuretic effect, apparently because it lacks a sulfonamide 
group. [PubChem]

A cardiac glycoside sometimes used in place of digoxin. It has a longer half-life than 
digoxin; toxic effects, which are similar to those of digoxin, are longer lasting. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p665)

A cardiotonic glycoside obtained mainly from Digitalis lanata; it consists of three 
sugars and the aglycone digoxigenin. Digoxin has positive inotropic and negative 
chronotropic activity. It is used to control ventricular rate in atrial fibrillation and in the 
management of congestive heart failure with atrial fibrillation. Its use in congestive 
heart failure and sinus rhythm is less certain. The margin between toxic and 
therapeutic doses is small. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p666)

A compound that inhibits symport of sodium, potassium, and chloride primarily in the 
ascending limb of Henle, but also in the proximal and distal tubules. This 
pharmacological action results in excretion of these ions, increased urinary output, 
and reduction in extracellular fluid. This compound has been classified as a loop or 
high ceiling diuretic.

A thiazide diuretic with actions and uses similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. 
(From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p822)

A cardioactive glycoside consisting of rhamnose and ouabagenin, obtained from the 
seeds of Strophanthus gratus and other plants of the Apocynaceae; used like 
digitalis. It is commonly used in cell biological studies as an inhibitor of the NA(+)-
K(+)-exchanging ATPase.
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Potassium is the major cation (positive ion) inside animal cells, while sodium is the 
major cation outside animal cells. The concentration differences of these charged 
particles causes a difference in electric potential between the inside and outside of 
cells, known as the membrane potential. The balance between potassium and sodium 
is maintained by ion pumps in the cell membrane. The cell membrane potential 
created by potassium and sodium ions allows the cell generate an action potential-a 
"spike" of electrical discharge. The ability of cells to produce electrical discharge is 
critical for body functions such as neurotransmission, muscle contraction, and heart 
function. Potassium is also an essential mineral needed to regulate water balance, 
blood pressure and levels of acidity.

A thiazide diuretic with properties similar to those of hydrochlorothiazide. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p830)

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.

Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].

Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.
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Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.

Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.
Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].
Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.

Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.

Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.
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Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].
Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.

Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.

Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].

Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.

Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.
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Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.
Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].
Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.

Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.

Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].

Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.

Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
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Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.

Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].

Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.

Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.

Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.
Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].
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Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.

Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.

Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].

Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.

Amlexanox is an antiallergic drug, clinically effective for atopic diseases, especially 
allergic asthma and rhinitis. Amlexanox as a topical paste is a well tolerated 
treatment of recurrent aphthous ulcers. Recurrent aphthous ulcer (RAU) is the most 
prevalent oral mucosal disease in humans, estimated to affect between 5% and 50% 
of the general population.
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.
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Calcium chloride is an ionic compound of calcium and chlorine. It is highly soluble in 
water and it is deliquescent. It is a salt that is solid at room temperature, and it 
behaves as a typical ionic halide. It has several common applications such as brine 
for refrigeration plants, ice and dust control on roads, and in cement. It can be 
produced directly from limestone, but large amounts are also produced as a by-
product of the Solvay process. Because of its hygroscopic nature, it must be kept in 
tightly-sealed containers. [Wikipedia]
Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.
Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].
Used to treat allergic conjunctivitis (itching eyes), olopatadine inhibits the release of 
histamine from mast cells. It is a relatively selective histamine H1 antagonist that 
inhibits the in vivo and in vitro type 1 immediate hypersensitivity reaction including 
inhibition of histamine induced effects on human conjunctival epithelial cells.

Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Tocilizumab is a recombinant, humanized, anti-human interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor 
monoclonal antibody that achieves a significant therapeutic response rate. The light 
chain is made up of 214 amino acids. The heavy chain is made up of 448 amino 
acids. The four polypeptide chains are linked intra- and inter-molecularly by disulfide 
bonds. FDA approved on January 8, 2010. Tocilizumab (injection) was further 
approved by the FDA for the treatment of adults with giant cell arteritis, an 
inflammation of the blood vessels (vasculitis) in May, 2017. In a double-blind, 
placebo-controlled study, the patients achieved sustained remission from Week 12 
through Week 52, which was associated with significant improvements in symptoms 
of giant cell arteritis, normalization of inflammatory laboratory tests and tapering the 
use of corticosteroids [L943].
An imidazole antifungal agent that is used topically and by intravenous infusion. 
[PubChem]
A local anesthetic of the ester type that has a slow onset and a short duration of 
action. It is mainly used for infiltration anesthesia, peripheral nerve block, and spinal 
block. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p1016). Procaine has 
also been investigated as an oral entry inhibitor in treatment-experienced HIV 
patients ([Clinical Trial 
NCT00299897](https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00299897).
Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
An imidazole antifungal agent that is used topically and by intravenous infusion. 
[PubChem]
A local anesthetic of the ester type that has a slow onset and a short duration of 
action. It is mainly used for infiltration anesthesia, peripheral nerve block, and spinal 
block. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p1016). Procaine has 
also been investigated as an oral entry inhibitor in treatment-experienced HIV 
patients ([Clinical Trial 
NCT00299897](https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00299897).
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Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
An imidazole antifungal agent that is used topically and by intravenous infusion. 
[PubChem]
A local anesthetic of the ester type that has a slow onset and a short duration of 
action. It is mainly used for infiltration anesthesia, peripheral nerve block, and spinal 
block. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p1016). Procaine has 
also been investigated as an oral entry inhibitor in treatment-experienced HIV 
patients ([Clinical Trial 
NCT00299897](https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00299897).
Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
Fluoxetine hydrochloride is the first agent of the class of antidepressants known as 
selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Fluoxetine is a racemic mixture of the 
R- and S- enantiomers and are of equivalent pharmacologic activity. Despite distinct 
structural differences between compounds in this class, SSRIs possess similar 
pharmacological activity. As with other antidepressant agents, several weeks of 
therapy may be required before a clinical effect is seen. SSRIs are potent inhibitors 
of neuronal serotonin reuptake. They have little to no effect on norepinephrine or 
dopamine reuptake and do not antagonize &alpha;- or &beta;-adrenergic, dopamine 
D2 or histamine H1 receptors. During acute use, SSRIs block serotonin reuptake and 
increase serotonin stimulation of somatodendritic 5-HT1A and terminal autoreceptors. 
Chronic use leads to desensitization of somatodendritic 5-HT1A and terminal 
autoreceptors. The overall clinical effect of increased mood and decreased anxiety is 
thought to be due to adaptive changes in neuronal function that leads to enhanced 
serotonergic neurotransmission. Side effects include dry mouth, nausea, dizziness, 
drowsiness, sexual dysfunction and headache. Side effects generally occur within the 
first two weeks of therapy and are usually less severe and frequent than those 
observed with tricyclic antidepressants. Fluoxetine may be used to treat major 
depressive disorder (MDD), moderate to severe bulimia nervosa, obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD), premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD), panic disorder 
with or without agoraphobia, and in combination with olanzapine for treatment-
resistant or bipolar I depression. Fluoxetine is the most anorexic and stimulating 
SSRI.

An imidazole antifungal agent that is used topically and by intravenous infusion. 
[PubChem]
A local anesthetic of the ester type that has a slow onset and a short duration of 
action. It is mainly used for infiltration anesthesia, peripheral nerve block, and spinal 
block. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p1016). Procaine has 
also been investigated as an oral entry inhibitor in treatment-experienced HIV 
patients ([Clinical Trial 
NCT00299897](https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00299897).
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Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
Fluoxetine hydrochloride is the first agent of the class of antidepressants known as 
selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Fluoxetine is a racemic mixture of the 
R- and S- enantiomers and are of equivalent pharmacologic activity. Despite distinct 
structural differences between compounds in this class, SSRIs possess similar 
pharmacological activity. As with other antidepressant agents, several weeks of 
therapy may be required before a clinical effect is seen. SSRIs are potent inhibitors 
of neuronal serotonin reuptake. They have little to no effect on norepinephrine or 
dopamine reuptake and do not antagonize &alpha;- or &beta;-adrenergic, dopamine 
D2 or histamine H1 receptors. During acute use, SSRIs block serotonin reuptake and 
increase serotonin stimulation of somatodendritic 5-HT1A and terminal autoreceptors. 
Chronic use leads to desensitization of somatodendritic 5-HT1A and terminal 
autoreceptors. The overall clinical effect of increased mood and decreased anxiety is 
thought to be due to adaptive changes in neuronal function that leads to enhanced 
serotonergic neurotransmission. Side effects include dry mouth, nausea, dizziness, 
drowsiness, sexual dysfunction and headache. Side effects generally occur within the 
first two weeks of therapy and are usually less severe and frequent than those 
observed with tricyclic antidepressants. Fluoxetine may be used to treat major 
depressive disorder (MDD), moderate to severe bulimia nervosa, obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD), premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD), panic disorder 
with or without agoraphobia, and in combination with olanzapine for treatment-
resistant or bipolar I depression. Fluoxetine is the most anorexic and stimulating 
SSRI.

An imidazole antifungal agent that is used topically and by intravenous infusion. 
[PubChem]
A local anesthetic of the ester type that has a slow onset and a short duration of 
action. It is mainly used for infiltration anesthesia, peripheral nerve block, and spinal 
block. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p1016). Procaine has 
also been investigated as an oral entry inhibitor in treatment-experienced HIV 
patients ([Clinical Trial 
NCT00299897](https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00299897).
Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
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Fluoxetine hydrochloride is the first agent of the class of antidepressants known as 
selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Fluoxetine is a racemic mixture of the 
R- and S- enantiomers and are of equivalent pharmacologic activity. Despite distinct 
structural differences between compounds in this class, SSRIs possess similar 
pharmacological activity. As with other antidepressant agents, several weeks of 
therapy may be required before a clinical effect is seen. SSRIs are potent inhibitors 
of neuronal serotonin reuptake. They have little to no effect on norepinephrine or 
dopamine reuptake and do not antagonize &alpha;- or &beta;-adrenergic, dopamine 
D2 or histamine H1 receptors. During acute use, SSRIs block serotonin reuptake and 
increase serotonin stimulation of somatodendritic 5-HT1A and terminal autoreceptors. 
Chronic use leads to desensitization of somatodendritic 5-HT1A and terminal 
autoreceptors. The overall clinical effect of increased mood and decreased anxiety is 
thought to be due to adaptive changes in neuronal function that leads to enhanced 
serotonergic neurotransmission. Side effects include dry mouth, nausea, dizziness, 
drowsiness, sexual dysfunction and headache. Side effects generally occur within the 
first two weeks of therapy and are usually less severe and frequent than those 
observed with tricyclic antidepressants. Fluoxetine may be used to treat major 
depressive disorder (MDD), moderate to severe bulimia nervosa, obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD), premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD), panic disorder 
with or without agoraphobia, and in combination with olanzapine for treatment-
resistant or bipolar I depression. Fluoxetine is the most anorexic and stimulating 
SSRI.

An imidazole antifungal agent that is used topically and by intravenous infusion. 
[PubChem]
A local anesthetic of the ester type that has a slow onset and a short duration of 
action. It is mainly used for infiltration anesthesia, peripheral nerve block, and spinal 
block. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p1016). Procaine has 
also been investigated as an oral entry inhibitor in treatment-experienced HIV 
patients ([Clinical Trial 
NCT00299897](https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00299897).
Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
An imidazole antifungal agent that is used topically and by intravenous infusion. 
[PubChem]
A local anesthetic of the ester type that has a slow onset and a short duration of 
action. It is mainly used for infiltration anesthesia, peripheral nerve block, and spinal 
block. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p1016). Procaine has 
also been investigated as an oral entry inhibitor in treatment-experienced HIV 
patients ([Clinical Trial 
NCT00299897](https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00299897).
Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
An imidazole antifungal agent that is used topically and by intravenous infusion. 
[PubChem]
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A local anesthetic of the ester type that has a slow onset and a short duration of 
action. It is mainly used for infiltration anesthesia, peripheral nerve block, and spinal 
block. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p1016). Procaine has 
also been investigated as an oral entry inhibitor in treatment-experienced HIV 
patients ([Clinical Trial 
NCT00299897](https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00299897).
Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
Fluoxetine hydrochloride is the first agent of the class of antidepressants known as 
selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Fluoxetine is a racemic mixture of the 
R- and S- enantiomers and are of equivalent pharmacologic activity. Despite distinct 
structural differences between compounds in this class, SSRIs possess similar 
pharmacological activity. As with other antidepressant agents, several weeks of 
therapy may be required before a clinical effect is seen. SSRIs are potent inhibitors 
of neuronal serotonin reuptake. They have little to no effect on norepinephrine or 
dopamine reuptake and do not antagonize &alpha;- or &beta;-adrenergic, dopamine 
D2 or histamine H1 receptors. During acute use, SSRIs block serotonin reuptake and 
increase serotonin stimulation of somatodendritic 5-HT1A and terminal autoreceptors. 
Chronic use leads to desensitization of somatodendritic 5-HT1A and terminal 
autoreceptors. The overall clinical effect of increased mood and decreased anxiety is 
thought to be due to adaptive changes in neuronal function that leads to enhanced 
serotonergic neurotransmission. Side effects include dry mouth, nausea, dizziness, 
drowsiness, sexual dysfunction and headache. Side effects generally occur within the 
first two weeks of therapy and are usually less severe and frequent than those 
observed with tricyclic antidepressants. Fluoxetine may be used to treat major 
depressive disorder (MDD), moderate to severe bulimia nervosa, obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD), premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD), panic disorder 
with or without agoraphobia, and in combination with olanzapine for treatment-
resistant or bipolar I depression. Fluoxetine is the most anorexic and stimulating 
SSRI.

Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone for the treatment of patients 
with multiple myeloma who have received one to three prior therapies. Elotuzumab 
targets SLAMF7, also known as Signaling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule Family 
member 7, a cell surface glycoprotein. Elotuzumab consists of the complementary 
determining regions (CDR) of the mouse antibody, MuLuc63, grafted onto human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain frameworks. Elotuzumab is produced in NS0 cells 
by recombinant DNA technology. Elotuzumab has a theoretical mass of 148.1 kDa 
for the intact antibody. Elotuzumab was approved on November 30, 2015 by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Elotuzumab is marketed under the brand Emplicitiâ„¢ 
by Bristol-Myers Squibb.
Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone for the treatment of patients 
with multiple myeloma who have received one to three prior therapies. Elotuzumab 
targets SLAMF7, also known as Signaling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule Family 
member 7, a cell surface glycoprotein. Elotuzumab consists of the complementary 
determining regions (CDR) of the mouse antibody, MuLuc63, grafted onto human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain frameworks. Elotuzumab is produced in NS0 cells 
by recombinant DNA technology. Elotuzumab has a theoretical mass of 148.1 kDa 
for the intact antibody. Elotuzumab was approved on November 30, 2015 by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Elotuzumab is marketed under the brand Emplicitiâ„¢ 
by Bristol-Myers Squibb.
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Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone for the treatment of patients 
with multiple myeloma who have received one to three prior therapies. Elotuzumab 
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Food and Drug Administration. Elotuzumab is marketed under the brand Emplicitiâ„¢ 
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Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone for the treatment of patients 
with multiple myeloma who have received one to three prior therapies. Elotuzumab 
targets SLAMF7, also known as Signaling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule Family 
member 7, a cell surface glycoprotein. Elotuzumab consists of the complementary 
determining regions (CDR) of the mouse antibody, MuLuc63, grafted onto human 
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Food and Drug Administration. Elotuzumab is marketed under the brand Emplicitiâ„¢ 
by Bristol-Myers Squibb.
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Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone for the treatment of patients 
with multiple myeloma who have received one to three prior therapies. Elotuzumab 
targets SLAMF7, also known as Signaling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule Family 
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for the intact antibody. Elotuzumab was approved on November 30, 2015 by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Elotuzumab is marketed under the brand Emplicitiâ„¢ 
by Bristol-Myers Squibb.
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Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
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targets SLAMF7, also known as Signaling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule Family 
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Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone for the treatment of patients 
with multiple myeloma who have received one to three prior therapies. Elotuzumab 
targets SLAMF7, also known as Signaling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule Family 
member 7, a cell surface glycoprotein. Elotuzumab consists of the complementary 
determining regions (CDR) of the mouse antibody, MuLuc63, grafted onto human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain frameworks. Elotuzumab is produced in NS0 cells 
by recombinant DNA technology. Elotuzumab has a theoretical mass of 148.1 kDa 
for the intact antibody. Elotuzumab was approved on November 30, 2015 by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Elotuzumab is marketed under the brand Emplicitiâ„¢ 
by Bristol-Myers Squibb.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone for the treatment of patients 
with multiple myeloma who have received one to three prior therapies. Elotuzumab 
targets SLAMF7, also known as Signaling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule Family 
member 7, a cell surface glycoprotein. Elotuzumab consists of the complementary 
determining regions (CDR) of the mouse antibody, MuLuc63, grafted onto human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain frameworks. Elotuzumab is produced in NS0 cells 
by recombinant DNA technology. Elotuzumab has a theoretical mass of 148.1 kDa 
for the intact antibody. Elotuzumab was approved on November 30, 2015 by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Elotuzumab is marketed under the brand Emplicitiâ„¢ 
by Bristol-Myers Squibb.
Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone for the treatment of patients 
with multiple myeloma who have received one to three prior therapies. Elotuzumab 
targets SLAMF7, also known as Signaling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule Family 
member 7, a cell surface glycoprotein. Elotuzumab consists of the complementary 
determining regions (CDR) of the mouse antibody, MuLuc63, grafted onto human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain frameworks. Elotuzumab is produced in NS0 cells 
by recombinant DNA technology. Elotuzumab has a theoretical mass of 148.1 kDa 
for the intact antibody. Elotuzumab was approved on November 30, 2015 by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Elotuzumab is marketed under the brand Emplicitiâ„¢ 
by Bristol-Myers Squibb.
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
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An imidazole derivative with a broad spectrum of antimycotic activity. It inhibits 
biosynthesis of the sterol ergostol, an important component of fungal cell 
membranes. Its action leads to increased membrane permeability and apparent 
disruption of enzyme systems bound to the membrane. [PubChem]
Histamine H1 antagonist with pronounced sedative properties. It is used in allergies 
and as an antitussive, antiemetic, and hypnotic. Doxylamine has also been 
administered in veterinary applications and was formerly used in parkinsonism. 
[PubChem]
Elotuzumab is a humanized IgG1 (Immunoglobulin G) monoclonal antibody indicated 
in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone for the treatment of patients 
with multiple myeloma who have received one to three prior therapies. Elotuzumab 
targets SLAMF7, also known as Signaling Lymphocytic Activation Molecule Family 
member 7, a cell surface glycoprotein. Elotuzumab consists of the complementary 
determining regions (CDR) of the mouse antibody, MuLuc63, grafted onto human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain frameworks. Elotuzumab is produced in NS0 cells 
by recombinant DNA technology. Elotuzumab has a theoretical mass of 148.1 kDa 
for the intact antibody. Elotuzumab was approved on November 30, 2015 by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Elotuzumab is marketed under the brand Emplicitiâ„¢ 
by Bristol-Myers Squibb.
Broad spectrum antifungal agent used for long periods at high doses, especially in 
immunosuppressed patients. It is a racemate consisting of equimolar amounts of 
(2R,4S)- and (2S,4R)-ketoconazole with the chiral centers on the acetal ring.
One of the long-acting synthetic antidiarrheals; it is not significantly absorbed from 
the gut, and has no effect on the adrenergic system or central nervous system, but 
may antagonize histamine and interfere with acetylcholine release locally. 
[PubChem]
A histamine H1 antagonist used in the treatment of motion sickness, vertigo, and 
nausea during pregnancy and radiation sickness. [PubChem]
One of the histamine H1 antagonists with little sedative action. It is used in treatment 
of hay fever, rhinitis, allergic dermatoses, and pruritus. [PubChem]
Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
buy DHEA.
Resveratrol (3,5,4'-trihydroxystilbene) is a polyphenolic phytoalexin. It is a stilbenoid, 
a derivate of stilbene, and is produced in plants with the help of the enzyme stilbene 
synthase. It exists as two structural isomers: cis-(Z) and trans-(E), with the trans-
isomer shown in the top image. The trans- form can undergo isomerisation to the cis- 
form when heated or exposed to ultraviolet irradiation. In a 2004 issue of Science, Dr. 
Sinclair of Harvard University said resveratrol is not an easy molecule to protect from 
oxidation. It has been claimed that it is readily degraded by exposure to light, heat, 
and oxygen. However, studies find that Trans-resveratrol undergoes negligible 
oxidation in normal atmosphere at room temperature.

A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
An aromatic ether that is phenol which is substituted at C-5 by a chloro group and at 
C-2 by a 2,4-dichlorophenoxy group. It is widely used as a preservative and 
antimicrobial agent in personal care products such as soaps, skin creams, toothpaste 
and deodorants as well as in household items such as plastic chopping boards, sports 
equipment and shoes. [ChEBI]
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The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
An imidazole derivative with a broad spectrum of antimycotic activity. It inhibits 
biosynthesis of the sterol ergostol, an important component of fungal cell 
membranes. Its action leads to increased membrane permeability and apparent 
disruption of enzyme systems bound to the membrane. [PubChem]
Histamine H1 antagonist with pronounced sedative properties. It is used in allergies 
and as an antitussive, antiemetic, and hypnotic. Doxylamine has also been 
administered in veterinary applications and was formerly used in parkinsonism. 
[PubChem]
Broad spectrum antifungal agent used for long periods at high doses, especially in 
immunosuppressed patients. It is a racemate consisting of equimolar amounts of 
(2R,4S)- and (2S,4R)-ketoconazole with the chiral centers on the acetal ring.
One of the long-acting synthetic antidiarrheals; it is not significantly absorbed from 
the gut, and has no effect on the adrenergic system or central nervous system, but 
may antagonize histamine and interfere with acetylcholine release locally. 
[PubChem]
A histamine H1 antagonist used in the treatment of motion sickness, vertigo, and 
nausea during pregnancy and radiation sickness. [PubChem]
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
One of the histamine H1 antagonists with little sedative action. It is used in treatment 
of hay fever, rhinitis, allergic dermatoses, and pruritus. [PubChem]
Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
buy DHEA.
Resveratrol (3,5,4'-trihydroxystilbene) is a polyphenolic phytoalexin. It is a stilbenoid, 
a derivate of stilbene, and is produced in plants with the help of the enzyme stilbene 
synthase. It exists as two structural isomers: cis-(Z) and trans-(E), with the trans-
isomer shown in the top image. The trans- form can undergo isomerisation to the cis- 
form when heated or exposed to ultraviolet irradiation. In a 2004 issue of Science, Dr. 
Sinclair of Harvard University said resveratrol is not an easy molecule to protect from 
oxidation. It has been claimed that it is readily degraded by exposure to light, heat, 
and oxygen. However, studies find that Trans-resveratrol undergoes negligible 
oxidation in normal atmosphere at room temperature.

An aromatic ether that is phenol which is substituted at C-5 by a chloro group and at 
C-2 by a 2,4-dichlorophenoxy group. It is widely used as a preservative and 
antimicrobial agent in personal care products such as soaps, skin creams, toothpaste 
and deodorants as well as in household items such as plastic chopping boards, sports 
equipment and shoes. [ChEBI]
Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine is used as a skin-testing reagent to detect 
immunoglobulin E antibodies in people with a history of penicillin allergy. The 
quantitation of in vitro IgE antibodies to the benzylpenicilloyl determinant is a useful 
tool for evaluating allergic subjects.
An imidazole derivative with a broad spectrum of antimycotic activity. It inhibits 
biosynthesis of the sterol ergostol, an important component of fungal cell 
membranes. Its action leads to increased membrane permeability and apparent 
disruption of enzyme systems bound to the membrane. [PubChem]
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Histamine H1 antagonist with pronounced sedative properties. It is used in allergies 
and as an antitussive, antiemetic, and hypnotic. Doxylamine has also been 
administered in veterinary applications and was formerly used in parkinsonism. 
[PubChem]
Broad spectrum antifungal agent used for long periods at high doses, especially in 
immunosuppressed patients. It is a racemate consisting of equimolar amounts of 
(2R,4S)- and (2S,4R)-ketoconazole with the chiral centers on the acetal ring.
One of the long-acting synthetic antidiarrheals; it is not significantly absorbed from 
the gut, and has no effect on the adrenergic system or central nervous system, but 
may antagonize histamine and interfere with acetylcholine release locally. 
[PubChem]
A histamine H1 antagonist used in the treatment of motion sickness, vertigo, and 
nausea during pregnancy and radiation sickness. [PubChem]
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
One of the histamine H1 antagonists with little sedative action. It is used in treatment 
of hay fever, rhinitis, allergic dermatoses, and pruritus. [PubChem]
Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
buy DHEA.
An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

Resveratrol (3,5,4'-trihydroxystilbene) is a polyphenolic phytoalexin. It is a stilbenoid, 
a derivate of stilbene, and is produced in plants with the help of the enzyme stilbene 
synthase. It exists as two structural isomers: cis-(Z) and trans-(E), with the trans-
isomer shown in the top image. The trans- form can undergo isomerisation to the cis- 
form when heated or exposed to ultraviolet irradiation. In a 2004 issue of Science, Dr. 
Sinclair of Harvard University said resveratrol is not an easy molecule to protect from 
oxidation. It has been claimed that it is readily degraded by exposure to light, heat, 
and oxygen. However, studies find that Trans-resveratrol undergoes negligible 
oxidation in normal atmosphere at room temperature.

An aromatic ether that is phenol which is substituted at C-5 by a chloro group and at 
C-2 by a 2,4-dichlorophenoxy group. It is widely used as a preservative and 
antimicrobial agent in personal care products such as soaps, skin creams, toothpaste 
and deodorants as well as in household items such as plastic chopping boards, sports 
equipment and shoes. [ChEBI]
Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine is used as a skin-testing reagent to detect 
immunoglobulin E antibodies in people with a history of penicillin allergy. The 
quantitation of in vitro IgE antibodies to the benzylpenicilloyl determinant is a useful 
tool for evaluating allergic subjects.
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An imidazole derivative with a broad spectrum of antimycotic activity. It inhibits 
biosynthesis of the sterol ergostol, an important component of fungal cell 
membranes. Its action leads to increased membrane permeability and apparent 
disruption of enzyme systems bound to the membrane. [PubChem]
Histamine H1 antagonist with pronounced sedative properties. It is used in allergies 
and as an antitussive, antiemetic, and hypnotic. Doxylamine has also been 
administered in veterinary applications and was formerly used in parkinsonism. 
[PubChem]
Broad spectrum antifungal agent used for long periods at high doses, especially in 
immunosuppressed patients. It is a racemate consisting of equimolar amounts of 
(2R,4S)- and (2S,4R)-ketoconazole with the chiral centers on the acetal ring.
One of the long-acting synthetic antidiarrheals; it is not significantly absorbed from 
the gut, and has no effect on the adrenergic system or central nervous system, but 
may antagonize histamine and interfere with acetylcholine release locally. 
[PubChem]
A histamine H1 antagonist used in the treatment of motion sickness, vertigo, and 
nausea during pregnancy and radiation sickness. [PubChem]
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
One of the histamine H1 antagonists with little sedative action. It is used in treatment 
of hay fever, rhinitis, allergic dermatoses, and pruritus. [PubChem]
Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
buy DHEA.
An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

Resveratrol (3,5,4'-trihydroxystilbene) is a polyphenolic phytoalexin. It is a stilbenoid, 
a derivate of stilbene, and is produced in plants with the help of the enzyme stilbene 
synthase. It exists as two structural isomers: cis-(Z) and trans-(E), with the trans-
isomer shown in the top image. The trans- form can undergo isomerisation to the cis- 
form when heated or exposed to ultraviolet irradiation. In a 2004 issue of Science, Dr. 
Sinclair of Harvard University said resveratrol is not an easy molecule to protect from 
oxidation. It has been claimed that it is readily degraded by exposure to light, heat, 
and oxygen. However, studies find that Trans-resveratrol undergoes negligible 
oxidation in normal atmosphere at room temperature.

An aromatic ether that is phenol which is substituted at C-5 by a chloro group and at 
C-2 by a 2,4-dichlorophenoxy group. It is widely used as a preservative and 
antimicrobial agent in personal care products such as soaps, skin creams, toothpaste 
and deodorants as well as in household items such as plastic chopping boards, sports 
equipment and shoes. [ChEBI]
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
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Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine is used as a skin-testing reagent to detect 
immunoglobulin E antibodies in people with a history of penicillin allergy. The 
quantitation of in vitro IgE antibodies to the benzylpenicilloyl determinant is a useful 
tool for evaluating allergic subjects.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Benzylpenicilloyl Polylysine is used as a skin-testing reagent to detect 
immunoglobulin E antibodies in people with a history of penicillin allergy. The 
quantitation of in vitro IgE antibodies to the benzylpenicilloyl determinant is a useful 
tool for evaluating allergic subjects.
An imidazole derivative with a broad spectrum of antimycotic activity. It inhibits 
biosynthesis of the sterol ergostol, an important component of fungal cell 
membranes. Its action leads to increased membrane permeability and apparent 
disruption of enzyme systems bound to the membrane. [PubChem]
Histamine H1 antagonist with pronounced sedative properties. It is used in allergies 
and as an antitussive, antiemetic, and hypnotic. Doxylamine has also been 
administered in veterinary applications and was formerly used in parkinsonism. 
[PubChem]
Broad spectrum antifungal agent used for long periods at high doses, especially in 
immunosuppressed patients. It is a racemate consisting of equimolar amounts of 
(2R,4S)- and (2S,4R)-ketoconazole with the chiral centers on the acetal ring.
One of the long-acting synthetic antidiarrheals; it is not significantly absorbed from 
the gut, and has no effect on the adrenergic system or central nervous system, but 
may antagonize histamine and interfere with acetylcholine release locally. 
[PubChem]
A histamine H1 antagonist used in the treatment of motion sickness, vertigo, and 
nausea during pregnancy and radiation sickness. [PubChem]
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
One of the histamine H1 antagonists with little sedative action. It is used in treatment 
of hay fever, rhinitis, allergic dermatoses, and pruritus. [PubChem]
Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
buy DHEA.
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Resveratrol (3,5,4'-trihydroxystilbene) is a polyphenolic phytoalexin. It is a stilbenoid, 
a derivate of stilbene, and is produced in plants with the help of the enzyme stilbene 
synthase. It exists as two structural isomers: cis-(Z) and trans-(E), with the trans-
isomer shown in the top image. The trans- form can undergo isomerisation to the cis- 
form when heated or exposed to ultraviolet irradiation. In a 2004 issue of Science, Dr. 
Sinclair of Harvard University said resveratrol is not an easy molecule to protect from 
oxidation. It has been claimed that it is readily degraded by exposure to light, heat, 
and oxygen. However, studies find that Trans-resveratrol undergoes negligible 
oxidation in normal atmosphere at room temperature.

An aromatic ether that is phenol which is substituted at C-5 by a chloro group and at 
C-2 by a 2,4-dichlorophenoxy group. It is widely used as a preservative and 
antimicrobial agent in personal care products such as soaps, skin creams, toothpaste 
and deodorants as well as in household items such as plastic chopping boards, sports 
equipment and shoes. [ChEBI]
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
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A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
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Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
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Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
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Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
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Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
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A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
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Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.
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Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
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Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
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Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
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A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
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Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.
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Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.

Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
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Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
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Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).

A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.

Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
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A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.

Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
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Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
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Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
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Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
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Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
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Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
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Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
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A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
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Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
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Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
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Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
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Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
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Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
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Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
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A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
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Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is a mixture of IgG1 and other antibodies derived 
from healthy human plasma via Cohn fractionation. The purification process includes 
cold alcohol fractionation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, and ion exchange 
chromatography. IVIg contains the same distribution of IgG antibody subclasses as is 
found in the general human population. IgG subclasses are fully represented in the 
following proportions: 70.3% IgG1, 24.7% IgG2, 3.1% IgG3, and 1.9% IgG4. IVIg is 
used in the treatment of immunodeficiencies, as well as autoimmune and 
inflammatory disorders.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Sarilumab is a fully human anti-IL-6R monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to both 
membrane bound and soluble interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor forms, thus blocking the cis- 
and trans-inflammatory signalling cascades of IL-6 [A27262]. Sarilumab was 
developped by Sanofi and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc; it was US FDA-
approved in May 2017 and followed by EU approval in June 2017 for the treatment of 
moderate to severe Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) in combination with methotrexate 
[A27265]. RA is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by polyarthritis and its 
treatment has been challenged by the different response in every patient [A27264]. 
Subcutaneous administration of Sarilumab has been shown to decrease acute-phase 
reactant levels and improve in clinical RA symptoms [A27263].

A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
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A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
Aldesleukin, a lymphokine, is produced by recombinant DNA technology using a 
genetically engineered E. coli strain containing an analog of the human interleukin-2 
gene. Genetic engineering techniques were used to modify the human IL-2 gene, and 
the resulting expression clone encodes a modified human interleukin-2. This 
recombinant form differs from native interleukin-2 in the following ways: a) 
Aldesleukin is not glycosylated because it is derived from E. coli; b) the molecule has 
no N-terminal alanine; the codon for this amino acid was deleted during the genetic 
engineering procedure; c) the molecule has serine substituted for cysteine at amino 
acid position 125.
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A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
A recombinant DNA-derived cytotoxic protein composed of the amino acid 
sequences for diphtheria toxin fragments A and B (Met 1-Thr 387)-His followed by the 
sequences for interleukin-2 (IL-2; Ala 1-Thr 133). It is produced in an E. coli 
expression system.
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Aldesleukin is not glycosylated because it is derived from E. coli; b) the molecule has 
no N-terminal alanine; the codon for this amino acid was deleted during the genetic 
engineering procedure; c) the molecule has serine substituted for cysteine at amino 
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Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed).
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blocks of proteins. Proline is sometimes called an imino acid, although the IUPAC 
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lowers serum lipid concentration, reduces incidence of cardiovascular disorders, 
prevents platelet aggregation, and inhibits arachidonic acid conversion into the 
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A non-essential amino acid that is involved in the metabolic control of cell functions 
in nerve and brain tissue. It is biosynthesized from aspartic acid and ammonia by 
asparagine synthetase. (From Concise Encyclopedia Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, 3rd ed)
One of the non-essential amino acids commonly occurring in the L-form. It is found in 
animals and plants, especially in sugar cane and sugar beets. It may be a 
neurotransmitter.
A major primary bile acid produced in the liver and usually conjugated with glycine or 
taurine. It facilitates fat absorption and cholesterol excretion. [PubChem] Cholic acid, 
formulated as Cholbam capsules, is approved by the United States Food and Drug 
Administration as a treatment for children and adults with bile acid synthesis 
disorders due to single enzyme defects, and for peroxisomal disorders (such as 
Zellweger syndrome).

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
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An antineoplastic agent. It has significant activity against melanomas. (from 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 31st ed, p564). Dacarbazine with Oblimersen 
is in clinical trials for the treatment of malignant melanoma.

A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
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Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
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Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
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process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.
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various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
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Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
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Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.
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suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
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various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
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as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Capsaicin is most often used as a topical analgesic and exists in many formulations 
of cream, liquid, and patch preparations of various strengths; however, it may also be 
found in some dietary supplements. Capsaicin is a naturally-occurring botanical 
irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
most recent capsaicin FDA approval was Qutenza, an 8% capsaicin patch dermal-
delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
neuralgia.
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Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
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via selective depletion of T-cells.
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exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.
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irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
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delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
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delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
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Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Capsaicin is most often used as a topical analgesic and exists in many formulations 
of cream, liquid, and patch preparations of various strengths; however, it may also be 
found in some dietary supplements. Capsaicin is a naturally-occurring botanical 
irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
most recent capsaicin FDA approval was Qutenza, an 8% capsaicin patch dermal-
delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
neuralgia.
Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
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Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Capsaicin is most often used as a topical analgesic and exists in many formulations 
of cream, liquid, and patch preparations of various strengths; however, it may also be 
found in some dietary supplements. Capsaicin is a naturally-occurring botanical 
irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
most recent capsaicin FDA approval was Qutenza, an 8% capsaicin patch dermal-
delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
neuralgia.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Recombinant) is a recombinant analogue of endogenous 
complement component-1 esterase inhibitor (rhC1INH), purified from the milk of 
transgenic rabbits. The primary function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the 
activation of the complement and contact system pathways. It does this through 
inhibition of several target proteases within these pathways including activated C1s, 
kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to 
inhibit the action of thrombin within the coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin 
within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein 
activation, which leads to the production of the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. 
Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the 
complement system. Down-stream effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 
esterase inhibitor results in swelling due to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into 
connective tissue and consequently the presentation of hereditary angioedema 
(HAE). Marketed as the product Ruconest (FDA), this drug is indicated for the 
treatment of acute attacks of hereditary angioedema (HAE) due to C1 esterase 
inhibitor deficiency in adults. Intravenous replacement of C1 esterase inhibitor results 
in reversal of acute symptoms of HAE.
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
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Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Human) is composed of purified endogenous complement 
component-1 esterase inhibitor (hC1INH) isolated from human plasma. The primary 
function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the activation of the complement and 
contact system pathways. It does this through inhibition of several target proteases 
within these pathways including activated C1s, kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. 
C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to inhibit the action of thrombin within the 
coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency 
of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein activation, which leads to the production of 
the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes 
unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the complement system. Down-stream 
effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 esterase inhibitor results in swelling due 
to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into connective tissue and consequently the 
presentation of hereditary angioedema (HAE). Marketed as the product Cyrinze 
(FDA), this drug is indicated for routine prophylaxis against angioedema attacks in 
adolescent and adult patients with Hereditary Angioedema (HAE), a human genetic 
disorder caused by a shortage of C1 inhibitor activity that results in an overreaction of 
the immune system. The disease is characterized by acute attacks of painful and in 
some cases fatal swelling of several soft tissues (edema), which may last up to five 
days when untreated. In June 2017 the FDA approved a formulation of human C1-
esterase inhibitor for subcutaneous administration under the tradename Haegarda.

Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
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Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Capsaicin is most often used as a topical analgesic and exists in many formulations 
of cream, liquid, and patch preparations of various strengths; however, it may also be 
found in some dietary supplements. Capsaicin is a naturally-occurring botanical 
irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
most recent capsaicin FDA approval was Qutenza, an 8% capsaicin patch dermal-
delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
neuralgia.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.
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Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Capsaicin is most often used as a topical analgesic and exists in many formulations 
of cream, liquid, and patch preparations of various strengths; however, it may also be 
found in some dietary supplements. Capsaicin is a naturally-occurring botanical 
irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
most recent capsaicin FDA approval was Qutenza, an 8% capsaicin patch dermal-
delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
neuralgia.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Capsaicin is most often used as a topical analgesic and exists in many formulations 
of cream, liquid, and patch preparations of various strengths; however, it may also be 
found in some dietary supplements. Capsaicin is a naturally-occurring botanical 
irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
most recent capsaicin FDA approval was Qutenza, an 8% capsaicin patch dermal-
delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
neuralgia.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
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Capsaicin is most often used as a topical analgesic and exists in many formulations 
of cream, liquid, and patch preparations of various strengths; however, it may also be 
found in some dietary supplements. Capsaicin is a naturally-occurring botanical 
irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
most recent capsaicin FDA approval was Qutenza, an 8% capsaicin patch dermal-
delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
neuralgia.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.
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C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Recombinant) is a recombinant analogue of endogenous 
complement component-1 esterase inhibitor (rhC1INH), purified from the milk of 
transgenic rabbits. The primary function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the 
activation of the complement and contact system pathways. It does this through 
inhibition of several target proteases within these pathways including activated C1s, 
kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to 
inhibit the action of thrombin within the coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin 
within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein 
activation, which leads to the production of the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. 
Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the 
complement system. Down-stream effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 
esterase inhibitor results in swelling due to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into 
connective tissue and consequently the presentation of hereditary angioedema 
(HAE). Marketed as the product Ruconest (FDA), this drug is indicated for the 
treatment of acute attacks of hereditary angioedema (HAE) due to C1 esterase 
inhibitor deficiency in adults. Intravenous replacement of C1 esterase inhibitor results 
in reversal of acute symptoms of HAE.
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
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C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Human) is composed of purified endogenous complement 
component-1 esterase inhibitor (hC1INH) isolated from human plasma. The primary 
function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the activation of the complement and 
contact system pathways. It does this through inhibition of several target proteases 
within these pathways including activated C1s, kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. 
C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to inhibit the action of thrombin within the 
coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency 
of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein activation, which leads to the production of 
the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes 
unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the complement system. Down-stream 
effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 esterase inhibitor results in swelling due 
to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into connective tissue and consequently the 
presentation of hereditary angioedema (HAE). Marketed as the product Cyrinze 
(FDA), this drug is indicated for routine prophylaxis against angioedema attacks in 
adolescent and adult patients with Hereditary Angioedema (HAE), a human genetic 
disorder caused by a shortage of C1 inhibitor activity that results in an overreaction of 
the immune system. The disease is characterized by acute attacks of painful and in 
some cases fatal swelling of several soft tissues (edema), which may last up to five 
days when untreated. In June 2017 the FDA approved a formulation of human C1-
esterase inhibitor for subcutaneous administration under the tradename Haegarda.

Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
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A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Recombinant) is a recombinant analogue of endogenous 
complement component-1 esterase inhibitor (rhC1INH), purified from the milk of 
transgenic rabbits. The primary function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the 
activation of the complement and contact system pathways. It does this through 
inhibition of several target proteases within these pathways including activated C1s, 
kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to 
inhibit the action of thrombin within the coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin 
within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein 
activation, which leads to the production of the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. 
Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the 
complement system. Down-stream effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 
esterase inhibitor results in swelling due to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into 
connective tissue and consequently the presentation of hereditary angioedema 
(HAE). Marketed as the product Ruconest (FDA), this drug is indicated for the 
treatment of acute attacks of hereditary angioedema (HAE) due to C1 esterase 
inhibitor deficiency in adults. Intravenous replacement of C1 esterase inhibitor results 
in reversal of acute symptoms of HAE.
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
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Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Human) is composed of purified endogenous complement 
component-1 esterase inhibitor (hC1INH) isolated from human plasma. The primary 
function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the activation of the complement and 
contact system pathways. It does this through inhibition of several target proteases 
within these pathways including activated C1s, kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. 
C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to inhibit the action of thrombin within the 
coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency 
of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein activation, which leads to the production of 
the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes 
unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the complement system. Down-stream 
effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 esterase inhibitor results in swelling due 
to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into connective tissue and consequently the 
presentation of hereditary angioedema (HAE). Marketed as the product Cyrinze 
(FDA), this drug is indicated for routine prophylaxis against angioedema attacks in 
adolescent and adult patients with Hereditary Angioedema (HAE), a human genetic 
disorder caused by a shortage of C1 inhibitor activity that results in an overreaction of 
the immune system. The disease is characterized by acute attacks of painful and in 
some cases fatal swelling of several soft tissues (edema), which may last up to five 
days when untreated. In June 2017 the FDA approved a formulation of human C1-
esterase inhibitor for subcutaneous administration under the tradename Haegarda.

Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
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Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
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A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Recombinant) is a recombinant analogue of endogenous 
complement component-1 esterase inhibitor (rhC1INH), purified from the milk of 
transgenic rabbits. The primary function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the 
activation of the complement and contact system pathways. It does this through 
inhibition of several target proteases within these pathways including activated C1s, 
kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to 
inhibit the action of thrombin within the coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin 
within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein 
activation, which leads to the production of the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. 
Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the 
complement system. Down-stream effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 
esterase inhibitor results in swelling due to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into 
connective tissue and consequently the presentation of hereditary angioedema 
(HAE). Marketed as the product Ruconest (FDA), this drug is indicated for the 
treatment of acute attacks of hereditary angioedema (HAE) due to C1 esterase 
inhibitor deficiency in adults. Intravenous replacement of C1 esterase inhibitor results 
in reversal of acute symptoms of HAE.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
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Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Human) is composed of purified endogenous complement 
component-1 esterase inhibitor (hC1INH) isolated from human plasma. The primary 
function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the activation of the complement and 
contact system pathways. It does this through inhibition of several target proteases 
within these pathways including activated C1s, kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. 
C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to inhibit the action of thrombin within the 
coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency 
of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein activation, which leads to the production of 
the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes 
unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the complement system. Down-stream 
effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 esterase inhibitor results in swelling due 
to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into connective tissue and consequently the 
presentation of hereditary angioedema (HAE). Marketed as the product Cyrinze 
(FDA), this drug is indicated for routine prophylaxis against angioedema attacks in 
adolescent and adult patients with Hereditary Angioedema (HAE), a human genetic 
disorder caused by a shortage of C1 inhibitor activity that results in an overreaction of 
the immune system. The disease is characterized by acute attacks of painful and in 
some cases fatal swelling of several soft tissues (edema), which may last up to five 
days when untreated. In June 2017 the FDA approved a formulation of human C1-
esterase inhibitor for subcutaneous administration under the tradename Haegarda.

Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
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Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Capsaicin is most often used as a topical analgesic and exists in many formulations 
of cream, liquid, and patch preparations of various strengths; however, it may also be 
found in some dietary supplements. Capsaicin is a naturally-occurring botanical 
irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
most recent capsaicin FDA approval was Qutenza, an 8% capsaicin patch dermal-
delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
neuralgia.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.
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C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Recombinant) is a recombinant analogue of endogenous 
complement component-1 esterase inhibitor (rhC1INH), purified from the milk of 
transgenic rabbits. The primary function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the 
activation of the complement and contact system pathways. It does this through 
inhibition of several target proteases within these pathways including activated C1s, 
kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to 
inhibit the action of thrombin within the coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin 
within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein 
activation, which leads to the production of the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. 
Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the 
complement system. Down-stream effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 
esterase inhibitor results in swelling due to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into 
connective tissue and consequently the presentation of hereditary angioedema 
(HAE). Marketed as the product Ruconest (FDA), this drug is indicated for the 
treatment of acute attacks of hereditary angioedema (HAE) due to C1 esterase 
inhibitor deficiency in adults. Intravenous replacement of C1 esterase inhibitor results 
in reversal of acute symptoms of HAE.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
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C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Human) is composed of purified endogenous complement 
component-1 esterase inhibitor (hC1INH) isolated from human plasma. The primary 
function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the activation of the complement and 
contact system pathways. It does this through inhibition of several target proteases 
within these pathways including activated C1s, kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. 
C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to inhibit the action of thrombin within the 
coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency 
of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein activation, which leads to the production of 
the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes 
unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the complement system. Down-stream 
effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 esterase inhibitor results in swelling due 
to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into connective tissue and consequently the 
presentation of hereditary angioedema (HAE). Marketed as the product Cyrinze 
(FDA), this drug is indicated for routine prophylaxis against angioedema attacks in 
adolescent and adult patients with Hereditary Angioedema (HAE), a human genetic 
disorder caused by a shortage of C1 inhibitor activity that results in an overreaction of 
the immune system. The disease is characterized by acute attacks of painful and in 
some cases fatal swelling of several soft tissues (edema), which may last up to five 
days when untreated. In June 2017 the FDA approved a formulation of human C1-
esterase inhibitor for subcutaneous administration under the tradename Haegarda.

Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
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Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Abciximab is a Fab fragment of the chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody 
7E3. Abciximab binds to the glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa receptor of human platelets 
and inhibits platelet aggregation by preventing the binding of fibrinogen, von 
Willebrand factor, and other adhesive molecules. It also binds to vitronectin (αvβ3) 
receptor found on platelets and vessel wall endothelial and smooth muscle cells.

Adalimumab is a human monoclonal antibody against TNF-alpha. It is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology using a mammalian cell expression system. It consists 
of 1330 amino acids and has a molecular weight of approximately 148 kilodaltons.

Immunosuppressive dimeric fusion protein that consists of the extracellular CD2-
binding portion of the human leukocyte function antigen-3 (LFA-3) linked to the Fc 
(hinge, CH2 and CH3 domains) portion of human IgG1. Produced by CHO cells, mW 
is 91.4 kD.
Humanized monoclonal antibody specific to lymphocyte antigens. It is a recombinant 
DNA-derived humanized monoclonal antibody (Campath-1H) that is directed against 
the 21-28 kD cell surface glycoprotein,CD52. The Campath-1H antibody is an IgG1 
kappa with human variable framework and constant regions, and complementarity-
determining regions from a murine (rat) monoclonal antibody (Campath-1G). 
Campath is produced in mammalian cell (Chinese hamster ovary) suspension culture 
in a medium containing neomycin.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
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Capsaicin is most often used as a topical analgesic and exists in many formulations 
of cream, liquid, and patch preparations of various strengths; however, it may also be 
found in some dietary supplements. Capsaicin is a naturally-occurring botanical 
irritant in chili peppers, synthetically derived for pharmaceutical formulations. The 
most recent capsaicin FDA approval was Qutenza, an 8% capsaicin patch dermal-
delivery system, indicated for neuropathic pain associated with post-herpetic 
neuralgia.
Cetuximab is an epidermal growth factor receptor binding FAB. Cetuximab is 
composed of the Fv (variable; antigen-binding) regions of the 225 murine EGFr 
monoclonal antibody specific for the N-terminal portion of human EGFr with human 
IgG1 heavy and kappa light chain constant (framework) regions. Cetuximab is 
marketed under the brand Erbitux® by Eli Lilly and Company. In the United States, a 
regimen of cetuximab costs approximately $30,790 for an eight-week course.

C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Recombinant) is a recombinant analogue of endogenous 
complement component-1 esterase inhibitor (rhC1INH), purified from the milk of 
transgenic rabbits. The primary function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the 
activation of the complement and contact system pathways. It does this through 
inhibition of several target proteases within these pathways including activated C1s, 
kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to 
inhibit the action of thrombin within the coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin 
within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein 
activation, which leads to the production of the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. 
Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the 
complement system. Down-stream effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 
esterase inhibitor results in swelling due to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into 
connective tissue and consequently the presentation of hereditary angioedema 
(HAE). Marketed as the product Ruconest (FDA), this drug is indicated for the 
treatment of acute attacks of hereditary angioedema (HAE) due to C1 esterase 
inhibitor deficiency in adults. Intravenous replacement of C1 esterase inhibitor results 
in reversal of acute symptoms of HAE.
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Dimeric fusion protein consisting of the extracellular ligand-binding portion of the 
human 75 kilodalton (p75) tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) linked to the Fc 
portion of human IgG1. The Fc component of etanercept contains the CH2 domain, 
the CH3 domain and hinge region, but not the CH1 domain of IgG1. Etanercept is 
produced by recombinant DNA technology in a Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 
mammalian cell expression system. It consists of 934 amino acids.
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Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is a recombinant humanized IgG4 kappa antibody which is 
conjugated with calicheamicin derivative, a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic isolated 
from fermentation of Micromonospora echinospora ssp. calichensis. Gemtuzumab 
ozogamicin has approximately 50% of the antibody loaded with 4-6 moles 
calicheamicin per mole of antibody [FDA Label]. The antibody is specifically directed 
against the CD33 antigen present on leukemic myeloblasts in most patients with 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML). By binding to the CD33 antigen on tumors, the 
cytotoxic agent blocks the growth of cancerous cells and causes cell death. Marketing 
approval of gemtuzumab ozogamicin was granted on May 17, 2000 by FDA as a 
treatment for patients with CD33-positive AML in first relapse who are 60 years of 
age or older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy 
[A98]. However, it was voluntarily withdrawn from the market in 2010 due to safety 
concerns, increased patient deaths and insufficient evidence of clinical benefit during 
confirmatory trials [L941]. On September 1 2017, gemtuzumab ozogamicin was again 
approved for the treatment of adults with newly diagnosed CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia but with a lower dosing regimen and a different schedule in 
combination with chemotherapy or on its own [L941]. It is also indicated for the 
treatment of patients aged 2 years and older with CD33-positive AML who have 
experienced a relapse or who have not responded to initial treatment (refractory) 
[L941].
C1 Esterase Inhibitor (Human) is composed of purified endogenous complement 
component-1 esterase inhibitor (hC1INH) isolated from human plasma. The primary 
function of endogenous C1INH is to regulate the activation of the complement and 
contact system pathways. It does this through inhibition of several target proteases 
within these pathways including activated C1s, kallikrein, factor XIIa and factor XIa. 
C1 esterase inhibitor has also been shown to inhibit the action of thrombin within the 
coagulation pathway, and tPA and plasmin within the fibrinolytic pathway. Deficiency 
of C1-inhibitor permits plasma kallikrein activation, which leads to the production of 
the vasoactive peptide bradykinin. Additionally, C4 and C2 cleavage goes 
unchecked, resulting in auto-activation of the complement system. Down-stream 
effects of the lack of enzyme inhibition by C1 esterase inhibitor results in swelling due 
to leakage of fluid from blood vessels into connective tissue and consequently the 
presentation of hereditary angioedema (HAE). Marketed as the product Cyrinze 
(FDA), this drug is indicated for routine prophylaxis against angioedema attacks in 
adolescent and adult patients with Hereditary Angioedema (HAE), a human genetic 
disorder caused by a shortage of C1 inhibitor activity that results in an overreaction of 
the immune system. The disease is characterized by acute attacks of painful and in 
some cases fatal swelling of several soft tissues (edema), which may last up to five 
days when untreated. In June 2017 the FDA approved a formulation of human C1-
esterase inhibitor for subcutaneous administration under the tradename Haegarda.

Indium or yttrium conjugated murine IgG1 kappa monoclonal antibody directed 
against the CD20 antigen, which is found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. Ibritumomab is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and is 
composed of two murine gamma 1 heavy chains of 445 amino acids each and two 
kappa light chains of 213 amino acids each.
Murine monoclonal antibody specific to CD3 T-cell lymphocyte antigens. More 
specifically it is a purified murine (mouse) monoclonal antibody, directed against the 
CD3 (T3) receptor on the surface of human T-cells (T-lymphocytes) cultured using 
the murine ascites method. Muromonab is 93% monomeric immune globulin G type 
2a (IgG2a).
Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
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Humanized monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) produced by recombinant DNA technology, 
directed to an epitope in the A antigenic site of the F protein of respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV). Synagis is a composite of human (95%) and murine (5%) antibody 
sequences. The human heavy chain sequence was derived from the constant 
domains of human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the VH genes Cor (1) 
and Cess (2). The human lightchain sequence was derived from the constant domain 
of Ck and the variable framework regions of the VL gene K104 withJk-4. Palivizumab 
is expressed from a stable murine (mouse) myeloma cell line (NS0). Palivizumab is 
composed of to heavy chains (50.6 kDa each) and two light chains (27.6 kDa each), 
contains 1-2% carbohydrate by weight and has a molecular weight of 147.7 kDa +/- 1 
kDa (MALDI-TOF)
Rituxan is a genetically engineered chimeric murine/human monoclonal antibody 
directed against the CD20 antigen found on the surface of normal and malignant B 
lymphocytes. The antibody is an IgG1 kappa immunoglobulin containing murine light- 
and heavy-chain variable region sequences and human constant region sequences. 
Rituximab is composed of two heavy chains of 451 amino acids and two light chains 
of 213 amino acids
Murine IgG2a lambda monoclonal antibody against CD20 antigen (2 heavy chains of 
451 residues, 2 lambda chains of 220 residues). It is produced in an antibiotic-free 
culture of mammalian cells. It can be covalently linked to Iodine 131 (a radioactive 
isotope of iodine).
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Neurotoxin produced by fermentation of clostridium botulinum type B. The protein 
exists in noncovalent association with hemagglutinin and nonhemagglutinin proteins 
as a neurotoxin complex. The neurotoxin complex is recovered from the fermentation 
process and purified through a series of precipitation and chromatography steps.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.
An essential branched-chain aliphatic amino acid found in many proteins. It is an 
isomer of leucine. It is important in hemoglobin synthesis and regulation of blood 
sugar and energy levels. [PubChem]
An essential branched-chain amino acid important for hemoglobin formation. 
[PubChem]
A branched-chain essential amino acid that has stimulant activity. It promotes muscle 
growth and tissue repair. It is a precursor in the penicillin biosynthetic pathway. 
[PubChem]
This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic 
acid. During transamination of amino acids, pyridoxal phosphate is transiently 
converted into pyridoxamine phosphate (pyridoxamine).
A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used 
therapeutically as a nutrient. It is also a fast inhibitory neurotransmitter.
This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic 
acid. During transamination of amino acids, pyridoxal phosphate is transiently 
converted into pyridoxamine phosphate (pyridoxamine).
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Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-
positive (Ph+) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable hematologic toxicity profile. FDA approved 
on September 4, 2012.

NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)

Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
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A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.

A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.

A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-
positive (Ph+) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable hematologic toxicity profile. FDA approved 
on September 4, 2012.
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-
positive (Ph+) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable hematologic toxicity profile. FDA approved 
on September 4, 2012.
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.

NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
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activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-
positive (Ph+) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable hematologic toxicity profile. FDA approved 
on September 4, 2012.
Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-
positive (Ph+) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable hematologic toxicity profile. FDA approved 
on September 4, 2012.
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-
positive (Ph+) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable hematologic toxicity profile. FDA approved 
on September 4, 2012.
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-
positive (Ph+) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable hematologic toxicity profile. FDA approved 
on September 4, 2012.
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.
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Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-
positive (Ph+) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable hematologic toxicity profile. FDA approved 
on September 4, 2012.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
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A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
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and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
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coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
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phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.

NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.
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activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
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and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
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linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.
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linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
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phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
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A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.

NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
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reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.
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a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.

A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.

A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.

Bosutinib is a Bcr-Abl kinase inhibitor for the treatment of Philadelphia chromosome-
positive (Ph+) chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). Compared to other tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors, it has a more favourable hematologic toxicity profile. FDA approved 
on September 4, 2012.
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.

A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used 
therapeutically as a nutrient. It is also a fast inhibitory neurotransmitter.
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic 
acid. During transamination of amino acids, pyridoxal phosphate is transiently 
converted into pyridoxamine phosphate (pyridoxamine).
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reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
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activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.
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these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A peptide that is a homopolymer of glutamic acid.
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
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phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used 
therapeutically as a nutrient. It is also a fast inhibitory neurotransmitter.
This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic 
acid. During transamination of amino acids, pyridoxal phosphate is transiently 
converted into pyridoxamine phosphate (pyridoxamine).
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used 
therapeutically as a nutrient. It is also a fast inhibitory neurotransmitter.

This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic 
acid. During transamination of amino acids, pyridoxal phosphate is transiently 
converted into pyridoxamine phosphate (pyridoxamine).

A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used 
therapeutically as a nutrient. It is also a fast inhibitory neurotransmitter.
This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic 
acid. During transamination of amino acids, pyridoxal phosphate is transiently 
converted into pyridoxamine phosphate (pyridoxamine).
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)

A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
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function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used 
therapeutically as a nutrient. It is also a fast inhibitory neurotransmitter.

This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic 
acid. During transamination of amino acids, pyridoxal phosphate is transiently 
converted into pyridoxamine phosphate (pyridoxamine).

A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
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A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used 
therapeutically as a nutrient. It is also a fast inhibitory neurotransmitter.
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This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic 
acid. During transamination of amino acids, pyridoxal phosphate is transiently 
converted into pyridoxamine phosphate (pyridoxamine).
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Human recombinant antihemophilic factor (AHF) or Factor VIII, 2332 residues, 
glycosylated, produced by CHO cells

Recombinant Coagulation Factor IX is a purified Factor IX glycoprotein produced by 
recombinant DNA technology. It has a primary amino acid sequence that is identical 
to the Ala148 allelic form of human factor IX, and has structural and functional 
characteristics similar to those of endogenous factor IX. It is not derived from human 
blood (unlike human Factor IX complex), and is instead produced by a genetically 
engineered Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line that secretes recombinant Factor 
IX into cell medium that is then processed and purified for use as a pharmaceutical 
agent. Recombinant Factor IX is indicated for the control and prevention of bleeding 
episodes in adult and pediatric patients with congenital factor IX deficiency 
(Hemophilia B).
Factor IX (or Christmas factor) is one of the serine proteases of the coagulation 
system; it belongs to peptidase family S1. Deficiency of this protein causes 
hemophilia B.
Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Tenecteplase is a 527 amino acid glycoprotein 
developed by introducing the following modifications to the complementary DNA 
(cDNA) for natural human tPA: a substitution of threonine 103 with asparagine, and a 
substitution of asparagine 117 with glutamine, both within the kringle 1 domain, and a 
tetra-alanine substitution at amino acids 296-299 in the protease domain.
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Factor IX (or Christmas factor) is one of the serine proteases of the coagulation 
system; it belongs to peptidase family S1. Deficiency of this protein causes 
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A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Tenecteplase is a 527 amino acid glycoprotein 
developed by introducing the following modifications to the complementary DNA 
(cDNA) for natural human tPA: a substitution of threonine 103 with asparagine, and a 
substitution of asparagine 117 with glutamine, both within the kringle 1 domain, and a 
tetra-alanine substitution at amino acids 296-299 in the protease domain.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used 
therapeutically as a nutrient. It is also a fast inhibitory neurotransmitter.

This is the active form of vitamin B6 serving as a coenzyme for synthesis of amino 
acids, neurotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine), sphingolipids, aminolevulinic 
acid. During transamination of amino acids, pyridoxal phosphate is transiently 
converted into pyridoxamine phosphate (pyridoxamine).
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Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
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Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
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approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
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cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
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women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.
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slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
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Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.
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The prototypical analgesic used in the treatment of mild to moderate pain. It has anti-
inflammatory and antipyretic properties and acts as an inhibitor of cyclooxygenase 
which results in the inhibition of the biosynthesis of prostaglandins. Acetylsalicylic 
acid also inhibits platelet aggregation and is used in the prevention of arterial and 
venous thrombosis. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p5)

A long-acting, non selective, calcium channel blocker with significant anti-anginal 
activity. The drug produces significant coronary vasodilation and modest peripheral 
effects. It has antihypertensive and selective anti-arrhythmia activities and acts as a 
calmodulin antagonist. [PubChem] It is no longer marketed in the United States, as it 
has been implicated in causing ventricular arrhythmias (ie. Torsade de pointes).

A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Felodipine is a long-acting 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker (CCB)b. It 
acts primarily on vascular smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type 
calcium channels in their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of calcium in 
smooth muscle cells, felodipine prevents calcium-dependent myocyte contraction 
and vasoconstriction. Felodipine is the most potent CCB in use and is unique in that it 
exhibits fluorescent activity. In addition to binding to L-type calcium channels, 
felodipine binds to a number of calcium-binding proteins, exhibits competitive 
antagonism of the mineralcorticoid receptor, inhibits the activity of calmodulin-
dependent cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase, and blocks calcium influx through 
voltage-gated T-type calcium channels. Felodipine is used to treat mild to moderate 
essential hypertension.
A potent calcium channel blockader with marked vasodilator action. It has 
antihypertensive properties and is effective in the treatment of angina and coronary 
spasms without showing cardiodepressant effects. It has also been used in the 
treatment of asthma and enhances the action of specific antineoplastic agents. 
[PubChem]
Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
A generic descriptor for all tocopherols and tocotrienols that exhibit alpha-tocopherol 
activity. By virtue of the phenolic hydrogen on the 2H-1-benzopyran-6-ol nucleus, 
these compounds exhibit varying degree of antioxidant activity, depending on the site 
and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
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and number of methyl groups and the type of isoprenoids.
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Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.
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A carbamate derivative used as an alcohol deterrent. It is a relatively nontoxic 
substance when administered alone, but markedly alters the intermediary metabolism 
of alcohol. When alcohol is ingested after administration of disulfiram, blood 
acetaldehyde concentrations are increased, followed by flushing, systemic 
vasodilation, respiratory difficulties, nausea, hypotension, and other symptoms 
(acetaldehyde syndrome). It acts by inhibiting aldehyde dehydrogenase. [PubChem]

A strong organic base existing primarily as guanidium ions at physiological pH. It is 
found in the urine as a normal product of protein metabolism. It is also used in 
laboratory research as a protein denaturant. (From Martindale, the Extra 
Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed and Merck Index, 12th ed) It is also used in the treatment of 
myasthenia and as a fluorescent probe in HPLC. [PubChem]

NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Denosumab is a novel, fully human IgG2 monoclonal antibody specific to receptor 
activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand (RANKL), suppresses bone resorption 
markers in patients with a variety of metastatic tumors and is being investigated in 
multiple clinical trials for the prevention and treatment of bone metastases. 
Chemically, it consists of 2 heavy and 2 light chains. Each light chain consists of 215 
amino acids. Each heavy chain consists of 448 amino acids with 4 intramolecular 
disulfides. FDA approved on June 1, 2010.
Lenalidomide (initially known as CC-5013 and marketed as Revlimid® by Celgene) is 
a derivative of thalidomide introduced in 2004. It was initially intended as a treatment 
for multiple myeloma, for which thalidomide is an accepted therapeutic modality, but 
has also shown efficacy in the hematological disorders known as the myelodysplastic 
syndromes. [Wikipedia] FDA approved on December 27, 2005.
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Thiocolchicoside is a muscle relaxant with anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects. It 
acts as a competitive GABAA receptor antagonist and also glycine receptor 
antagonist with similar potency and nicotinic acetylcholine receptors to a much lesser 
extent. It has powerful convulsant activity and should not be used in seizure-prone 
individuals.
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The prototypical analgesic used in the treatment of mild to moderate pain. It has anti-
inflammatory and antipyretic properties and acts as an inhibitor of cyclooxygenase 
which results in the inhibition of the biosynthesis of prostaglandins. Acetylsalicylic 
acid also inhibits platelet aggregation and is used in the prevention of arterial and 
venous thrombosis. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p5)
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
One of the non-essential amino acids commonly occurring in the L-form. It is found in 
animals and plants, especially in sugar cane and sugar beets. It may be a 
neurotransmitter.
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based chemotherapy drug used to treat various types of cancers, including sarcomas, 
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germ cell tumors. It was the first member of its class, which now also includes 
carboplatin and oxaliplatin.
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some carcinomas (e.g. small cell lung cancer, and ovarian cancer), lymphomas and 
germ cell tumors. It was the first member of its class, which now also includes 
carboplatin and oxaliplatin.
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Arsenic trioxide is a chemotheraputic agent of idiopathic function used to treat 
leukemia that is unresponsive to first line agents. It is suspected that arsenic trisulfide 
induces cancer cells to undergo apoptosis. Due to the toxic nature of arsenic, this 
drug carries significant health risks. The enzyme thioredoxin reductase has recently 
been identified as a target for arsenic trioxide.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Lifitegrast is a FDA approved drug for the treatment of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (dry 
eye syndrome). It is a tetrahydroisoquinoline derivative and lymphocyte function-
associated antigen-1 ( LFA-1) antagonist that was discovered through the rational 
design process. The ophthalmic solution was approved in July, 2016 under the trade 
name Xiidra. It has shown to protect the corneal surface and alleviate the symptoms 
of dry eye syndrome with fast onset of action and well tolerated profile in both local 
and systemic setting [A18805].
Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.

Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]
Sulindac is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent (NSAIA) of the arylalkanoic acid 
class that is marketed in the U.S. by Merck as Clinoril. Like other NSAIAs, it may be 
used in the treatment of acute or chronic inflammatory conditions. Sulindac is a 
prodrug, derived from sulfinylindene, that is converted in vivo to an active sulfide 
compound by liver enzymes. The sulfide metabolite then undergoes enterohepatic 
circulation; it is excreted in the bile and then reabsorbed from the intestine. This is 
thought to help maintain constant blood levels with reduced gastrointestinal side 
effects. Some studies have shown sulindac to be relatively less irritating to the 
stomach than other NSAIA's except for drugs of the cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) 
inhibitor class. The exact mechanism of its NSAIA properties is unknown, but it is 
thought to act on enzymes COX-1 and COX-2, inhibiting prostaglandin synthesis.
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Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.

Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Arsenic trioxide is a chemotheraputic agent of idiopathic function used to treat 
leukemia that is unresponsive to first line agents. It is suspected that arsenic trisulfide 
induces cancer cells to undergo apoptosis. Due to the toxic nature of arsenic, this 
drug carries significant health risks. The enzyme thioredoxin reductase has recently 
been identified as a target for arsenic trioxide.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Lifitegrast is a FDA approved drug for the treatment of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (dry 
eye syndrome). It is a tetrahydroisoquinoline derivative and lymphocyte function-
associated antigen-1 ( LFA-1) antagonist that was discovered through the rational 
design process. The ophthalmic solution was approved in July, 2016 under the trade 
name Xiidra. It has shown to protect the corneal surface and alleviate the symptoms 
of dry eye syndrome with fast onset of action and well tolerated profile in both local 
and systemic setting [A18805].
Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.
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Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]
Sulindac is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent (NSAIA) of the arylalkanoic acid 
class that is marketed in the U.S. by Merck as Clinoril. Like other NSAIAs, it may be 
used in the treatment of acute or chronic inflammatory conditions. Sulindac is a 
prodrug, derived from sulfinylindene, that is converted in vivo to an active sulfide 
compound by liver enzymes. The sulfide metabolite then undergoes enterohepatic 
circulation; it is excreted in the bile and then reabsorbed from the intestine. This is 
thought to help maintain constant blood levels with reduced gastrointestinal side 
effects. Some studies have shown sulindac to be relatively less irritating to the 
stomach than other NSAIA's except for drugs of the cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) 
inhibitor class. The exact mechanism of its NSAIA properties is unknown, but it is 
thought to act on enzymes COX-1 and COX-2, inhibiting prostaglandin synthesis.

Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.

Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.

Lifitegrast is a FDA approved drug for the treatment of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (dry 
eye syndrome). It is a tetrahydroisoquinoline derivative and lymphocyte function-
associated antigen-1 ( LFA-1) antagonist that was discovered through the rational 
design process. The ophthalmic solution was approved in July, 2016 under the trade 
name Xiidra. It has shown to protect the corneal surface and alleviate the symptoms 
of dry eye syndrome with fast onset of action and well tolerated profile in both local 
and systemic setting [A18805].

Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.
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Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]

Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.

Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.

Lifitegrast is a FDA approved drug for the treatment of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (dry 
eye syndrome). It is a tetrahydroisoquinoline derivative and lymphocyte function-
associated antigen-1 ( LFA-1) antagonist that was discovered through the rational 
design process. The ophthalmic solution was approved in July, 2016 under the trade 
name Xiidra. It has shown to protect the corneal surface and alleviate the symptoms 
of dry eye syndrome with fast onset of action and well tolerated profile in both local 
and systemic setting [A18805].
Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.

Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
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Lifitegrast is a FDA approved drug for the treatment of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (dry 
eye syndrome). It is a tetrahydroisoquinoline derivative and lymphocyte function-
associated antigen-1 ( LFA-1) antagonist that was discovered through the rational 
design process. The ophthalmic solution was approved in July, 2016 under the trade 
name Xiidra. It has shown to protect the corneal surface and alleviate the symptoms 
of dry eye syndrome with fast onset of action and well tolerated profile in both local 
and systemic setting [A18805].
Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.

Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Lifitegrast is a FDA approved drug for the treatment of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (dry 
eye syndrome). It is a tetrahydroisoquinoline derivative and lymphocyte function-
associated antigen-1 ( LFA-1) antagonist that was discovered through the rational 
design process. The ophthalmic solution was approved in July, 2016 under the trade 
name Xiidra. It has shown to protect the corneal surface and alleviate the symptoms 
of dry eye syndrome with fast onset of action and well tolerated profile in both local 
and systemic setting [A18805].
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Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.

Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Lifitegrast is a FDA approved drug for the treatment of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (dry 
eye syndrome). It is a tetrahydroisoquinoline derivative and lymphocyte function-
associated antigen-1 ( LFA-1) antagonist that was discovered through the rational 
design process. The ophthalmic solution was approved in July, 2016 under the trade 
name Xiidra. It has shown to protect the corneal surface and alleviate the symptoms 
of dry eye syndrome with fast onset of action and well tolerated profile in both local 
and systemic setting [A18805].
Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.
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Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]
Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Arsenic trioxide is a chemotheraputic agent of idiopathic function used to treat 
leukemia that is unresponsive to first line agents. It is suspected that arsenic trisulfide 
induces cancer cells to undergo apoptosis. Due to the toxic nature of arsenic, this 
drug carries significant health risks. The enzyme thioredoxin reductase has recently 
been identified as a target for arsenic trioxide.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Lifitegrast is a FDA approved drug for the treatment of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (dry 
eye syndrome). It is a tetrahydroisoquinoline derivative and lymphocyte function-
associated antigen-1 ( LFA-1) antagonist that was discovered through the rational 
design process. The ophthalmic solution was approved in July, 2016 under the trade 
name Xiidra. It has shown to protect the corneal surface and alleviate the symptoms 
of dry eye syndrome with fast onset of action and well tolerated profile in both local 
and systemic setting [A18805].
Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.

Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]
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Sulindac is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent (NSAIA) of the arylalkanoic acid 
class that is marketed in the U.S. by Merck as Clinoril. Like other NSAIAs, it may be 
used in the treatment of acute or chronic inflammatory conditions. Sulindac is a 
prodrug, derived from sulfinylindene, that is converted in vivo to an active sulfide 
compound by liver enzymes. The sulfide metabolite then undergoes enterohepatic 
circulation; it is excreted in the bile and then reabsorbed from the intestine. This is 
thought to help maintain constant blood levels with reduced gastrointestinal side 
effects. Some studies have shown sulindac to be relatively less irritating to the 
stomach than other NSAIA's except for drugs of the cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) 
inhibitor class. The exact mechanism of its NSAIA properties is unknown, but it is 
thought to act on enzymes COX-1 and COX-2, inhibiting prostaglandin synthesis.

Rabbit anti-thymocyte globulin. Thymoglobulin is a polyclonal antibody that 
suppresses certain types of immune cells responsible for acute organ rejection in 
transplant patients. Thymoglobulin is a mixture of antibodies intended to bind to 
various cell surface antigens. The most common mode of action of Thymoglobulin is 
via selective depletion of T-cells.
Arsenic trioxide is a chemotheraputic agent of idiopathic function used to treat 
leukemia that is unresponsive to first line agents. It is suspected that arsenic trisulfide 
induces cancer cells to undergo apoptosis. Due to the toxic nature of arsenic, this 
drug carries significant health risks. The enzyme thioredoxin reductase has recently 
been identified as a target for arsenic trioxide.
Humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody that binds to human CD11a. 
Efalizumab has a molecular weight of approximately 150 kilodaltons and is produced 
in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium 
containing the antibiotic gentamicin.
Lifitegrast is a FDA approved drug for the treatment of keratoconjunctivitis sicca (dry 
eye syndrome). It is a tetrahydroisoquinoline derivative and lymphocyte function-
associated antigen-1 ( LFA-1) antagonist that was discovered through the rational 
design process. The ophthalmic solution was approved in July, 2016 under the trade 
name Xiidra. It has shown to protect the corneal surface and alleviate the symptoms 
of dry eye syndrome with fast onset of action and well tolerated profile in both local 
and systemic setting [A18805].
Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.

Simvastatin is a lipid-lowering agent that is derived synthetically from the 
fermentation of Aspergillus terreus. It is a potent competitive inhibitor of 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (hydroxymethylglutaryl COA reductases), 
which is the rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis. It may also interfere 
with steroid hormone production. Due to the induction of hepatic LDL receptors, it 
increases breakdown of LDL cholesterol. [PubChem]
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Sulindac is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent (NSAIA) of the arylalkanoic acid 
class that is marketed in the U.S. by Merck as Clinoril. Like other NSAIAs, it may be 
used in the treatment of acute or chronic inflammatory conditions. Sulindac is a 
prodrug, derived from sulfinylindene, that is converted in vivo to an active sulfide 
compound by liver enzymes. The sulfide metabolite then undergoes enterohepatic 
circulation; it is excreted in the bile and then reabsorbed from the intestine. This is 
thought to help maintain constant blood levels with reduced gastrointestinal side 
effects. Some studies have shown sulindac to be relatively less irritating to the 
stomach than other NSAIA's except for drugs of the cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) 
inhibitor class. The exact mechanism of its NSAIA properties is unknown, but it is 
thought to act on enzymes COX-1 and COX-2, inhibiting prostaglandin synthesis.

Acenocoumarol is a coumarin derivative used as an anticoagulant. Coumarin 
derivatives inhibit the reduction of vitamin K by vitamin K reductase. This prevents 
carboxylation of vitamin K-dependent clotting factors, II, VII, XI and X, and interferes 
with coagulation. Hematocrit, hemoglobin, international normalized ratio and liver 
panel should be monitored. Patients on acenocoumarol are prohibited from giving 
blood.

An oral anticoagulant that interferes with the metabolism of vitamin K. It is also used 
in biochemical experiments as an inhibitor of reductases. [PubChem]

A synthetic naphthoquinone without the isoprenoid side chain and biological activity, 
but can be converted to active vitamin K2, menaquinone, after alkylation in vivo. 
[PubChem]

An indandione that has been used as an anticoagulant. Phenindione has actions 
similar to warfarin, but it is now rarely employed because of its higher incidence of 
severe adverse effects. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p234)

Coumarin derivative that acts as a long acting oral anticoagulant. [PubChem]
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Warfarin is an anticoagulant drug normally used to prevent blood clot formation as 
well as migration. Although originally marketed as a pesticide (d-Con, Rodex, among 
others), Warfarin has since become the most frequently prescribed oral anticoagulant 
in North America. Warfarin has several properties that should be noted when used 
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Acenocoumarol is a coumarin derivative used as an anticoagulant. Coumarin 
derivatives inhibit the reduction of vitamin K by vitamin K reductase. This prevents 
carboxylation of vitamin K-dependent clotting factors, II, VII, XI and X, and interferes 
with coagulation. Hematocrit, hemoglobin, international normalized ratio and liver 
panel should be monitored. Patients on acenocoumarol are prohibited from giving 
blood.
An oral anticoagulant that interferes with the metabolism of vitamin K. It is also used 
in biochemical experiments as an inhibitor of reductases. [PubChem]
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A synthetic naphthoquinone without the isoprenoid side chain and biological activity, 
but can be converted to active vitamin K2, menaquinone, after alkylation in vivo. 
[PubChem]

An indandione that has been used as an anticoagulant. Phenindione has actions 
similar to warfarin, but it is now rarely employed because of its higher incidence of 
severe adverse effects. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p234)

Coumarin derivative that acts as a long acting oral anticoagulant. [PubChem]

Warfarin is an anticoagulant drug normally used to prevent blood clot formation as 
well as migration. Although originally marketed as a pesticide (d-Con, Rodex, among 
others), Warfarin has since become the most frequently prescribed oral anticoagulant 
in North America. Warfarin has several properties that should be noted when used 
medicinally, including its ability to cross the placental barrier during pregnancy which 
can result in fetal bleeding, spontaneous abortion, preterm birth, stillbirth, and 
neonatal death. Additional adverse effects such as necrosis, purple toe syndrome, 
osteoporosis, valve and artery calcification, and drug interactions have also been 
documented with warfarin use. Warfarin does not actually affect blood viscosity, 
rather, it inhibits vitamin-k dependent synthesis of biologically active forms of various 
clotting factors in addition to several regulatory factors.

Canagliflozin belongs to a new class of anti-diabetic drugs that works by inhibiting the 
sodium-glucose transport protein (SGLT2). This transport protein is found in the 
kidney and is responsible for reabsorbing glucose that has been filtered. FDA 
approved on March 29, 2013.
Dapagliflozin is indicated for the management of diabetes mellitus type 2, and 
functions to improve glycemic control in adults when combined with diet and 
exercise. Dapagliflozin is a sodium-glucose cotransporter 2 inhibitor, which prevents 
glucose reabsorption in the kidney. Using dapagliflozin leads to heavy glycosuria 
(glucose excretion in the urine), which can lead to weight loss and tiredness. 
Dapagliflozin was approved by the FDA on Jan 08, 2014. Dapagliflozin is not 
recommended for patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus or for the treatment of 
diabetic ketoacidosis.
Empagliflozin is a sodium glucose co-transporter-2 (SGLT-2) inhibitor indicated as an 
adjunct to diet and exercise to improve glycemic control in adult patients with type 2 
diabetes. SGLT2 co-transporters are responsible for reabsorption of glucose from the 
glomerular filtrate in the kidney. The glucuretic effect resulting from SGLT2 inhibition 
reduces renal absorption and lowers the renal threshold for glucose, therefore 
resulting in increased glucose excretion. Additionally, it contributes to reduced 
hyperglycaemia and also assists weight loss and blood pressure reduction.

Canagliflozin belongs to a new class of anti-diabetic drugs that works by inhibiting the 
sodium-glucose transport protein (SGLT2). This transport protein is found in the 
kidney and is responsible for reabsorbing glucose that has been filtered. FDA 
approved on March 29, 2013.
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derivatives inhibit the reduction of vitamin K by vitamin K reductase. This prevents 
carboxylation of vitamin K-dependent clotting factors, II, VII, XI and X, and interferes 
with coagulation. Hematocrit, hemoglobin, international normalized ratio and liver 
panel should be monitored. Patients on acenocoumarol are prohibited from giving 
blood.
An oral anticoagulant that interferes with the metabolism of vitamin K. It is also used 
in biochemical experiments as an inhibitor of reductases. [PubChem]
A synthetic naphthoquinone without the isoprenoid side chain and biological activity, 
but can be converted to active vitamin K2, menaquinone, after alkylation in vivo. 
[PubChem]
An indandione that has been used as an anticoagulant. Phenindione has actions 
similar to warfarin, but it is now rarely employed because of its higher incidence of 
severe adverse effects. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p234)

Coumarin derivative that acts as a long acting oral anticoagulant. [PubChem]
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throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
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Amlodipine is a long-acting 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. It acts 
primarily on vascular smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium 
channels in their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of calcium in smooth 
muscle cells, amlodipine prevents calcium-dependent myocyte contraction and 
vasoconstriction. A second proposed mechanism for the drug's vasodilatory effects 
involves pH-dependent inhibition of calcium influx via inhibition of smooth muscle 
carbonic anhydrase. Some studies have shown that amlodipine also exerts inhibitory 
effects on voltage-gated N-type calcium channels. N-type calcium channels located 
in the central nervous system may be involved in nociceptive signaling and pain 
sensation. Amlodipine is used to treat hypertension and chronic stable angina.

Dronedarone is a sinus rhythm controller for management of paroxysmal or persistent 
atrial fibrillation. Classified as a Class III antiarrhythmic but displays properties of all 
four Vaughan-Williams classes, dronedarone blocks a multitude of channels (sodium, 
potassium, calcium), and demonstrates antiadrenergic properties. Chemically, it is a 
benzofuran derivative. FDA approved on July 1, 2009.

A clear, colorless liquid rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and 
distributed throughout the body. It has bactericidal activity and is used often as a 
topical disinfectant. It is widely used as a solvent and preservative in pharmaceutical 
preparations as well as serving as the primary ingredient in alcoholic beverages.

Ibutilide is a Class III antiarrhythmic agent that is indicated for acute cardioconversion 
of atrial fibrillation and atrial flutter of a recent onset to sinus rhythm.

A small colorless crystal used as an anticonvulsant, a cathartic, and an electrolyte 
replenisher in the treatment of pre-eclampsia and eclampsia. It causes direct 
inhibition of action potentials in myometrial muscle cells. Excitation and contraction 
are uncoupled, which decreases the frequency and force of contractions. (From AMA 
Drug Evaluations Annual, 1992, p1083)
Manidipine (INN) is a calcium channel blocker (dihydropyridine type) that is used 
clinically as an antihypertensive. It is selective for vasculature and does not produce 
effects on the heart at clinically relevant dosages.
Nimodipine is a 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. It acts primarily on 
vascular smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium channels in 
their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of calcium in smooth muscle cells, 
nimodipine prevents calcium-dependent smooth muscle contraction and subsequent 
vasoconstriction. Compared to other calcium channel blocking agents, nimodipine 
exhibits greater effects on cerebral circulation than on peripheral circulation. 
Nimodipine is used to as an adjunct to improve the neurologic outcome following 
subarachnoid hemorrhage from ruptured intracranial aneurysm.

A potassium sparing diuretic that acts by antagonism of aldosterone in the distal renal 
tubules. It is used mainly in the treatment of refractory edema in patients with 
congestive heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, or hepatic cirrhosis. Its effects on the 
endocrine system are utilized in the treatments of hirsutism and acne but they can 
lead to adverse effects. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p827)

Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
A calcium channel blocker that is a class IV anti-arrhythmia agent.
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potassium, calcium), and demonstrates antiadrenergic properties. Chemically, it is a 
benzofuran derivative. FDA approved on July 1, 2009.

A clear, colorless liquid rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and 
distributed throughout the body. It has bactericidal activity and is used often as a 
topical disinfectant. It is widely used as a solvent and preservative in pharmaceutical 
preparations as well as serving as the primary ingredient in alcoholic beverages.

Ibutilide is a Class III antiarrhythmic agent that is indicated for acute cardioconversion 
of atrial fibrillation and atrial flutter of a recent onset to sinus rhythm.

A small colorless crystal used as an anticonvulsant, a cathartic, and an electrolyte 
replenisher in the treatment of pre-eclampsia and eclampsia. It causes direct 
inhibition of action potentials in myometrial muscle cells. Excitation and contraction 
are uncoupled, which decreases the frequency and force of contractions. (From AMA 
Drug Evaluations Annual, 1992, p1083)
Manidipine (INN) is a calcium channel blocker (dihydropyridine type) that is used 
clinically as an antihypertensive. It is selective for vasculature and does not produce 
effects on the heart at clinically relevant dosages.
Nimodipine is a 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. It acts primarily on 
vascular smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium channels in 
their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of calcium in smooth muscle cells, 
nimodipine prevents calcium-dependent smooth muscle contraction and subsequent 
vasoconstriction. Compared to other calcium channel blocking agents, nimodipine 
exhibits greater effects on cerebral circulation than on peripheral circulation. 
Nimodipine is used to as an adjunct to improve the neurologic outcome following 
subarachnoid hemorrhage from ruptured intracranial aneurysm.

A potassium sparing diuretic that acts by antagonism of aldosterone in the distal renal 
tubules. It is used mainly in the treatment of refractory edema in patients with 
congestive heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, or hepatic cirrhosis. Its effects on the 
endocrine system are utilized in the treatments of hirsutism and acne but they can 
lead to adverse effects. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p827)

Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
A calcium channel blocker that is a class IV anti-arrhythmia agent.
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
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Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
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Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Amlodipine is a long-acting 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. It acts 
primarily on vascular smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium 
channels in their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of calcium in smooth 
muscle cells, amlodipine prevents calcium-dependent myocyte contraction and 
vasoconstriction. A second proposed mechanism for the drug's vasodilatory effects 
involves pH-dependent inhibition of calcium influx via inhibition of smooth muscle 
carbonic anhydrase. Some studies have shown that amlodipine also exerts inhibitory 
effects on voltage-gated N-type calcium channels. N-type calcium channels located 
in the central nervous system may be involved in nociceptive signaling and pain 
sensation. Amlodipine is used to treat hypertension and chronic stable angina.

Dronedarone is a sinus rhythm controller for management of paroxysmal or persistent 
atrial fibrillation. Classified as a Class III antiarrhythmic but displays properties of all 
four Vaughan-Williams classes, dronedarone blocks a multitude of channels (sodium, 
potassium, calcium), and demonstrates antiadrenergic properties. Chemically, it is a 
benzofuran derivative. FDA approved on July 1, 2009.

A clear, colorless liquid rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and 
distributed throughout the body. It has bactericidal activity and is used often as a 
topical disinfectant. It is widely used as a solvent and preservative in pharmaceutical 
preparations as well as serving as the primary ingredient in alcoholic beverages.

Ibutilide is a Class III antiarrhythmic agent that is indicated for acute cardioconversion 
of atrial fibrillation and atrial flutter of a recent onset to sinus rhythm.
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A small colorless crystal used as an anticonvulsant, a cathartic, and an electrolyte 
replenisher in the treatment of pre-eclampsia and eclampsia. It causes direct 
inhibition of action potentials in myometrial muscle cells. Excitation and contraction 
are uncoupled, which decreases the frequency and force of contractions. (From AMA 
Drug Evaluations Annual, 1992, p1083)
Manidipine (INN) is a calcium channel blocker (dihydropyridine type) that is used 
clinically as an antihypertensive. It is selective for vasculature and does not produce 
effects on the heart at clinically relevant dosages.
Nimodipine is a 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. It acts primarily on 
vascular smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium channels in 
their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of calcium in smooth muscle cells, 
nimodipine prevents calcium-dependent smooth muscle contraction and subsequent 
vasoconstriction. Compared to other calcium channel blocking agents, nimodipine 
exhibits greater effects on cerebral circulation than on peripheral circulation. 
Nimodipine is used to as an adjunct to improve the neurologic outcome following 
subarachnoid hemorrhage from ruptured intracranial aneurysm.

A potassium sparing diuretic that acts by antagonism of aldosterone in the distal renal 
tubules. It is used mainly in the treatment of refractory edema in patients with 
congestive heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, or hepatic cirrhosis. Its effects on the 
endocrine system are utilized in the treatments of hirsutism and acne but they can 
lead to adverse effects. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p827)

Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
A calcium channel blocker that is a class IV anti-arrhythmia agent.
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.
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Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
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Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
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Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.
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Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
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Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
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Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
An antianginal and antiarrhythmic drug. It increases the duration of ventricular and 
atrial muscle action by inhibiting Na,K-activated myocardial adenosine 
triphosphatase. There is a resulting decrease in heart rate and in vascular resistance. 
[PubChem]
Amlodipine is a long-acting 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. It acts 
primarily on vascular smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium 
channels in their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of calcium in smooth 
muscle cells, amlodipine prevents calcium-dependent myocyte contraction and 
vasoconstriction. A second proposed mechanism for the drug's vasodilatory effects 
involves pH-dependent inhibition of calcium influx via inhibition of smooth muscle 
carbonic anhydrase. Some studies have shown that amlodipine also exerts inhibitory 
effects on voltage-gated N-type calcium channels. N-type calcium channels located 
in the central nervous system may be involved in nociceptive signaling and pain 
sensation. Amlodipine is used to treat hypertension and chronic stable angina.

Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
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The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism. [PubChem]
Dronedarone is a sinus rhythm controller for management of paroxysmal or persistent 
atrial fibrillation. Classified as a Class III antiarrhythmic but displays properties of all 
four Vaughan-Williams classes, dronedarone blocks a multitude of channels (sodium, 
potassium, calcium), and demonstrates antiadrenergic properties. Chemically, it is a 
benzofuran derivative. FDA approved on July 1, 2009.

A clear, colorless liquid rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and 
distributed throughout the body. It has bactericidal activity and is used often as a 
topical disinfectant. It is widely used as a solvent and preservative in pharmaceutical 
preparations as well as serving as the primary ingredient in alcoholic beverages.

Ibutilide is a Class III antiarrhythmic agent that is indicated for acute cardioconversion 
of atrial fibrillation and atrial flutter of a recent onset to sinus rhythm.

Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism.
The L-triiodothyronine (T3, liothyronine) thyroid hormone is normally synthesized and 
secreted by the thyroid gland in much smaller quantities than L-tetraiodothyronine 
(T4, levothyroxine, L-thyroxine). Most T3 is derived from peripheral 
monodeiodination of T4 at the 5 position of the outer ring of the iodothyronine 
nucleus. The hormone finally delivered and used by the tissues is mainly T3. 
[PubChem]
Liotrix is a synthetically derived thyroid hormone replacement preparation. It consists 
of levothyroxine sodium (thyroxine, T4) and liothyronine sodium (triiodothyronine, T3) 
in a 4 to 1 ratio by weight. Liotrix was developed when it was believed that serum 
levels of both T4 and T3 were maintained by direct thyroidal secretion. It is now 
known that the thyroid gland secretes approximately ten times more T4 than T3 and 
that 80% of serum T3 is derived from deiodination of T4 in peripheral tissues. 
Administration of levothyroxine alone is sufficient for maintaining serum T4 and T3 
levels in most patients and combination hormone replacement therapy generally 
offers no therapeutic advantage. In fact, administration of T3 may result in 
supratherapeutic levels of T3.

A small colorless crystal used as an anticonvulsant, a cathartic, and an electrolyte 
replenisher in the treatment of pre-eclampsia and eclampsia. It causes direct 
inhibition of action potentials in myometrial muscle cells. Excitation and contraction 
are uncoupled, which decreases the frequency and force of contractions. (From AMA 
Drug Evaluations Annual, 1992, p1083)
Manidipine (INN) is a calcium channel blocker (dihydropyridine type) that is used 
clinically as an antihypertensive. It is selective for vasculature and does not produce 
effects on the heart at clinically relevant dosages.
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Nimodipine is a 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker. It acts primarily on 
vascular smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type calcium channels in 
their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of calcium in smooth muscle cells, 
nimodipine prevents calcium-dependent smooth muscle contraction and subsequent 
vasoconstriction. Compared to other calcium channel blocking agents, nimodipine 
exhibits greater effects on cerebral circulation than on peripheral circulation. 
Nimodipine is used to as an adjunct to improve the neurologic outcome following 
subarachnoid hemorrhage from ruptured intracranial aneurysm.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A potassium sparing diuretic that acts by antagonism of aldosterone in the distal renal 
tubules. It is used mainly in the treatment of refractory edema in patients with 
congestive heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, or hepatic cirrhosis. Its effects on the 
endocrine system are utilized in the treatments of hirsutism and acne but they can 
lead to adverse effects. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p827)

A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
A calcium channel blocker that is a class IV anti-arrhythmia agent.
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
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Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
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Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.
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Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
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A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
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Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
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Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An antianginal and antiarrhythmic drug. It increases the duration of ventricular and 
atrial muscle action by inhibiting Na,K-activated myocardial adenosine 
triphosphatase. There is a resulting decrease in heart rate and in vascular resistance. 
[PubChem]
The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism. [PubChem]
The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism.
The L-triiodothyronine (T3, liothyronine) thyroid hormone is normally synthesized and 
secreted by the thyroid gland in much smaller quantities than L-tetraiodothyronine 
(T4, levothyroxine, L-thyroxine). Most T3 is derived from peripheral 
monodeiodination of T4 at the 5 position of the outer ring of the iodothyronine 
nucleus. The hormone finally delivered and used by the tissues is mainly T3. 
[PubChem]
Liotrix is a synthetically derived thyroid hormone replacement preparation. It consists 
of levothyroxine sodium (thyroxine, T4) and liothyronine sodium (triiodothyronine, T3) 
in a 4 to 1 ratio by weight. Liotrix was developed when it was believed that serum 
levels of both T4 and T3 were maintained by direct thyroidal secretion. It is now 
known that the thyroid gland secretes approximately ten times more T4 than T3 and 
that 80% of serum T3 is derived from deiodination of T4 in peripheral tissues. 
Administration of levothyroxine alone is sufficient for maintaining serum T4 and T3 
levels in most patients and combination hormone replacement therapy generally 
offers no therapeutic advantage. In fact, administration of T3 may result in 
supratherapeutic levels of T3.

An antianginal and antiarrhythmic drug. It increases the duration of ventricular and 
atrial muscle action by inhibiting Na,K-activated myocardial adenosine 
triphosphatase. There is a resulting decrease in heart rate and in vascular resistance. 
[PubChem]
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The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism. [PubChem]
The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism.
The L-triiodothyronine (T3, liothyronine) thyroid hormone is normally synthesized and 
secreted by the thyroid gland in much smaller quantities than L-tetraiodothyronine 
(T4, levothyroxine, L-thyroxine). Most T3 is derived from peripheral 
monodeiodination of T4 at the 5 position of the outer ring of the iodothyronine 
nucleus. The hormone finally delivered and used by the tissues is mainly T3. 
[PubChem]
Liotrix is a synthetically derived thyroid hormone replacement preparation. It consists 
of levothyroxine sodium (thyroxine, T4) and liothyronine sodium (triiodothyronine, T3) 
in a 4 to 1 ratio by weight. Liotrix was developed when it was believed that serum 
levels of both T4 and T3 were maintained by direct thyroidal secretion. It is now 
known that the thyroid gland secretes approximately ten times more T4 than T3 and 
that 80% of serum T3 is derived from deiodination of T4 in peripheral tissues. 
Administration of levothyroxine alone is sufficient for maintaining serum T4 and T3 
levels in most patients and combination hormone replacement therapy generally 
offers no therapeutic advantage. In fact, administration of T3 may result in 
supratherapeutic levels of T3.

An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
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Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.

Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
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An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.
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Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
Afatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is a 4-anilinoquinazoline. It is prepared 
has the dimaleate salt. FDA approved on July 12, 2013.
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An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Brigatinib, originally named AP26113, is a reversible dual inhibitor of anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (ALK) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). It presents 
selectivity against the mutant forms of EGFR compared to the wild-type.[A31311] It 
also exhibits selectivity against 9 different Crizotinib-resistant mutants of the EML4-
ALK fusion gene, which is a pivotal player in the transformation of susceptible lung 
parenchyma.[A31313] Brigatinib was developed by Ariad Pharmaceuticals, a 
subsidiary of Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited, and FDA-approved on April 
28, 2017.[L1026]
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Lapatinib is an anti-cancer drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) as a treatment 
for solid tumours such as breast and lung cancer. It was approved by the FDA on 
March 13, 2007, for use in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer in 
conjunction with the chemotherapy drug Capecitabine. Lapatinib is human epidermal 
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2/ERBB2) and epidermal growth factor receptor 
(HER1/EGFR/ERBB1) tyrosine kinases inhibitor. It binds to the intracellular 
phosphorylation domain to prevent receptor autophosphorylation upon ligand binding.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that targets the 
extracellular dimerization domain (Subdomain II) of the human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 protein (HER2). It consists of two heavy chains and two lights chains 
that have 448 and 214 residues respectively. FDA approved June 8, 2012.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
A recombinant IgG1 kappa, humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively binds 
with high affinity in a cell-based assay (Kd = 5 nM) to the extracellular domain of the 
human epidermal growth factor receptor protein. Produced in CHO cell culture. In 
December 2017, FDA approved Ogivri (trastuzumab-dkst) as a biosimilar to 
Herceptin (trastuzumab) for the treatment of patients with breast or metastatic 
stomach cancer (gastric or gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma) whose 
tumors overexpress the HER2 gene (HER2+). It displays biosimilar properties as 
Herceptin according to clinical data. While Ogivri is the first biosimilar approved in 
the U.S. for the treatment of breast cancer or stomach cancer, it is the second 
biosimilar approved in the U.S. for the treatment of cancer.
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Trastuzumab emtansine, formerly called Trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1) is a first-in-class 
HER2 antibody drug conjugate (ADC) comprised of Genentech's trastuzumab 
antibody linked to ImmunoGen's cell-killing agent, DM1. T-DM1 combines two 
strategies-- anti-HER2 activity and targeted intracellular delivery of the potent anti-
microtubule agent, DM1 (a maytansine derivative)--to produce cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis. Trastuzumab emtansine is marketed under the brand name Kadcyla and is 
indicated for use in HER2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic disease or had their cancer 
recur within 6 months of adjuvant treatment. The FDA label has two precautions. First 
that trastuzumab emtansine and trastuzumab cannot be interchanged. Second that 
there is a black box warning of serious side effects such as hepatotoxicity, embryo-
fetal toxicity, and cardiac toxicity.

Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An antianginal and antiarrhythmic drug. It increases the duration of ventricular and 
atrial muscle action by inhibiting Na,K-activated myocardial adenosine 
triphosphatase. There is a resulting decrease in heart rate and in vascular resistance. 
[PubChem]
The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism. [PubChem]
The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism.
The L-triiodothyronine (T3, liothyronine) thyroid hormone is normally synthesized and 
secreted by the thyroid gland in much smaller quantities than L-tetraiodothyronine 
(T4, levothyroxine, L-thyroxine). Most T3 is derived from peripheral 
monodeiodination of T4 at the 5 position of the outer ring of the iodothyronine 
nucleus. The hormone finally delivered and used by the tissues is mainly T3. 
[PubChem]
Liotrix is a synthetically derived thyroid hormone replacement preparation. It consists 
of levothyroxine sodium (thyroxine, T4) and liothyronine sodium (triiodothyronine, T3) 
in a 4 to 1 ratio by weight. Liotrix was developed when it was believed that serum 
levels of both T4 and T3 were maintained by direct thyroidal secretion. It is now 
known that the thyroid gland secretes approximately ten times more T4 than T3 and 
that 80% of serum T3 is derived from deiodination of T4 in peripheral tissues. 
Administration of levothyroxine alone is sufficient for maintaining serum T4 and T3 
levels in most patients and combination hormone replacement therapy generally 
offers no therapeutic advantage. In fact, administration of T3 may result in 
supratherapeutic levels of T3.

An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
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An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
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Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
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Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
An antianginal and antiarrhythmic drug. It increases the duration of ventricular and 
atrial muscle action by inhibiting Na,K-activated myocardial adenosine 
triphosphatase. There is a resulting decrease in heart rate and in vascular resistance. 
[PubChem]
The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism. [PubChem]
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
The major hormone derived from the thyroid gland. Thyroxine is synthesized via the 
iodination of tyrosines (monoiodotyrosine) and the coupling of iodotyrosines 
(diiodotyrosine) in the thyroglobulin. Thyroxine is released from thyroglobulin by 
proteolysis and secreted into the blood. Thyroxine is peripherally deiodinated to form 
triiodothyronine which exerts a broad spectrum of stimulatory effects on cell 
metabolism.
The L-triiodothyronine (T3, liothyronine) thyroid hormone is normally synthesized and 
secreted by the thyroid gland in much smaller quantities than L-tetraiodothyronine 
(T4, levothyroxine, L-thyroxine). Most T3 is derived from peripheral 
monodeiodination of T4 at the 5 position of the outer ring of the iodothyronine 
nucleus. The hormone finally delivered and used by the tissues is mainly T3. 
[PubChem]
Liotrix is a synthetically derived thyroid hormone replacement preparation. It consists 
of levothyroxine sodium (thyroxine, T4) and liothyronine sodium (triiodothyronine, T3) 
in a 4 to 1 ratio by weight. Liotrix was developed when it was believed that serum 
levels of both T4 and T3 were maintained by direct thyroidal secretion. It is now 
known that the thyroid gland secretes approximately ten times more T4 than T3 and 
that 80% of serum T3 is derived from deiodination of T4 in peripheral tissues. 
Administration of levothyroxine alone is sufficient for maintaining serum T4 and T3 
levels in most patients and combination hormone replacement therapy generally 
offers no therapeutic advantage. In fact, administration of T3 may result in 
supratherapeutic levels of T3.
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Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
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Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
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An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
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Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
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Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
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Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
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Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
Amrubicin is a third-generation synthetic anthracycline currently in development for 
the treatment of small cell lung cancer. Pharmion licensed the rights to Amrubicin in 
November 2006. In 2002, Amrubicin was approved and launched for sale in Japan 
based on Phase 2 efficacy data in both SCLC and NSCLC. Since January 2005, 
Amrubicin has been marketed by Nippon Kayaku, a Japanese pharmaceutical firm 
focused on oncology, which licensed Japanese marketing rights from Dainippon 
Sumitomo, the original developer of Amrubicin. [Press Release]
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Aminoacridine derivative that is a potent intercalating antineoplastic agent. It is 
effective in the treatment of acute leukemias and malignant lymphomas, but has poor 
activity in the treatment of solid tumors. It is frequently used in combination with other 
antineoplastic agents in chemotherapy protocols. It produces consistent but 
acceptable myelosuppression and cardiotoxic effects. [PubChem]

Ciprofloxacin is a broad-spectrum antimicrobial carboxyfluoroquinoline.The 
bactericidal action of ciprofloxacin results from inhibition of the enzymes 
topoisomerase II (DNA gyrase) and topoisomerase IV, which are required for 
bacterial DNA replication, transcription, repair, strand supercoiling repair, and 
recombination.
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A compound composed of a two cyclic peptides attached to a phenoxazine that is 
derived from streptomyces parvullus. It binds to DNA and inhibits RNA synthesis 
(transcription), with chain elongation more sensitive than initiation, termination, or 
release. As a result of impaired mRNA production, protein synthesis also declines 
after dactinomycin therapy. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1993, p2015)

A very toxic anthracycline aminoglycoside antineoplastic isolated from Streptomyces 
peucetius and others, used in treatment of leukemia and other neoplasms. 
[PubChem]
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An antimitotic agent with immunosuppressive properties. Dexrazoxane, the (+)-
enantiomorph of razoxane, provides cardioprotection against anthracycline toxicity. It 
appears to inhibit formation of a toxic iron-anthracycline complex. [PubChem] The 
Food and Drug Administration has designated dexrazoxane as an orphan drug for 
use in the prevention or reduction in the incidence and severity of anthracycline-
induced cardiomyopathy.

Doxorubicin is a cytotoxic anthracycline antibiotic isolated from cultures of 
Streptomyces peucetius var. caesius. Doxorubicin binds to nucleic acids, presumably 
by specific intercalation of the planar anthracycline nucleus with the DNA double 
helix.
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A broad-spectrum 6-fluoronaphthyridinone antibacterial agent (fluoroquinolones) 
structurally related to nalidixic acid. [PubChem]

An anthracycline which is the 4'-epi-isomer of doxorubicin. The compound exerts its 
antitumor effects by interference with the synthesis and function of DNA. [PubChem]
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A semisynthetic derivative of podophyllotoxin that exhibits antitumor activity. 
Etoposide inhibits DNA synthesis by forming a complex with topoisomerase II and 
DNA. This complex induces breaks in double stranded DNA and prevents repair by 
topoisomerase II binding. Accumulated breaks in DNA prevent entry into the mitotic 
phase of cell division, and lead to cell death. Etoposide acts primarily in the G2 and S 
phases of the cell cycle. [PubChem]

Finafloxacin is a fluoroquinolone antibiotic indicated in the treatment of acute otitis 
externa (swimmer's ear) caused by the bacteria Pseudomonas aeruginosa and 
Staphylococcus aureus. Finafloxacin is marketed by Novartis under the brand 
Xtoroâ„¢, and was approved by the FDA in December 2014.
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Fleroxacin is a broad-spectrum antimicrobial fluoroquinolone. It strongly inhibits the 
DNA-supercoiling activity of DNA gyrase.

An orally administered anthracycline antineoplastic. The compound has shown 
activity against breast cancer, lymphomas and leukemias, together with the potential 
for reduced cardiac toxicity. [PubChem]
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A synthetic fluoroquinolone (fluoroquinolones) antibacterial agent that inhibits the 
supercoiling activity of bacterial DNA gyrase, halting DNA replication. [PubChem]

Lomefloxacin is a fluoroquinolone antibiotic, used to treat bacterial infections 
including bronchitis and urinary tract infections. It is also used to prevent urinary tract 
infections prior to surgery.
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One of the schistosomicides, it has been replaced largely by hycanthone and more 
recently praziquantel. (From Martindale The Extrapharmacopoeia, 30th ed., p46). It is 
currently being tested as a radiation sensitizer.

An anthracenedione-derived antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
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Moxifloxacin is a synthetic fluoroquinolone antibiotic agent. Bayer AG developed the 
drug (initially called BAY 12-8039) and it is marketed worldwide (as the 
hydrochloride) under the brand name Avelox (in some countries also Avalox) for oral 
treatment.

A synthetic fluoroquinolone (fluoroquinolones) with broad-spectrum antibacterial 
activity against most gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria. Norfloxacin inhibits 
bacterial DNA gyrase. [PubChem]
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A synthetic fluoroquinolone (fluoroquinolones) antibacterial agent that inhibits the 
supercoiling activity of bacterial DNA gyrase, halting DNA replication.

A synthetic broad-spectrum fluoroquinolone antibacterial agent active against most 
gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria. [PubChem]
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A lignan (lignans) found in podophyllin resin from the roots of podophyllum plants. It 
is a potent spindle poison, toxic if taken internally, and has been used as a cathartic. 
It is very irritating to skin and mucous membranes, has keratolytic actions, has been 
used to treat warts and keratoses, and may have antineoplastic properties, as do 
some of its congeners and derivatives. [PubChem]

Sparfloxacin is a fluoroquinolone antibiotic used in the treatment of bacterial 
infections. Sparfloxacin exerts its antibacterial activity by inhibiting DNA gyrase, a 
bacterial topoisomerase. DNA gyrase is an essential enzyme which controls DNA 
topology and assists in DNA replication, repair, deactivation, and transcription.
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A semisynthetic derivative of podophyllotoxin that exhibits antitumor activity. 
Teniposide inhibits DNA synthesis by forming a complex with topoisomerase II and 
DNA. This complex induces breaks in double stranded DNA and prevents repair by 
topoisomerase II binding. Accumulated breaks in DNA prevent cells from entering 
into the mitotic phase of the cell cycle, and lead to cell death. Teniposide acts 
primarily in the G2 and S phases of the cycle. [PubChem]

Trovafloxacin (sold as Trovan by Pfizer) is a broad spectrum antibiotic that inhibits 
the uncoiling of supercoiled DNA in various bacteria by blocking the activity of DNA 
gyrase and topoisomerase IV. It was withdrawn from the market due to the risk of 
hepatotoxicity. It had better gram-positive bacterial coverage and less gram-negative 
coverage than the previous fluoroquinolones. [Wikipedia]
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Valrubicin (N-trifluoroacetyladriamycin-14-valerate, Valstar®) is a chemotherapy drug 
used to treat bladder cancer. Valrubicin is a semisynthetic analog of the anthracycline 
doxorubicin, and is administered by infusion directly into the bladder. [Wikipedia]

An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
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Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.

An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
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Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.

Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
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Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).

An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]
Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).
Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.
Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).
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An oral retinoid effective in the treatment of psoriasis. It is the major metabolite of 
etretinate with the advantage of a much shorter half-life when compared with 
etretinate. [PubChem]

Adapalene is a topical retinoid primarily used in the treatment of acne and is also 
used (off-label) to treat keratosis pilaris as well as other skin conditions. It is currently 
marketed by Galderma under the trade names Differin in some countries, and 
Adaferin in India.
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An important regulator of gene expression during growth and development, and in 
neoplasms. Tretinoin, also known as retinoic acid and derived from maternal vitamin 
A, is essential for normal growth; and embryonic development. An excess of tretinoin 
can be teratogenic. It is used in the treatment of psoriasis; acne vulgaris; and several 
other skin diseases. It has also been approved for use in promyelocytic leukemia 
(leukemia, promyelocytic, acute).

Isotretinoin is a medication used for the treatment of severe acne. It is sometimes 
used in prevention of certain skin cancers. It is a retinoid, meaning it derives from 
vitamin A and is found in small quantities naturally in the body. Isotretinoin binds to 
and activates nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RAR), thereby regulating cell 
proliferation and differentiation. This agent also exhibits immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory responses and inhibits ornithine decarboxylase, thereby decreasing 
polyamine synthesis and keratinization.
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Tamibarotene is a novel synthetic retinoid for acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL). 
Tamibarotene is currently approved in Japan for treatment of recurrent APL, and is 
undergoing clinical trials in the United States.

Tazarotene (marketed as Tazorac®, Avage® and Zorac®) is a prescription topical 
retinoid sold as a cream or gel. This medication is approved for treatment of 
psoriasis, acne, and sun damaged skin (photodamage). [Wikipedia]
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Tretinoin, also known as all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA), is a naturally occurring 
derivative of vitamin A (retinol). Retinoids such as tretinoin are important regulators 
of cell reproduction, proliferation, and differentiation and are used to treat acne and 
photodamaged skin and to manage keratinization disorders such as ichthyosis and 
keratosis follicularis. Tretinoin also represents the class of anticancer drugs called 
differentiating agents and is used in the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia 
(APL).

The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
An estrogenic steroid produced by horses. It has a total of four double bonds in the A- 
and B-ring. High concentration of euilin is found in the urine of pregnant mares. 
[PubChem] Equilin is one of the estrogens present in the mixture of estrogens 
isolated from horse urine and marketed as Premarin. Premarin became the most 
commonly used form of estrogen for hormone replacement therapy in the United 
States of America. Estrone is the major estrogen in Premarin (about 50%) and equilin 
is present as about 25% of the total. Estrone is a major estrogen that is normally 
found in women. Equilin is not normally present in women, so there has been interest 
in the effects of equilin on the human body. [Wikipedia] The estrogens in Premarin 
are present mainly as "conjugates", modified chemical forms in which the active 
estrogen is coupled to another chemical group such as sulfate. Estrone sulfate is 
usually the major form of estrogen in women. After being taken into a woman's body, 
the conjugated estrogens of Premarin are converted to the active unconjugated 
estrogens or excreted from the woman's body. Estrone can be converted to estradiol, 
which is thought to be the major active estrogen in women. [Wikipedia]

NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
buy DHEA.
Antitumor alkaloid isolated from Vinca rosea. (Merck, 11th ed.)
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An estrogenic steroid produced by horses. It has a total of four double bonds in the A- 
and B-ring. High concentration of euilin is found in the urine of pregnant mares. 
[PubChem] Equilin is one of the estrogens present in the mixture of estrogens 
isolated from horse urine and marketed as Premarin. Premarin became the most 
commonly used form of estrogen for hormone replacement therapy in the United 
States of America. Estrone is the major estrogen in Premarin (about 50%) and equilin 
is present as about 25% of the total. Estrone is a major estrogen that is normally 
found in women. Equilin is not normally present in women, so there has been interest 
in the effects of equilin on the human body. [Wikipedia] The estrogens in Premarin 
are present mainly as "conjugates", modified chemical forms in which the active 
estrogen is coupled to another chemical group such as sulfate. Estrone sulfate is 
usually the major form of estrogen in women. After being taken into a woman's body, 
the conjugated estrogens of Premarin are converted to the active unconjugated 
estrogens or excreted from the woman's body. Estrone can be converted to estradiol, 
which is thought to be the major active estrogen in women. [Wikipedia]

The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
buy DHEA.
An estrogenic steroid produced by horses. It has a total of four double bonds in the A- 
and B-ring. High concentration of euilin is found in the urine of pregnant mares. 
[PubChem] Equilin is one of the estrogens present in the mixture of estrogens 
isolated from horse urine and marketed as Premarin. Premarin became the most 
commonly used form of estrogen for hormone replacement therapy in the United 
States of America. Estrone is the major estrogen in Premarin (about 50%) and equilin 
is present as about 25% of the total. Estrone is a major estrogen that is normally 
found in women. Equilin is not normally present in women, so there has been interest 
in the effects of equilin on the human body. [Wikipedia] The estrogens in Premarin 
are present mainly as "conjugates", modified chemical forms in which the active 
estrogen is coupled to another chemical group such as sulfate. Estrone sulfate is 
usually the major form of estrogen in women. After being taken into a woman's body, 
the conjugated estrogens of Premarin are converted to the active unconjugated 
estrogens or excreted from the woman's body. Estrone can be converted to estradiol, 
which is thought to be the major active estrogen in women. [Wikipedia]

The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.

NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
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An estrogenic steroid produced by horses. It has a total of four double bonds in the A- 
and B-ring. High concentration of euilin is found in the urine of pregnant mares. 
[PubChem] Equilin is one of the estrogens present in the mixture of estrogens 
isolated from horse urine and marketed as Premarin. Premarin became the most 
commonly used form of estrogen for hormone replacement therapy in the United 
States of America. Estrone is the major estrogen in Premarin (about 50%) and equilin 
is present as about 25% of the total. Estrone is a major estrogen that is normally 
found in women. Equilin is not normally present in women, so there has been interest 
in the effects of equilin on the human body. [Wikipedia] The estrogens in Premarin 
are present mainly as "conjugates", modified chemical forms in which the active 
estrogen is coupled to another chemical group such as sulfate. Estrone sulfate is 
usually the major form of estrogen in women. After being taken into a woman's body, 
the conjugated estrogens of Premarin are converted to the active unconjugated 
estrogens or excreted from the woman's body. Estrone can be converted to estradiol, 
which is thought to be the major active estrogen in women. [Wikipedia]

The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
buy DHEA.
Antitumor alkaloid isolated from Vinca rosea. (Merck, 11th ed.)
Generally refers to the 17-beta-isomer of estradiol, an aromatized C18 steroid with 
hydroxyl group at 3-beta- and 17-beta-position. Estradiol-17-beta is the most potent 
form of mammalian estrogenic steroids. In humans, it is produced primarily by the 
cyclic ovaries and the placenta. It is also produced by the adipose tissue of men and 
postmenopausal women. The 17-alpha-isomer of estradiol binds weakly to estrogen 
receptors (receptors, estrogen) and exhibits little estrogenic activity in estrogen-
responsive tissues. Various isomers can be synthesized.
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Antitumor alkaloid isolated from Vinca rosea. (Merck, 11th ed.)
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
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A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
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Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
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Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
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Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
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Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
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Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
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A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
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A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
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Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
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Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.

A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
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Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
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Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
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Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.

A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.
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Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.

Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)

Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
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A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]

Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.

A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).

Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]

A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
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A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.

Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
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A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.

Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
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A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)

Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.

A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
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Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.

A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
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Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).

Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
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A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.

A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
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Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
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Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
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A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.

Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.
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Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
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Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.

A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
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Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.

A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
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Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.

Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
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Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
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A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
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A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.

Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.
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Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
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A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
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A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.

Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.
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Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)

Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
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A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]

Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.

A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
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Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.

Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).

Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.
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A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]

A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
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A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.

Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.
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Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.

Human recombinant antihemophilic factor (AHF) or Factor VIII, 2332 residues, 
glycosylated, produced by CHO cells

Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
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A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.

Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
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Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.

A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]

Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.

A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
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Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.

Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).

An essential aromatic amino acid that is a precursor of melanin; dopamine; 
noradrenalin (norepinephrine), and thyroxine.
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Melatonin is a biogenic amine that is found in animals, plants and microbes. Aaron B. 
Lerner of Yale University is credited for naming the hormone and for defining its 
chemical structure in 1958. In mammals, melatonin is produced by the pineal gland. 
The pineal gland is small endocrine gland, about the size of a rice grain and shaped 
like a pine cone (hence the name), that is located in the center of the brain (rostro-
dorsal to the superior colliculus) but outside the blood-brain barrier. The secretion of 
melatonin increases in darkness and decreases during exposure to light, thereby 
regulating the circadian rhythms of several biological functions, including the sleep-
wake cycle. In particular, melatonin regulates the sleep-wake cycle by chemically 
causing drowsiness and lowering the body temperature. Melatonin is also implicated 
in the regulation of mood, learning and memory, immune activity, dreaming, fertility 
and reproduction. Melatonin is also an effective antioxidant. Most of the actions of 
melatonin are mediated through the binding and activation of melatonin receptors. 
Individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) may have lower than normal levels 
of melatonin. A 2008 study found that unaffected parents of individuals with ASD also 
have lower melatonin levels, and that the deficits were associated with low activity of 
the ASMT gene, which encodes the last enzyme of melatonin synthesis. Reduced 
melatonin production has also been proposed as a likely factor in the significantly 
higher cancer rates in night workers.

Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
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A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.

Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Tenecteplase is a 527 amino acid glycoprotein 
developed by introducing the following modifications to the complementary DNA 
(cDNA) for natural human tPA: a substitution of threonine 103 with asparagine, and a 
substitution of asparagine 117 with glutamine, both within the kringle 1 domain, and a 
tetra-alanine substitution at amino acids 296-299 in the protease domain.

A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
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Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.

Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
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A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.

Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
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Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.

A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]

Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.

A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.

Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
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Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).

Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.

Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]

A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
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Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.

A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.

Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
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Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.

Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
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Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
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Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.
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A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
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Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Fingolimod is a sphingosine 1-phosphate receptor modulator indicated and approved 
for the treatment of relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis.

Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.

Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
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Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
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A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
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A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
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Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.
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A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]

Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.
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Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.
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A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.
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Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
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Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.
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A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
The purified component of hematoporphyrin derivative, it consists of a mixture of 
oligomeric porphyrins. It is used in photodynamic therapy (hematoporphyrin 
photoradiation); to treat malignant lesions with visible light and experimentally as an 
antiviral agent. It is the first drug to be approved in the use of photodynamic therapy 
in the United States.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
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Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.
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A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
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A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
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Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
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A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
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Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
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Apremilast is a novel, orally available small molecule inhibitor of type-4 cyclic 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE-4). It is indicated in the treatment of active 
psoriatic arthritis in adults (approved by the FDA in March 2014) and moderate to 
severe plaque psoriasis (approved by the FDA in September 2014). PDE-4 is a cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-specific phosphodiesterase that is predominantly 
located in inflammatory cells. By inhibiting PDE-4, apremilast increases intracellular 
levels of cAMP and thereby inhibits the production of multiple proinflammatory 
mediators including PDE-4, TNF-alpha, interleukin-2 (IL-2), interferon-gamma, 
leukotrienes, and nitric oxide synthase. By targeting a central component of the 
inflammatory signaling cascade rather than a single inflammatory marker, PDE-4 
inhibition may restore the homeostatic balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory 
signalling.
A pyrimidine nucleoside analogue that inhibits DNA methyltransferase, impairing 
DNA methylation. It is also an antimetabolite of cytidine, incorporated primarily into 
RNA. Azacytidine has been used as an antineoplastic agent. [PubChem]
A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Crisaborole is a novel oxaborole approved by FDA on December 14, 2016 as 
Eucrisa, a topical treatment of for mild to moderate atopic dermatitis. This non-
steroidal agent is efficacious in improving disease severity, reducing the risk of 
infection and reducing the signs and symptoms in patients 2 years old and older. It 
reduces the local inflammation in the skin and prevents further exacerbation of the 
disease with a good safety profile. Its structure contains a boron atom, which 
facilitates skin penetration and binding to the bimetal center of the phosphodiesterase 
4 enzyme. It is currently under development as topical treatment of psoriasis.

Decitabine is indicated for treatment of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS). It is a chemical analogue of cytidine, a nucleoside present in DNA and RNA. 
Cells in the presence of Decitabine incorporate it into DNA during replication and 
RNA during transcription. The incorporation of Decitabine into DNA or RNA inhibits 
methyltransferase thereby causing demethylation in that sequence. This adversely 
affects the way that cell regulatory proteins are able to bind to the DNA/RNA 
substrate.
Dimethyl fumarate is an anti-inflammatory. It is indicated for multiple sclerosis 
patients with relapsing forms and is also being investigated for the treatment of 
psoriasis. The mechanism of action of dimethyl fumarate in multiple sclerosis is not 
well understood. It is thought to involve dimethyl fumarate degradation to its active 
metabolite monomethyl fumarate (MMF) then MMF up-regulates the Nuclear factor 
(erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) pathway that is activated in response to oxidative 
stress. Dimethyl fumarate is marketed under the brand name Tecfidera.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
Drotaverine (INN, also known as drotaverin) is an antispasmodic drug, structurally 
related to papaverine. Drotaverine is a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase 4, and 
has no anticholinergic effects. Drotaverine has been shown to possess dose-
dependant analgesic effects in animal models. One small study has shown 
drotaverine to be eliminated mainly non-renally.
A theophylline derivative with broncho- and vasodilator properties. It is used in the 
treatment of asthma, cardiac dyspnea, and bronchitis. [PubChem]
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Enprofylline is a derivative of theophylline which shares bronchodilator properties. 
Enprofylline is used in asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and in the 
management of cerebrovascular insufficiency, sickle cell disease, and diabetic 
neuropathy. Long-term enprofylline administration may be associated with elevation 
in liver enzyme levels and unpredictable blood levels.
A fluorinated cytosine analog that is used as an antifungal agent. [PubChem]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Ibudilast is an anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective oral agent which shows an 
excellent safety profile at 60 mg/day and provides significantly prolonged time-to-first 
relapse and attenuated brain volume shrinkage in patients with relapsing-remitting 
(RR) and/or secondary progressive (SP) multiple sclerosis (MS). Ibudilast is currently 
in development in the U.S. (codes: AV-411 or MN-166), but is approved for use as an 
antiinflammatory in Japan.
Iloprost is a synthetic analogue of prostacyclin PGI2. Iloprost dilates systemic and 
pulmonary arterial vascular beds. It is used to treat pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH).
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

A methylxanthine derivative that inhibits phosphodiesterase and affects blood 
rheology. It improves blood flow by increasing erythrocyte and leukocyte flexibility. It 
also inhibits platelet aggregation. Pentoxifylline modulates immunologic activity by 
stimulating cytokine production. [PubChem]
The purified component of hematoporphyrin derivative, it consists of a mixture of 
oligomeric porphyrins. It is used in photodynamic therapy (hematoporphyrin 
photoradiation); to treat malignant lesions with visible light and experimentally as an 
antiviral agent. It is the first drug to be approved in the use of photodynamic therapy 
in the United States.
A derivative of procaine with less CNS action. [PubChem]
Roflumilast is a phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE-4) inhibitor. Due to its selective inhibition 
of the PDE4 isoenzyme in lung cells, roflumilast is indicated for the management of 
chronic obstrtuctive pulmonary disease (COPD) exacerbations. Treatment with 
Roflumilast is associated with an increase in psychiatric adverse reactions, including 
suicide and suicidal attempts.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
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Tofisopam (marketed under brand names Emandaxin and Grandaxin) is a 2,3-
benzodiazepine drug which is a benzodiazepine derivative. In contrast to classical 1,4-
benzodiazepines, the compound does not bind to the benzodiazepine binding site of 
the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor and its psychopharmacological profile differs 
from such compounds. Although Tofisopam is not approved for sale in North 
America, it is approved for use in various countries worldwide, including parts of 
Europe. The D-enantiomer (dextofisopam) is currently in phase II trials in the U.S. for 
the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome.

Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.
The purified component of hematoporphyrin derivative, it consists of a mixture of 
oligomeric porphyrins. It is used in photodynamic therapy (hematoporphyrin 
photoradiation); to treat malignant lesions with visible light and experimentally as an 
antiviral agent. It is the first drug to be approved in the use of photodynamic therapy 
in the United States.
The purified component of hematoporphyrin derivative, it consists of a mixture of 
oligomeric porphyrins. It is used in photodynamic therapy (hematoporphyrin 
photoradiation); to treat malignant lesions with visible light and experimentally as an 
antiviral agent. It is the first drug to be approved in the use of photodynamic therapy 
in the United States.

The purified component of hematoporphyrin derivative, it consists of a mixture of 
oligomeric porphyrins. It is used in photodynamic therapy (hematoporphyrin 
photoradiation); to treat malignant lesions with visible light and experimentally as an 
antiviral agent. It is the first drug to be approved in the use of photodynamic therapy 
in the United States.
The purified component of hematoporphyrin derivative, it consists of a mixture of 
oligomeric porphyrins. It is used in photodynamic therapy (hematoporphyrin 
photoradiation); to treat malignant lesions with visible light and experimentally as an 
antiviral agent. It is the first drug to be approved in the use of photodynamic therapy 
in the United States.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
An essential aromatic amino acid that is a precursor of melanin; dopamine; 
noradrenalin (norepinephrine), and thyroxine.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

A condensation product of riboflavin and adenosine diphosphate. The coenzyme of 
various aerobic dehydrogenases, e.g., D-amino acid oxidase and L-amino acid 
oxidase. (Lehninger, Principles of Biochemistry, 1982, p972) Flavin adenine 
dinucleotide is approved for use in Japan under the trade name Adeflavin as an 
ophthalmic treatment for vitamin B2 deficiency.

An essential aromatic amino acid that is a precursor of melanin; dopamine; 
noradrenalin (norepinephrine), and thyroxine.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Human recombinant antihemophilic factor (AHF) or Factor VIII, 2332 residues, 
glycosylated, produced by CHO cells

Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

An essential aromatic amino acid that is a precursor of melanin; dopamine; 
noradrenalin (norepinephrine), and thyroxine.

Melatonin is a biogenic amine that is found in animals, plants and microbes. Aaron B. 
Lerner of Yale University is credited for naming the hormone and for defining its 
chemical structure in 1958. In mammals, melatonin is produced by the pineal gland. 
The pineal gland is small endocrine gland, about the size of a rice grain and shaped 
like a pine cone (hence the name), that is located in the center of the brain (rostro-
dorsal to the superior colliculus) but outside the blood-brain barrier. The secretion of 
melatonin increases in darkness and decreases during exposure to light, thereby 
regulating the circadian rhythms of several biological functions, including the sleep-
wake cycle. In particular, melatonin regulates the sleep-wake cycle by chemically 
causing drowsiness and lowering the body temperature. Melatonin is also implicated 
in the regulation of mood, learning and memory, immune activity, dreaming, fertility 
and reproduction. Melatonin is also an effective antioxidant. Most of the actions of 
melatonin are mediated through the binding and activation of melatonin receptors. 
Individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) may have lower than normal levels 
of melatonin. A 2008 study found that unaffected parents of individuals with ASD also 
have lower melatonin levels, and that the deficits were associated with low activity of 
the ASMT gene, which encodes the last enzyme of melatonin synthesis. Reduced 
melatonin production has also been proposed as a likely factor in the significantly 
higher cancer rates in night workers.

Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Tenecteplase is a 527 amino acid glycoprotein 
developed by introducing the following modifications to the complementary DNA 
(cDNA) for natural human tPA: a substitution of threonine 103 with asparagine, and a 
substitution of asparagine 117 with glutamine, both within the kringle 1 domain, and a 
tetra-alanine substitution at amino acids 296-299 in the protease domain.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
An essential aromatic amino acid that is a precursor of melanin; dopamine; 
noradrenalin (norepinephrine), and thyroxine.

Human recombinant antihemophilic factor (AHF) or Factor VIII, 2332 residues, 
glycosylated, produced by CHO cells

Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
An essential aromatic amino acid that is a precursor of melanin; dopamine; 
noradrenalin (norepinephrine), and thyroxine.

Melatonin is a biogenic amine that is found in animals, plants and microbes. Aaron B. 
Lerner of Yale University is credited for naming the hormone and for defining its 
chemical structure in 1958. In mammals, melatonin is produced by the pineal gland. 
The pineal gland is small endocrine gland, about the size of a rice grain and shaped 
like a pine cone (hence the name), that is located in the center of the brain (rostro-
dorsal to the superior colliculus) but outside the blood-brain barrier. The secretion of 
melatonin increases in darkness and decreases during exposure to light, thereby 
regulating the circadian rhythms of several biological functions, including the sleep-
wake cycle. In particular, melatonin regulates the sleep-wake cycle by chemically 
causing drowsiness and lowering the body temperature. Melatonin is also implicated 
in the regulation of mood, learning and memory, immune activity, dreaming, fertility 
and reproduction. Melatonin is also an effective antioxidant. Most of the actions of 
melatonin are mediated through the binding and activation of melatonin receptors. 
Individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) may have lower than normal levels 
of melatonin. A 2008 study found that unaffected parents of individuals with ASD also 
have lower melatonin levels, and that the deficits were associated with low activity of 
the ASMT gene, which encodes the last enzyme of melatonin synthesis. Reduced 
melatonin production has also been proposed as a likely factor in the significantly 
higher cancer rates in night workers.

Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Tenecteplase is a 527 amino acid glycoprotein 
developed by introducing the following modifications to the complementary DNA 
(cDNA) for natural human tPA: a substitution of threonine 103 with asparagine, and a 
substitution of asparagine 117 with glutamine, both within the kringle 1 domain, and a 
tetra-alanine substitution at amino acids 296-299 in the protease domain.
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Human recombinant antihemophilic factor (AHF) or Factor VIII, 2332 residues, 
glycosylated, produced by CHO cells

Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
An essential aromatic amino acid that is a precursor of melanin; dopamine; 
noradrenalin (norepinephrine), and thyroxine.

Melatonin is a biogenic amine that is found in animals, plants and microbes. Aaron B. 
Lerner of Yale University is credited for naming the hormone and for defining its 
chemical structure in 1958. In mammals, melatonin is produced by the pineal gland. 
The pineal gland is small endocrine gland, about the size of a rice grain and shaped 
like a pine cone (hence the name), that is located in the center of the brain (rostro-
dorsal to the superior colliculus) but outside the blood-brain barrier. The secretion of 
melatonin increases in darkness and decreases during exposure to light, thereby 
regulating the circadian rhythms of several biological functions, including the sleep-
wake cycle. In particular, melatonin regulates the sleep-wake cycle by chemically 
causing drowsiness and lowering the body temperature. Melatonin is also implicated 
in the regulation of mood, learning and memory, immune activity, dreaming, fertility 
and reproduction. Melatonin is also an effective antioxidant. Most of the actions of 
melatonin are mediated through the binding and activation of melatonin receptors. 
Individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) may have lower than normal levels 
of melatonin. A 2008 study found that unaffected parents of individuals with ASD also 
have lower melatonin levels, and that the deficits were associated with low activity of 
the ASMT gene, which encodes the last enzyme of melatonin synthesis. Reduced 
melatonin production has also been proposed as a likely factor in the significantly 
higher cancer rates in night workers.

Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Tenecteplase is a 527 amino acid glycoprotein 
developed by introducing the following modifications to the complementary DNA 
(cDNA) for natural human tPA: a substitution of threonine 103 with asparagine, and a 
substitution of asparagine 117 with glutamine, both within the kringle 1 domain, and a 
tetra-alanine substitution at amino acids 296-299 in the protease domain.

A condensation product of riboflavin and adenosine diphosphate. The coenzyme of 
various aerobic dehydrogenases, e.g., D-amino acid oxidase and L-amino acid 
oxidase. (Lehninger, Principles of Biochemistry, 1982, p972) Flavin adenine 
dinucleotide is approved for use in Japan under the trade name Adeflavin as an 
ophthalmic treatment for vitamin B2 deficiency.
Human recombinant antihemophilic factor (AHF) or Factor VIII, 2332 residues, 
glycosylated, produced by CHO cells
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Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.

Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].

An essential aromatic amino acid that is a precursor of melanin; dopamine; 
noradrenalin (norepinephrine), and thyroxine.

Melatonin is a biogenic amine that is found in animals, plants and microbes. Aaron B. 
Lerner of Yale University is credited for naming the hormone and for defining its 
chemical structure in 1958. In mammals, melatonin is produced by the pineal gland. 
The pineal gland is small endocrine gland, about the size of a rice grain and shaped 
like a pine cone (hence the name), that is located in the center of the brain (rostro-
dorsal to the superior colliculus) but outside the blood-brain barrier. The secretion of 
melatonin increases in darkness and decreases during exposure to light, thereby 
regulating the circadian rhythms of several biological functions, including the sleep-
wake cycle. In particular, melatonin regulates the sleep-wake cycle by chemically 
causing drowsiness and lowering the body temperature. Melatonin is also implicated 
in the regulation of mood, learning and memory, immune activity, dreaming, fertility 
and reproduction. Melatonin is also an effective antioxidant. Most of the actions of 
melatonin are mediated through the binding and activation of melatonin receptors. 
Individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) may have lower than normal levels 
of melatonin. A 2008 study found that unaffected parents of individuals with ASD also 
have lower melatonin levels, and that the deficits were associated with low activity of 
the ASMT gene, which encodes the last enzyme of melatonin synthesis. Reduced 
melatonin production has also been proposed as a likely factor in the significantly 
higher cancer rates in night workers.

Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Tenecteplase is a 527 amino acid glycoprotein 
developed by introducing the following modifications to the complementary DNA 
(cDNA) for natural human tPA: a substitution of threonine 103 with asparagine, and a 
substitution of asparagine 117 with glutamine, both within the kringle 1 domain, and a 
tetra-alanine substitution at amino acids 296-299 in the protease domain.

Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
A condensation product of riboflavin and adenosine diphosphate. The coenzyme of 
various aerobic dehydrogenases, e.g., D-amino acid oxidase and L-amino acid 
oxidase. (Lehninger, Principles of Biochemistry, 1982, p972) Flavin adenine 
dinucleotide is approved for use in Japan under the trade name Adeflavin as an 
ophthalmic treatment for vitamin B2 deficiency.
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Hyaluronic acid (HA) is an anionic, nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan distributed widely 
throughout connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. It is unique among 
glycosaminoglycans in that it is nonsulfated, forms in the plasma membrane instead 
of the Golgi, and can be very large, with its molecular weight often reaching the 
millions. One of the chief components of the extracellular matrix, hyaluronic acid 
contributes significantly to cell proliferation and migration, and may also be involved 
in the progression of some malignant tumors.
Nafamostat is a synthetic serine protease inhibitor that is commonly formulated with 
hydrochloric acid due to its basic properties. It has been used in trials studying the 
prevention of Liver Transplantation and Postreperfusion Syndrome. The use of 
nafamostat in Asian countries is approved as an anticoagulant therapy for patients 
undergoing continuous renal replacement therapy due to acute kidney injury.

Humanized IgG4k monoclonal antibody produced in murine myeloma cells. 
Natalizumab contains human framework regions and the complementarity-
determining regions of a murine antibody that binds to a4-integrin. Natalizumab was 
voluntarily withdrawn from U.S. market because of risk of Progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy (PML). It was returned to market July, 2006.
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
Human recombinant antihemophilic factor (AHF) or Factor VIII, 2332 residues, 
glycosylated, produced by CHO cells

Calcium citrate is a salt typically used as a source of calcium in a variety of over the 
counter supplements.
Calcium phosphate is typically available as an over the counter supplement, antacid, 
or as an added ingredient in some toothpastes [FDA Label] [L851].
Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
An essential aromatic amino acid that is a precursor of melanin; dopamine; 
noradrenalin (norepinephrine), and thyroxine.
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Melatonin is a biogenic amine that is found in animals, plants and microbes. Aaron B. 
Lerner of Yale University is credited for naming the hormone and for defining its 
chemical structure in 1958. In mammals, melatonin is produced by the pineal gland. 
The pineal gland is small endocrine gland, about the size of a rice grain and shaped 
like a pine cone (hence the name), that is located in the center of the brain (rostro-
dorsal to the superior colliculus) but outside the blood-brain barrier. The secretion of 
melatonin increases in darkness and decreases during exposure to light, thereby 
regulating the circadian rhythms of several biological functions, including the sleep-
wake cycle. In particular, melatonin regulates the sleep-wake cycle by chemically 
causing drowsiness and lowering the body temperature. Melatonin is also implicated 
in the regulation of mood, learning and memory, immune activity, dreaming, fertility 
and reproduction. Melatonin is also an effective antioxidant. Most of the actions of 
melatonin are mediated through the binding and activation of melatonin receptors. 
Individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) may have lower than normal levels 
of melatonin. A 2008 study found that unaffected parents of individuals with ASD also 
have lower melatonin levels, and that the deficits were associated with low activity of 
the ASMT gene, which encodes the last enzyme of melatonin synthesis. Reduced 
melatonin production has also been proposed as a likely factor in the significantly 
higher cancer rates in night workers.

Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Tenecteplase is a 527 amino acid glycoprotein 
developed by introducing the following modifications to the complementary DNA 
(cDNA) for natural human tPA: a substitution of threonine 103 with asparagine, and a 
substitution of asparagine 117 with glutamine, both within the kringle 1 domain, and a 
tetra-alanine substitution at amino acids 296-299 in the protease domain.

Baricitinib is a selective and reversible Janus kinase 1 (JAK1) and 2 (JAK2) inhibitor. 
Janus kinases belong to the tyrosine protein kinase family and play an important role 
in the proinflammatory pathway signalling that is frequently over-activated in 
autoimmune disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis. By blocking the actions of 
JAK1/2, baricitinib disrupts the activation of downstream signalling molecules and 
proinflammatory mediators. Rheumatoid arthritis is a progressive autoimmune 
disease commonly associated with discomfort, diasability, and joint damage. 
Throughout disease progression, the disease may further lead to joint erosions and 
deformities, causing premature mortality, functional impairment, and reduced quality 
of life [A31386]. While there are several disease modifying antirheumatic drugs 
(DMARDs) available for treatment, patients often experience inadequate threapeutic 
resposes to these drugs. In animal models of inflammatory arthritis, baricitinib was 
shown to have significant anti-inflammatory effects, but also led to preservation of 
cartilage and bone, with no detectable suppression of humoral immunity or adverse 
hematologic effects [A31382]. In February 2017, Baricitinib was approved for use in 
the EU as a second-line oral therapy for moderate to severe active rheumatoid 
arthritis in adults, either alone or in combination with methotrexate. It is marketed 
under the trade name Olumiant.

Tofacitinib is an inhibitor of Janus kinases, a group of intracellular enzymes involved 
in signalling pathways that affect hematopoiesis and immune cell function. It is 
approved by the FDA for treatment of moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis that 
responds inadequately to methotrexate or in those who are intolerant to 
methotrexate. Besides rheumatoid arthritis, tofacitinib has also been studied in 
clinical trials for the prevention of organ transplant rejection, and is currently under 
investigation for the treatment of psoriasis. Known adverse effects include nausea 
and headache as well as more serious immunologic and hematological adverse 
effects. Tofacitinib is marketed under the brand name Xeljanz by Pfizer.
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An imidazole antifungal agent that is used topically and by intravenous infusion. 
[PubChem]
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A local anesthetic of the ester type that has a slow onset and a short duration of 
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block. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p1016). Procaine has 
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patients ([Clinical Trial 
NCT00299897](https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00299897).
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A trihydroxy sugar alcohol that is an intermediate in carbohydrate and lipid 
metabolism.
Isopropyl analog of epinephrine; beta-sympathomimetic that acts on the heart, 
bronchi, skeletal muscle, alimentary tract, etc. It is used mainly as bronchodilator and 
heart stimulant. [PubChem]
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Retinol and derivatives of retinol that play an essential role in metabolic functioning 
of the retina, the growth of and differentiation of epithelial tissue, the growth of bone, 
reproduction, and the immune response. Dietary vitamin A is derived from a variety 
of carotenoids found in plants. It is enriched in the liver, egg yolks, and the fat 
component of dairy products. [PubChem]
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A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
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Alogliptin is a selective, orally-bioavailable inhibitor of enzymatic activity of dipeptidyl 
peptidase-4 (DPP-4). Chemically, alogliptin is prepared as a benzoate salt and exists 
predominantly as the R-enantiomer (>99%). It undergoes little or no chiral conversion 
in vivo to the (S)-enantiomer. FDA approved January 25, 2013.

Atorvastatin (Lipitor) is a member of the drug class known as statins. It is used for 
lowering cholesterol. Atorvastatin is a competitive inhibitor of hydroxymethylglutaryl-
coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase, the rate-determining enzyme in cholesterol 
biosynthesis via the mevalonate pathway. HMG-CoA reductase catalyzes the 
conversion of HMG-CoA to mevalonate. Atorvastatin acts primarily in the liver. 
Decreased hepatic cholesterol levels increases hepatic uptake of cholesterol and 
reduces plasma cholesterol levels.
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Linagliptin is a DPP-4 inhibitor developed by Boehringer Ingelheim for the treatment 
of type II diabetes [Wikipedia]. Two pharmacological characteristics that sets 
linagliptin apart from other DPP-4 inhibitors is that it has a non-linear 
pharmacokinetic profile and is not primarily eliminated by the renal system. FDA 
approved on May 2, 2011.
Saxagliptin (rINN) is an orally active hypoglycemic (anti-diabetic drug) of the new 
dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) inhibitor class of drugs. FDA approved on July 31, 
2009.
Sitagliptin is a new oral hypoglycemic (anti-diabetic drug) of the new dipeptidyl 
peptidase-4 (DPP-4) inhibitor class of drugs. This enzyme-inhibiting drug is to be 
used either alone or in combination with metformin or a thiazolidinedione for control 
of type 2 diabetes mellitus. The drug works to competitively inhibit a protein/enzyme, 
dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP-4), that results in an increased amount of active incretins 
(GLP-1 and GIP), reduced amount of release of glucagon (diminishes its release) and 
increased release of insulin.
Vildagliptin, previously identified as LAF237, is a new oral anti-hyperglycemic agent 
(anti-diabetic drug) of the new dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) inhibitor class of drugs. 
Vildagliptin inhibits the inactivation of GLP-1 and GIP by DPP-4, allowing GLP-1 and 
GIP to potentiate the secretion of insulin in the beta cells and suppress glucaon 
release by the alpha cells of the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas. It is currently in 
clinical trials in the U.S. and has been shown to reduce hyperglycemia in type 2 
diabetes mellitus. While the drug is still not approved for use in the US, it was 
approved in Feb 2008 by European Medicines Agency for use within the EU and is 
listed on the Australian PBS with certain restrictions.
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of type 2 diabetes mellitus. The drug works to competitively inhibit a protein/enzyme, 
dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP-4), that results in an increased amount of active incretins 
(GLP-1 and GIP), reduced amount of release of glucagon (diminishes its release) and 
increased release of insulin.
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Ipilimumab, a recombinant human monoclonal antibody (IgG1 kappa immunoglobin), 
is an antineoplastic agent developed by Bristol-Myers Squibb and Medarex for the 
treatment of unresectable or metastatic melanoma in adults. Ipilimumab received 
FDA approved on March 25, 2011. In October 2015, the FDA approved expanded the 
indications for Ipilimumab, allowing it to be used to reduce the risk of the deadly skin 
cancer returning after surgery.
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Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.

Felodipine is a long-acting 1,4-dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker (CCB)b. It 
acts primarily on vascular smooth muscle cells by stabilizing voltage-gated L-type 
calcium channels in their inactive conformation. By inhibiting the influx of calcium in 
smooth muscle cells, felodipine prevents calcium-dependent myocyte contraction 
and vasoconstriction. Felodipine is the most potent CCB in use and is unique in that it 
exhibits fluorescent activity. In addition to binding to L-type calcium channels, 
felodipine binds to a number of calcium-binding proteins, exhibits competitive 
antagonism of the mineralcorticoid receptor, inhibits the activity of calmodulin-
dependent cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase, and blocks calcium influx through 
voltage-gated T-type calcium channels. Felodipine is used to treat mild to moderate 
essential hypertension.
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Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.
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Human Interferon gamma-1b (140 residues), produced from E. coli. Production of 
Actimmune is achieved by fermentation of a genetically engineered Escherichia coli 
bacterium containing the DNA which encodes for the human protein. Purification of 
the product is achieved by conventional column chromatography. The sequence 
displayed is a cDNA sequence which codes for human interferon gamma, as 
described by Gray et. al. and not specifically interferon gamma 1b.
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Interferon a (human leukocyte protein moiety reduced). A type I interferon consisting 
of 165 amino acid residues with lysine in position 23. This protein is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon secreted by leukocytes. It is 
used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent. An oral form is being 
developed by Amarillo Biosciences.
Interferon alpha 2b (human leukocyte clone hif-sn 206 protein moiety reduced). A 
type I interferon consisting of 165 amino acid residues with arginine in position 23. 
This protein is produced by recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon 
secreted by leukocytes. It is used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent.

Interferon alfacon-1 is a recombinant non-naturally occurring type-I interferon. The 
166-amino acid sequence of Interferon alfacon-1 was derived by scanning the 
sequences of several natural interferon alpha subtypes and assigning the most 
frequently observed amino acid in each corresponding position. Four additional 
amino acid changes were made to facilitate the molecular construction, and a 
corresponding synthetic DNA sequence was constructed using chemical synthesis 
methodology. Interferon alfacon-1 differs from interferon alfa-2b at 20/166 amino 
acids (88% homology), and comparison with interferon-beta shows identity at over 
30% of the amino acid positions. Interferon alfacon-1 is produced in Escherichia coli 
(E. coli) cells that have been genetically altered by insertion of a synthetically 
constructed sequence that codes for Interferon alfacon-1. Prior to final purification, 
Interferon alfacon-1 is allowed to oxidize to its native state, and its final purity is 
achieved by sequential passage over a series of chromatography columns. This 
protein has a molecular weight of 19,434 daltons.
Purified, natural (n is for natural) glycosylated human interferon alpha proteins 166 
residues
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Purified, natural (n is for natural) human interferon alpha proteins (consists of 3 forms 
or polymorphisms including 2a, 2b and 2c). 166 residues, some are glycosylated 
(MW range from 16 kD to 27 kD).
Human interferon beta (166 residues), glycosylated, MW=22.5kD. It is produced by 
mammalian cells (Chinese Hamster Ovary cells) into which the human interferon 
beta gene has been introduced. The amino acid sequence is identical to that of 
natural human interferon beta.
Human interferon beta (165 residues), cysteine 17 is substituted with serine. 
Produced in E. coli, no carbohydrates, MW=18.5kD
Peginterferon alfa-2a is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2a. 
Peginterferon alfa-2a is derived from the alfa-2a moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2a is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2a has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2a for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2a was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2a is available as a fixed dose 
injector (tradename Pegasys) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis C. Approved 
in 2002 by the FDA, Pegasys is indicated for the treatment of HCV with [DB00811] or 
other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, Peginterferon alfa-2a 
and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 36% for genotype 1 and 
59% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.
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therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2b. 
Peginterferon alfa-2b is derived from the alfa-2b moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2b is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2b has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2b for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2b was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2b is available as a variable dose 
injectable product (tradename Pegintron) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis 
C. Approved in 2001 by the FDA, Pegintron is indicated for the treatment of HCV with 
[DB00811] or other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, 
Peginterferon alfa-2b and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 
41% for genotype 1 and 75% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.

Interferon a (human leukocyte protein moiety reduced). A type I interferon consisting 
of 165 amino acid residues with lysine in position 23. This protein is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon secreted by leukocytes. It is 
used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent. An oral form is being 
developed by Amarillo Biosciences.
Interferon alpha 2b (human leukocyte clone hif-sn 206 protein moiety reduced). A 
type I interferon consisting of 165 amino acid residues with arginine in position 23. 
This protein is produced by recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon 
secreted by leukocytes. It is used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent.

Interferon alfacon-1 is a recombinant non-naturally occurring type-I interferon. The 
166-amino acid sequence of Interferon alfacon-1 was derived by scanning the 
sequences of several natural interferon alpha subtypes and assigning the most 
frequently observed amino acid in each corresponding position. Four additional 
amino acid changes were made to facilitate the molecular construction, and a 
corresponding synthetic DNA sequence was constructed using chemical synthesis 
methodology. Interferon alfacon-1 differs from interferon alfa-2b at 20/166 amino 
acids (88% homology), and comparison with interferon-beta shows identity at over 
30% of the amino acid positions. Interferon alfacon-1 is produced in Escherichia coli 
(E. coli) cells that have been genetically altered by insertion of a synthetically 
constructed sequence that codes for Interferon alfacon-1. Prior to final purification, 
Interferon alfacon-1 is allowed to oxidize to its native state, and its final purity is 
achieved by sequential passage over a series of chromatography columns. This 
protein has a molecular weight of 19,434 daltons.
Purified, natural (n is for natural) glycosylated human interferon alpha proteins 166 
residues
Purified, natural (n is for natural) human interferon alpha proteins (consists of 3 forms 
or polymorphisms including 2a, 2b and 2c). 166 residues, some are glycosylated 
(MW range from 16 kD to 27 kD).
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Human interferon beta (166 residues), glycosylated, MW=22.5kD. It is produced by 
mammalian cells (Chinese Hamster Ovary cells) into which the human interferon 
beta gene has been introduced. The amino acid sequence is identical to that of 
natural human interferon beta.
Human interferon beta (165 residues), cysteine 17 is substituted with serine. 
Produced in E. coli, no carbohydrates, MW=18.5kD
Human Interferon gamma-1b (140 residues), produced from E. coli. Production of 
Actimmune is achieved by fermentation of a genetically engineered Escherichia coli 
bacterium containing the DNA which encodes for the human protein. Purification of 
the product is achieved by conventional column chromatography. The sequence 
displayed is a cDNA sequence which codes for human interferon gamma, as 
described by Gray et. al. and not specifically interferon gamma 1b.
Peginterferon alfa-2a is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2a. 
Peginterferon alfa-2a is derived from the alfa-2a moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2a is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2a has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2a for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2a was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2a is available as a fixed dose 
injector (tradename Pegasys) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis C. Approved 
in 2002 by the FDA, Pegasys is indicated for the treatment of HCV with [DB00811] or 
other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, Peginterferon alfa-2a 
and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 36% for genotype 1 and 
59% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.
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Peginterferon alfa-2b is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2b. 
Peginterferon alfa-2b is derived from the alfa-2b moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2b is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2b has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2b for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2b was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2b is available as a variable dose 
injectable product (tradename Pegintron) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis 
C. Approved in 2001 by the FDA, Pegintron is indicated for the treatment of HCV with 
[DB00811] or other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, 
Peginterferon alfa-2b and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 
41% for genotype 1 and 75% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.

Interferon a (human leukocyte protein moiety reduced). A type I interferon consisting 
of 165 amino acid residues with lysine in position 23. This protein is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon secreted by leukocytes. It is 
used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent. An oral form is being 
developed by Amarillo Biosciences.
Interferon alpha 2b (human leukocyte clone hif-sn 206 protein moiety reduced). A 
type I interferon consisting of 165 amino acid residues with arginine in position 23. 
This protein is produced by recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon 
secreted by leukocytes. It is used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent.

Interferon alfacon-1 is a recombinant non-naturally occurring type-I interferon. The 
166-amino acid sequence of Interferon alfacon-1 was derived by scanning the 
sequences of several natural interferon alpha subtypes and assigning the most 
frequently observed amino acid in each corresponding position. Four additional 
amino acid changes were made to facilitate the molecular construction, and a 
corresponding synthetic DNA sequence was constructed using chemical synthesis 
methodology. Interferon alfacon-1 differs from interferon alfa-2b at 20/166 amino 
acids (88% homology), and comparison with interferon-beta shows identity at over 
30% of the amino acid positions. Interferon alfacon-1 is produced in Escherichia coli 
(E. coli) cells that have been genetically altered by insertion of a synthetically 
constructed sequence that codes for Interferon alfacon-1. Prior to final purification, 
Interferon alfacon-1 is allowed to oxidize to its native state, and its final purity is 
achieved by sequential passage over a series of chromatography columns. This 
protein has a molecular weight of 19,434 daltons.
Purified, natural (n is for natural) glycosylated human interferon alpha proteins 166 
residues
Purified, natural (n is for natural) human interferon alpha proteins (consists of 3 forms 
or polymorphisms including 2a, 2b and 2c). 166 residues, some are glycosylated 
(MW range from 16 kD to 27 kD).
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Human interferon beta (166 residues), glycosylated, MW=22.5kD. It is produced by 
mammalian cells (Chinese Hamster Ovary cells) into which the human interferon 
beta gene has been introduced. The amino acid sequence is identical to that of 
natural human interferon beta.
Human interferon beta (165 residues), cysteine 17 is substituted with serine. 
Produced in E. coli, no carbohydrates, MW=18.5kD
Human Interferon gamma-1b (140 residues), produced from E. coli. Production of 
Actimmune is achieved by fermentation of a genetically engineered Escherichia coli 
bacterium containing the DNA which encodes for the human protein. Purification of 
the product is achieved by conventional column chromatography. The sequence 
displayed is a cDNA sequence which codes for human interferon gamma, as 
described by Gray et. al. and not specifically interferon gamma 1b.
Peginterferon alfa-2a is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2a. 
Peginterferon alfa-2a is derived from the alfa-2a moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2a is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2a has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2a for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2a was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2a is available as a fixed dose 
injector (tradename Pegasys) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis C. Approved 
in 2002 by the FDA, Pegasys is indicated for the treatment of HCV with [DB00811] or 
other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, Peginterferon alfa-2a 
and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 36% for genotype 1 and 
59% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.
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Peginterferon alfa-2b is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2b. 
Peginterferon alfa-2b is derived from the alfa-2b moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2b is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2b has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2b for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2b was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2b is available as a variable dose 
injectable product (tradename Pegintron) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis 
C. Approved in 2001 by the FDA, Pegintron is indicated for the treatment of HCV with 
[DB00811] or other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, 
Peginterferon alfa-2b and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 
41% for genotype 1 and 75% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.

Interferon a (human leukocyte protein moiety reduced). A type I interferon consisting 
of 165 amino acid residues with lysine in position 23. This protein is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon secreted by leukocytes. It is 
used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent. An oral form is being 
developed by Amarillo Biosciences.
Interferon alpha 2b (human leukocyte clone hif-sn 206 protein moiety reduced). A 
type I interferon consisting of 165 amino acid residues with arginine in position 23. 
This protein is produced by recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon 
secreted by leukocytes. It is used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent.

Interferon alfacon-1 is a recombinant non-naturally occurring type-I interferon. The 
166-amino acid sequence of Interferon alfacon-1 was derived by scanning the 
sequences of several natural interferon alpha subtypes and assigning the most 
frequently observed amino acid in each corresponding position. Four additional 
amino acid changes were made to facilitate the molecular construction, and a 
corresponding synthetic DNA sequence was constructed using chemical synthesis 
methodology. Interferon alfacon-1 differs from interferon alfa-2b at 20/166 amino 
acids (88% homology), and comparison with interferon-beta shows identity at over 
30% of the amino acid positions. Interferon alfacon-1 is produced in Escherichia coli 
(E. coli) cells that have been genetically altered by insertion of a synthetically 
constructed sequence that codes for Interferon alfacon-1. Prior to final purification, 
Interferon alfacon-1 is allowed to oxidize to its native state, and its final purity is 
achieved by sequential passage over a series of chromatography columns. This 
protein has a molecular weight of 19,434 daltons.
Purified, natural (n is for natural) glycosylated human interferon alpha proteins 166 
residues
Purified, natural (n is for natural) human interferon alpha proteins (consists of 3 forms 
or polymorphisms including 2a, 2b and 2c). 166 residues, some are glycosylated 
(MW range from 16 kD to 27 kD).
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Human interferon beta (166 residues), glycosylated, MW=22.5kD. It is produced by 
mammalian cells (Chinese Hamster Ovary cells) into which the human interferon 
beta gene has been introduced. The amino acid sequence is identical to that of 
natural human interferon beta.
Human interferon beta (165 residues), cysteine 17 is substituted with serine. 
Produced in E. coli, no carbohydrates, MW=18.5kD
Peginterferon alfa-2a is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2a. 
Peginterferon alfa-2a is derived from the alfa-2a moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2a is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2a has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2a for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2a was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2a is available as a fixed dose 
injector (tradename Pegasys) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis C. Approved 
in 2002 by the FDA, Pegasys is indicated for the treatment of HCV with [DB00811] or 
other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, Peginterferon alfa-2a 
and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 36% for genotype 1 and 
59% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.
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Peginterferon alfa-2b is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2b. 
Peginterferon alfa-2b is derived from the alfa-2b moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2b is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2b has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2b for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2b was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2b is available as a variable dose 
injectable product (tradename Pegintron) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis 
C. Approved in 2001 by the FDA, Pegintron is indicated for the treatment of HCV with 
[DB00811] or other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, 
Peginterferon alfa-2b and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 
41% for genotype 1 and 75% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.

Human Interferon gamma-1b (140 residues), produced from E. coli. Production of 
Actimmune is achieved by fermentation of a genetically engineered Escherichia coli 
bacterium containing the DNA which encodes for the human protein. Purification of 
the product is achieved by conventional column chromatography. The sequence 
displayed is a cDNA sequence which codes for human interferon gamma, as 
described by Gray et. al. and not specifically interferon gamma 1b.
Interferon a (human leukocyte protein moiety reduced). A type I interferon consisting 
of 165 amino acid residues with lysine in position 23. This protein is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon secreted by leukocytes. It is 
used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent. An oral form is being 
developed by Amarillo Biosciences.
Interferon alpha 2b (human leukocyte clone hif-sn 206 protein moiety reduced). A 
type I interferon consisting of 165 amino acid residues with arginine in position 23. 
This protein is produced by recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon 
secreted by leukocytes. It is used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent.
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Interferon alfacon-1 is a recombinant non-naturally occurring type-I interferon. The 
166-amino acid sequence of Interferon alfacon-1 was derived by scanning the 
sequences of several natural interferon alpha subtypes and assigning the most 
frequently observed amino acid in each corresponding position. Four additional 
amino acid changes were made to facilitate the molecular construction, and a 
corresponding synthetic DNA sequence was constructed using chemical synthesis 
methodology. Interferon alfacon-1 differs from interferon alfa-2b at 20/166 amino 
acids (88% homology), and comparison with interferon-beta shows identity at over 
30% of the amino acid positions. Interferon alfacon-1 is produced in Escherichia coli 
(E. coli) cells that have been genetically altered by insertion of a synthetically 
constructed sequence that codes for Interferon alfacon-1. Prior to final purification, 
Interferon alfacon-1 is allowed to oxidize to its native state, and its final purity is 
achieved by sequential passage over a series of chromatography columns. This 
protein has a molecular weight of 19,434 daltons.
Purified, natural (n is for natural) glycosylated human interferon alpha proteins 166 
residues
Purified, natural (n is for natural) human interferon alpha proteins (consists of 3 forms 
or polymorphisms including 2a, 2b and 2c). 166 residues, some are glycosylated 
(MW range from 16 kD to 27 kD).
Human interferon beta (166 residues), glycosylated, MW=22.5kD. It is produced by 
mammalian cells (Chinese Hamster Ovary cells) into which the human interferon 
beta gene has been introduced. The amino acid sequence is identical to that of 
natural human interferon beta.
Human interferon beta (165 residues), cysteine 17 is substituted with serine. 
Produced in E. coli, no carbohydrates, MW=18.5kD
Peginterferon alfa-2a is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2a. 
Peginterferon alfa-2a is derived from the alfa-2a moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2a is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2a has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2a for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2a was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2a is available as a fixed dose 
injector (tradename Pegasys) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis C. Approved 
in 2002 by the FDA, Pegasys is indicated for the treatment of HCV with [DB00811] or 
other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, Peginterferon alfa-2a 
and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 36% for genotype 1 and 
59% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.
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Peginterferon alfa-2b is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2b. 
Peginterferon alfa-2b is derived from the alfa-2b moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2b is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2b has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2b for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2b was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2b is available as a variable dose 
injectable product (tradename Pegintron) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis 
C. Approved in 2001 by the FDA, Pegintron is indicated for the treatment of HCV with 
[DB00811] or other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, 
Peginterferon alfa-2b and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 
41% for genotype 1 and 75% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.

Interferon a (human leukocyte protein moiety reduced). A type I interferon consisting 
of 165 amino acid residues with lysine in position 23. This protein is produced by 
recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon secreted by leukocytes. It is 
used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent. An oral form is being 
developed by Amarillo Biosciences.
Interferon alpha 2b (human leukocyte clone hif-sn 206 protein moiety reduced). A 
type I interferon consisting of 165 amino acid residues with arginine in position 23. 
This protein is produced by recombinant DNA technology and resembles interferon 
secreted by leukocytes. It is used extensively as an antiviral or antineoplastic agent.

Interferon alfacon-1 is a recombinant non-naturally occurring type-I interferon. The 
166-amino acid sequence of Interferon alfacon-1 was derived by scanning the 
sequences of several natural interferon alpha subtypes and assigning the most 
frequently observed amino acid in each corresponding position. Four additional 
amino acid changes were made to facilitate the molecular construction, and a 
corresponding synthetic DNA sequence was constructed using chemical synthesis 
methodology. Interferon alfacon-1 differs from interferon alfa-2b at 20/166 amino 
acids (88% homology), and comparison with interferon-beta shows identity at over 
30% of the amino acid positions. Interferon alfacon-1 is produced in Escherichia coli 
(E. coli) cells that have been genetically altered by insertion of a synthetically 
constructed sequence that codes for Interferon alfacon-1. Prior to final purification, 
Interferon alfacon-1 is allowed to oxidize to its native state, and its final purity is 
achieved by sequential passage over a series of chromatography columns. This 
protein has a molecular weight of 19,434 daltons.
Purified, natural (n is for natural) glycosylated human interferon alpha proteins 166 
residues
Purified, natural (n is for natural) human interferon alpha proteins (consists of 3 forms 
or polymorphisms including 2a, 2b and 2c). 166 residues, some are glycosylated 
(MW range from 16 kD to 27 kD).
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Human interferon beta (166 residues), glycosylated, MW=22.5kD. It is produced by 
mammalian cells (Chinese Hamster Ovary cells) into which the human interferon 
beta gene has been introduced. The amino acid sequence is identical to that of 
natural human interferon beta.
Human interferon beta (165 residues), cysteine 17 is substituted with serine. 
Produced in E. coli, no carbohydrates, MW=18.5kD
Human Interferon gamma-1b (140 residues), produced from E. coli. Production of 
Actimmune is achieved by fermentation of a genetically engineered Escherichia coli 
bacterium containing the DNA which encodes for the human protein. Purification of 
the product is achieved by conventional column chromatography. The sequence 
displayed is a cDNA sequence which codes for human interferon gamma, as 
described by Gray et. al. and not specifically interferon gamma 1b.
Peginterferon alfa-2a is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2a. 
Peginterferon alfa-2a is derived from the alfa-2a moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2a is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2a has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2a for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2a was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2a is available as a fixed dose 
injector (tradename Pegasys) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis C. Approved 
in 2002 by the FDA, Pegasys is indicated for the treatment of HCV with [DB00811] or 
other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, Peginterferon alfa-2a 
and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 36% for genotype 1 and 
59% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.
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Peginterferon alfa-2b is a form of recombinant interferon used as part of combination 
therapy to treat chronic Hepatitis C, an infectious liver disease caused by infection 
with Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV is a single-stranded RNA virus that is categorized 
into nine distinct genotypes, with genotype 1 being the most common in the United 
States, and affecting 72% of all chronic HCV patients [L852]. Treatment options for 
chronic Hepatitis C have advanced significantly since 2011, with the development of 
Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) resulting in less use of Peginterferon alfa-2b. 
Peginterferon alfa-2b is derived from the alfa-2b moeity of recombinant human 
interferon and acts by binding to human type 1 interferon receptors. Activation and 
dimerization of this receptor induces the body's innate antiviral response by activating 
the janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK/STAT) pathway. 
Use of Peginterferon alfa-2b is associated with a wide range of severe adverse 
effects including the aggravation and development of endocrine and autoimmune 
disorders, retinopathies, cardiovascular and neuropsychiatric complications, and 
increased risk of hepatic decompensation in patients with cirrhosis. The use of 
Peginterferon alfa-2b has largely declined since newer interferon-free antiviral 
therapies have been developed. In a joint recommendation published in 2016, the 
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America (IDSA) no longer recommend Peginterferon alfa-2b for 
the treatment of Hepatitis C [A19593]. Peginterferon alfa-2b was used alongside 
[DB00811] with the intent to cure, or achieve a sustained virologic response (SVR), 
after 48 weeks of therapy. SVR and eradication of HCV infection is associated with 
significant long-term health benefits including reduced liver-related damage, 
improved quality of life, reduced incidence of Hepatocellular Carcinoma, and reduced 
all-cause mortality [A19626]. Peginterferon alfa-2b is available as a variable dose 
injectable product (tradename Pegintron) used for the treatment of chronic Hepatitis 
C. Approved in 2001 by the FDA, Pegintron is indicated for the treatment of HCV with 
[DB00811] or other antiviral drugs [FDA Label]. When combined together, 
Peginterferon alfa-2b and [DB00811] have been shown to achieve a SVR between 
41% for genotype 1 and 75% for genotypes 2-6 after 48 weeks of treatment.

A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
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erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
A phosphodiesterase inhibitor that blocks uptake and metabolism of adenosine by 
erythrocytes and vascular endothelial cells. Dipyridamole also potentiates the 
antiaggregating action of prostacyclin. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1994, 
p752)
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A methylxanthine naturally occurring in some beverages and also used as a 
pharmacological agent. Caffeine's most notable pharmacological effect is as a 
central nervous system stimulant, increasing alertness and producing agitation. It 
also relaxes smooth muscle, stimulates cardiac muscle, stimulates diuresis, and 
appears to be useful in the treatment of some types of headache. Several cellular 
actions of caffeine have been observed, but it is not entirely clear how each 
contributes to its pharmacological profile. Among the most important are inhibition of 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases, antagonism of adenosine receptors, and 
modulation of intracellular calcium handling.
Trapidil, a platelet-derived growth factor antagonist, was originally developed as a 
vasodilator and anti-platelet agent and has been used to treat patients with ischemic 
coronary heart, liver, and kidney disease.

NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
Ubidecarenone, also known as coenzyme Q10, is a 1,4-benzoquinone, where Q 
refers to the quinone chemical group, and 10 refers to the number of isoprenyl 
chemical subunits in its tail.[A7874] It is a powerful antioxidant, a lipid-soluble and 
essential cofactor in mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation.[A31413] The 
ubidecarenone is the coenzyme destined for mitochondrial enzyme complexes 
involved in oxidative phosphorylation in the production of ATP. It is fundamental for 
cells that have a high metabolic demand.[L1062] Ubidecarenone is sold as a dietary 
supplement and is not FDA approved as a drug thus, it is not meant to treat, cure or 
prevent any disease. FDA does not approve this dietary supplements before sold nor 
regulate the manufacturing process.[L1063]
The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
Arsenic trioxide is a chemotheraputic agent of idiopathic function used to treat 
leukemia that is unresponsive to first line agents. It is suspected that arsenic trisulfide 
induces cancer cells to undergo apoptosis. Due to the toxic nature of arsenic, this 
drug carries significant health risks. The enzyme thioredoxin reductase has recently 
been identified as a target for arsenic trioxide.
Isopropyl analog of epinephrine; beta-sympathomimetic that acts on the heart, 
bronchi, skeletal muscle, alimentary tract, etc. It is used mainly as bronchodilator and 
heart stimulant. [PubChem]
Turpentine (also called spirit of turpentine, oil of turpentine, wood turpentine and 
colloquially turps) is a fluid obtained by the distillation of resin obtained from live 
trees, mainly pines. It is mainly used as a solvent and as a source of materials for 
organic synthesis. Turpentine is composed of terpenes, mainly the monoterpenes 
alpha-pinene and beta-pinene with lesser amounts of carene, camphene, dipentene, 
and terpinolene.
Arsenic trioxide is a chemotheraputic agent of idiopathic function used to treat 
leukemia that is unresponsive to first line agents. It is suspected that arsenic trisulfide 
induces cancer cells to undergo apoptosis. Due to the toxic nature of arsenic, this 
drug carries significant health risks. The enzyme thioredoxin reductase has recently 
been identified as a target for arsenic trioxide.
Isopropyl analog of epinephrine; beta-sympathomimetic that acts on the heart, 
bronchi, skeletal muscle, alimentary tract, etc. It is used mainly as bronchodilator and 
heart stimulant. [PubChem]
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Turpentine (also called spirit of turpentine, oil of turpentine, wood turpentine and 
colloquially turps) is a fluid obtained by the distillation of resin obtained from live 
trees, mainly pines. It is mainly used as a solvent and as a source of materials for 
organic synthesis. Turpentine is composed of terpenes, mainly the monoterpenes 
alpha-pinene and beta-pinene with lesser amounts of carene, camphene, dipentene, 
and terpinolene.
Arsenic trioxide is a chemotheraputic agent of idiopathic function used to treat 
leukemia that is unresponsive to first line agents. It is suspected that arsenic trisulfide 
induces cancer cells to undergo apoptosis. Due to the toxic nature of arsenic, this 
drug carries significant health risks. The enzyme thioredoxin reductase has recently 
been identified as a target for arsenic trioxide.
Isopropyl analog of epinephrine; beta-sympathomimetic that acts on the heart, 
bronchi, skeletal muscle, alimentary tract, etc. It is used mainly as bronchodilator and 
heart stimulant. [PubChem]
Turpentine (also called spirit of turpentine, oil of turpentine, wood turpentine and 
colloquially turps) is a fluid obtained by the distillation of resin obtained from live 
trees, mainly pines. It is mainly used as a solvent and as a source of materials for 
organic synthesis. Turpentine is composed of terpenes, mainly the monoterpenes 
alpha-pinene and beta-pinene with lesser amounts of carene, camphene, dipentene, 
and terpinolene.
Arsenic trioxide is a chemotheraputic agent of idiopathic function used to treat 
leukemia that is unresponsive to first line agents. It is suspected that arsenic trisulfide 
induces cancer cells to undergo apoptosis. Due to the toxic nature of arsenic, this 
drug carries significant health risks. The enzyme thioredoxin reductase has recently 
been identified as a target for arsenic trioxide.
Isopropyl analog of epinephrine; beta-sympathomimetic that acts on the heart, 
bronchi, skeletal muscle, alimentary tract, etc. It is used mainly as bronchodilator and 
heart stimulant. [PubChem]
Turpentine (also called spirit of turpentine, oil of turpentine, wood turpentine and 
colloquially turps) is a fluid obtained by the distillation of resin obtained from live 
trees, mainly pines. It is mainly used as a solvent and as a source of materials for 
organic synthesis. Turpentine is composed of terpenes, mainly the monoterpenes 
alpha-pinene and beta-pinene with lesser amounts of carene, camphene, dipentene, 
and terpinolene.
The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
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The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
Aldesleukin, a lymphokine, is produced by recombinant DNA technology using a 
genetically engineered E. coli strain containing an analog of the human interleukin-2 
gene. Genetic engineering techniques were used to modify the human IL-2 gene, and 
the resulting expression clone encodes a modified human interleukin-2. This 
recombinant form differs from native interleukin-2 in the following ways: a) 
Aldesleukin is not glycosylated because it is derived from E. coli; b) the molecule has 
no N-terminal alanine; the codon for this amino acid was deleted during the genetic 
engineering procedure; c) the molecule has serine substituted for cysteine at amino 
acid position 125.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
A recombinant DNA-derived cytotoxic protein composed of the amino acid 
sequences for diphtheria toxin fragments A and B (Met 1-Thr 387)-His followed by the 
sequences for interleukin-2 (IL-2; Ala 1-Thr 133). It is produced in an E. coli 
expression system.
Pasireotide is a synthetic long-acting cyclic hexapeptide with somatostatin-like 
activity. It is marketed as a diaspartate salt called Signifor, which is used in the 
treatment of Cushing's disease.
Aldesleukin, a lymphokine, is produced by recombinant DNA technology using a 
genetically engineered E. coli strain containing an analog of the human interleukin-2 
gene. Genetic engineering techniques were used to modify the human IL-2 gene, and 
the resulting expression clone encodes a modified human interleukin-2. This 
recombinant form differs from native interleukin-2 in the following ways: a) 
Aldesleukin is not glycosylated because it is derived from E. coli; b) the molecule has 
no N-terminal alanine; the codon for this amino acid was deleted during the genetic 
engineering procedure; c) the molecule has serine substituted for cysteine at amino 
acid position 125.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
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Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
A recombinant DNA-derived cytotoxic protein composed of the amino acid 
sequences for diphtheria toxin fragments A and B (Met 1-Thr 387)-His followed by the 
sequences for interleukin-2 (IL-2; Ala 1-Thr 133). It is produced in an E. coli 
expression system.
Pasireotide is a synthetic long-acting cyclic hexapeptide with somatostatin-like 
activity. It is marketed as a diaspartate salt called Signifor, which is used in the 
treatment of Cushing's disease.
The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
Aldesleukin, a lymphokine, is produced by recombinant DNA technology using a 
genetically engineered E. coli strain containing an analog of the human interleukin-2 
gene. Genetic engineering techniques were used to modify the human IL-2 gene, and 
the resulting expression clone encodes a modified human interleukin-2. This 
recombinant form differs from native interleukin-2 in the following ways: a) 
Aldesleukin is not glycosylated because it is derived from E. coli; b) the molecule has 
no N-terminal alanine; the codon for this amino acid was deleted during the genetic 
engineering procedure; c) the molecule has serine substituted for cysteine at amino 
acid position 125.
A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
A recombinant DNA-derived cytotoxic protein composed of the amino acid 
sequences for diphtheria toxin fragments A and B (Met 1-Thr 387)-His followed by the 
sequences for interleukin-2 (IL-2; Ala 1-Thr 133). It is produced in an E. coli 
expression system.
Aldesleukin, a lymphokine, is produced by recombinant DNA technology using a 
genetically engineered E. coli strain containing an analog of the human interleukin-2 
gene. Genetic engineering techniques were used to modify the human IL-2 gene, and 
the resulting expression clone encodes a modified human interleukin-2. This 
recombinant form differs from native interleukin-2 in the following ways: a) 
Aldesleukin is not glycosylated because it is derived from E. coli; b) the molecule has 
no N-terminal alanine; the codon for this amino acid was deleted during the genetic 
engineering procedure; c) the molecule has serine substituted for cysteine at amino 
acid position 125.
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A recombinant chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody (IgG1k) that functions 
as an immunosuppressive agent, specifically binding to and blocking the interleukin-2 
receptor a-chain (IL-2R alpha, also known as CD25 antigen) on the surface of 
activated T-lymphocytes. It is a 144 kDa glycoprotein obtained from fermentation of 
an established mouse myeloma cell line genetically engineered to express plasmids 
containing the human heavy and light chain constant region genes and mouse heavy 
and light chain variable region genes encoding the RFT5 antibody that binds 
selectively to the IL-2R alpha.
Humanized IgG1 Mab that binds to the human interleukin-2 receptor (anti-Tac or anti-
CD25). Daclizumab is a composite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody 
sequences. The human sequences were derived from the constant domains of 
human IgG1 and the variable framework regions of the Eu myeloma antibody. The 
murine sequences were derived from the complementarity-determining regions of a 
murine anti-Tac antibody.
A recombinant DNA-derived cytotoxic protein composed of the amino acid 
sequences for diphtheria toxin fragments A and B (Met 1-Thr 387)-His followed by the 
sequences for interleukin-2 (IL-2; Ala 1-Thr 133). It is produced in an E. coli 
expression system.
The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
Aldesleukin, a lymphokine, is produced by recombinant DNA technology using a 
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cephalotaxine ester and protein synthesis inhibitor with established clinical activity as 
a single agent in hematological malignancies. Omacetaxine mepesuccinate is 
synthesized from cephalotaxine, which is an extract from the leaves of the plant, 
Cephalotaxus species. In October 2005, omacetaxine mepesuccinate received 
Orphan Drug designation from the EMEA for the treatment of chronic myeloid 
leukemia (CML). Then in March 2006, it received Orphan Drug status from the FDA 
for the treatment of CML. In November 2006, omacetaxine mepesuccinate, for the 
treatment of CML, was granted Fast Track designation by the FDA. Most recently, in 
October 2012, omacetaxine mepesuccinate was marketed under the brand name 
Synribo and FDA approved for patients who are intolerant and/or resistant to two or 
more tyrosine kinase inhibitors used to treat accelerated or chronic phase CML.

Xanthinol is a very potent water-soluble derivative of niacin that can be found in diet 
supplements. It is also known as xanthinol nicotinate. [L1079] Xaninthol is known to 
be a potent vasodilator that can easily pass through the cell membrane and once 
inside the cell it causes an increase in glucose metabolism resulting in an increased 
energy. [L1080] It was approved as a drug in 1998 in Canada and nowadays its status 
is cancelled post marketing.
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Manganese is a transition metal with a molar mass of 54.94g/mol. Manganese is 
considered critical for human health, and plays important roles in development, 
metabolism, and the antioxidant system. That said, excessive manganese intake is 
associated with manganism, a neurodegenerative disorder that causes dopaminergic 
neuronal death and parkinsonian-like symptoms.
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An alpha- and beta-adrenergic agonist that may also enhance release of 
norepinephrine. It has been used in the treatment of several disorders including 
asthma, heart failure, rhinitis, and urinary incontinence, and for its central nervous 
system stimulatory effects in the treatment of narcolepsy and depression. It has 
become less extensively used with the advent of more selective agonists.
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Cinnarizine is an anti-histaminic drug which is mainly used for the control of vomiting 
due to motion sickness. Cinnarizine was first synthesized by Janssen Pharmaceutica 
in 1955. It acts by interfering with the signal transmission between vestibular 
apparatus of the inner ear and the vomiting centre of the hypothalamus. The disparity 
of signal processing between inner ear motion receptors and the visual senses is 
abolished, so that the confusion of brain whether the individual is moving or standing 
is reduced. Vomiting in motion sickness is actually a physiological compensatory 
mechanism of the brain to keep the individual from moving so that it can adjust to the 
signal perception. Cinnarizine could be also viewed as a nootropic drug because of 
its vasorelaxating abilities (due to calcium channel blockage), which happen mostly in 
brain. It is also effectively combined with other nootropics, primarily piracetam; in 
such combination each drug potentiate the other in boosting brain oxygen supply.

Flunarizine is a selective calcium entry blocker with calmodulin binding properties 
and histamine H1 blocking activity. It is effective in the prophylaxis of migraine, 
occlusive peripheral vascular disease, vertigo of central and peripheral origin, and as 
an adjuvant in the therapy of epilepsy.
Manidipine (INN) is a calcium channel blocker (dihydropyridine type) that is used 
clinically as an antihypertensive. It is selective for vasculature and does not produce 
effects on the heart at clinically relevant dosages.
Paramethadione is an anticonvulsant in the oxazolidinedione class. It is associated 
with fetal trimethadione syndrome, which is also known as paramethadione 
syndrome.
A potassium sparing diuretic that acts by antagonism of aldosterone in the distal renal 
tubules. It is used mainly in the treatment of refractory edema in patients with 
congestive heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, or hepatic cirrhosis. Its effects on the 
endocrine system are utilized in the treatments of hirsutism and acne but they can 
lead to adverse effects. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p827)

Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
A calcium channel blocker that is a class IV anti-arrhythmia agent.
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Zonisamide is a sulfonamide anticonvulsant approved for use as an adjunctive 
therapy in adults with partial-onset seizures. Zonisamide may be a carbonic 
anhydrase inhibitor although this is not one of the primary mechanisms of action. 
Zonisamide may act by blocking repetitive firing of voltage-gated sodium channels 
leading to a reduction of T-type calcium channel currents, or by binding allosterically 
to GABA receptors. This latter action may inhibit the uptake of the inhibitory 
neurotransmitter GABA while enhancing the uptake of the excitatory neurotransmitter 
glutamate.
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syndrome.

A potassium sparing diuretic that acts by antagonism of aldosterone in the distal renal 
tubules. It is used mainly in the treatment of refractory edema in patients with 
congestive heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, or hepatic cirrhosis. Its effects on the 
endocrine system are utilized in the treatments of hirsutism and acne but they can 
lead to adverse effects. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p827)

Trimebutine is a spasmolytic agent that regulates intestinal and colonic motility and 
relieves abdominal pain with antimuscarinic and weak mu opioid agonist effects. It is 
marketed for the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and lower 
gastrointestinal tract motility disorders, with IBS being one of the most common 
multifactorial GI disorders [A19691]. It is used to restore normal bowel function and is 
commonly present in pharmaceutical mixtures as trimebutine maleate salt form. 
Trimebutine is not a FDA-approved drug, but it is available in Canada and several 
other international countries.
A calcium channel blocker that is a class IV anti-arrhythmia agent.

Zonisamide is a sulfonamide anticonvulsant approved for use as an adjunctive 
therapy in adults with partial-onset seizures. Zonisamide may be a carbonic 
anhydrase inhibitor although this is not one of the primary mechanisms of action. 
Zonisamide may act by blocking repetitive firing of voltage-gated sodium channels 
leading to a reduction of T-type calcium channel currents, or by binding allosterically 
to GABA receptors. This latter action may inhibit the uptake of the inhibitory 
neurotransmitter GABA while enhancing the uptake of the excitatory neurotransmitter 
glutamate.
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abolished, so that the confusion of brain whether the individual is moving or standing 
is reduced. Vomiting in motion sickness is actually a physiological compensatory 
mechanism of the brain to keep the individual from moving so that it can adjust to the 
signal perception. Cinnarizine could be also viewed as a nootropic drug because of 
its vasorelaxating abilities (due to calcium channel blockage), which happen mostly in 
brain. It is also effectively combined with other nootropics, primarily piracetam; in 
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Maraviroc (brand-named Selzentry, or Celsentri outside the U.S.) is a chemokine 
receptor antagonist drug developed by the drug company Pfizer that is designed to 
act against HIV by interfering with the interaction between HIV and CCR5. It was 
originally labelled as UK-427857 during development but was assigned the Maraviroc 
name as it entered trials. It was approved for use by the FDA in August, 2007.
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NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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An intermediate compound in the metabolism of carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. In 
thiamine deficiency, its oxidation is retarded and it accumulates in the tissues, 
especially in nervous structures. (From Stedman, 26th ed)
A water-soluble, enzyme co-factor present in minute amounts in every living cell. It 
occurs mainly bound to proteins or polypeptides and is abundant in liver, kidney, 
pancreas, yeast, and milk. [PubChem]
A branched-chain essential amino acid that has stimulant activity. It promotes muscle 
growth and tissue repair. It is a precursor in the penicillin biosynthetic pathway. 
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Dinoprostone is a naturally occurring prostaglandin E2 (PGE2). It has important 
effects in labour. It also stimulates osteoblasts to release factors which stimualtes 
bone resorption by osteoclasts. As a prescription drug it is used as a vaginal 
suppository, to prepare the cervix for labour and to induce labour.
Limaprost (as Limaprost alfadex; CAS number 88852-12-4) is an oral prostaglandin 
E1 analog. Prostaglandins act on a variety of cells such as vascular smooth muscle 
cells causing constriction or dilation, on platelets causing aggregation or 
disaggregation and on spinal neurons causing pain. Prostaglandins have a wide 
variety of actions, including, but not limited to muscular constriction and mediation of 
inflammation. Limaprost alfadex has been shown to improve peripheral circulatory 
failure with a vasodilator action and an antithrombotic effect. It also improves poor 
blood flow in the nerve tissue in cervical spondylosis and normalizes nerve function. 
Limaprost alfadex was discovered from collaborative research between Ono 
Pharmaceutical (Ono) and Dainippon Sumitomo Pharma (DSP). It was approved for 
the treatment of ischemic symptoms such as skin ulcer, pain and coldness 
accompanying thromboangiitis obliterans in 1988; and for the treatment of subjective 
symptoms such as pain and numbness in the lower leg and walking disability 
associated with acquired lumbar spinal canal stenosis as an additional indication in 
2001. The drug has been sold under the trade name of Opalmon® Tablets by Ono 
and Prorenal® Tablets by DSP. In 2011, Ono and DSP initiated Phase II clinical trials 
in Japan for the treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome. In 2013, these trials were 
discontinued because the study failed to demonstrate efficacy. Ono and DSP also 
discontinued the development of limaprost alfadex for the additional indication of 
cervical spondylosis in 2008 due to the failure to demonstrate the anticipated efficacy 
in a Phase II study in patients with the disease. However, it was verified by Seoul 
National University Hospital in November of 2014 that the study on the efficacy of 
oral limaprost alfadex after surgery for cervical myelopathy was still ongoing.

A synthetic analog of natural prostaglandin E1. It produces a dose-related inhibition 
of gastric acid and pepsin secretion, and enhances mucosal resistance to injury. It is 
an effective anti-ulcer agent and also has oxytocic properties.
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A synthetic analog of natural prostaglandin E1. It produces a dose-related inhibition 
of gastric acid and pepsin secretion, and enhances mucosal resistance to injury. It is 
an effective anti-ulcer agent and also has oxytocic properties.
The prototypical analgesic used in the treatment of mild to moderate pain. It has anti-
inflammatory and antipyretic properties and acts as an inhibitor of cyclooxygenase 
which results in the inhibition of the biosynthesis of prostaglandins. Acetylsalicylic 
acid also inhibits platelet aggregation and is used in the prevention of arterial and 
venous thrombosis. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p5)

Adenylic acid. Adenine nucleotide containing one phosphate group esterified to the 
sugar moiety in the 2'-, 3'-, or 5'-position.
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and Prorenal® Tablets by DSP. In 2011, Ono and DSP initiated Phase II clinical trials 
in Japan for the treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome. In 2013, these trials were 
discontinued because the study failed to demonstrate efficacy. Ono and DSP also 
discontinued the development of limaprost alfadex for the additional indication of 
cervical spondylosis in 2008 due to the failure to demonstrate the anticipated efficacy 
in a Phase II study in patients with the disease. However, it was verified by Seoul 
National University Hospital in November of 2014 that the study on the efficacy of 
oral limaprost alfadex after surgery for cervical myelopathy was still ongoing.

A synthetic analog of natural prostaglandin E1. It produces a dose-related inhibition 
of gastric acid and pepsin secretion, and enhances mucosal resistance to injury. It is 
an effective anti-ulcer agent and also has oxytocic properties.
A biguanide hypoglycemic agent with actions and uses similar to those of metformin. 
Although it is generally considered to be associated with an unacceptably high 
incidence of lactic acidosis, often fatal, it is still available in some countries. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p290)
The prototypical analgesic used in the treatment of mild to moderate pain. It has anti-
inflammatory and antipyretic properties and acts as an inhibitor of cyclooxygenase 
which results in the inhibition of the biosynthesis of prostaglandins. Acetylsalicylic 
acid also inhibits platelet aggregation and is used in the prevention of arterial and 
venous thrombosis. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p5)

Adenylic acid. Adenine nucleotide containing one phosphate group esterified to the 
sugar moiety in the 2'-, 3'-, or 5'-position.
Dinoprostone is a naturally occurring prostaglandin E2 (PGE2). It has important 
effects in labour. It also stimulates osteoblasts to release factors which stimualtes 
bone resorption by osteoclasts. As a prescription drug it is used as a vaginal 
suppository, to prepare the cervix for labour and to induce labour.
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The prototypical analgesic used in the treatment of mild to moderate pain. It has anti-
inflammatory and antipyretic properties and acts as an inhibitor of cyclooxygenase 
which results in the inhibition of the biosynthesis of prostaglandins. Acetylsalicylic 
acid also inhibits platelet aggregation and is used in the prevention of arterial and 
venous thrombosis. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p5)

Adenylic acid. Adenine nucleotide containing one phosphate group esterified to the 
sugar moiety in the 2'-, 3'-, or 5'-position.
A biguanide hypoglycemic agent with actions and uses similar to those of metformin. 
Although it is generally considered to be associated with an unacceptably high 
incidence of lactic acidosis, often fatal, it is still available in some countries. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p290)
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inflammatory and antipyretic properties and acts as an inhibitor of cyclooxygenase 
which results in the inhibition of the biosynthesis of prostaglandins. Acetylsalicylic 
acid also inhibits platelet aggregation and is used in the prevention of arterial and 
venous thrombosis. (From Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p5)
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sugar moiety in the 2'-, 3'-, or 5'-position.
A biguanide hypoglycemic agent with actions and uses similar to those of metformin. 
Although it is generally considered to be associated with an unacceptably high 
incidence of lactic acidosis, often fatal, it is still available in some countries. (From 
Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, p290)
Calcium plays a vital role in the anatomy, physiology and biochemistry of organisms 
and of the cell, particularly in signal transduction pathways. The skeleton acts as a 
major mineral storage site for the element and releases Ca2+ ions into the 
bloodstream under controlled conditions. Circulating calcium is either in the free, 
ionized form or bound to blood proteins such as serum albumin. Although calcium 
flow to and from the bone is neutral, about 5 mmol is turned over a day. Bone serves 
as an important storage point for calcium, as it contains 99% of the total body 
calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.
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An anthracycline which is the 4'-epi-isomer of doxorubicin. The compound exerts its 
antitumor effects by interference with the synthesis and function of DNA. [PubChem]
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calcium. Low calcium intake may also be a risk factor in the development of 
osteoporosis. The best-absorbed form of calcium from a pill is a calcium salt like 
carbonate or phosphate. Calcium gluconate and calcium lactate are absorbed well by 
pregnant women. Seniors absorb calcium lactate, gluconate and citrate better unless 
they take their calcium supplement with a full breakfast.
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A six carbon compound related to glucose. It is found naturally in citrus fruits and 
many vegetables. Ascorbic acid is an essential nutrient in human diets, and 
necessary to maintain connective tissue and bone. Its biologically active form, 
vitamin C, functions as a reducing agent and coenzyme in several metabolic 
pathways. Vitamin C is considered an antioxidant.
A six carbon compound related to glucose. It is found naturally in citrus fruits and 
many vegetables. Ascorbic acid is an essential nutrient in human diets, and 
necessary to maintain connective tissue and bone. Its biologically active form, 
vitamin C, functions as a reducing agent and coenzyme in several metabolic 
pathways. Vitamin C is considered an antioxidant.
L-Proline is one of the twenty amino acids used in living organisms as the building 
blocks of proteins. Proline is sometimes called an imino acid, although the IUPAC 
definition of an imine requires a carbon-nitrogen double bond. Proline is a non-
essential amino acid that is synthesized from glutamic acid. It is an essential 
component of collagen and is important for proper functioning of joints and tendons.

A water-soluble, colorless crystal with an acid taste that is used as a chemical 
intermediate, in medicine, the manufacture of lacquers, and to make perfume esters. 
It is also used in foods as a sequestrant, buffer, and a neutralizing agent. (Hawley's 
Condensed Chemical Dictionary, 12th ed, p1099; McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific 
and Technical Terms, 4th ed, p1851)
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Cisplatin, cisplatinum or cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II) (CDDP) is a platinum-
based chemotherapy drug used to treat various types of cancers, including sarcomas, 
some carcinomas (e.g. small cell lung cancer, and ovarian cancer), lymphomas and 
germ cell tumors. It was the first member of its class, which now also includes 
carboplatin and oxaliplatin.
A non-essential amino acid. It is found primarily in gelatin and silk fibroin and used 
therapeutically as a nutrient. It is also a fast inhibitory neurotransmitter.
A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
A tripeptide with many roles in cells. It conjugates to drugs to make them more 
soluble for excretion, is a cofactor for some enzymes, is involved in protein disulfide 
bond rearrangement and reduces peroxides.
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Coccidioides immitis spherule is a skin test antigen indicated to detect delayed-type 
hypersensitivity to Coccidioides immitis in individuals with a history of pulmonary 
coccidioidomycosis.
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Glatiramer acetate consists of the acetate salts of synthetic polypeptides, containing 
four naturally occurring amino acids: L-glutamic acid, L-alanine, L-tyrosine, and L-
lysine with an average molar fraction of 0.141, 0.427, 0.095, and 0.338, respectively. 
The average molecular weight of glatiramer acetate is 5,000-9,000 daltons. It is an 
immunomodulator, licensed in much of the world for reduced frequency of relapses in 
relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis.
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Insulin isolated from pig pancreas. Composed of alpha and beta chains, processed 
from pro-insulin. Forms a hexameric structure.
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Arsenic trioxide is a chemotheraputic agent of idiopathic function used to treat 
leukemia that is unresponsive to first line agents. It is suspected that arsenic trisulfide 
induces cancer cells to undergo apoptosis. Due to the toxic nature of arsenic, this 
drug carries significant health risks. The enzyme thioredoxin reductase has recently 
been identified as a target for arsenic trioxide.
A clear, colorless liquid rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and 
distributed throughout the body. It has bactericidal activity and is used often as a 
topical disinfectant. It is widely used as a solvent and preservative in pharmaceutical 
preparations as well as serving as the primary ingredient in alcoholic beverages.

A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
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Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.

Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).
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A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.

Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.
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Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).

A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.
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Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.

Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).
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A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.

Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.
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Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).

A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.
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Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.

Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).
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A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.

Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.
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Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).

A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.
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Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.

Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).
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A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.

Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.
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Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).

A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.
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Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.

Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).
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A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.

Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.
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Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).

A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.
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Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.

Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).
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A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.

Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.
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Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).

A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.
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Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.

Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).
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A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.

Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.
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Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).

A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.
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Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.

Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).
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A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.

Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.
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Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).

A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.

A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
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Aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein that comprises of two main components: 
the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding portions from the extracellular 
domains of human VEGF receptors 1 and 2 which is then fused to the Fc portion of 
human IgG1. Structurally, Aflibercept is a dimeric glycoprotein with a protein 
molecular weight of 96.9 kilo Daltons (kDa). It contains approximately 15% 
glycosylation to give a total molecular weight of 115 kDa. All five putative N-
glycosylation sites on each polypeptide chain predicted by the primary sequence can 
be occupied with carbohydrate and exhibit some degree of chain heterogeneity, 
including heterogeneity in terminal sialic acid residues, except at the single 
unsialylated site associated with the Fc domain. Aflibercept, as an ophthalmic agent, 
is used in the treatment of macular edema following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion 
(CRVO) and neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD). Ziv-aflibercept, 
under the brand name Zaltrap, was developed as an injection for treatment of 
metastatic colorectal cancer. FDA approved in November 18, 2011 and EMA 
approved in November 2012.
A recombinant humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the 
biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Bevacizumab 
contains human framework regions and the complementarity-determining regions of 
a murine antibody that binds to VEGF. Bevacizumab is produced in a Chinese 
Hamster Ovary mammalian cell expression system in a nutrient medium containing 
the antibiotic gentamicin and has a molecular weight of approximately 149 
kilodaltons.
Carvedilol is a non-selective beta blocker indicated in the treatment of mild to 
moderate congestive heart failure (CHF). It blocks beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic 
receptors as well as the alpha-1 adrenergic receptors.
Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of a chain of 
alternating sugars (N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid). It is usually found 
attached to proteins as part of a proteoglycan. A chondroitin chain can have over 100 
individual sugars, each of which can be sulfated in variable positions and quantities. 
Chondroitin sulfate is an important structural component of cartilage and provides 
much of its resistance to compression. Along with glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate 
has become a widely used dietary supplement for treatment of osteoarthritis. It is also 
approved and regulated as a symptomatic slow-acting drug for osteoarthritis 
(SYSADOA) in Europe and some other countries.

Dalteparin, a low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) prepared by nitrous acid 
degradation of unfractionated heparin of porcine intestinal mucosa origin, is an 
anticoagulant. It is composed of strongly acidic sulphated polysaccharide chains with 
an average molecular weight of 5000 and about 90% of the material within the range 
of 2000-9000. LMWHs have a more predictable response, a greater bioavailability, 
and a longer anti-Xa half life than unfractionated heparin. Dalteparin can also be 
safely used in most pregnant women. Low molecular weight heparins are less 
effective at inactivating factor IIa due to their shorter length compared to 
unfractionated heparin.
Gliclazide is an oral antihyperglycemic agent used for the treatment of non-insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). It belongs to the sulfonylurea class of insulin 
secretagogues, which act by stimulating &beta; cells of the pancreas to release 
insulin. Sulfonylureas increase both basal insulin secretion and meal-stimulated 
insulin release. Medications in this class differ in their dose, rate of absorption, 
duration of action, route of elimination and binding site on their target pancreatic 
&beta; cell receptor. Sulfonylureas also increase peripheral glucose utilization, 
decrease hepatic gluconeogenesis and may increase the number and sensitivity of 
insulin receptors. Sulfonylureas are associated with weight gain, though less so than 
insulin. Due to their mechanism of action, sulfonylureas may cause hypoglycemia 
and require consistent food intake to decrease this risk. The risk of hypoglycemia is 
increased in elderly, debilitated and malnourished individuals. Gliclazide has been 
shown to decrease fasting plasma glucose, postprandial blood glucose and 
glycosolated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels (reflective of the last 8-10 weeks of glucose 
control). Gliclazide is extensively metabolized by the liver; its metabolites are 
excreted in both urine (60-70%) and feces (10-20%).
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A non-essential amino acid that occurs in high levels in its free state in plasma. It is 
produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
metabolism, increases immunity, and provides energy for muscle tissue, brain, and 
the central nervous system.
A tetracycline analog, having a 7-dimethylamino and lacking the 5 methyl and 
hydroxyl groups, which is effective against tetracycline-resistant staphylococcus 
infections. [PubChem]
Ranibizumab is a recombinant humanized IgG1 kappa isotype monoclonal antibody 
fragment designed for intraocular use. Ranibizumab binds to and inhibits the biologic 
activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A). Ranibizumab has a 
molecular weight of approximately 48 kilodaltons and is produced by an E. coli 
expression system in a nutrient medium containing the antibiotic tetracycline 
(tetracycline is not detectable in the final product). Ranibizumab is marketed under 
the name Lucentis®. It is indicated for the treatment of macular edema after retinal 
vein occlusion, age-related macular degeneration (wet), and diabetic macular edema.

An organic amine proton acceptor. It is used in the synthesis of surface-active agents 
and pharmaceuticals; as an emulsifying agent for cosmetic creams and lotions, 
mineral oil and paraffin wax emulsions, as a biological buffer, and used as an 
alkalizer. (From Merck, 11th ed; Martindale, The Extra Pharmacopoeia, 30th ed, 
p1424)
Vandetanib is an oral once-daily kinase inhibitor of tumour angiogenesis and tumour 
cell proliferation with the potential for use in a broad range of tumour types. On April 
6 2011, vandetanib was approved by the FDA to treat nonresectable, locally 
advanced, or metastatic medullary thyroid cancer in adult patients.
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produced from pyruvate by transamination. It is involved in sugar and acid 
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the central nervous system.
A clear, colorless liquid rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and 
distributed throughout the body. It has bactericidal activity and is used often as a 
topical disinfectant. It is widely used as a solvent and preservative in pharmaceutical 
preparations as well as serving as the primary ingredient in alcoholic beverages.
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for use in patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). The main targets of 
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Dasatinib is an oral dual BCR/ABL and Src family tyrosine kinase inhibitor approved 
for use in patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). The main targets of 
Dasatinib, are BCRABL, SRC, Ephrins and GFR.
Aminophylline is a drug combination that contains theophylline and ethylenediamine 
in a 2:1 ratio. Once in the body, theophylline is released and acts as a 
phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and histone deacetylase 
activator. Similar to other theophyllines, aminophylline is indicated for the treatment 
of lung diseases such as asthma, chronic bronchitis, and COPD. The majority of 
aminophylline medications are discontinued and the remaining medications on the 
market are in short supply.
Belinostat is a novel agent that inhibits the enzyme histone deacetylase (HDAC) with 
a sulfonamide-hydroxamide structure. It was developed as an orphan drug to target 
hematological malignancies and solid tumors by TopoTarget. The safety and efficacy 
of belinostat is currently being evaluated for use in combination with traditional front-
line therapies for the treatment of PTCL. Intravenous administration of the agent is 
available as Beleodaq as monotherapy and the dosing regimen involves a 21-day 
cycle. It was US-approved in July 2014 as a therapeutic agent for relapsed or 
refractory peripheral T-cell lymphoma.
Dasatinib is an oral dual BCR/ABL and Src family tyrosine kinase inhibitor approved 
for use in patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML). The main targets of 
Dasatinib, are BCRABL, SRC, Ephrins and GFR.
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Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 

terreus . Research on this compound was suddenly shut down in 1980 and the drug 
was not approved until 1987. Interesting, Akira Endo at Sankyo Co. (Japan) patented 
lovastatin isolated from Monascus ruber  four months before Merck. Lovastatin was 
found to be 2 times more potent than its predecessor, mevastatin, the first discovered 
statin. Like mevastatin, lovastatin is structurally similar to hydroxymethylglutarate 
(HMG), a substituent of HMG-Coenzyme A (HMG-CoA), a substrate of the 
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway via the mevalonic acid pathway. Lovastatin is a 
competitive inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase with a binding affinity 20,000 times 
greater than HMG-CoA. Lovastatin differs structurally from mevastatin by a single 
methyl group at the 6' position. Lovastatin is a prodrug that is activated by in vivo 

hydrolysis of the lactone ring. It, along with mevastatin, has served as one of the lead 
compounds for the development of the synthetic compounds used today.

Oxtriphylline is the choline salt form of theophylline. Once in the body, theophylline is 
released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

Panobinostat is an oral deacetylace (DAC) inhibitor approved on February 23, 2015 
by the FDA for the treatment of multiple myeloma. The approval was accelerated 
based on progression-free survival, therefore confirmatory trials by the sponsor to 
demonstrate clinical efficacy in multiple myeloma treatment are in progress of being 
conducted. Panobinostat is marketed by Novartis under the brand name Farydak. 
Panobinostat acts as a non-selective histone deacetylase inhibitor (pan-HDAC 
inhibitor) and it is the most potent DAC inhibiting agent available on the market.

Romidepsin is a selective inhibitor of histone deacetylase, approved in the US in 
2009 for the treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL) or/and peripheral T-cell 
lymphoma (PTCL) in patients who have received at least one prior systemic therapy. 
These indications are based on response rate. Clinical benefit such as improvement 
in overall survival has not been demonstrated.
A methylxanthine derivative from tea with diuretic, smooth muscle relaxant, bronchial 
dilation, cardiac and central nervous system stimulant activities. Mechanistically, 
theophylline acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Theophylline is marketed under several brand names 
such as Uniphyl and Theochron, and it is indicated mainly for asthma, 
bronchospasm, and COPD.
Tixocortol is a 21-thiol derivative of hydrocortisone classified as a class A 
corticosteroid. It is a synthetic steroid with topical anti-inflammatory properties without 
the systemic glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid activities and toxicity.[L1078]

Valproic acid, supplied as the sodium salt valproate semisodium or divalproex 
sodium, is a fatty acid with anticonvulsant properties used in the treatment of 
epilepsy. The mechanisms of its therapeutic actions are not well understood. It may 
act by increasing gamma-aminobutyric acid levels in the brain or by altering the 
properties of voltage dependent sodium channels. Typically supplied in the sodium 
salt form (CAS number: 76584-70-8). Valproic Acid is also a histone deacetylase 
inhibitor and is under investigation for treatment of HIV and various cancers.
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Vorinostat (rINN) or suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA), is a drug currently 
under investigation for the treatment of cutaneous T cell lymphoma (CTCL), a type of 
skin cancer, to be used when the disease persists, gets worse, or comes back during 
or after treatment with other medicines. It is the first in a new class of agents known 
as histone deacetylase inhibitors. A recent study suggested that vorinostat also 
possesses some activity against recurrent glioblastoma multiforme, resulting in a 
median overall survival of 5.7 months (compared to 4 - 4.4 months in earlier studies). 
Further brain tumor trials are planned in which vorinostat will be combined with other 
drugs. [Wikipedia]
Aminophylline is a drug combination that contains theophylline and ethylenediamine 
in a 2:1 ratio. Once in the body, theophylline is released and acts as a 
phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and histone deacetylase 
activator. Similar to other theophyllines, aminophylline is indicated for the treatment 
of lung diseases such as asthma, chronic bronchitis, and COPD. The majority of 
aminophylline medications are discontinued and the remaining medications on the 
market are in short supply.
Belinostat is a novel agent that inhibits the enzyme histone deacetylase (HDAC) with 
a sulfonamide-hydroxamide structure. It was developed as an orphan drug to target 
hematological malignancies and solid tumors by TopoTarget. The safety and efficacy 
of belinostat is currently being evaluated for use in combination with traditional front-
line therapies for the treatment of PTCL. Intravenous administration of the agent is 
available as Beleodaq as monotherapy and the dosing regimen involves a 21-day 
cycle. It was US-approved in July 2014 as a therapeutic agent for relapsed or 
refractory peripheral T-cell lymphoma.
Lovastatin is a cholesterol-lowering agent that belongs to the class of medications 
called statins. It was the second agent of this class discovered. It was discovered by 
Alfred Alberts and his team at Merck in 1978 after screening only 18 compounds over 
2 weeks. The agent, also known as mevinolin, was isolated from the fungi Aspergillus 
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released and acts as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, adenosine receptor blocker, and 
histone deacetylase activator. Its main physiological reponse is to dilate the 
bronchioles. As such, oxytriphylline is indicated mainly for asthma, bronchospasm, 
and COPD (i.e. all the same indications as the other theophyllines). It is marketed 
under the name Choledyl SA, and several forms of oxytriphylline have been 
discontinued. In the US, oxtriphylline is no longer available.

Panobinostat is an oral deacetylace (DAC) inhibitor approved on February 23, 2015 
by the FDA for the treatment of multiple myeloma. The approval was accelerated 
based on progression-free survival, therefore confirmatory trials by the sponsor to 
demonstrate clinical efficacy in multiple myeloma treatment are in progress of being 
conducted. Panobinostat is marketed by Novartis under the brand name Farydak. 
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One of the triazole antifungal agents that inhibits cytochrome P-450-dependent 
enzymes resulting in impairment of ergosterol synthesis. It has been used against 
histoplasmosis, blastomycosis, cryptococcal meningitis & aspergillosis. [PubChem]

A nitroimidazole used to treat amebiasis; vaginitis; trichomonas infections; giardiasis; 
anaerobic bacteria; and treponemal infections. It has also been proposed as a 
radiation sensitizer for hypoxic cells. According to the Fourth Annual Report on 
Carcinogens (NTP 85-002, 1985, p133), this substance may reasonably be 
anticipated to be a carcinogen (Merck, 11th ed).
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A semisynthetic antibiotic produced from Streptomyces mediterranei. It has a broad 
antibacterial spectrum, including activity against several forms of Mycobacterium. In 
susceptible organisms it inhibits DNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity by forming 
a stable complex with the enzyme. It thus suppresses the initiation of RNA synthesis. 
Rifampin is bactericidal, and acts on both intracellular and extracellular organisms. 
(From Gilman et al., Goodman and Gilman's The Pharmacological Basis of 
Therapeutics, 9th ed, p1160)
Tioconazole is an antifungal medication of the Imidazole class used to treat infections 
caused by a fungus or yeast. Tioconazole topical (skin) preparations are also 
available for ringworm, jock itch, athlete's foot, and tinea versicolor or "sun fungus". 
Tioconazole interacts with 14-alpha demethylase, a cytochrome P-450 enzyme that 
converts lanosterol to ergosterol, an essential component of the yeast membrane. In 
this way, tioconazole inhibits ergosterol synthesis, resulting in increased cellular 
permeability.
Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
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Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
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Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
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Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
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Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
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Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
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Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.

Abemaciclib is an antitumor agent and dual inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 
(CDK4) and 6 (CDK6) that are involved in the cell cycle and promotion of cancer cell 
growth in case of unregulated activity. On September 28, 2017, FDA granted 
approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
used in trials studying the treatment of melanoma, lymphoma, neoplasm, solid tumor, 
and glioblastoma.
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Palbociclib is an oral, reversible, selective, small-molecule inhibitor of CDK4 and 
CDK6 indicated in combination with letrozole for the treatment of postmenopausal 
women with estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 
2 (HER2)-negative advanced breast cancer as initial endocrine-based therapy for 
their metastatic disease. CDK4 and CDK6 along with their regulatory partner cyclin 
D1 play a key role in regulating the G1- to S-phase cell-cycle transition via regulation 
of phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein. Inhibition of these proteins 
leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
increased tumor growth arrest. Palbociclib received an accelerated approval from the 
Food and Drug Administration on February 3, 2015.

Ribociclib is a selective cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, a class of drugs that help 
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HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
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progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
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HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
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play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
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HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
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approval of abemaciclib treatment under the market name Verzenio for the treatment 
of HR-positive and HER2-negative advanced or metastatic breast cancer that has 
progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
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leads to reduced phosphorylation of Rb, inhibition of downstream signalling, and 
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slow the progression of cancer by inhibiting two proteins called cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6). These proteins, when over-activated, can enable cancer 
cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
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progressed after unsuccessful endocrine therapy. It is either given alone in patients 
who has undergone endocrine therapy and chemotherapy after the metastasis of 
cancer, or in combination with [DB00947]. Following oral treatment in patients with 
HR-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer, abemaciclib demonstrated increased 
progression-free survival rates and objective response rates. Abemaciclib has been 
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cells to grow and divide too quickly. Targeting CDK4/6 with enhanced precision may 
play a role in ensuring that cancer cells do not continue to replicate uncontrollably. 
Ribociclib was approved by the U.S. FDA in March, 2017 as Kisqali.
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Ipilimumab, a recombinant human monoclonal antibody (IgG1 kappa immunoglobin), 
is an antineoplastic agent developed by Bristol-Myers Squibb and Medarex for the 
treatment of unresectable or metastatic melanoma in adults. Ipilimumab received 
FDA approved on March 25, 2011. In October 2015, the FDA approved expanded the 
indications for Ipilimumab, allowing it to be used to reduce the risk of the deadly skin 
cancer returning after surgery.
A topical glucocorticoid used in the treatment of eczema. [PubChem]
Halcinonide is a corticosteroid indicated for the relief of the inflammatory and pruritic 
manifestations of corticosteroid-responsive dermatoses, and is distributed as a cream 
and ointment. Halcinonide is marketed under the brand name HalogÂ® by Ranbaxy 
Laboratories Inc. Research suggests that clobetasol propionate demonstrates 
superior pharmacologic efficacy in the treatment of psoriasis when compared to 
halcinonide.
Sonidegib is a Hedgehog signaling pathway inhibitor (via smoothened antagonism) 
developed as an anticancer agent by Novartis. It was approved by the FDA for 
treating basal cell carcinoma in July 2015 and is awaiting approval in the EU.
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Copper is a transition metal and a trace element in the body. It is important to the 
function of many enzymes including cytochrome c oxidase, monoamine oxidase and 
superoxide dismutase [FDA Label]. Copper is commonly used in contraceptive 
intrauterine devices (IUD) [L801].
A metallic element found in certain minerals, in nearly all soils, and in mineral waters. 
It is an essential constituent of hemoglobin, cytochrome, and other components of 
respiratory enzyme systems. Its chief functions are in the transport of oxygen to 
tissue (hemoglobin) and in cellular oxidation mechanisms. Depletion of iron stores 
may result in iron-deficiency anemia. Iron is used to build up the blood in anemia.
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Amitriptyline hydrochloride is a dibenzocycloheptene-derivative tricyclic 
antidepressant (TCA). TCAs are structurally similar to phenothiazines. They contain a 
tricyclic ring system with an alkyl amine substituent on the central ring. In non-
depressed individuals, amitriptyline does not affect mood or arousal, but may cause 
sedation. In depressed individuals, amitriptyline exerts a positive effect on mood. 
TCAs are potent inhibitors of serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake. Tertiary amine 
TCAs, such as amitriptyline, are more potent inhibitors of serotonin reuptake than 
secondary amine TCAs, such as nortriptyline. TCAs also down-regulate cerebral 
cortical &beta;-adrenergic receptors and sensitize post-synaptic serotonergic 
receptors with chronic use. The antidepressant effects of TCAs are thought to be due 
to an overall increase in serotonergic neurotransmission. TCAs also block histamine-
H1 receptors, α1-adrenergic receptors and muscarinic receptors, which accounts for 
their sedative, hypotensive and anticholinergic effects (e.g. blurred vision, dry mouth, 
constipation, urinary retention), respectively. See toxicity section below for a 
complete listing of side effects. Amitriptyline may be used to treat depression, chronic 
pain (unlabeled use), irritable bowel syndrome (unlabeled use), diabetic neuropathy 
(unlabeled use), post-traumatic stress disorder (unlabeled use), and for migraine 
prophylaxis (unlabeled use).

Captodiame, also known as captodiamine, is an antihistamine which is used as a 
sedative and anxiolytic. It is a derivative of diphenhydramine. Captodiame has been 
suggested for use in preventing benzodiazepine withdrawal syndrome.
An alkaloid ester extracted from the leaves of plants including coca. It is a local 
anesthetic and vasoconstrictor and is clinically used for that purpose, particularly in 
the eye, ear, nose, and throat. It also has powerful central nervous system effects 
similar to the amphetamines and is a drug of abuse. Cocaine, like amphetamines, 
acts by multiple mechanisms on brain catecholaminergic neurons; the mechanism of 
its reinforcing effects is thought to involve inhibition of dopamine uptake. [PubChem]

The d-isomer of the codeine analog of levorphanol. Dextromethorphan shows high 
affinity binding to several regions of the brain, including the medullary cough center. 
This compound is an NMDA receptor antagonist (receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate) 
and acts as a non-competitive channel blocker. It is one of the widely used 
antitussives, and is also used to study the involvement of glutamate receptors in 
neurotoxicity. [PubChem]
Derivative of noroxymorphone that is the N-cyclopropylmethyl congener of naloxone. 
It is a narcotic antagonist that is effective orally, longer lasting and more potent than 
naloxone, and has been proposed for the treatment of heroin addiction. The FDA has 
approved naltrexone for the treatment of alcohol dependence.
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Nortriptyline hydrochloride, the <i>N</i>-demethylated active metabolite of 
amitriptyline, is a dibenzocycloheptene-derivative tricyclic antidepressant (TCA). 
TCAs are structurally similar to phenothiazines. They contain a tricyclic ring system 
with an alkyl amine substituent on the central ring. In non-depressed individuals, 
nortriptyline does not affect mood or arousal, but may cause sedation. In depressed 
individuals, nortriptyline exerts a positive effect on mood. TCAs are potent inhibitors 
of serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake. Secondary amine TCAs, such as 
nortriptyline, are more potent inhibitors of norepinephrine reuptake than tertiary 
amine TCAs, such as amitriptyline. TCAs also down-regulate cerebral cortical &beta;-
adrenergic receptors and sensitize post-synaptic serotonergic receptors with chronic 
use. The antidepressant effects of TCAs are thought to be due to an overall increase 
in serotonergic neurotransmission. TCAs also block histamine-H1 receptors, α1-
adrenergic receptors and muscarinic receptors, which accounts for their sedative, 
hypotensive and anticholinergic effects (e.g. blurred vision, dry mouth, constipation, 
urinary retention), respectively. See toxicity section below for a complete listing of 
side effects. Nortriptyline exerts less anticholinergic and sedative side effects 
compared to the tertiary amine TCAs, amitriptyline and clomipramine. Nortriptyline 
may be used to treat depression, chronic pain (unlabeled use), irritable bowel 
syndrome (unlabeled use), diabetic neuropathy (unlabeled use), post-traumatic stress 
disorder (unlabeled use), and for migraine prophylaxis (unlabeled use).

Oprelvekin, the active ingredient in Neumega® is recombinant Interleukin eleven, 
which is produced in Escherichia coli (E. coli) by recombinant DNA technology. The 
protein has a molecular mass of approximately 19,000 daltons, and is non-
glycosylated. The polypeptide is 177 amino acids in length (the natural IL-11 has 
178). This alteration has not resulted in measurable differences in bioactivity either in 
vitro or in vivo. The primary hematopoietic activity of Neumega® is stimulation of 
megakaryocytopoiesis and thrombopoiesis. In mice and nonhuman primate studies 
Neumega® has shown potent thrombopoietic activity in compromised hematopoiesis, 
including moderately to severely myelosuppressed animals. In these studies, 
Neumega® improved platelet nadirs and accelerated platelet recoveries compared to 
controls. In animal studies Oprelvekin also has non-hematopoetic activities. This 
includes the regulation of intestinal epithelium growth (enhanced healing of 
gastrointestinal lesions), the inhibition of adipogenesis, the induction of acute phase 
protein synthesis (e.g., fibrinogen), and inhibition of macrophageal released pro-
inflammatory cytokines.
The first mixed agonist-antagonist analgesic to be marketed. It is an agonist at the 
kappa and sigma opioid receptors and has a weak antagonist action at the mu 
receptor. (From AMA Drug Evaluations Annual, 1991, p97)
Prasterone, also known as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is a major C19 steroid 
produced by the adrenal cortex. It is also produced in small quantities in the testis 
and the ovary. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) can be converted to testosterone; 
androstenedione; estradiol; and estrone. Most of DHEA is sulfated 
(dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate) before secretion. In the United States, DHEA or 
DHEAS have been advertised with claims that they may be beneficial for a wide 
variety of ailments. DHEA and DHEAS are readily available in the United States, 
where they are marketed as over-the-counter dietary supplements. In November 
2016, DHEA was approved (as Intrarosa) to treat women experiencing moderate to 
severe pain during sexual intercourse (dyspareunia), a symptom of vulvar and 
vaginal atrophy (VVA), due to menopause. In Canada, a prescription is required to 
buy DHEA.
An antipsychotic agent that is specific for dopamine D2 receptors. It has been shown 
to be effective in the treatment of schizophrenia.
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Conivaptan is a non-peptide inhibitor of antidiuretic hormone (vasopressin). It was 
approved in 2004 for hyponatremia (low blood sodium levels) caused by syndrome of 
inappropriate antidiuretic hormone (SIADH). Conivaptan inhibits both isotypes of the 
vasopressin receptor (V1a and V2).
Desmopressin is a chemical that is similar to Antidiuretic Hormone (ADH) which is 
found naturally in the body. It increases urine concentration and decreases urine 
production. Desmopressin is used to prevent and control excessive thirst, urination, 
and dehydration caused by injury, surgery, and certain medical conditions, allowing 
you to sleep through the night without awakening to urinate. It is also used to treat 
specific types of diabetes insipidus and conditions after head injury or pituitary 
surgery.
The N-acetyl derivative of glucosamine.

Terlipressin is an analogue of vasopressin used as a vasoactive drug in the 
management of hypotension. It has been found to be effective when norepinephrine 
does not help. [Wikipedia]
Tolvaptan is used to treat low blood sodium levels (hyponatremia) associated with 
various conditions like congestive heart failure, cirrhosis, and syndrome of 
inappropriate antidiuretic hormones (SIADH). FDA approved on May 19, 2009.
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Antidiuretic hormone, also known as vasopressin, is a nine amino acid peptide 
secreted from the posterior pituitary. Antidiuretic hormone binds to receptors in the 
distal or collecting tubules of the kidney and promotes reabsorbtion of water back into 
the circulation
Conivaptan is a non-peptide inhibitor of antidiuretic hormone (vasopressin). It was 
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surgery.
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management of hypotension. It has been found to be effective when norepinephrine 
does not help. [Wikipedia]
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secreted from the posterior pituitary. Antidiuretic hormone binds to receptors in the 
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the circulation
Manganese is a transition metal with a molar mass of 54.94g/mol. Manganese is 
considered critical for human health, and plays important roles in development, 
metabolism, and the antioxidant system. That said, excessive manganese intake is 
associated with manganism, a neurodegenerative disorder that causes dopaminergic 
neuronal death and parkinsonian-like symptoms.
NADH is the reduced form of NAD+, and NAD+ is the oxidized form of NADH, a 
coenzyme composed of ribosylnicotinamide 5'-diphosphate coupled to adenosine 5'-
phosphate by pyrophosphate linkage. It is found widely in nature and is involved in 
numerous enzymatic reactions in which it serves as an electron carrier by being 
alternately oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH). It forms NADP with the addition of 
a phosphate group to the 2' position of the adenosyl nucleotide through an ester 
linkage. (Dorland, 27th ed)
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Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis
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Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis

Height, Psoriasis, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriatic arthritis
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis
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Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Multiple sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis
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Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes

Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes
Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes
Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes
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Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes

Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes

Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes
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Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes

Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes
Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes

Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes
Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes

Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, 
Type 1 diabetes
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Atopic dermatitis, Chronic inflammatory diseases 
(ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, 
primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) 
(pleiotropy)
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Atopic dermatitis, Chronic inflammatory diseases 
(ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, 
primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) 
(pleiotropy)

Atopic dermatitis, Psoriasis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Multiple myeloma, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus

Multiple myeloma, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus

Multiple myeloma, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus

Multiple myeloma, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus

Multiple myeloma, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus

Multiple myeloma, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Multiple myeloma, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis
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Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis
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Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis
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Autoimmune thyroid diseases (Graves disease or 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis), Graves' disease

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (Graves disease or 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis), Graves' disease

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (Graves disease or 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis), Graves' disease

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (Graves disease or 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis), Graves' disease
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Autoimmune thyroid diseases (Graves disease or 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis), Graves' disease

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (Graves disease or 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis), Graves' disease

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (Graves disease or 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis), Graves' disease

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (Graves disease or 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis), Graves' disease

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (Graves disease or 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis), Graves' disease

IgA nephropathy, Systemic lupus erythematosus

IgA nephropathy, Systemic lupus erythematosus

IgA nephropathy, Systemic lupus erythematosus

IgA nephropathy, Systemic lupus erythematosus

IgA nephropathy, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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IgA nephropathy, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes
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Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes
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Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes
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Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes
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Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes
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Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (childhood), 
Bronchial hyperresponsiveness in asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, 
Asthma (childhood onset), Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Inflammatory bowel 
disease, Atopic march, Chronic inflammatory 
diseases (ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, 
psoriasis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative 
colitis) (pleiotropy), Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid 
arthritis (ACPA-positive), Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Lymphocyte counts, Primary 
biliary cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus 
and Systemic sclerosis, Pediatric autoimmune 
diseases, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Selective IgA deficiency, Self-
reported allergy, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Rheumatoid arthritis, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Rheumatoid arthritis, Type 1 diabetes
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Inflammatory skin disease

Inflammatory skin disease

Inflammatory skin disease

Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, 
Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Neutrophil 
percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Neutrophil 
percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Neutrophil 
percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Neutrophil 
percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), Multiple 
sclerosis, Platelet count, Primary biliary cirrhosis, 
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Primary biliary cholangitis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis
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Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)
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Multiple sclerosis, Venous thromboembolism

Multiple sclerosis, Venous thromboembolism

Multiple sclerosis, Venous thromboembolism

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris
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Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris
Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris
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Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris
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Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris
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Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris
Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris
Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris
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Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris
Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris

Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris
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Inflammatory skin disease
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Multiple sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Type 1 diabetes
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Polymyositis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn's disease, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory bowel disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn's disease, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory bowel disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn's disease, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory bowel disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn's disease, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory bowel disease

Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis (ACPA-
positive)
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Response to methotrexate in juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Behcet's disease, Celiac disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular)

Behcet's disease, Celiac disease, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular)

Inflammatory bowel disease, Macrophage 
inflammatory protein 1b levels, Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular)

Inflammatory bowel disease, Macrophage 
inflammatory protein 1b levels, Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular)

Inflammatory bowel disease, Macrophage 
inflammatory protein 1b levels, Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular)

Inflammatory bowel disease, Macrophage 
inflammatory protein 1b levels, Type 1 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular)

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative 
colitis
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative 
colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative 
colitis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis, Selective IgA 
deficiency, Ulcerative colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis, Selective IgA 
deficiency, Ulcerative colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis, Selective IgA 
deficiency, Ulcerative colitis
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Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease

Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease
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Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis

Crohn's disease, Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Inflammatory 
bowel disease
Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Cutaneous lupus erythematosus, Cutaneous lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome)

Cutaneous lupus erythematosus, Cutaneous lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome)
Cutaneous lupus erythematosus, Cutaneous lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome)

Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Immunoglobulin A, 
Multiple sclerosis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative colitis or Crohn's 
disease, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes and autoimmune thyroid diseases, 
Thionamide-induced agranulocytosis in Graves' 
disease, Ulcerative colitis, Vitiligo
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Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Immunoglobulin A, 
Multiple sclerosis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative colitis or Crohn's 
disease, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Type 1 diabetes and autoimmune thyroid diseases, 
Thionamide-induced agranulocytosis in Graves' 
disease, Ulcerative colitis, Vitiligo

Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, Dermatomyositis or 
juvenile dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis, Vitiligo
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Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, Dermatomyositis or 
juvenile dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis, Vitiligo

Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, Dermatomyositis or 
juvenile dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis, Vitiligo
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Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, Dermatomyositis or 
juvenile dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis, Vitiligo

Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, Dermatomyositis or 
juvenile dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis, Vitiligo
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Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, Dermatomyositis or 
juvenile dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis, Vitiligo

Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, Dermatomyositis or 
juvenile dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis, Vitiligo
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Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, Dermatomyositis or 
juvenile dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis, Vitiligo

Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Immunoglobulin A, 
Multiple sclerosis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative colitis or Crohn's 
disease, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis
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Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Rheumatoid 
arthritis, Crohn's disease, Immunoglobulin A, 
Multiple sclerosis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative colitis or Crohn's 
disease, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular 
or rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis (OCB status), 
Myasthenia gravis, Neuromyelitis optica, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Rheumatoid arthritis, 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Systemic juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Thionamide-induced agranulocytosis in Graves' 
disease, Type 1 diabetes

Allergic disease (asthma, hay fever or eczema), 
Allergy, Antinuclear antibody levels, Hodgkin's 
lymphoma, Lung cancer, Ulcerative colitis, Asthma 
and hay fever, Asthma, Type 1 diabetes, Autism 
spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Pulmonary 
function, Type 1 diabetes, Autoimmune hepatitis 
type-1, Celiac disease, Collagenous colitis, 
Cutaneous lupus erythematosus, Diastolic blood 
pressure, Idiopathic membranous nephropathy, 
Immunoglobulin A, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lung cancer, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, Immunoglobulin 
A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative colitis 
or Crohn's disease, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, Epstein Barr virus nuclear antigen 1 IgG 
levels, Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative 
colitis, Epstein Barr virus nuclear antigen 1 IgG 
levels, Ulcerative colitis, Epstein-Barr virus immune 
response (EBNA-1), Hepatitis B vaccine response, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Granulocyte count, 
Myeloid white cell count, Neutrophil count, 
SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, Sum basophil neutrophil 
counts, Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, 
Hypothyroidism, Multiple sclerosis (OCB status), 
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or 
rheumatoid factor-negative polyarticular), 
Lymphoma, Ulcerative colitis, Multiple sclerosis, 
Multiple sclerosis (OCB status), Myasthenia gravis, 
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Allergic disease (asthma, hay fever or eczema), 
Allergy, Asthma and hay fever, Asthma, Type 1 
diabetes, Autism spectrum disorder or 
schizophrenia, Pulmonary function, Type 1 
diabetes, Autoimmune hepatitis type-1, Celiac 
disease, Collagenous colitis, Cutaneous lupus 
erythematosus, Diastolic blood pressure, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Immunoglobulin A, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Lung cancer, 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), Squamous cell lung carcinoma, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Immunoglobulin A, Multiple 
sclerosis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative 
colitis, Ulcerative colitis or Crohn's disease, 
Dermatomyositis or juvenile dermatomyositis, 
Idiopathic inflammatory myopathy, Hypothyroidism, 
Multiple sclerosis (OCB status), Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis 
(OCB status), Rheumatoid arthritis, Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Ulcerative 
colitis
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Rheumatoid arthritis
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rs12528797, rs1980493, rs2395163, rs28732201, 
rs28732213, rs3129897, rs3763309, rs3763312, 
rs3763313, rs3763317, rs3806156, rs3817963, 
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rs4530903, rs7758128, rs7759742, rs9268480, 
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rs10484561, rs1150753, rs1150757, rs115306967, 
rs3129859, rs116869525, rs1265757, rs1794282, 
rs2395163, rs2395179, rs28732201, rs28732213, 
rs2894254, rs3129843, rs3129871, rs3129950, 
rs3130288, rs3135338, rs3135394, rs3763309, 
rs3763312, rs389884, rs41291794, rs433061, 
rs7775397, rs78566116, rs9268645

rs1048372, rs10484561, rs1059362, rs1063355, 
rs113534515, rs114991247, rs115575857, 
rs115819854, rs116633139, rs2647044, 
rs116763083, rs116869525, rs117108573, 
rs12525220, rs145945003, rs146682150, 
rs200930495, rs2187668, rs74942078, rs2395185, 
rs28366301, rs28383228, rs28383264, rs28421666, 
rs2854275, rs28802989, rs2894257, rs3104367, 
rs3104373, rs3104413, rs3129716, rs3129763, 
rs3129860, rs3129868, rs3129889, rs3135350, 
rs3135388, rs34039593, rs34075049, rs35511257, 
rs35597309, rs35957722, rs4329147, rs4455710, 
rs4530903, rs477515, rs522308, rs602875, 
rs6927022, rs73728611, rs7775055, rs9268853, 
rs9268905, rs9268923, rs9268925, rs9270493, 
rs9270891, rs9270984, rs9270986, rs9271366, 
rs9271588, rs9271762, rs9272219, rs9272346, 
rs9272535, rs9272544, rs9272729, rs9272975, 
rs9273039, rs9273062, rs9273076, rs9273177, 
rs9273370, rs9273373, rs9275563, rs9469120
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rs1063355, rs115443066, rs17613465, rs28755170, 
rs28798705, rs3104367, rs3129720, rs3134995, 
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rs149197912
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rs2409722, rs2409749, rs4512344, rs6981523, 
rs7819412
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GWAS catalogue traits

Coronary artery disease, IgG glycosylation, Platelet 
count, Plateletcrit

Coronary artery disease

Obesity-related traits

Allergic disease (asthma, hay fever or eczema), 
Depressive symptoms (MTAG), Major depressive 
disorder, Autism spectrum disorder or 
schizophrenia, Autism spectrum disorder, attention 
deficit-hyperactivity disorder, bipolar disorder, major 
depressive disorder, and schizophrenia (combined), 
Optic cup area, Schizophrenia, Total body bone 
mineral density, Bone mineral density, Depression, 
Eosinophil counts, Eosinophil percentage of 
granulocytes, Eosinophil percentage of white cells, 
Neutrophil percentage of granulocytes, Educational 
attainment, Educational attainment (years of 
education), Optic cup area, Vertical cup-disc ratio, 
Schizophrenia, Subjective well-being, Sum 
eosinophil basophil counts, Vitiligo, Thyroid 
peroxidase antibody positivity

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Autism 
spectrum disorder, attention deficit-hyperactivity 
disorder, bipolar disorder, major depressive 
disorder, and schizophrenia (combined), Optic cup 
area, Schizophrenia, Total body bone mineral 
density, Bone mineral density, Optic cup area, 
Vertical cup-disc ratio, Schizophrenia, Subjective 
well-being

Neuroticism (MTAG), Subjective well-being 
(MTAG), Tonsillectomy, Vitiligo
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Hair shape

Basal cell carcinoma, Mean platelet volume, Non-
melanoma skin cancer

Bipolar disorder with mood-incongruent psychosis

Bipolar disorder with mood-incongruent psychosis
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Epstein-Barr virus copy number in lymphoblastoid 
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Monocyte percentage of white cells

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
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Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
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Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
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Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
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Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count
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Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width
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Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width
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Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Reticulocyte 
count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Immature 
fraction of reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Platelet distribution width

Breast cancer

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction
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Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient, Lentiform 
nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient, Lentiform 
nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient, Lentiform 
nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient, Lentiform 
nucleus volume, Life satisfaction
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Age at first birth, Empathy quotient, Lentiform 
nucleus volume, Life satisfaction
Age at first birth, Empathy quotient, Lentiform 
nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient
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Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction
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Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life satisfaction

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Empathy quotient
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Age at first birth, Empathy quotient

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Itch intensity from mosquito bite adjusted 
by bite size, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life 
satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Itch intensity from mosquito bite adjusted 
by bite size, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life 
satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Itch intensity from mosquito bite adjusted 
by bite size, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life 
satisfaction

Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Itch intensity from mosquito bite adjusted 
by bite size, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life 
satisfaction
Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Itch intensity from mosquito bite adjusted 
by bite size, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life 
satisfaction
Age at first birth, Blood protein levels, Empathy 
quotient, Itch intensity from mosquito bite adjusted 
by bite size, Lentiform nucleus volume, Life 
satisfaction

Gamma glutamyl transferase levels, Mean platelet 
volume, Platelet distribution width

Gamma glutamyl transferase levels, Mean platelet 
volume, Platelet distribution width
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Gamma glutamyl transferase levels, Mean platelet 
volume, Platelet distribution width

Gamma glutamyl transferase levels, Mean platelet 
volume, Platelet distribution width
Gamma glutamyl transferase levels, Mean platelet 
volume, Platelet distribution width
Gamma glutamyl transferase levels, Mean platelet 
volume, Platelet distribution width

Mean corpuscular volume, Subjective well-being

Mean corpuscular volume, Subjective well-being

Coronary heart disease

Coronary heart disease

Coronary heart disease

Coronary heart disease

Coronary heart disease
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Coronary heart disease

Lung cancer, Squamous cell lung carcinoma

Lung cancer, Squamous cell lung carcinoma

Lung cancer, Squamous cell lung carcinoma
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Lung cancer, Squamous cell lung carcinoma
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C-reactive protein levels or triglyceride levels 
(pleiotropy)

C-reactive protein levels or triglyceride levels 
(pleiotropy)
C-reactive protein levels or triglyceride levels 
(pleiotropy)

C-reactive protein levels or triglyceride levels 
(pleiotropy)
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Atrial fibrillation, Incident atrial fibrillation, Prostate 
cancer, Schizophrenia
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Blood protein levels, Lymphocyte percentage of 
white cells
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Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Ulcerative colitis, Inflammatory bowel disease

Blood protein levels, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis
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Monocyte percentage of white cells

Aggressive periodontitis, Allergic disease (asthma, 
hay fever or eczema), Allergy, Asthma, Granulocyte 
percentage of myeloid white cells

Aggressive periodontitis, Allergic disease (asthma, 
hay fever or eczema), Allergy, Asthma, Granulocyte 
percentage of myeloid white cells

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Platelet distribution width
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis
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Rheumatoid arthritis
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Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis

Blood protein levels, Chronic inflammatory diseases 
(ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, 
primary sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) 
(pleiotropy), Hematocrit, Lipid metabolism 
phenotypes, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration

Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration
Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration
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Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration

Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration

Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration

Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration

Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration

Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration
Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
Neutrophil count, Sum basophil neutrophil counts, 
Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, White blood cell 
count, Hemoglobin concentration
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Granulocyte count, Myeloid white cell count, 
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QRS duration in Tripanosoma cruzi seropositivity

Coronary artery calcified atherosclerotic plaque (90 
or 130 HU threshold) in type 2 diabetes
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Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Celiac disease or Rheumatoid arthritis

Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels after 
remission induction therapy in actute lymphoblastic 
leukemia (ALL), Multiple sclerosis
Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels after 
remission induction therapy in actute lymphoblastic 
leukemia (ALL), Multiple sclerosis
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Blood protein levels, Cancer (pleiotropy), Primary 
biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, White blood cell count 
(basophil), Body mass index, Body mass index, 
Cholesterol, total, Coronary artery disease or 
ischemic stroke, Coronary artery disease or large 
artery stroke, Hematocrit, Hemoglobin, LDL 
cholesterol, Primary biliary cholangitis, Tetralogy of 
Fallot, Body mass index, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Tonsillectomy, C-reactive protein 
levels or LDL-cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), 
Hematological parameters, Interferon gamma-
induced protein 10 levels, Ischemic stroke, 
Tonsillectomy, Ischemic stroke, Type 1 diabetes, 
Mean platelet volume, Oral cavity and pharyngeal 
cancer, Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of 
red cells, Tonsillectomy
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or LDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Mean platelet 
volume, Oral cavity and pharyngeal cancer

Body mass index, Mean platelet volume, 
Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells

Mean platelet volume, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells
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Activated partial thromboplastin time, Alanine 
transaminase levels, Aspartate aminotransferase 
levels, Blood sugar levels, Blood urea nitrogen 
levels, Chloride levels, Creatinine levels, Diastolic 
blood pressure, Gamma glutamyl transferase 
levels, Glomerular filtration rate, High density 
lipoprotein cholesterol levels, Low density 
lipoprotein cholesterol, Mean arterial pressure, 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin concentration, Mean corpuscular 
volume, Pulse pressure, Red blood cell count, 
Serum uric acid levels, Sodium levels, Systolic 
blood pressure, Body mass index, C-reactive 
protein levels or LDL-cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), 
Mean platelet volume, Oral cavity and pharyngeal 
cancer, Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of 
red cells
Activated partial thromboplastin time, Alanine 
transaminase levels, Aspartate aminotransferase 
levels, Blood sugar levels, Blood urea nitrogen 
levels, Chloride levels, Creatinine levels, Diastolic 
blood pressure, Gamma glutamyl transferase 
levels, Glomerular filtration rate, High density 
lipoprotein cholesterol levels, Low density 
lipoprotein cholesterol, Mean arterial pressure, 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin concentration, Mean corpuscular 
volume, Pulse pressure, Red blood cell count, 
Serum uric acid levels, Sodium levels, Systolic 
blood pressure, Body mass index, C-reactive 
protein levels or LDL-cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), 
Mean platelet volume, Oral cavity and pharyngeal 
cancer, Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of 
red cells
Activated partial thromboplastin time, Alanine 
transaminase levels, Aspartate aminotransferase 
levels, Blood sugar levels, Blood urea nitrogen 
levels, Chloride levels, Creatinine levels, Diastolic 
blood pressure, Gamma glutamyl transferase 
levels, Glomerular filtration rate, High density 
lipoprotein cholesterol levels, Low density 
lipoprotein cholesterol, Mean arterial pressure, 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin concentration, Mean corpuscular 
volume, Pulse pressure, Red blood cell count, 
Serum uric acid levels, Sodium levels, Systolic 
blood pressure, Body mass index, C-reactive 
protein levels or LDL-cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), 
Mean platelet volume, Oral cavity and pharyngeal 
cancer, Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of 
red cells
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Activated partial thromboplastin time, Alanine 
transaminase levels, Aspartate aminotransferase 
levels, Blood sugar levels, Blood urea nitrogen 
levels, Chloride levels, Creatinine levels, Diastolic 
blood pressure, Gamma glutamyl transferase 
levels, Glomerular filtration rate, High density 
lipoprotein cholesterol levels, Low density 
lipoprotein cholesterol, Mean arterial pressure, 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin concentration, Mean corpuscular 
volume, Pulse pressure, Red blood cell count, 
Serum uric acid levels, Sodium levels, Systolic 
blood pressure, Body mass index, C-reactive 
protein levels or LDL-cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), 
Mean platelet volume, Oral cavity and pharyngeal 
cancer, Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of 
red cells
Body mass index, Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte 
fraction of red cells

Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells

Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells

Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells

Reticulocyte count, Reticulocyte fraction of red cells
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Allergic disease (asthma, hay fever or eczema), 
Atopic dermatitis, Bipolar disorder lithium response 
(continuous) or schizophrenia, Lymphocyte counts, 
Monocyte percentage of white cells, Schizophrenia
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Allergic disease (asthma, hay fever or eczema), 
Atopic dermatitis, Bipolar disorder lithium response 
(continuous) or schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Lymphocyte counts, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells, Schizophrenia

Monocyte percentage of white cells, Response to 
zileuton treatment in asthma (FEV1 change 
interaction)

Schizophrenia
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Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia
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Longevity (90 years and older)

Longevity (90 years and older)
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Iron status biomarkers

Circulating chromogranin peptide levels

Hemoglobin levels, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Red blood cell count, Red blood cell traits

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin concentration, Red cell distribution 
width

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration, Red 
cell distribution width
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Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy
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Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy
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Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy
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Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Tonsillectomy

Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds
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Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds
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Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis, Lymphocyte counts, Lymphocyte percentage 
of white cells, Monocyte count, Number of common 
colds
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis, Lymphocyte counts, Lymphocyte percentage 
of white cells, Monocyte count, Number of common 
colds
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis, Lymphocyte counts, Lymphocyte percentage 
of white cells, Monocyte count, Number of common 
colds
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis, Lymphocyte counts, Lymphocyte percentage 
of white cells, Monocyte count, Number of common 
colds
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
White blood cell count, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Neutrophil percentage of white cells, Ulcerative 
colitis, Lymphocyte counts, Lymphocyte percentage 
of white cells, Monocyte count, Number of common 
colds
Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds

Number of common colds, Tonsillectomy

Number of common colds, Tonsillectomy
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Number of common colds, Tonsillectomy

Number of common colds, Tonsillectomy

Number of common colds, Tonsillectomy
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Immunoglobulin light chain (AL) amyloidosis

Immunoglobulin light chain (AL) amyloidosis

Immunoglobulin light chain (AL) amyloidosis

Immunoglobulin light chain (AL) amyloidosis

Immunoglobulin light chain (AL) amyloidosis

Immunoglobulin light chain (AL) amyloidosis
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Immunoglobulin light chain (AL) amyloidosis

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Diastolic blood pressure, Hip circumference, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Red 
blood cell count, Response to metformin (IC50), 
Triglycerides

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Diastolic blood pressure, Hip circumference, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Red 
blood cell count, Response to metformin (IC50), 
Triglycerides

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Diastolic blood pressure, Hip circumference, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Red 
blood cell count, Response to metformin (IC50), 
Triglycerides

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Diastolic blood pressure, Hip circumference, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Red 
blood cell count, Response to metformin (IC50), 
Triglycerides

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Diastolic blood pressure, Hip circumference, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Red 
blood cell count, Response to metformin (IC50), 
Triglycerides
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Diastolic blood pressure, Hip circumference, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Red 
blood cell count, Response to metformin (IC50), 
Triglycerides

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Red blood cell count, Response to 
metformin (IC50), Tonsillectomy

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Red blood cell count, Response to 
metformin (IC50), Tonsillectomy

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Red blood cell count, Response to 
metformin (IC50), Tonsillectomy

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Red blood cell count, Response to 
metformin (IC50), Tonsillectomy

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Red blood cell count, Response to 
metformin (IC50), Tonsillectomy
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriatic arthritis, Red blood cell count, Response to 
metformin (IC50), Tonsillectomy

BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Hip circumference, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, 
Red blood cell count, Response to metformin 
(IC50), Tonsillectomy, Triglyceride levels, Waist 
circumference, Warfarin maintenance dose

BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Hip circumference, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, 
Red blood cell count, Response to metformin 
(IC50), Tonsillectomy, Triglyceride levels, Waist 
circumference, Warfarin maintenance dose

BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Hip circumference, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, 
Red blood cell count, Response to metformin 
(IC50), Tonsillectomy, Triglyceride levels, Waist 
circumference, Warfarin maintenance dose

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Response to metformin (IC50)
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Response to metformin (IC50)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Response to metformin (IC50)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Response to metformin (IC50)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Response to metformin (IC50)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Mean corpuscular volume, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, 
Response to metformin (IC50)

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Response to metformin (IC50)

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Response to metformin (IC50)

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Response to metformin (IC50)

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Response to metformin (IC50)

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Response to metformin (IC50)
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Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Response to metformin (IC50)

BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Response to 
metformin (IC50), Triglyceride levels, Waist 
circumference, Warfarin maintenance dose

BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Response to 
metformin (IC50), Triglyceride levels, Waist 
circumference, Warfarin maintenance dose

BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Parkinson's disease, Response to 
metformin (IC50), Triglyceride levels, Waist 
circumference, Warfarin maintenance dose
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Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, Response to 
metformin (IC50)

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, Response to 
metformin (IC50)
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, Response to 
metformin (IC50)
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, Response to 
metformin (IC50)

Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, Response to 
metformin (IC50)
Neuroticism, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris, 
Parkinson's disease, Psoriasis, Response to 
metformin (IC50)

BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Parkinson's disease, Triglyceride 
levels, Waist circumference, Warfarin maintenance 
dose

BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Parkinson's disease, Triglyceride 
levels, Waist circumference, Warfarin maintenance 
dose
BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Parkinson's disease, Triglyceride 
levels, Waist circumference, Warfarin maintenance 
dose
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BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Parkinson's disease, Triglyceride 
levels, Waist circumference, Warfarin maintenance 
dose
BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Parkinson's disease, Triglyceride 
levels, Waist circumference, Warfarin maintenance 
dose
BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Parkinson's disease, Triglyceride 
levels, Waist circumference, Warfarin maintenance 
dose
BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), BMI in non-
smokers, Body mass index, Body mass index (joint 
analysis main effects and smoking interaction), Hip 
circumference, Parkinson's disease, Triglyceride 
levels, Waist circumference, Warfarin maintenance 
dose
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IgA nephropathy

IgA nephropathy

IgA nephropathy

IgA nephropathy

IgA nephropathy
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IgA nephropathy

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Red cell distribution 
width

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Red cell distribution 
width
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Red cell distribution 
width

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Red cell distribution 
width

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Red cell distribution 
width
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Red cell distribution 
width
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Systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis
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Alanine transaminase levels, Granulocyte count, 
Myeloid white cell count, Neutrophil count, Sum 
basophil neutrophil counts, Sum neutrophil 
eosinophil counts, High light scatter reticulocyte 
count, High light scatter reticulocyte percentage of 
red cells, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells
Alanine transaminase levels, Granulocyte count, 
Myeloid white cell count, Neutrophil count, Sum 
basophil neutrophil counts, Sum neutrophil 
eosinophil counts, High light scatter reticulocyte 
count, High light scatter reticulocyte percentage of 
red cells, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells
Alanine transaminase levels, Granulocyte count, 
Myeloid white cell count, Neutrophil count, Sum 
basophil neutrophil counts, Sum neutrophil 
eosinophil counts, High light scatter reticulocyte 
count, High light scatter reticulocyte percentage of 
red cells, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells
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Alanine transaminase levels, Granulocyte count, 
Myeloid white cell count, Neutrophil count, Sum 
basophil neutrophil counts, Sum neutrophil 
eosinophil counts, High light scatter reticulocyte 
count, High light scatter reticulocyte percentage of 
red cells, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells

Alanine transaminase levels, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Immature fraction of 
reticulocytes, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells
Alanine transaminase levels, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Immature fraction of 
reticulocytes, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells

Alanine transaminase levels, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Immature fraction of 
reticulocytes, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells
Alanine transaminase levels, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Immature fraction of 
reticulocytes, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells

Alanine transaminase levels, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Immature fraction of 
reticulocytes, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells

Alanine transaminase levels, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Immature fraction of 
reticulocytes, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells
Alanine transaminase levels, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Immature fraction of 
reticulocytes, Pulse pressure, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells
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Blood protein levels, Blood protein levels, 
Lymphocyte counts, Soluble ICAM-1, Blood protein 
levels, Soluble ICAM-1, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Low white blood cell count (conditioned on 
rs2814778), Lymphocyte percentage of white cells, 
Soluble ICAM-1, Soluble levels of adhesion 
molecules
Blood protein levels, Blood protein levels, 
Lymphocyte counts, Soluble ICAM-1, Blood protein 
levels, Soluble ICAM-1, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Low white blood cell count (conditioned on 
rs2814778), Lymphocyte percentage of white cells, 
Soluble ICAM-1, Soluble levels of adhesion 
molecules
Blood protein levels, Blood protein levels, 
Lymphocyte counts, Soluble ICAM-1, Blood protein 
levels, Soluble ICAM-1, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Low white blood cell count (conditioned on 
rs2814778), Lymphocyte percentage of white cells, 
Soluble ICAM-1, Soluble levels of adhesion 
molecules
Blood protein levels, Blood protein levels, 
Lymphocyte counts, Soluble ICAM-1, Blood protein 
levels, Soluble ICAM-1, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Low white blood cell count (conditioned on 
rs2814778), Lymphocyte percentage of white cells, 
Soluble ICAM-1, Soluble levels of adhesion 
molecules
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis

Systemic lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid 
arthritis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Plateletcrit, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes, Lymphocyte 
counts, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory skin disease

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lymphocyte counts, Neutrophil percentage of white 
cells, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 1 
diabetes, Psoriasis, Psoriatic arthritis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Multiple sclerosis, Platelet count, 
Primary biliary cirrhosis, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Rheumatoid arthritis, Rheumatoid arthritis 
(ACPA-positive), Sarcoidosis, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
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Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Psoriasis, Type 1 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)

Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
Ankylosing spondylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Blood protein levels, Inflammatory skin disease, 
Crohn's disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
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Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)

Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
Gastritis, Multiple sclerosis, Response to 
radiotherapy in prostate cancer (toxicity, rectal 
bleeding)
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy)
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Multiple sclerosis, Venous thromboembolism, 
Platelet count, Platelet distribution width, Red cell 
distribution width, Thrombosis
Multiple sclerosis, Venous thromboembolism, 
Platelet count, Platelet distribution width, 
Thrombosis

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Multiple sclerosis, 
Venous thromboembolism, Platelet count, Platelet 
distribution width, Thrombosis

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Psoriasis, Psoriasis 
vulgaris, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke
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Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke
Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke
Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris
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Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris
Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris
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Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Ischemic stroke, Stroke, Obesity-related 
traits, Psoriasis, Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris
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Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris
Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris
Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris
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Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris
Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height, Inflammatory skin disease, Psoriasis, 
Psoriasis vulgaris

Height

Height

Height
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Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height
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Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height
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Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height
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Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height
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Height

Height

Height

Height

Height
Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height
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Height

Height

Height

Height
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3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers
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3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers
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LDL cholesterol

Coronary artery disease, Coronary artery disease or 
ischemic stroke, Coronary artery disease or large 
artery stroke, Coronary heart disease, Myocardial 
infarction (early onset), Inflammatory skin disease, 
Ischemic stroke, Stroke, LDL cholesterol

Cholesterol, total, LDL cholesterol, Cortisol levels 
(saliva), LDL cholesterol levels, LDL cholesterol 
levels, Low density lipoprotein cholesterol, Total 
cholesterol levels, Lipid traits, Metabolite levels

Breast cancer

Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count

Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count

Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count

Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count
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Neuroticism, Response to bronchodilator in chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease (change in FEV1)

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Response to 
bronchodilator in chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (change in FEV1)
Response to bronchodilator in chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (change in FEV1)

Breast cancer, Monocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Immature fraction of 
reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count

Breast cancer, Monocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte count, High light scatter reticulocyte 
percentage of red cells, Immature fraction of 
reticulocytes, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count

Immature fraction of reticulocytes, Mean 
corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Red blood cell count
High light scatter reticulocyte count, High light 
scatter reticulocyte percentage of red cells, 
Immature fraction of reticulocytes, Mean 
corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Red blood cell count
Immature fraction of reticulocytes, Mean 
corpuscular volume

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood 
cell count, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count, 
Red blood cell count, Red blood cell traits

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood 
cell count, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count, 
Red blood cell count, Red blood cell traits

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood 
cell count, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count, 
Red blood cell count, Red blood cell traits
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Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood 
cell count, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count, 
Red blood cell count, Red blood cell traits

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood 
cell count, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count, 
Red blood cell count, Red blood cell traits

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood 
cell count, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count, 
Red blood cell count, Red blood cell traits

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood 
cell count, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count, 
Red blood cell count, Red blood cell traits

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin concentration, Mean corpuscular 
volume, Red blood cell count, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular volume, Mean 
corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Red blood cell count, Red blood cell count, Red 
blood cell traits
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Antibody status in Tripanosoma cruzi seropositivity, 
Blood metabolite levels, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular volume, Red blood 
cell count, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells, Red blood cell count, Red blood cell traits

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells

Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
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Body mass index, Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells, Red blood cell count
Body mass index, Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells, Red blood cell count
Body mass index, Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells, Red blood cell count
Body mass index, Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells, Red blood cell count
Body mass index, Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells, Red blood cell count
Body mass index, Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells, Red blood cell count

Body mass index, Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells, Red blood cell count

Body mass index, Cognitive ability (MTAG), 
Educational attainment (years of education), 
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Cognitive ability (MTAG), Educational attainment 
(years of education), Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red cell distribution 
width, Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of 
white cells
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Cognitive ability (MTAG), Educational attainment 
(years of education), Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red cell distribution 
width, Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of 
white cells
Cognitive ability (MTAG), Educational attainment 
(years of education), Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red cell distribution 
width, Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of 
white cells
Cognitive ability (MTAG), Educational attainment 
(years of education), Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red cell distribution 
width, Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of 
white cells
Cognitive ability (MTAG), Educational attainment 
(years of education), Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red cell distribution 
width, Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of 
white cells
Cognitive ability (MTAG), Educational attainment 
(years of education), Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red cell distribution 
width, Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of 
white cells

Cognitive ability (MTAG), Educational attainment 
(years of education), Granulocyte percentage of 
myeloid white cells, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, 
Mean corpuscular volume, Red cell distribution 
width, Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of 
white cells
Bipolar disorder, Body mass index, Breast cancer, 
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
Bipolar disorder, Body mass index, Breast cancer, 
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells
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Bipolar disorder, Body mass index, Breast cancer, 
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells

Bipolar disorder, Body mass index, Breast cancer, 
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells

Bipolar disorder, Body mass index, Breast cancer, 
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, 
Monocyte count, Monocyte percentage of white 
cells

Exfoliation syndrome, Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular volume, Red cell 
distribution width

Exfoliation syndrome
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Diastolic blood pressure

Diastolic blood pressure
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Multiple sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis

Interleukin-2 receptor antagonist levels, Mean 
corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Red blood cell count

BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), Body mass 
index, Body mass index (joint analysis main effects 
and smoking interaction), Coronary artery disease, 
Hand grip strength, Life satisfaction, Mean 
corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular volume, 
Red blood cell count
BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), Body mass 
index, Body mass index (joint analysis main effects 
and smoking interaction), Bipolar disorder and 
schizophrenia, Coronary artery disease, Hand grip 
strength, Growth differentiation factor-15 levels, 
Growth differentiation factor-15 levels (conditioned 
on rs888663), Life satisfaction, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus

Growth differentiation factor-15 levels, Growth 
differentiation factor-15 levels (conditioned on 
rs888663)
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Blood protein levels, Growth differentiation factor-15 
levels, Growth differentiation factor-15 levels 
(conditioned on rs888663), Hyperemesis 
gravidarum, Severity of nausea and vomiting of 
pregnancy, Periodontitis (Mean PAL), Systemic 
lupus erythematosus
Blood metabolite levels, Blood protein levels, Breast 
cancer, Breast cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-
receptor negative), Granulocyte count, Myeloid 
white cell count, Neutrophil count, Sum basophil 
neutrophil counts, Sum neutrophil eosinophil counts, 
Granulocyte percentage of myeloid white cells, Itch 
intensity from mosquito bite, Growth differentiation 
factor-15 levels (conditioned on rs888663), 
Hyperemesis gravidarum, Severity of nausea and 
vomiting of pregnancy, Monocyte count, Monocyte 
percentage of white cells, Neutrophil percentage of 
white cells, Periodontitis (Mean PAL), Systemic 
lupus erythematosus

Blood metabolite levels, Breast cancer, Breast 
cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Monocyte count
Blood metabolite levels, Breast cancer, Breast 
cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Monocyte count
Blood metabolite levels, Breast cancer, Breast 
cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
volume, Monocyte count

Body fat percentage, Body mass index, Body mass 
index (joint analysis main effects and physical 
activity interaction), Body mass index in physically 
active individuals, Menarche (age at onset)

Chronic sinus infection

Exploratory eye movement dysfunction in 
schizophrenia (number of eye fixations), Exploratory 
eye movement dysfunction in schizophrenia 
(responsive search score), Immune reponse to 
smallpox (secreted IFN-alpha)

Post bronchodilator FEV1 in COPD

Alzheimer disease and age of onset
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Cognitive ability, Cognitive ability (MTAG), 
Educational attainment, Educational attainment 
(years of education), Number of children, Number of 
pregnancies, Rheumatoid arthritis, Schizophrenia

Cognitive ability, Cognitive ability (MTAG), 
Educational attainment, Educational attainment 
(years of education), Number of children, Number of 
pregnancies, Rheumatoid arthritis, Schizophrenia

Educational attainment, Rheumatoid arthritis

Educational attainment, Rheumatoid arthritis

Educational attainment

Educational attainment

Educational attainment, Rheumatoid arthritis

Educational attainment, Rheumatoid arthritis
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Common traits (Other)

Common traits (Other)
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Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate
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Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate

Glomerular filtration rate
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Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease
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Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Diabetic kidney disease

Mean arterial pressure

Mean arterial pressure

Mean arterial pressure

Mean arterial pressure

Polymyositis, Primary biliary cholangitis
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Obesity-related traits

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis
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Post bronchodilator FEV1/FVC ratio, Prostate 
cancer

Subjective response to lithium treatment in bipolar 
disorder
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Joint mobility (Beighton score), Lung function 
(FEV1/FVC)

Breast cancer, Electrocardiographic traits
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QT interval

Breast cancer
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Breast cancer

Left ventricle wall thickness
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Coronary artery disease, Diastolic blood pressure, 
Systolic blood pressure, Eosinophilic esophagitis, 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
volume

Coronary artery disease, Diastolic blood pressure, 
Systolic blood pressure, Eosinophilic esophagitis, 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular 
volume
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Blood protein levels

Blood protein levels

Blood protein levels

Uterine fibroids
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Optic disc area, Vertical cup-disc ratio

Platelet distribution width

Platelet distribution width

Platelet distribution width

Platelet distribution width
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn's disease, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Sudden cardiac arrest

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn's disease, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Sudden cardiac arrest

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Sudden cardiac arrest

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Inflammatory bowel disease, Primary biliary 
cholangitis, Sudden cardiac arrest

Primary biliary cirrhosis
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IgG glycosylation, IgG glycosylation patterns, Post 
bronchodilator FEV1

IgG glycosylation, IgG glycosylation patterns, Post 
bronchodilator FEV1

IgG glycosylation, IgG glycosylation patterns, Post 
bronchodilator FEV1
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IgG N-glycosylation phenotypes (multivariate 
analysis), IgG bisecting N-acetyl glucosamine 
phenotypes (multivariate analysis), IgG 
digalactosylation phenotypes (multivariate analysis), 
IgG disialylation phenotypes (multivariate analysis), 
IgG fucosylation phenotypes (multivariate analysis), 
IgG galactosylation phenotypes (multivariate 
analysis), IgG glycosylation, IgG 
monogalactosylation phenotypes (multivariate 
analysis), IgG sialylation phenotypes (multivariate 
analysis), Post bronchodilator FEV1, IgG 
glycosylation, IgG glycosylation patterns, IgG 
glycosylation patterns, Post bronchodilator FEV1, 
Post bronchodilator FEV1

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Cognitive ability (MTAG), Schizophrenia

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Cognitive ability (MTAG), Schizophrenia

Response to methotrexate in juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis, Schizophrenia
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Facial morphology (factor 11, projection of the 
nose)

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus

Breast cancer, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Uterine fibroids

Breast cancer, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Uterine fibroids

Breast cancer, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Uterine fibroids

Breast cancer, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Uterine fibroids

Breast cancer, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Uterine fibroids

Breast cancer, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Uterine fibroids

Breast cancer, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Uterine fibroids
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Breast cancer, Neutrophil percentage of white cells, 
Uterine fibroids

Mammographic density (dense area), Number of 
common colds

Mammographic density (dense area), Number of 
common colds

Mammographic density (dense area), Number of 
common colds

Mammographic density (dense area), Number of 
common colds

Mammographic density (dense area), Number of 
common colds

Mammographic density (dense area), Number of 
common colds

Mammographic density (dense area), Number of 
common colds
Mammographic density (dense area), Number of 
common colds
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Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate, Height

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate, Height

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate, Height

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate, Height

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate, Height

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate, Height

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate, Height

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate, Height
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Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate

Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor negative), 
Creatinine levels, Glomerular filtration rate
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Breast cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor 
negative), Creatine kinase levels, Creatinine levels, 
Glomerular filtration rate

Breast cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor 
negative), Creatine kinase levels, Creatinine levels, 
Glomerular filtration rate

Breast cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor 
negative), Creatine kinase levels, Creatinine levels, 
Glomerular filtration rate
Breast cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor 
negative), Creatine kinase levels, Creatinine levels, 
Glomerular filtration rate
Breast cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor 
negative), Creatine kinase levels, Creatinine levels, 
Glomerular filtration rate

Breast cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor 
negative), Creatine kinase levels, Creatinine levels, 
Glomerular filtration rate

Breast cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor 
negative), Creatine kinase levels, Creatinine levels, 
Glomerular filtration rate
Breast cancer, Breast cancer (estrogen-receptor 
negative), Creatine kinase levels, Creatinine levels, 
Glomerular filtration rate

Eosinophil percentage of granulocytes
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Eosinophil percentage of granulocytes

Celiac disease, Daytime nap, Eosinophil percentage 
of granulocytes

Basophil percentage of granulocytes, Basophil 
percentage of white cells, Narcolepsy with 
cataplexy, White blood cell count (basophil), 
Behcet's disease, Celiac disease, Celiac disease, 
Daytime nap, Eotaxin levels, Juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Macrophage inflammatory protein 1b 
levels

Blood protein levels, Cerebrospinal fluid levels of 
Alzheimer's disease-related proteins, Itch intensity 
from mosquito bite, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Macrophage inflammatory protein 1b 
levels, Monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 levels, 
Obesity-related traits
Blood protein levels, Cerebrospinal fluid levels of 
Alzheimer's disease-related proteins, Celiac 
disease, Itch intensity from mosquito bite, Juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (oligoarticular or rheumatoid 
factor-negative polyarticular), Macrophage 
inflammatory protein 1b levels
AIDS progression, AIDS progression, Setpoint viral 
load in HIV-1 infection, Blood protein levels, 
Cerebrospinal fluid levels of Alzheimer's disease-
related proteins, Celiac disease, Itch intensity from 
mosquito bite, Juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
(oligoarticular or rheumatoid factor-negative 
polyarticular), Macrophage inflammatory protein 1b 
levels, Monocyte count
AIDS progression, Celiac disease, Granulocyte 
percentage of myeloid white cells, Itch intensity 
from mosquito bite, Monocyte chemoattractant 
protein-1 levels, Obesity-related traits, Monocyte 
count

Cholesterol, total, Platelet count
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Cholesterol, total, Platelet count

Coronary artery disease, Rheumatoid arthritis

Coronary artery disease, Rheumatoid arthritis

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Height, Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Height, Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia
Coronary artery disease

Coronary artery disease

Coronary artery disease

Coronary artery disease

Coronary artery disease

Coronary artery disease

Coronary artery disease

Coronary artery disease

Body mass index, Body mass index, C-reactive 
protein levels or HDL-cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Height, Intraocular pressure
Body mass index, Body mass index, C-reactive 
protein levels or HDL-cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Height, Intraocular pressure
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Height, Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Height, Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia
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Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Body mass index, 
Height, Coronary artery disease, Fibrinogen levels, 
HDL cholesterol, Height, Intraocular pressure, 
Neuroticism, Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Total 
bilirubin levels
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Body mass index, 
Height, Coronary artery disease, Fibrinogen levels, 
HDL cholesterol, Height, Intraocular pressure, 
Neuroticism, Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Total 
bilirubin levels

Body mass index, Body mass index, Height, 
Coronary artery disease, Height, Intraocular 
pressure
Body mass index, Body mass index, Height, 
Coronary artery disease, Height, Intraocular 
pressure
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Body mass index, 
Height, Coronary artery disease, Fibrinogen levels, 
Gestational age at birth (child effect), HDL 
cholesterol, Height, Intraocular pressure, 
Neuroticism, Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Total 
bilirubin levels
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Body mass index, 
Height, Coronary artery disease, Fibrinogen levels, 
Gestational age at birth (child effect), HDL 
cholesterol, Height, Intraocular pressure, 
Neuroticism, Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Total 
bilirubin levels
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Coronary artery 
disease, Fibrinogen, Fibrinogen levels, HDL 
cholesterol, Total bilirubin levels
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Coronary artery 
disease, Fibrinogen, Fibrinogen levels, HDL 
cholesterol, Total bilirubin levels
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Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Body mass index, 
Height, Coronary artery disease, Fibrinogen, 
Fibrinogen levels, Gestational age at birth (child 
effect), HDL cholesterol, Height, Intraocular 
pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, 
Total bilirubin levels
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Body mass index, 
Height, Coronary artery disease, Fibrinogen, 
Fibrinogen levels, Gestational age at birth (child 
effect), HDL cholesterol, Height, Intraocular 
pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, 
Total bilirubin levels
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Gestational age at birth (child effect), Height, 
Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, 
Schizophrenia
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Gestational age at birth (child effect), Height, 
Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, 
Schizophrenia
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Body mass index, 
Height, Coronary artery disease, Fibrinogen, 
Fibrinogen levels, HDL cholesterol, Height, 
Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, 
Schizophrenia, Total bilirubin levels
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, C-reactive protein levels or HDL-
cholesterol levels (pleiotropy), Body mass index, 
Height, Coronary artery disease, Fibrinogen, 
Fibrinogen levels, HDL cholesterol, Height, 
Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, 
Schizophrenia, Total bilirubin levels

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Gestational age at birth (child effect), Height, 
Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, 
Schizophrenia, Rheumatoid arthritis
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Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Coronary artery disease, 
Gestational age at birth (child effect), Height, 
Intraocular pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, 
Schizophrenia, Rheumatoid arthritis
Coronary artery disease

Coronary artery disease

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Height, Intraocular 
pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, Schizophrenia

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, Schizophrenia, Body mass index, 
Body mass index, Height, Height, Intraocular 
pressure, Neuroticism, Neuroticism, Schizophrenia

Body mass index, Body mass index, Height, Height, 
Intraocular pressure

Body mass index, Body mass index, Height, Height, 
Intraocular pressure

Body mass index, Body mass index, Height, 
Coronary artery disease, Intraocular pressure

Body mass index, Body mass index, Height, 
Coronary artery disease, Intraocular pressure

Irritable bowel syndrome, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted 
for BMI, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI 
(adjusted for smoking behaviour), Waist-to-hip ratio 
adjusted for BMI x sex x age interaction (4df test), 
Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for body mass index

Irritable bowel syndrome, Itch intensity from 
mosquito bite
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Non-response to bupropion and depression

Non-response to bupropion and depression
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Non-response to bupropion and depression
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Creatine kinase levels

Creatine kinase levels

Creatine kinase levels

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Multiple sclerosis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Multiple sclerosis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Multiple sclerosis
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Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative 
colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative 
colitis

Chronic inflammatory diseases (ankylosing 
spondylitis, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, primary 
sclerosing cholangitis, ulcerative colitis) (pleiotropy), 
Crohn's disease, Crohn's disease, Inflammatory 
bowel disease, Ulcerative colitis, Crohn's disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Multiple sclerosis, Multiple sclerosis, Ulcerative 
colitis
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3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid levels in smokers

Fasting blood glucose, Fasting blood glucose (BMI 
interaction)
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Fasting blood glucose, Fasting blood glucose (BMI 
interaction)

Fasting blood glucose, Fasting blood glucose (BMI 
interaction)

Blood protein levels, Glycemic traits (pregnancy), 
Proinsulin levels
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Body mass index, Menarche (age at onset), Waist 
circumference

Body mass index, Waist circumference

Cognitive decline (age-related), Schizophrenia

Cognitive decline (age-related), Schizophrenia

Alzheimer's disease in APOE e4- carriers, Crohn's 
disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, Itch intensity 
from mosquito bite adjusted by bite size, Itch 
intensity from mosquito bite, Itch intensity from 
mosquito bite adjusted by bite size, Itch intensity 
from mosquito bite, Itch intensity from mosquito bite 
adjusted by bite size, Perceived unattractiveness to 
mosquitoes, Mosquito bite size, Subjective well-
being
Alzheimer's disease in APOE e4- carriers, Crohn's 
disease, Inflammatory bowel disease, Itch intensity 
from mosquito bite adjusted by bite size, Itch 
intensity from mosquito bite, Itch intensity from 
mosquito bite adjusted by bite size, Itch intensity 
from mosquito bite, Itch intensity from mosquito bite 
adjusted by bite size, Perceived unattractiveness to 
mosquitoes, Mosquito bite size, Subjective well-
being
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Giant cell arteritis, Intraocular pressure, PR interval 
in Tripanosoma cruzi seropositivity

Giant cell arteritis, Intraocular pressure, PR interval 
in Tripanosoma cruzi seropositivity

Giant cell arteritis, Intraocular pressure, PR interval 
in Tripanosoma cruzi seropositivity, Perceived 
unattractiveness to mosquitoes, Sum eosinophil 
basophil counts
Giant cell arteritis, Intraocular pressure, PR interval 
in Tripanosoma cruzi seropositivity, Perceived 
unattractiveness to mosquitoes, Rheumatoid 
arthritis

Giant cell arteritis, Intraocular pressure, PR interval 
in Tripanosoma cruzi seropositivity, Perceived 
unattractiveness to mosquitoes, Rheumatoid 
arthritis

Blood protein levels, Monocyte chemoattractant 
protein-1 levels
Blood protein levels

Visceral adipose tissue/subcutaneous adipose 
tissue ratio
Visceral adipose tissue/subcutaneous adipose 
tissue ratio

Visceral adipose tissue/subcutaneous adipose 
tissue ratio

Post bronchodilator FEV1/FVC ratio

Post bronchodilator FEV1/FVC ratio
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HIV-1 viral setpoint, Urinary tract infection 
frequency

HIV-1 viral setpoint

Alcohol consumption (transferrin glycosylation), 
Cardiovascular disease risk factors, Cholesterol, 
total, Diastolic blood pressure, Glycated hemoglobin 
levels, Hematocrit, Hematological parameters, 
Hematology traits, Hemoglobin, Hepcidin levels, 
Iron status biomarkers, Iron status biomarkers 
(ferritin levels), Iron status biomarkers (iron levels), 
Iron status biomarkers (total iron binding capacity), 
Iron status biomarkers (transferrin levels), Iron 
status biomarkers (transferrin saturation), LDL 
cholesterol, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count, Red 
blood cell traits, Blood pressure, Glycated 
hemoglobin levels, Hemoglobin, Hemoglobin levels, 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Blood protein levels, Diastolic 
blood pressure, Hematocrit, Hemoglobin 
concentration, Hypertension, Iron status biomarkers, 
Iron status biomarkers (ferritin levels), Iron status 
biomarkers (iron levels), Iron status biomarkers 
(transferrin saturation), Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Platelet count, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Systolic blood 
pressure, Hematocrit, Hematology traits, Iron status 
biomarkers, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Red 
blood cell traits, Hematocrit, Hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Red cell distribution width, 
Hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
reticulocyte percentage of red cells, Mean 
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Alcohol consumption (transferrin glycosylation), 
Cardiovascular disease risk factors, Cholesterol, 
total, Diastolic blood pressure, Glycated hemoglobin 
levels, Hematocrit, Hematological parameters, 
Hematology traits, Hemoglobin, Hepcidin levels, 
Iron status biomarkers, Iron status biomarkers 
(ferritin levels), Iron status biomarkers (iron levels), 
Iron status biomarkers (total iron binding capacity), 
Iron status biomarkers (transferrin levels), Iron 
status biomarkers (transferrin saturation), LDL 
cholesterol, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Red blood cell count, Red 
blood cell traits, Autism spectrum disorder or 
schizophrenia, Blood pressure, Glycated 
hemoglobin levels, Hemoglobin, Hemoglobin levels, 
Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Blood protein levels, Diastolic 
blood pressure, Hematocrit, Hemoglobin 
concentration, Hypertension, Iron status biomarkers, 
Iron status biomarkers (ferritin levels), Iron status 
biomarkers (iron levels), Iron status biomarkers 
(transferrin saturation), Mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration, Platelet count, Reticulocyte count, 
Reticulocyte fraction of red cells, Systolic blood 
pressure, Hematocrit, Hematology traits, Iron status 
biomarkers, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Red 
blood cell traits, Hematocrit, Hemoglobin 
concentration, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, Mean 
corpuscular volume, Red cell distribution width, 
Hemoglobin, Mean corpuscular hemoglobin, High 
light scatter reticulocyte count, High light scatter 
Childhood ear infection, Height

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Depression (broad), Breast cancer, Breast cancer, 
Depression (broad), Childhood ear infection, 
Depression (broad), Gout, Renal underexcretion 
gout, Height, Height, Hip circumference, Hip 
circumference adjusted for BMI, Waist 
circumference, Waist circumference adjusted for 
BMI (joint analysis main effects and physical activity 
interaction), Waist circumference adjusted for BMI 
in active individuals, Waist circumference adjusted 
for body mass index, Lung cancer, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Lung cancer in ever smokers, 
Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Lung cancer, Lung 
cancer in ever smokers, Lung cancer, Lung cancer 
in ever smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, 
Lung cancer, Schizophrenia, Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Systemic lupus erythematosus
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Gout, Renal underexcretion gout, Height, Height, 
Hip circumference, Hip circumference adjusted for 
BMI, Waist circumference, Waist circumference 
adjusted for BMI (joint analysis main effects and 
physical activity interaction), Waist circumference 
adjusted for BMI in active individuals, Waist 
circumference adjusted for body mass index, Iron 
status biomarkers (ferritin levels), Mosquito bite 
size, Peripheral arterial disease (traffic-related air 
pollution interaction)
Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Schizophrenia, Cisplatin-induced ototoxicity, 
Educational attainment, Hand grip strength, Lung 
cancer, Peripheral arterial disease (traffic-related air 
pollution interaction)
Cisplatin-induced ototoxicity, Educational 
attainment, Hand grip strength, Lung cancer

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Depression (broad), Breast cancer, Breast cancer, 
Depression (broad), Schizophrenia, Urinary tract 
infection frequency, Cisplatin-induced ototoxicity, 
Depression (broad), Educational attainment, 
Educational attainment (years of education), Hand 
grip strength, Lung cancer, Lung cancer in ever 
smokers, Lung cancer, Lung cancer in ever 
smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Lung 
cancer, Schizophrenia, Peripheral arterial disease 
(traffic-related air pollution interaction), Squamous 
cell lung carcinoma, Systemic lupus erythematosus

Educational attainment, Small cell lung carcinoma

Hip circumference adjusted for BMI, Small cell lung 
carcinoma
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Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Autism 
spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Depression 
(broad), Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Lung cancer in ever smokers, Breast cancer, Breast 
cancer, Depression (broad), Schizophrenia, Urinary 
tract infection frequency, Depression (broad), 
Depression (broad), Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's 
syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), Diastolic 
blood pressure, Iron status biomarkers (total iron 
binding capacity), Iron status biomarkers (transferrin 
saturation), Hip circumference adjusted for BMI, 
Iron status biomarkers, Iron status biomarkers (total 
iron binding capacity), Lung cancer, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Lung cancer in ever smokers, 
Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Lung cancer, Lung 
cancer in ever smokers, Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Lung cancer, Schizophrenia, 
Neuroticism, QRS complex (Cornell), Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
Schizophrenia, Small cell lung carcinoma, 
Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Urinary tract 
infection frequency

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Autism 
spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Blood protein levels, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer, Depression (broad), Schizophrenia, 
Urinary tract infection frequency, Breast cancer, 
Lung cancer in ever smokers, Urinary tract infection 
frequency, Cognitive decline (age-related), 
Depression (broad), Depression (broad), 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), Depression (broad), Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Urinary tract infection frequency, Lung 
cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Lung cancer 
in ever smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, 
Lung cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Lung 
cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Neuroticism 
(MTAG), Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Subjective 
well-being (MTAG), Lung cancer, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Lung 
function (FEV1), Lung function (FEV1/FVC), Lung 
function (FVC), Parkinson's disease, QRS complex 
(Cornell), Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-
Lofgren's syndrome), Schizophrenia, Schizophrenia, 
Schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, Schizophrenia, 
schizoaffective disorder or bipolar disorder, 
Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Urinary tract 
infection frequency
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Parkinson's disease

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Autism 
spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Blood protein levels, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer, Depression (broad), Schizophrenia, 
Urinary tract infection frequency, Breast cancer, 
Lung cancer in ever smokers, Urinary tract infection 
frequency, Depression (broad), Depression (broad), 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), Depression (broad), Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Urinary tract infection frequency, Lung 
cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Lung cancer 
in ever smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, 
Lung cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Lung 
cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Neuroticism 
(MTAG), Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Subjective 
well-being (MTAG), Lung cancer, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Lung 
function (FEV1), Lung function (FEV1/FVC), Lung 
function (FVC), QRS complex (Cornell), Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
Schizophrenia, Schizophrenia, Schizophrenia or 
bipolar disorder, Schizophrenia, schizoaffective 
disorder or bipolar disorder, Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Urinary tract infection frequency

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Autism 
spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Blood protein levels, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer, Depression (broad), Schizophrenia, 
Urinary tract infection frequency, Breast cancer, 
Lung cancer in ever smokers, Urinary tract infection 
frequency, Depression (broad), Depression (broad), 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), Depression (broad), Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Urinary tract infection frequency, Lung 
cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Lung cancer 
in ever smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, 
Lung cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Lung 
cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Neuroticism 
(MTAG), Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Subjective 
well-being (MTAG), Lung cancer, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Lung 
function (FEV1), Lung function (FEV1/FVC), Lung 
function (FVC), QRS complex (Cornell), Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
Schizophrenia, Schizophrenia, Schizophrenia or 
bipolar disorder, Schizophrenia, schizoaffective 
disorder or bipolar disorder, Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Urinary tract infection frequency
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Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Autism 
spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Blood protein levels, Breast cancer, 
Breast cancer, Depression (broad), Schizophrenia, 
Urinary tract infection frequency, Breast cancer, 
Lung cancer in ever smokers, Urinary tract infection 
frequency, Cognitive decline (age-related), 
Depression (broad), Depression (broad), 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), Depression (broad), Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Urinary tract infection frequency, Lung 
cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Lung cancer 
in ever smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, 
Lung cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Lung 
cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Neuroticism 
(MTAG), Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Subjective 
well-being (MTAG), Lung cancer, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Lung 
function (FEV1), Lung function (FEV1/FVC), Lung 
function (FVC), QRS complex (Cornell), Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
Schizophrenia, Schizophrenia, Schizophrenia or 
bipolar disorder, Schizophrenia, schizoaffective 
disorder or bipolar disorder, Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Urinary tract infection frequency

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Depression (broad), Lung cancer, Lung cancer in 
ever smokers, Neuroticism (MTAG), Squamous cell 
lung carcinoma, Subjective well-being (MTAG), 
Lung function (FEV1), Lung function (FEV1/FVC), 
Lung function (FVC), Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma
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AIDS progression, Autism spectrum disorder, 
attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder, bipolar 
disorder, major depressive disorder, and 
schizophrenia (combined), Lung cancer, Squamous 
cell lung carcinoma, Autism spectrum disorder or 
schizophrenia, Breast cancer, Autism spectrum 
disorder or schizophrenia, Schizophrenia, Barrett's 
esophagus, Barrett's esophagus  or Esophageal 
adenocarcinoma, Breast cancer, Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
Blood protein levels, Breast cancer, Cancer 
(pleiotropy), Depression (broad), Lung cancer, 
Squamous cell lung carcinoma, Urinary tract 
infection frequency, Cognitive performance, Cold 
sores, Cutaneous lupus erythematosus, Cutaneous 
lupus erythematosus, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's 
syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), Depression 
(broad), High light scatter reticulocyte count, High 
light scatter reticulocyte percentage of red cells, 
Lung cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Lung 
cancer, Lung cancer in ever smokers, Squamous 
cell lung carcinoma, Lung cancer, Squamous cell 
lung carcinoma, Lung cancer, Tuberculosis, 
Migraine without aura, Nasopharyngeal carcinoma, 
Neuroticism, Pneumonia, Schizophrenia, Squamous 
cell lung carcinoma, Tonsillectomy, Urinary tract 
infection frequency

Autism spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, 
Schizophrenia, Migraine without aura

Albumin-globulin ratio, Autism spectrum disorder or 
schizophrenia, Schizophrenia, Blood protein levels, 
Cognitive decline (age-related), Colorectal cancer, 
Drug-induced liver injury, Migraine without aura, 
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma, Plantar warts, 
Pulmonary function (smoking interaction), 
Schizophrenia
Adult asthma, Asthma, Asthma, Blood protein 
levels, Childhood ear infection, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, EGFR mutation-positive 
lung adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver 
cirrhosis, Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis 
(OCB status), Epstein Barr virus nuclear antigen 1 
IgG levels, Response to hepatitis B vaccine, 
Fibrinogen levels, Food antigen IgG levels, 
Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, Mosquito bite 
size, Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 2 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis
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Adult asthma, Asthma, Asthma, Blood protein 
levels, Childhood ear infection, Crohn's disease, 
Immunoglobulin A, Multiple sclerosis, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Ulcerative colitis, Ulcerative 
colitis or Crohn's disease, EGFR mutation-positive 
lung adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver 
cirrhosis, Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis 
(OCB status), Epstein Barr virus nuclear antigen 1 
IgG levels, Response to hepatitis B vaccine, 
Fibrinogen levels, Food antigen IgG levels, 
Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, Mosquito bite 
size, Multiple sclerosis, Myasthenia gravis, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Type 2 diabetes, 
Ulcerative colitis

Asthma, Blood protein levels, Cold sores, Crohn's 
disease, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Epstein Barr virus nuclear antigen 1 IgG 
levels, Response to hepatitis B vaccine, Fibrinogen 
levels, Height, Hematology traits, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's 
syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Knee osteoarthritis, 
Loneliness (multivariate analysis), Neuromyelitis 
optica, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Pneumonia, 
Rosacea symptom severity, Rosacea symptom 
severity, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI (joint 
analysis for main effect and physical activity 
interaction), Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI in 
active individuals, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for 
body mass index, Sarcoidosis, Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome), 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Systemic juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Type 2 
diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, Vitiligo, Waist-hip ratio, 
Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI, Waist-to-hip 
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Asthma, Blood protein levels, Cold sores, Crohn's 
disease, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), Epstein Barr virus nuclear antigen 1 IgG 
levels, Response to hepatitis B vaccine, Fibrinogen 
levels, Height, Hematology traits, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's 
syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Knee osteoarthritis, 
Loneliness (multivariate analysis), Neuromyelitis 
optica, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Pneumonia, 
Rosacea symptom severity, Rosacea symptom 
severity, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI (joint 
analysis for main effect and physical activity 
interaction), Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI in 
active individuals, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for 
body mass index, Sarcoidosis, Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome), 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's 
syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Systemic juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Type 2 
diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, Vitiligo, Waist-hip ratio, 
Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI, Waist-to-hip 
Asthma, Asthma, Rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn's 
disease, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), HIV-1 viral setpoint, Knee osteoarthritis, 
Marginal zone lymphoma, Parkinson's disease, 
Ulcerative colitis, Vitiligo
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Asthma, Asthma, Rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn's 
disease, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), HIV-1 viral setpoint, Knee osteoarthritis, 
Marginal zone lymphoma, Parkinson's disease, 
Ulcerative colitis, Vitiligo

Crohn's disease, Knee osteoarthritis
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Crohn's disease, Knee osteoarthritis

Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Asthma, 
Rheumatoid arthritis, Blood protein levels, 
Complement C3 and C4 levels, Crohn's disease, 
EGFR mutation-positive lung adenocarcinoma, 
Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, Lung 
adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB status), 
Fibrinogen levels, HIV-1 control, HIV-1 viral 
setpoint, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, Knee 
osteoarthritis, Lymphoma, Schizophrenia, 
Parkinson's disease, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Tonsillectomy, 
Ulcerative colitis, Vitiligo, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted 
for BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), Waist-to-
hip ratio adjusted for BMI (joint analysis main 
effects and smoking interaction), Waist-to-hip ratio 
adjusted for BMI in non-smokers, Waist-to-hip ratio 
adjusted for BMI x sex x age interaction (4df test), 
Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for body mass index
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Anti-cyclic Citrullinated Peptide Antibody, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Type 1 diabetes and 
autoimmune thyroid diseases, Asthma, Asthma, 
Rheumatoid arthritis, Blood protein levels, 
Complement C3 and C4 levels, Crohn's disease, 
EGFR mutation-positive lung adenocarcinoma, 
Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, Lung 
adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB status), 
Fibrinogen levels, HIV-1 control, HIV-1 viral 
setpoint, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, Knee 
osteoarthritis, Lymphoma, Schizophrenia, 
Parkinson's disease, Thionamide-induced 
agranulocytosis in Graves' disease, Tonsillectomy, 
Ulcerative colitis, Vitiligo, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted 
for BMI (adjusted for smoking behaviour), Waist-to-
hip ratio adjusted for BMI (joint analysis main 
effects and smoking interaction), Waist-to-hip ratio 
adjusted for BMI in non-smokers, Waist-to-hip ratio 
adjusted for BMI x sex x age interaction (4df test), 
Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for body mass index

Asthma, Blood protein levels, Cold sores, 
Complement C3 and C4 levels, Dermatomyositis or 
juvenile dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, EGFR mutation-positive lung 
adenocarcinoma, Hepatitis C induced liver cirrhosis, 
Lung adenocarcinoma, Multiple sclerosis (OCB 
status), HIV-1 control, Hematology traits, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's 
syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Neuromyelitis optica, 
Systemic lupus erythematosus, Pneumonia, 
Rosacea symptom severity, Rosacea symptom 
severity, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI (joint 
analysis for main effect and physical activity 
interaction), Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI in 
active individuals, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for 
body mass index, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome 
vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's 
syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome), Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's 
syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), SjÃ¶gren's 
syndrome, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Type 1 diabetes and autoimmune 
thyroid diseases, Type 2 diabetes, Ulcerative colitis, 
Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI (adjusted for 
smoking behaviour), Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for 
BMI (joint analysis main effects and smoking 
interaction), Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI in 
non-smokers, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for BMI x 
sex x age interaction (4df test), Waist-to-hip ratio 
adjusted for body mass index, Waist-to-hip ratio 
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Acute-on-chronic liver failure in hepatitis B, Prostate 
cancer, Asthma, Rheumatoid arthritis, Blood protein 
levels, Cold sores, Dermatomyositis or juvenile 
dermatomyositis, Idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathy, Follicular lymphoma, HIV-1 viral 
setpoint, Height, Hematology traits, Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's 
syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), Idiopathic 
membranous nephropathy, Multiple sclerosis, 
Multiple sclerosis (OCB status), Neuromyelitis 
optica, Systemic lupus erythematosus, Parkinson's 
disease, Response to hepatitis B vaccine, Rosacea 
symptom severity, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for 
BMI (joint analysis for main effect and physical 
activity interaction), Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted for 
BMI in active individuals, Waist-to-hip ratio adjusted 
for body mass index, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's 
syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome), Sarcoidosis 
(Lofgren's syndrome vs non-Lofgren's syndrome), 
SjÃ¶gren's syndrome, Systemic lupus 
erythematosus, Systemic juvenile idiopathic 
arthritis, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
Thionamide-induced agranulocytosis in Graves' 
disease, Tonsillectomy, Type 1 diabetes, Waist-to-
hip ratio adjusted for body mass index

Antinuclear antibody levels, Hodgkin's lymphoma, 
Lung cancer, Ulcerative colitis, Asthma, Asthma 
and hay fever, Asthma, Type 1 diabetes, Autism 
spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Autism 
spectrum disorder or schizophrenia, Pulmonary 
function, Type 1 diabetes, Autoimmune hepatitis 
type-1, Celiac disease, Collagenous colitis, 
Cutaneous lupus erythematosus, Diastolic blood 
pressure, Idiopathic membranous nephropathy, 
Immunoglobulin A, Inflammatory bowel disease, 
Lung cancer, Sarcoidosis (Lofgren's syndrome vs 
non-Lofgren's syndrome), Squamous cell lung 
carcinoma, Systemic lupus erythematosus, 
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